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SUMMARY 
 

 

Available studies do not provide a systematic and formalized structure for the sport performance 

analysis (PA) and coaching domain, according to which activities of coaches and support staff 

that are related to data collection and analysis for decision making, can be directed. However, in 

the business competitive intelligence (CI) domain the 4Cs process model of Weiss (2002) may 

serve as a theoretical framework to investigate the phenomenon of CI in the cricket coaching 

domain. In view of this background the theoretical objective of this study was to evaluate the 

relevancy of the business CI process to the sport performance analysis (PA) domain as part of 

the coaching process in sport and specifically cricket by using a systematic literature review 

(SLR). The empirical objectives of the study were as follows: to identify the key intelligence 

topics (KITs) of cricket coaches, using the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as a 

framework and incorporating existing knowledge regarding cricket specific key performance 

indicators (KPIs); to identify the data collection properties of cricket coaches, using the first 

stage of the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as framework; to provide a conceptual CI 

framework specifically developed for cricket coaches based on the 4Cs CI business process 

model as a theoretical foundation and to create a CI survey for cricket coaches by following the 

proposed five step process of Gehlbach and Brinkworth (2011). 

 

To fulfil the above-mentioned objectives, a partially mixed sequential dominant status multi-

mode research design was completed in three phases. The first phase consisted of the qualitative 

dominant phase whereby the SLR was performed and a preliminary interview schedule 

developed and qualitatively formalised. The second phase also consisted of a qualitative process 

during which interviews were conducted with high level cricket coaches and their support staff. 

The constant comparative method (CCM) was used together with the development of a codebook 

in order to systematically analyse the qualitative interview data through ATLAS.TITM, computer 

assisted qualitative analysis software. The CCM of continuous and simultaneous interview and 

data analysis processes were performed until data saturation.  

 

The document analysis that was performed as part of the SLR showed substantial agreement 

between the business CI and the sport PA domains with regard to the four stages of the CI 

model. Furthermore, the SLR rendered the following five themes for the CI process of both 
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domains: data collection, conversion, communication, countering and the CI process as a whole. 

The differences and similarities between the two domains were explored within these five 

themes. Therefore, themes were presented as combined data networks that indicated the 

occurrence of the CI activities within both domains. Findings of the SLR suggested that the 

majority of activities within different stages of the business CI process are similar to sport PA 

activities that coaches follow as part of the coaching process. Despite the applicability of the CI 

process to the PA domain, clear differences between the two domains were also observed. These 

differences indicated the need for further research into the specific properties such as data 

collection activities and the identification of key intelligence needs (KINs), as well as the 

different stages of the CI process that cricket coaches perform. 

 

Interview data was qualitatively analysed and was used to fulfil the second objective of the 

study, which indicated that cricket coaches’ informational needs could be translated into all three 

of the business type KITs, namely strategic, early warning, and key player KITs. However, 

coaches identified inadequate exclusive strategic decision and early warning type KITs, and 

over-emphasized key player KITs. The identification of key performance indicators (KPIs) by 

coaches as part of the PA domain, were classified as a key player type KIT, since it provides 

information and a greater understanding of opposition. The comparison of KPIs in light of KITs 

and its function within the CI process, indicated that KPIs are inadequate to be used exclusively 

for intelligence creation, but need to be incorporated into the KITs identification and CI process. 

The identified KITs, with incorporated KPIs, were successfully linked to three out of the four 

kinds of knowledge which is created as part of the countering stage of the 4Cs CI process model. 

 

For the fulfilment of the third objective of the study, data were also analysed qualitatively. The 

analysis of interview data extended to the whole data collection process and all properties of 

cricket coaches and support staff regarding these aspects. Overall, coaches indicated that they 

make use of various sources of information on competitors, own team and the environment. Data 

collection was usually performed by numerous persons within the team set-up and a variety of 

information formats were utilised. The main findings indicated that easily available sources were 

not effectively utilized, data collection processes were not performed in a structured manner and 

coaches need skill development regarding data collection and analysis. Furthermore, the lack of 

technology as well as the absence of a person who can collect data and a shortage of skills by the 

person who is responsible for data collection, were the main challenges coaches face.  
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The fourth objective of the study was achieved by analysing data quantitatively. A tree 

clustering, single-linkage, 1-Pearson Correlation Coefficient cluster analysis dendrogram of all 

quantitized coded interview data indices was used to identify five themes, each with sub-

categories. The categories were created by conceptually concatenating the clustered codes. 

Therefore, a CI framework with the following themes was developed for cricket coaches: a) 

Strategy design, b) Review, c) Information transmission, d) CI process dynamics and e) 

Information parameters. The themes, together with the inter-relatedness of sub-categories, were 

described in light of the new framework. The newly developed framework provides coaches with 

a comprehensive and systematic approach that can be employed to create CI. 

 

The newly developed CI framework was used as a foundation to fulfil the fifth objective of the 

study according to the five step process of Gehlbach and Brinkworth (2011). The five themes 

identified from the dendrogram were used as subscales, and the categories within each theme 

were converted into item questions. The CI survey for cricket coaches was quantitatively and 

qualitatively analysed by a panel of experts which resulted in acceptable content (content validity 

index (CVI) = 0.99) and face validity. The clarity average score was found to be 0.95. The inter-

rater agreement (IRA) values on the representativeness and clarity were 0.96 and 0.82, 

respectively which is more than the acceptable norm of 0.80. Preliminary factorial validity was 

calculated to be 0.99, which can be categorised as a very high score. The newly developed CI 

survey is unique and its use will shed light on the dearth of knowledge regarding coaches’ 

strategy design, review and information transmission processes, and will also indicate how they 

deal with CI process dynamics and address information parameters.  

 

This study is the first of its kind within the sport domain to have investigated the encompassing 

CI activities of cricket coaches using the business 4Cs CI process model as a framework. The in-

depth research regarding similarities and differences between the CI and PA domains, as well as 

results with regard to the KITs and data collection properties of coaches, aided in the 

development of the CI framework. The newly developed framework process will guide coaches 

to focus on competitor analysis in a systematic manner, while the CI survey will aid to identify 

strengths and weaknesses of coaches during this process.  

 

Key words: business competitive intelligence, sport performance analysis, cricket, coaching, 

competitor analysis, key intelligence topics, data collection, framework, survey 
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OPSOMMING 
 

 

Beskikbare studies bied nie ŉ sistematiese en formele struktuur vir die sportprestasieanalise- 

(PA) en afrigtingdomein, waarvolgens die aktiwiteite van afrigters en ondersteuningspersoneel 

wat verband hou met data-insameling en -analise vir besluitneming, gerig kan word nie. In die 

besigheid mededingende intelligensie (MI) domein bestaan daar egter die 4Cs proses model van 

Weiss (2002) wat as ŉ teoretiese raamwerk gebruik kan word om die verskynsel van MI in die 

krieketafrigting-domein te ondersoek. In die lig van hierdie agtergrond is die teoretiese doelwit 

van die studie om die toepaslikheid van die besigheid MI-proses tot die sport PA-domein te 

ondersoek as deel van die afrigtingsproses in sport en spesifiek krieket deur die gebruik van ŉ 

sistematiese literatuurondersoek (SLO). Die empiriese doelwitte van die studie is as volg: om die 

sleutel-intelligensieonderwerpe (SIO) van krieketafrigters te identifiseer deur gebruik te maak 

van die 4Cs proses model van Weiss (2002) as ŉ raamwerk en om bestaande kennis aangaande 

krieketspesifieke sleutelprestasie-indikatore (SPI) daarby te inkorporeer; om die data 

insamelingseienskappe van krieketafrigters te identifiseer wat gebaseer is op die eerste stadium 

van die 4Cs proses model van Weiss (2002); om ŉ konseptuele MI raamwerk spesifiek vir 

krieketafrigters te ontwikkel wat op die 4Cs MI besigheidsproses-model as ŉ teoretiese 

raamwerk gefundeer is, en die ontwikkeling van ŉ MI vraelys vir krieketafrigters deur die vyf-

stap-proses van Gehlbach en Brinkworth (2011) te volg. 

 

Die studie het gebruik gemaak van ŉ gedeeltelike gemengde, opeenvolgende dominante status, 

meervoudige wyse, navorsingsontwerp wat in drie fases afgehandel is om die bogenoemde 

doelwitte te bereik. Die eerste fase het bestaan uit die dominante kwalitatiewe fase waartydens 

die SLO uitgevoer is en die voorlopige onderhoudskedule ontwikkel en kwalitatief geformaliseer 

is. Die konstante vergelykende metode (KVM) is saam met die ontwikkeling van ŉ kodeboek 

gebruik om ŉ sistematiese analise van die kwalitatiewe onderhoudsdata uit te voer deur gebruik 

te maak van ATLAS.TITM, rekenaargesteunde kwalitatiewe analise sagteware. Die KVM van 

deurlopende en gelyktydige onderhoud- en data-ontledingsprosesse is uitgevoer totdat 

dataversadiging bereik is. 

 

Die dokumentanalise wat uitgevoer is as deel van die SLO het ŉ groot mate van ooreenstemming 

tussen die besigheid- en sport PA-domeine met betrekking tot die vier stadiums van die MI 
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model uitgewys. Verder het die SLO die volgende vir die MI van beide domeine opgelewer: 

data-insameling, -analise, kommunikasie, teenkanting en die MI proses as geheel. Die verskille 

en ooreenstemminge tussen die twee domeine is ondersoek binne hierdie vyf temas. Die temas is 

voorgestel as gekombineerde datanetwerke wat die voorkoms van MI aktiwiteite binne beide 

domeine aangedui het. Bevindinge van die SLO stel voor dat die meerderheid van aktiwiteite 

binne die verskillende stadiums van die besigheids- MI-proses ooreenstem met die sport PA 

aktiwiteite wat afrigters volg as deel van die afrigtingsproses. Ten spyte van die toepasbaarheid 

van die MI-proses tot die PA-domein, is duidelike verskille tussen die twee domeine opgemerk. 

Hierdie verskille dui die behoefte aan vir verdere navorsing aangaande spesifieke aktiwiteite van 

die verskillende stadiums van die MI-proses wat krieketafrigters uitvoer.  

 

Die kwalitatief geanaliseerde data is gebruik om die tweede doelwit van die studie te bereik en 

het aangedui dat krieketafrigters se inligtingsbehoeftes omgeskakel kan word in al drie die 

besigheids-tipe SIOs naamlik strategiese, vroeë waarskuwings en sleutelspeler SIOs. Afrigters 

het egter onvoldoende uitsluitlike strategiese en vroeë waarskuwing tipe SIOs geïdentifiseer en 

sleutelspeler SIOs oorbeklemtoon. Die identifisering van SPIs deur afrigters as deel van die PA–

domein, is geklassifiseer as ŉ sleutelspeler tipe SIO aangesien dit inligting en ŉ beter verstaan 

van die opposisie meebring. Die vergelyking van die SPIs in die lig van die SIOs en die funksie 

daarvan binne die MI-proses, het aangedui dat SPIs onvoldoende is om uitsluitlik gebruik te 

word vir intelligensie-skepping, maar dat dit in die SIO-identifikasie en MI-proses inkorporeer 

moet word. Die geïdentifiseerde SIOs, wat SPIs insluit is suksesvol gekoppel aan drie uit die vier 

tipes kennis wat geskep is tydens die teenkanting-stadium van die 4Cs MI-prosesmodel. 

 

Vir die bereiking van die derde doelwit van die studie is data ook kwalitatief geanaliseer. Die 

analise van die onderhoudsdata is uitgebrei tot die hele data-insamelingsproses en al die 

eienskappe van krieketafrigters en ondersteuningspersoneel rakende hierdie aspekte. Algeheel 

het afrigters aangedui dat hulle gebruik maak van verskeie bronne van inligting oor opponente, 

eie span en die omgewing. Datainsameling is gewoonlik deur ŉ verskeidenheid van persone 

binne die spanverband uitgevoer en ŉ verskeidenheid van inligtingsformate is gebruik. Die 

primêre bevinding het aangedui dat maklik bekombare bronne nie effektief ingespan is nie, dat 

die datainsamelingsproses nie op ŉ gestruktureerde manier plaasgevind het nie, en dat afrigters 

vaardigheidsontwikkeling benodig met betrekking tot data-insameling en -analise. Voorts is die 

gebrek aan tegnologie sowel as die afwesigheid van ŉ persoon wat die data kan insamel, en ŉ 
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gebrek aan vaardighede by die persoon wat verantwoordelik is vir data-insameling, die primêre 

uitdagings wat afrigters moet trotseer.  

 

Die vierde doelwit van die studie is behaal deur die data kwantitatief te analiseer. ŉ Boom-

groepering, enkel-koppeling 1-Pearson Korrelasiekoëffisiënt trosontledings-dendrogram van alle 

gekwantifiseerde, gekodeerde onderhouddata indekse is gebruik om vyf temas, elk met 

subkategorieë te identifiseer. Die kategorieë is ontwikkel deur die konseptuele samevoeging van 

gegroepeerde kodes. Die MI raamwerk met die volgende temas is ontwikkel vir krieketafrigters: 

a) Strategie-ontwerp, b) Oorsig, c) Inligtingsoordrag, d) MI-prosesdinamika en e) 

Inligtingsparameters. Die temas, tesame met die interverwantskap tussen subkategorieë is 

verduidelik in die lig van die nuwe raamwerk. Die nuut ontwikkelde raamwerk verskaf aan 

afrigters ŉ omvattende en sistematiese benadering wat aangewend kan word om MI te skep. 

 

Die nuut ontwikkelde MI raamwerk is as grondslag gebruik om die vyfde doel van die studie 

volgens die vyf-stapproses van Gehlback en Brinkworth (2011) te bereik. Die vyf temas wat uit 

die dendrogram geïdentifiseer is, is as sub-skale gebruik en die kategorieë binne elke tema is in 

item-vrae omskep. Die MI vraelys vir krieketafrigters is kwantitatief en kwalitatief deur ŉ paneel 

kundiges geëvalueer wat tot aanvaarbare inhoud (inhouds-geldigheidsindeks (IGI) = 0.99) en 

gesigsgeldigheid gelei het. Die gemiddelde duidelikheidstelling is as 0.95 bevind. Die inter-

beoordeelaar ooreenkoms (IVB)-waardes van die verteenwoordiging en duidelikheid was 

onderskeidelik 0.96 en 0.82, wat bo die aanvaarbare norm van 0.80 is. Voorlopige 

faktorgeldigheid is bereken as 0.99 wat as ŉ baie hoë waarde gekategoriseer kan word. Die nuut 

ontwikkelde MI vraelys is uniek en die gebruik daarvan sal lig werp op die gebrekkige kennis 

rakende afrigters se strategie ontwerp-, oorsig- en inligtingsoordrag-prosesse asook toon hoe 

hulle die MI proses dinamiek en inligtingsparameters hanteer. 

 

Volgens die navorsers se kennis, is hierdie studie die eerste van sy soort binne die sportdomein 

wat die omvattende MI aktiwiteite van krieketafrigters ondersoek het deur gebruik te maak van 

die 4Cs proses model as ŉ raamwerk. Die indiepte ondersoek van die ooreenkomste en verskille 

tussen die MI- en PA-domeine, sowel as bevindinge ten opsigte van die SIOs en data 

insamelingseienskappe van afrigters het bygedra tot die ontwikkeling van die MI raamwerk. Die 

nuut ontwikkelde raamwerkproses sal afrigters rig om op ŉ sistematiese wyse op opponent 

analise te fokus, terwyl die MI vraelys sal help om sterk- en swakpunte van afrigters tydens 

hierdie proses te identifiseer. 
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1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The provision of appropriate information to sport coaches, support staff and athletes is essential 

for performance improvement and increasing competitiveness (McGarry, 2009b:136). Coaches, 

managers, athletes and support staff are to a certain degree involved in some or other form of 

information collection and analysis activities such as performance analysis through sophisticated 

data and video analysis software programmes (Hughes & Bartlett, 2002:740; Wright et al., 

2012a:449). However, the literature indicates limited processes, models or activities used by 

coaches for gathering and analysing information in a controlled and systematic manner (Cushion 

et al., 2006; Gould et al., 1990). Furthermore, existing models do not clarify definitive concepts 

and principles for gaining a competitive advantage (Cushion et al., 2006:84; Gould et al., 

1990:323). Many coaches work without any reference to a coaching process model and base 

their training programmes and activities on intuition, feelings and previous experience  (Cross, 

1995:28; Cushion et al., 2003:217; Gilbert & Trudel, 2001:18). Hence, it is unclear how coaches 

collect, process and use information during training and competition to obtain optimal results 

(Groom et al., 2011:16). For this reason there was a need to clarify this multifaceted process and 

to develop more evidence-based theories and models that can guide coaches to gain a 

competitive advantage (Cushion et al., 2006:84; Voight, 2007:420).  

 

According to Chapalet and Bayle (cited by Van Hoeke et al., 2013a:88), one of the greatest 

challenges for sport coaches is to ensure that they have the necessary skills to lead a high 

performing entity. In recent times this has included the utilization and adaptation of systems and 

processes from the traditional business environment to a sport context. In the business realm the 

term used to explain “a systematic and ethical program for gathering, analysing and managing 

external information that can affect your organization’s plans, decisions and operations”, is 

competitive intelligence (CI) (Weiss, 2002:41). In other words, CI is a management function 

used within the business realm to describe the legal collection of information on competitors and 

the overall business environment (Weiss, 2002:41). Although CI related activities are a fairly 

new occurrence in the South African business industry, it is one of the fastest growing domains 

(Muller, 2004:15) due to its use in strategic decision-making to enhance global business 

competitiveness (Sewdass & Du Toit, 2014:186).  

 

Nonetheless, CI as a phenomenon has never been researched or implemented within the South 

African sport environment and worldwide very few studies have investigated CI in the sport 

industry (Hughes & Beasley, 2007:93). Hughes and Beasley (2007) investigated CI in each of 
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the five major professional United States’ leagues: National Basketball Association, National 

Football League, Major League Baseball, National Hockey League and Major Soccer League. 

They investigated the use of CI, types of CI activities used, frequency of usage, perceived 

effectiveness of CI and the level of experience among administrators, management, owners, 

coaches, personnel and scouts. Results indicated that 62 percent of the major league teams use CI 

activities to provide direction with regard to personnel and players’ decisions and to identify 

market opportunities (Hughes & Beasley, 2007:93). Another study indicated that 94.9 percent of 

all professional football clubs in Turkey completely or partly maintain CI activities (Varol, 

2012a:4). These clubs’ primary reasons for carrying out CI activities were to provide tender and 

transfer leverage to the club (40%) and to improve club image (38%) (Varol, 2012a:5). Although 

these studies investigated CI in a sporting environment, it was within a sport business operations 

context and not as a coaching function to gain a competitive advantage during competitions. This 

current study aimed to use the existing business CI process model as a framework to investigate 

the occurrence of the process elements and specific properties within a sport coaching context, 

where coaches engage in data collection and analysis with the aim to counter opposition 

strategies during competitions.  

 

Various CI process cycles and models are utilized to describe the general steps followed by 

organizations to achieve a competitive advantage (Cloutier, 2013:66; Dishman & Calof, 

2008b:779; Fleisher & Bensoussan, 2003:6; Weiss, 2002:43). However, literature indicates a 

need for the development of a universal CI process model (Pellissier & Nenzhelele, 2013:572) 

since diversified opinions and models exist which hamper the development of the CI domain (Du 

Toit & Muller, 2004:309). Pellissier and Nenzhelele (2013:569) indicated that the majority of 

models showed property similarities with overlapping stages and phases. The CI 4Cs process 

model of Weiss (2002:43) (see Figure 1) is a simple yet effective model and has potential for the 

exploration of the CI phenomenon in a sport coaching context. This model involves the 

collection, conversion, communication and countering of information (Weiss, 2002:43), where 

information consists of processed data, with data referring to symbols that represent the 

properties of objects and events (Ackoff, 1999:171). The difference between information and 

data is, therefore, functional and not structural, and when referred to as information, it includes 

data as well as represents the processes directed at increasing the usefulness of data (Ackoff, 

1999:121). Each stage of the 4Cs process model includes a number of sub-processes of which 

the first is to define the user’s key intelligence topics (KITs) (i.e. the nature and scope of the 

organisation’s or user’s intelligence needs) (Herring, 1999:4). The key intelligence needs (KINs) 
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are assigned to one of three functional KITs categories of: 1) strategic decisions and actions; 2) 

early-warning topics; and 3) descriptions of key players (Herring, 1999:4). The main objective of 

KITs is to provide the focus to conduct effective intelligence operations (Herring, 1999:4). 

Strategic decisions as a type of KIT, are very noticeable and provide the most tangible measure 

of intelligence success and value (Weiss, 2002:43). Player KITs very often include the full 

profile of a competitor, his/her strengths, weaknesses and general approach (Weiss, 2002:43). 

During this first stage, the intelligence user determines the KITs and the direction followed for 

data collection and analysis (Weiss, 2002:43). It is however seldom that the intelligence user, 

also referred to as the decision maker, will be involved in the conversion and analysis phase 

(Viviers et al., 2002:28; Weiss, 2002:43). Large organizations have departments with numerous 

employees assigned to CI activities (Jaworski et al., 2002:280), which correspond to support 

staff such as performance analysts in the sport coaching context  (Lyons, 2005:161). 

 
Figure 1: The 4Cs process model (Weiss, 2002:43). 

 

The second stage of the 4Cs model is conversion, whereby data are integrated with other data-

related elements, analysed and interpreted so that it can be utilized (Weiss, 2002:45). For this 

part of the process, information systems could be applied to collate and catalogue data with the 

emphasis on assessing the reliability and accuracy of data (Weiss, 2002:45). This step also 

intends to identify trends or patterns and to put data into context so that the KITs that guide the 

research process can be defined (Weiss, 2002:45). The third stage in the 4Cs process model 

focuses on communication and endeavours to identify and develop the most suitable channels 
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knowledge 
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knowledge 
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knowledge 

 

 

Comparative 
knowledge 

 

and frequency of communication to enhance the intelligence distribution and decision making 

(Weiss, 2002:45). The last stage of the process is countering, which utilises four different 

categories of knowledge about competitors and the competitive environment for decision-

making purposes and for the development of specific strategies (Weiss, 2002:46). The 

interaction between the four types of knowledge obtained during the countering stage is 

explained in Figure 2. In this regard all four types of knowledge are needed to obtain a 

comprehensive view of the business environment and it is only by understanding one’s own 

position within the overall environment, the rivals and own environment that appropriate 

decisions can take place and countering strategies be developed (Weiss, 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Types of knowledge and how they lead to strategy (Weiss, 2002) 

 

Despite the possible benefits of the 4Cs model for the sport-coaching context, the suitability of 

this model for the sport-coaching context has not been investigated thus far. The empirical 

establishment of various constructs of the CI process is a relatively new occurrence in research 

and various questionnaires have been employed for CI research within South African businesses 

(Saayman et al., 2008:387; Van Niekerk, 2013:6). One of the questionnaires that were used in 

this context contains 38 CI-related questions that are based on theoretical constructs and 

preliminary research results (Saayman et al., 2008:387; Viviers et al., 2002:32). The 38 items 
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evaluate the following factors: i) communication and analysis, ii) collection, iii) planning and 

focus, with the contextual factors of iv) awareness, v) internal information, vi) formal 

infrastructure and vii) employee involvement (Saayman et al., 2008:393). These factors are also 

included in the CI Diagnostic Survey (CIDS) of Van Niekerk (2013), which was designed to 

measure CI variables so that organisational development and effectiveness could be improved. 

The CIDS questions address the skills and capabilities of the business/organisation to undertake 

the CI processes and are related to the following topics: 1) CI awareness/culture; 2) planning, 

identification and focus; 3) collection; 4) collation; 5) analysis and interpretation; 6) 

communication/dissemination; and 7) process/structure. The last-mentioned surveys have the 

potential to be adapted for use in a sport-coaching context with the sub-scales to guide the 

development of a sport CI survey. The development of a sport specific survey could enable sport 

coaches, support staff and athletes to implement business strategic operational functions into a 

sport coaching context in order to improve competitive advantage. 

 

Despite the lack of empirical data, anecdotal evidence suggests that sport coaches, teams and 

individuals are as competitive and analytical in their endeavour to achieve success as the 

business industry (Hughes & Beasley, 2007:96). However, although sport-related professionals 

may currently conduct informal activities of CI, they do not view it as such or employ a 

systematic system to achieve intelligence creation (Hughes & Beasley, 2007:96). In this regard, 

Schoeman et al. (2006) applied data mining as part of the CI business data collection process to a 

South African cricket competitive environment in order to gain a competitive advantage. Apart 

from the South African focused cricket research by Schoeman et al. (2006) very little research 

has thus far investigated CI in the South African sport context, which necessitated a study that 

explores the existence and implementation of CI activities, processes and models in this context. 

Findings by Schoeman et al. (2006) indicated the suitability of CI property application within the 

South African cricket context and this study’s investigation of CI in a specific sport such as 

cricket will elaborate on previous findings. Furthermore, the findings of this study will broaden 

sport performance analysis research to address a wider range of knowledge and applications in 

cricket (Najdan et al., 2014:277). Apart from the contribution of this research to current sport 

scientific and CI knowledge, results could provide sport coaches, managers and sport federations 

with a fundamental framework structure by which CI properties, strategies and processes can be 

implemented. Realisation of a CI conceptual process framework for sport coaches could also 

strengthen the current coaches’ educational and sport performance analysis’ programmes. The 

development of a CI survey could also provide sport coaches with a unique instrument to 
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evaluate current CI processes, highlighting areas of successful CI creation as well as activities 

that need improvement. In view of these benefits, the study was based on the following 

theoretical research question: Which properties of the business CI process is relevant to the sport 

performance analysis (PA) domain as part of the coaching process in sport and specifically 

cricket? To answer this theoretical research question, a systematic literature review (SLR) was 

used to determine the relevancy of CI properties to sport PA. Furthermore, the study was based 

on the following empirical research questions: What are the identified key intelligence topics 

(KITs) of cricket coaches when the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) is used as a 

framework and existing knowledge regarding cricket specific key performance indicators (KPIs) 

is incorporated? What are the identified data collection properties of cricket coaches when the 

first stage of the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) is used as a framework? What will the 

layout be of a conceptual CI framework that is specifically developed for cricket coaches and 

that is based on the 4Cs CI business process model as a theoretical foundation? What will the 

layout be of a CI survey for cricket coaches that was developed by following the five step 

process of Gehlbach and Brinkworth (2011).  

 

2. OBJECTIVES 

The following research objectives were formulated from the research questions: 

Theoretical objective: 

• To evaluate the relevancy of the business CI process to the sport PA domain as part of the 

coaching process in sport and specifically cricket by using a systematic literature review 

(SLR). 

Empirical objectives: 

• To identify the KITs of South African cricket coaches, using the 4Cs CI process model of 

Weiss (2002) as a framework and incorporating existing knowledge regarding cricket 

specific key performance indicators (KPIs); 

• To identify the data collection properties of South African cricket coaches, using the first 

stage of the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as framework; 

• To provide a conceptual CI framework specifically developed for South African cricket 

coaches based on the 4Cs CI business process model as a theoretical foundation; 

• To create a CI survey for South African cricket coaches by following the proposed five step 

process of Gehlbach and Brinkworth (2011). 
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3. PREMISES 

This study is based on the following premises: 

• Substantial similarities between the CI and PA domains exist, which will be indicated 

through the SLR, thereby confirming the relevancy of the CI 4Cs process model to a sport 

PA and cricket coaching context. 

• South African cricket coaches’ KITs will be identified by using the CI 4Cs process model 

incorporating current sport KPIs.  

• Although South African cricket coaches’ data collection properties will be similar to CI 4Cs 

process model, coaches do not follow a structured data collection process. 

• The key elements of a newly developed conceptual CI process framework for South African 

cricket coaches will be similar to the CI 4Cs process model.  

• A new CI survey for South African cricket coaches will be developed by following a five 

step process, and will render acceptable content and face validity.  

 

4. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

The thesis will be submitted in article format as approved by the Senate of the North-West 

University and structured as follows: 

Chapter 1:  Problem statement, objectives and premises. A reference list is provided at the end 

of the chapter in accordance with the guidelines of the North-West University 

(NWU-Harvard style). 

Chapter 2:  Methodology of study. A reference list is provided at the end of the chapter in 

accordance with the guidelines of the North-West University (NWU-Harvard style). 

Chapter 3: Article 1: Relevancy of the business competitive intelligence process to sport 

performance analysis: A systematic literature review. This article was submitted for 

possible publication to the International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport. 

This chapter and the reference list at the end of the chapter were compiled in 

accordance with the guidelines of the last-mentioned journal (see Addendum N). 

Tables and figures were included in the text to make the article easier to read and 

understand. Furthermore, the margins of the article were set at 2.5 cm left, 2 cm 

right, 2 cm top and 2 cm bottom as to conform to the layout of the rest of the thesis. 

Chapter 4:  Article 2: Directing the competitive intelligence process in sport: key intelligence 

needs and performance indicators identified by high level cricket coaches. This 

article was submitted for possible publication to the International Journal of 
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Performance Analysis in Sport. This chapter and the reference list at the end of the 

chapter were compiled in accordance with the guidelines of the last-mentioned 

journal (see Addendum N). Tables and figures were included in the text to make the 

article easier to read and understand. Furthermore, the margins of the article were 

set at 2.5 cm left, 2 cm right, 2 cm top and 2 cm bottom as to conform to the layout 

of the rest of the thesis. 

Chapter 5:  Article 3: The competitive intelligence process in sport: data collection properties 

of high-level cricket coaches. This article was submitted for possible publication to 

the International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport. This chapter and the 

reference list at the end of the chapter were compiled in accordance with the 

guidelines of the last-mentioned journal (see Addendum N). Tables and figures 

were included in the text to make the article easier to read and understand. 

Furthermore, the margins of the article were set at 2.5 cm left, 2 cm right, 2 cm top 

and 2 cm bottom as to conform to the layout of the rest of the thesis.  

Chapter 6:  Article 4: The development of a competitive intelligence framework for cricket 

coaches. This article was submitted for possible publication to Sport Management 

Review. This chapter and the reference list at the end of the chapter were compiled 

in accordance with the guidelines of the last-mentioned journal (see Addendum R). 

In accordance with the guidelines of the journal, tables were included in the text to 

make the article easier to read and understand. Furthermore, the margins of the 

article were set at 2.5 cm left, 2 cm right, 2 cm top and 2 cm bottom as to conform 

to the layout of the rest of the thesis. 

Chapter 7:  Article 5: The novelty of a competitive intelligence survey for cricket coaches. This 

article was submitted for possible publication to Sport Management Review. This 

chapter and the reference list at the end of the chapter were compiled in accordance 

with the guidelines of the last-mentioned journal (see Addendum R). In accordance 

with the guidelines of the journal, tables and figures were included in the text to 

make the article easier to read and understand. Furthermore, the margins of the 

article were set at 2.5 cm left, 2 cm right, 2 cm top and 2 cm bottom for the rest as 

to conform to the layout of the rest of the thesis. 

Chapter 8:  Summary, conclusions, limitations and recommendations. 
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1. MULTI-MODE RESEARCH DESIGN 

The use of a single methodological research approach has long been criticized and the use of 

quantitative and qualitative approaches within one study are increasingly advocated (Creswell, 

2009:102; Denscombe, 2008:273). The integration of different approaches allows for 

confirmatory and exploratory research, as well as induction and deduction to take place in 

addressing research questions (Cohen et al., 2011:22). The combination of different polarised 

research methods gave rise to mixed method research, or multi-mode research (Johnson et al., 

2007:113). Leech and Onwuegbuzie (2009:265) explain multi-method as follows: “mixed 

method research represents research that involves collecting, analysing and interpreting 

quantitative and qualitative data in a single study or in a series of studies that investigate the 

same underlying phenomenon.” Multi-mode research can contribute towards data accuracy and 

provide for a more detailed account of the phenomenon built on original data (Denscombe, 

2008:272). This approach also enables a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena, adding 

contextual complexity with an internal and external perspective on constituent parts as well as 

the whole (Cohen et al., 2011:24). Numerous multi-mode designs have arisen with variances in 

priority (quantitative or qualitative approach dominating), timing of implementation, integration 

(level and scope), independence or interaction and method characteristics (Cohen et al., 

2011:25). In this regard, a three-dimensional typology of multi-mode research design was 

created, conceptualizing the following three dimensions: level of mixing (partially mixed vs. 

fully mixed), time orientation (concurrent vs. sequential) and emphasis of approach (equal status 

vs. dominant status) (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009:268). According to this typology, the current 

study is categorised into the partially mixed sequential dominant status multi-mode design 

(Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009:269).  

 

The partially mixed sequential dominant status design used within this study, first involved two 

qualitative phases, whereafter the quantitative phase followed (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 

2009:270). The qualitative research phases consisted of the systematic literature review (SLR), 

the interview schedule design and analysis through intra-university peer interviews, cricket 

coach and support staff interviews and analyses. This was followed by the quantitative analysis 

from the quantitized qualitative data (Saldanha & O'Brien, 2013:23). Therefore, the qualitative 

research method formed the dominant method of use (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009:270). Figure 

1 denotes a diagrammatic representation of the study’s research phases, activities and sequences 

to delineate the multi-mode method research typology.  
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Figure 1: Schematic flow diagram of the multi-mode research design  
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2. PHASE 1: EXPLORATION 

2.1 Systematic literature review 

Qualitative data collection strategies could include inter alia interviews, observations or 

document analysis (Merriam, 2009:139). The selection of documents from expert authors and 

evidence based research for inclusion in a systematic literature review (SLR) serves multiple 

purposes such as integrating different theoretical stances to a phenomenon to analyse and 

synthesize data for purposive writing of a complex and integrative literature review (Combs & 

Onwuegbuzie, 2010:2; Merriam, 2009:140). A SLR further provides information about the 

effects of a phenomenon across a wide range of settings and can provide evidence that the 

phenomenon is robust and transferrable (Kitchenham, 2004:4). Similarly this ensures a level of 

rigor in reviewing research evidence as the first and crucial step in a research enquiry 

(Hemingway, 2009:5). The selection of documents for the qualitative analysis should adhere to 

the same precision as the selection of suitable participants for research interviews (Merriam, 

2009:154). In conducting a SLR, the cumbersome process of conducting a narrative literature 

review can be enhanced by the selection of appropriate, sufficient and applicable documents to 

authenticate the literature review (Hemingway, 2009:6).  

 

A SLR is based on the following principles: i) it could be repeated at any given time, ii) it 

incorporates a documented trail of the standardized selection process and methods, and iii) it 

includes an assessment record with the exclusion and inclusion of documents according to a 

hierarchy of decisions (Cronin et al., 2008:38; Kitchenham, 2004:16). The process of a SLR 

should adhere to criteria of validity, reliability and trustworthiness with a minimum of researcher 

bias (Briner, 2013:6). To ensure unbiased research activities in document analysis, scholars 

should adhere to specific criteria while conducting a systematic process. These criteria include 

documenting of the search process, stating of the documentation selection criteria and assuring 

quality assessment of primary documents (Kitchenham, 2004:18). The six steps that were 

followed in completion of the SLR are summarized in Table 2, whereafter each step is described 

(Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD), 2009:18(CRD); Kitchenham, 2004). 
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Table 1: Six key steps in conducting a SLR 

Key steps Activities performed 

1 Development of a 
review protocol 

• A list of key words was compiled (Jesson et al., 2011:3). 
• Methods used to undertake the SLR were specified (Kitchenham, 

2004:12). 

2 
Identification and 
extraction of 
research 

• Electronic databases were accessed and searched by using 
keywords. 

• Research documents were refined by applying inclusion and 
exclusion criteria. 

3 Quality 
assessment 

• Documents were evaluated and quality assessment was applied by 
using the hierarchy of evidence (Kitchenham, 2004:21). 

• Documents were evaluated by experts in the field. 

4 Qualitative 
content analysis 

• A document analysis was conducted (Boeije, 2002:391) 
• Cohens’ Kappa was calculated to determine the agreement of 

documents (Wood, 2007:2). 

5 Synthesis • Individual and combined data networks for CI and PA were 
synthesized.  

6 Report  
• Quotations, codes, categories and themes (Atlas.TITM networks) 

were used to compile the SLR (chapter 3) (Jesson et al., 
2011:108). 

  

2.1.1 Development of a review protocol 

Researchers planned the review protocol in conjunction with an expert information specialist in 

the Faculty of Economic Science and Information Technology on the Vaal Triangle Campus of 

the North-West University. In order to reduce the possibility of researcher bias, a review 

protocol that stipulated specific steps and methods through which the SLR was compiled, was 

established (Kitchenham, 2004:18). Firstly, a list of key words was compiled and discussed 

amongst researchers and the information specialist (Jesson et al., 2011:3). The following key 

words were identified: “competitive intelligence (CI),” “performance analysis (PA),” “data 

analysis,” “match analysis,” “sport” and “cricket”. Secondly, suitable databases for the different 

domains were identified and documented, as well as specific criteria set for initial inclusion and 

exclusion. Research selection criteria intended to identify primary sources that provided direct 

scientific evidence of the research topic and questions, were also compiled (Kitchenham, 

2004:18). Aspects that influenced the selection process included language, journals, authors, 

research design and publication date (Kitchenham, 2004:18). Criteria stipulated that only articles 

that were published between the years of 2000 and 2016 should be included in the literature 

searches in order to gain knowledge about the most recent research on the different topics. Full 

text, scholarly and peer reviewed articles in accredited journals and conference proceedings that 
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included the identified key words in the title and that were available to researchers, were 

selected.  

 

2.1.2 Identification and extraction of documents 

The process when performing a SLR must, as far as possible, be transparent and replicable 

(Kitchenham, 2004:16). To achieve these goals, the review must be sufficiently documented for 

readers to assess the thoroughness of the search. In this regard, Addendums 2.1-2.10 are included 

to provide detail concerning the process that was followed to compile the SLR. Each search was 

numbered and dated with the specific search engine and keywords provided. The number of hits 

per search as well as included articles were documented and the inclusion and exclusion criteria 

were clearly stated. A total of eighteen searches were performed independently and in 

conjunction with an information specialist. 

 

The identified keywords were used to conduct searches on the following databases: Academic 

Search Premier, EbscoHostTM, Business Search PremierTM, Scopus, MasterFILE PremierTM, 

Regional Business NewsTM, Emerald InsightTM, SACatTM, Web of ScienceTM, and 

SAePublicationsTM. The inclusion of manual searches is strongly recommended and author 

searches were performed using Google Scholar (Kitchenham, 2004:16) (Addendum 2.1). A 

variety of searches with the keywords “PA”, “data analysis,” “match analysis,” “sport” and 

“cricket” were conducted through EbscoHostTM, SPORTDiscusTM, Web of ScienceTM, and 

Scopus databases after which manual searches were performed on Google Scholar and eJournals. 

Author searches for the most prominent authors in PA were also conducted. A third search was 

conducted by combining the keywords of “CI” and “sport” on Scopus, EbscoHostTM and 

SPORTDiscusTM, MasterFILETM, Academic Search PremeirTM, Web of scienceTM databases 

after which manual searchers were again conducted on Google Scholar (Addendum 2.2). During 

the first round of searches for CI-related documents, 86 articles with the keyword “CI” in the 

title were included for further scrutiny (Addendum 2.3). During the second round of selection the 

occurrence of CI related aspects namely: data collection, data conversion, information 

communication, countering and an overall process description (Weiss, 2002:43), were used as 

inclusion criteria. Articles had to contain at least three of the CI aspects in the abstract and full 

text to be included in the next selection step, and 85 information sources were included 

(Addendum 2.4).  
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The selection process of the PA documents of the SLR followed a similar pattern to that of the 

CI component. Initial selection criteria were also applied and a search commenced for literature 

sources with key words in the title, which rendered 46 documents (Addendum 2.5). Thereafter, 

selection criteria were set to also include CI aspects, PA, sport and cricket and those information 

sources that contained at least two of these qualities in the title (Addendum 2.6). Information 

sources were also selected based on the occurrence of two of the following CI related aspects: 

data collection, data conversion, information communication, countering and an explanation of a 

process that can be used within sport PA. Articles with at least two related CI aspects in the full 

text were included for further scrutiny and led to the exclusion of thirteen documents which 

brought the number of documents to thirty (Addendum 2.7). A combined search on CI and PA 

were conducted after separate searches, however no journal articles and titles emerged which 

included all the key words within the title. Three separate documents relating to CI in a sport 

context were identified during the manual CI search however, two of the documents were not 

available as full articles and the other article was in Chinese. These three articles were therefore 

omitted from the study. 

 

2.1.3 Quality assessment 

Additional to the application of general inclusion and exclusion criteria, it is also important to 

evaluate the quality of the primary research documents and this was achieved by using the 

hierarchy of evidence (Kitchenham, 2004:21). In this regard, the National Health and Medical 

Research Council of Australia (National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC), 

2000) proposed five levels of study design hierarchy and identified documents were assessed 

accordingly to guarantee a minimum level of quality. The first hierarchy level included 

systematic reviews, however researchers excluded these documents to enhance the level of 

hierarchy and opted to include individual, primary and observational studies, which are classified 

on hierarchy level four (Addendum 2.8). (Kitchenham, 2004:13). The hierarchy of evidence 

application excluded 51 CI documents which were either, systematic reviews, secondary sources 

or not observational studies. The level of hierarchy was further enhanced by allowing distinct 

experts in the fields of CI and PA, respectively to scrutinize the list of selected documents for 

inclusion or exclusion according to the qualitative analysis (Kitchenham, 2004:25). The experts’ 

SLR protocol review process provided an enhanced inspection, which refined and finalised the 

quality of the document search (CRD, 2009:33).  
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A total of 51 articles were excluded during the evidence of hierarchy round of extraction, and 

rendered 34 CI articles for document analysis. The list of 34 included articles (Addendum 2.8) 

was sent to an international expert in the field of CI who added additional literature for scrutiny. 

The CI expert researcher had previously completed a literature review on CI, and a total of 114 

documents were referred. These documents were scrutinized according to the same criteria set 

during the initial search and a total of 49 documents were excluded because they did not contain 

CI as part of their titles. Twenty three information sources were also excluded due to the fact that 

they were books and eleven articles written prior to 2000. A total of nineteen articles constituted 

researchers’ initial searches and included documents, which left a possible twelve new articles 

for further scrutiny before inclusion. From the twelve newly identified documents, only five 

documents were available to the researcher and they were scrutinized according to the CI-related 

aspects (Addendum 2.9). These five articles had to contain at least three of the CI related aspects 

within the abstract and full text. Only one article met the criteria and was added to the final 

document list for the document analysis, bringing the total CI documents to 35 (Addendum 

2.10). During the document analysis two of the CI articles were deemed unsuitable for 

application within the study and were omitted, resulting in 33 CI articles analysed.  

 

The PA document search, extraction and inclusion followed the same hierarchy of evidence 

method to evaluate the design and methodology of thirty documents and excluded all review 

articles, bringing the total from thirty to 28 PA documents (Addendum 2.11). The remaining 

articles were sent to an expert in the field of sport PA and his recommendations were used to 

enhance the search (Addendum 2.11). On the PA expert recommendation, a further ten searches 

were completed within numerous databases related to the key words of “notational analysis,” 

“sport” and “cricket,” as well as author specific searches of key researchers within the field of 

PA (Addendum 2.12). This was fed into the different search engines with the hits and inclusions 

documented (Addendum 2.12). No supplementary documents were added to the existing and 

final list of PA documents for analysis, since they did not adhere to the criteria initially set, or 

were already included within the list of documents. 

 

2.1.4 Qualitative content analysis 

A purposeful approach to the qualitative analysis systematizes work procedures and increases 

traceability to the implemented approach. It also enhances the verification and credibility of 

qualitative reports (Boeije, 2002:391). At the core of qualitative analysis lies the constant 

comparative method (CCM), where a comparison is the primary intellectual tool used (Boeije, 
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2002). The simultaneous comparing and contrasting of data and information during analysis, 

created codes and categories, established code and category definitions, assigned segments to 

codes and categories as well as summarized their content (Tesch 1990 as cited in Boeije, 

2002:392). This enabled the researcher to develop a theory inductively on the basis of answering 

questions that arose from the analysis and the reflection of previous data (Boeije, 2002:392). The 

researcher conceptualised concepts that existed within CI and sport PA as subject themes, and 

searched for commonalities and differences of the phenomenon within the two domains, which 

provided a foundation for generalized concepts and relations between the different domains 

(Boeije, 2002:395). The CCM qualitative analysis was performed using ATLAS.TITM version 7, 

a computer assisted qualitative data analysis system (CAQDAS), through the creation of codes 

and categories.  

 

i) Coding procedure 

The content analysis commenced with deductive theme identification from the business domain 

CI literature, which included data collection, information conversion, communication and 

countering as overarching themes (CRD, 2009:55; Weiss, 2002:39). Together with these four 

aspects, the process occurrences and process elements were identified as the fifth theme. Firstly, 

CI documents were analysed and every passage was studied to determine the meaning thereof 

and to label each passage with an adequate code through the inductive or open coding process. 

Coding data is seen as “the formal representation of analytic thinking” (Marshall & Rossman, 

1999:155) and through an intellectual analysis, the researcher generated codes and categories. 

Inductive coding implies the identification of meaning units or codes, which are defined as “tags 

or labels for assessing units of meaning to the descriptive or inferential information compiled 

during a study” (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:137). Codes or meaning units contain specific ideas 

or views which are able to stand on their own (Côté et al., 1993:131). With the identification of a 

code or meaning unit, the researcher studied the documents for further similar emerging 

fragments or meaning units, and referenced similar codes and relatedness to a specific code or 

category (Boeije, 2002:395). In this manner, codes were created and compared to find new 

information with the aim to conceptualize the subject (Boeije, 2002:395). Each code was 

evaluated to define the CI concept within a business domain and to discover code combinations, 

their relatedness to specific categories and ultimately to assign each code to one of the 

overarching themes. The researcher defined all created codes, linking a clear explanation to the 

code and establishing the meaning unit (Addendum 2.13). The numerous meaningful codes 

represented all relevant categories and themes of CI within the documents (Boeije, 2002:397).  
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The substantial number of codes created during the CI document analysis provided researchers 

with a comprehensive overview of CI activities and aspects from the business domain that 

guided the comparative analysis process of PA documents that followed. The CCM analysis of 

PA documents followed a coding procedure similar to that of the CI documents, during which 

codes were created and defined. In this manner insights into similarities and differences between 

the two domains regarding the overarching themes of data collection, information conversion, 

communication, countering and the related process were produced. Results of the PA document 

analysis were comparable to the codes created from the CI document analysis and provided a 

conceptual summary of relationships (Boeije, 2002:408).  

 

The CCM procedure focused on a qualitative comparison between the business CI and sport PA 

domain documents to identify similarities and differences. The interpretation of meaning units as 

well as the creation and the application of codes in a valid and consistent manner were calculated 

with Cohens’ Kappa during the initial stages of the document analysis, thereby establishing 

inter- and intra-rater reliability (Wood, 2007:1).  

 

ii) Cohen’s Kappa calculation 

Cohen’s Kappa is defined as “an index of inter-rater reliability commonly used to measure the 

level of agreement between two sets of dichotomous ratings or scores” (Wood, 2007:1). The 

researcher performed a content analysis of two documents in creating codes and definitions and 

reviewed and discussed the codes with a colleague researcher. During the collaborative revision 

of codes and definitions, data were analysed within the context of the documents and were 

redefined or refined (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:141). The research colleague coded the 

documents separately and used the following formula for calculating Kappa (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Kappa calculation (McHugh, 2012:280) 
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Pr(a) represents the actual observed agreement and Pr(e) the chance agreement. The sample size 

consists of the number of observations made across which raters are compared and Kappa is 

based on the chi-square table and Pr(e) obtained by the following formula: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Kappa calculation: Pr(e) (McHugh, 2012:280). 

 

Where:  cm1 represents column 1 marginal, 

  cm2 represents column 2 marginal, 

  rm1 represents row 1 marginal,  

  rm2 represents row 2 marginal and 

  n represents the number of observations. 

 

Table 2: Data for Kappa calculation example (McHugh, 2012:280) 

 
The level of inter-rater reliability is deemed good enough for research purposes if a Kappa value 

of between 0.60 and 0.70 is obtained. A Kappa value that falls in this range is also an indication 

that research is breaking new grounds with concepts which are rich in analytical value (Anderson 

et al., 2001:12). Ratings applied to decisions about particular individuals should show higher 

reliability with a Kappa value of at least 0.80 or 0.90 (Wood, 2007:6). The inter-rater reliability 

on the SLR qualitative document analysis was κ = 0.89 and calculations are provided in 
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Addendum 2.14. Likewise, intra-rater reliability was calculated using the same formula, and was 

found to be κ = 0.84. In this regard, the researcher performed a second coding process on two 

arbitrary selected documents, more than seven days apart (Addendum 2.15). The substantial 

agreement indicated the discriminant capability of the researcher to create and apply codes, and 

to consistently and unambiguously categorize text (Campbell et al., 2013:301). 

 

2.1.5 Synthesis 

The SLR provided key academic theories on the topic of CI and included current research by key 

scholars (Jesson & Lacey, 2006:145). The summarized CI activities and involved process aspects 

were compared and contrasted to the ideas and activities performed within the sport PA domain. 

Knowledge gaps were identified together with areas of agreement as analysed from two different 

domains’ current research (Jesson & Lacey, 2006:144). Significant agreements and various 

differences between the two domains were reported in data network format (Chapter 3). 

Individual data maps for each theme were established for the CI and PA domains, respectively. 

Combined data networks were also explained within the SLR article (Chapter 3), emphasising 

the coherent and cohesive argument for the context of the full study (Jesson & Lacey, 2006:144). 

The synthesis of selected and analysed documents were presented in table format (see 

Addendum 2.16), and described the purpose of selected documents, the CI-related aspects and 

processes as well as CI conclusions and findings (CRD, 2009:51).  

 

2.1.6 Report 

Report writing is seen as an integral part of the SLR process and can be presented in numerous 

ways (CRD, 2009:77; Kitchenham, 2004:23). The SLR article (Chapter 3) was completed 

according to the author guidelines of the International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport. 

The SLR satisfied the proposed structure and different core elements in developing a review 

protocol, defining the identification and extraction of documents, assessing the document 

quality, producing a valid qualitative content analysis, synthesising data and reporting findings 

(CRD, 2009:78; Kitchenham, 2004:25). This completed process led to the development of 

preliminary interview questions. 

 

2.2 Preliminary interview questions 

Researchers followed the seven stages of Kvale (1996) as cited in Cohen et al. (2011:415) in 

planning interview-based research procedures. These seven stages include: thematizing, 

designing, interviewing, transcribing, analysing, verifying and reporting (Cohen et al., 
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2011:415). Researchers completed the proposed seven stages during the interview schedule 

preparation (Phase I: Exploration), before continuing to the primary data collection through 

interviews with cricket coaches and support staff (Phase II: Data exploration). These seven 

stages will be discussed within the research mode design structure of Phase 1.  

 

2.2.1 Thematizing 

The preliminary thematizing stage of the interview schedule (a written questionnaire purposed to 

guide interviews, De Vos et al., 2005:296) was performed with the assembly of the SLR, which 

outlined the theoretical basis and objectives of the study (Cohen et al., 2011:415). The five 

themes identified through the document analysis provided a fundamental understanding of the CI 

domain and identified the research application within a sport coaching context. 

 

2.2.2 Designing 

In the next stage of interview schedule design, research questions and the purpose to adequately 

address what the researcher was trying to explore (the CI process and aspects of cricket coaches 

and support staff) were compiled. In this regard, the researcher specified and labelled the CI 

variables under investigation through the SLR with related codes, categories and identified 

themes (Cohen et al., 2011:415). The proposed interview schedule consisted of questions related 

to the four stages of data collection, conversion, communication and countering of the CI process 

model from Weiss (2002:43) as well as two questions related to CI awareness, culture, planning, 

identification and focus (key intelligence topics). During the interview schedule design stage, the 

researcher considered the question format and response mode as well as the following factors: 

objectives of interviews, nature and subject matter, respondents’ level of education and expected 

information (Cohen et al., 2011:415). Six open-ended questions were created and allowed 

interview process flexibility, probing, clarification of misunderstandings, establishing rapport 

and enabling the interviewer to explore examples and applications of the constructs by 

participants (Cohen et al., 2011:416). Setting up questions, attention was given to the use of 

simple, unambiguous language, the avoidance of prejudicial language, double-barrelled and 

personal questions. Researchers also did not assume that respondents would have the required 

knowledge or information to ask leading questions (Arksey & Knight, 1999:93). Direct and 

factual questions specific to the CI-related aspects were posed; however, opinion questions were 

also included (Cohen et al., 2011:417). Furthermore, a topic introduction, idea follow-up, 

probing for additional information or a response as well as requests for examples were also 

considered during interview schedule set-up (Cohen et al., 2011:417). 
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A semi-structured interview schedule, where topics and open-ended questions are posed, does 

not need exact wording or sequence to be followed, since a series of prompts are set which aim 

to discuss the topic at hand, and the order of interview questions is readjusted according  to 

participants’ responses (Cohen et al., 2011:421). Semi-structured, one-to-one interviews allowed 

researchers to obtain a detailed picture of participants’ beliefs, perceptions or specific topic 

accounts, since the participant was seen as the expert and was allowed to voice his/her story (De 

Vos et al., 2005:296). The proposed interview schedule contained six questions which adhered to 

the suggested guidelines of less than ten interview questions (De Vos et al., 2005:309). The six 

questions held numerous probes or prompts, which aimed to enable the interviewer to clarify 

topics or questions and to extend and elaborate on provided detail, adding depth of response and 

richness to data received (Morrison, 1993:66) (Addendum 2.21). An introductory section which 

explained the CI business process and the application thereof to a coaching set-up was also 

included in the interview schedule (Doody & Noonan, 2013:31). Furthermore, the introductory 

section presented the study aims and an invitation to participants to ask questions when needed 

(Doody & Noonan, 2013:31). The interview schedule was sent to intra-university peers for 

evaluation. Feedback from intra-university peers was then used to adapt and finalise the 

interview schedule.  

 

2.3 Intra-university peer interviews 

2.3.1 Interviewing 

Pilot testing of new interview schedules is crucial and university peers were used to complete 

this task (De Vos et al., 2005:309). The primary researcher obtained a letter of goodwill from the 

different intra-university peers’ school directors to engage in voluntarily one-to-one or group 

interviews, performed face-to-face, via Skype or telephonically. Intra-university peers refer to 

colleagues in a sport scientific or sport management domain with at least three years of academic 

and research experience from the same university as the researcher, but who worked on a 

different campus than the researcher. A colleague researcher obtained written consent from the 

intra-university peers after which each person was contacted to arrange a suitable date, time and 

place for interviews (Addendum G). Intra-university peers who did not initially respond, or who 

did not complete and send back the written consent form, were excluded from the study. Intra-

university peers who were not able to engage in a face-to-face, one-to-one or group interviews or 

who did not want to be voice recorded, were also excluded from participation.  
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The primary researcher emailed the preliminary interview schedule to intra-university peers prior 

to the interview date and requested feedback on the six proposed interview questions and probes 

within a two-week period (Addendum 2.21). In this regard, one Skype interview, one telephonic 

interview and a face-to-face interview with two intra-university peers were conducted. The face-

to-face interview was conducted at the participants’ campus in their school’s boardroom, which 

was a familiar setting and prevented interruptions from occurring (Cohen et al., 2011:421). 

Participants gave permission for the interviews to be voice recorded which allowed the primary 

researcher to obtain detailed information of each interview. Therefore, there was no need for the 

interviewer to constantly make notes, which allowed her to conversationally engage more with 

participants. These interview opportunities also provided the primary researcher with valuable 

practical interview experience which supplemented the qualitative in-house workshops attended 

and training received in setting up interview schedules and conducting interviews, before 

commencement of the actual interviews with cricket coaches and support staff (De Vos et al., 

2005:287).  

 

2.3.2 Transcribing 

The process of transcribing recorded interviews has the potential for data loss and the reduction 

of data complexity, which accentuates the quality and usefulness of transcriptions (Cohen et al., 

2011:426). The interviewer and primary researcher performed transcriptions of voice recorded 

data and this allowed her to become immersed in the data and to generate evolving insights (De 

Vos et al., 2005:336). Accuracy and validity of the transcribed interviews were ensured by 

emailing the typed documents to participants, who were requested to validate data authenticity 

and correctness as well as verify that data were a true reflection of interview feedback (Creswell, 

2003:196) (Addendum 2.18).  

 

2.3.3 Analysing  

The validated and transcribed interview documents were also qualitatively analysed by reducing 

raw data to meaning units through the creation of inductive codes by making use of CAQDAS 

(DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:138). Codes were defined for clarification purposes and divided into 

two distinct categories of CI specific content and general schedule comments data networks 

(DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:138) (Addendum 2.19 and 2.20). The researcher followed the CCM 

(Boeije, 2002) whereby data are collected through interviews, whereafter qualitative analysis is 

performed sequentially until no new ideas emerge or new codes are created, which indicates data 

saturation (Guest et al., 2006:76). The interview process and data analysis ended after four 
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interviews with no new feedback regarding interview schedule changes or answers on CI-related 

aspects. 

 

2.4 Finalized interview questions 

2.4.1 Verifying 

During and after the coding process, the researcher, together with study promoters, evaluated the 

plausibility of the developed understanding and exploration of the data (De Vos et al., 

2005:338). Respondent validation or participation confirmation in the transcribing stage, as well 

as peer debriefing of audit trails of evidence, verified data rigour according to the validity criteria 

(Cohen et al., 2011:181). Changes were made to the initial interview schedule according to intra-

university peer feedback as qualitatively analysed, and aspects such as introduction clarification, 

insertion of probes and small question adaptations were addressed. Positive feedback confirmed 

topic clarity, comprehensive stated questions, as well as information that is expected. The 

preliminary interview schedule (Addendum 2.21) was adapted and finalized according to intra-

university peers’ feedback, the qualitative analysis and through a peer-revision of codes (DeCuir-

Gunby et al., 2011:146) (Addendum 2.22).  

 

2.4.2 Reporting 

The final product of the explorative phase and reporting of the study was the CI interview 

schedule for use with cricket coaches and support staff (Addendum 2.22). 

 

3. PHASE II: DATA EXPLORATION  

The second phase of the overall research design was data exploration, and this once again 

adhered to the seven stages of planning and conducting interview-based research by Kvale 

(1996) as cited in Cohen et al. (2011:415). The seven stages, namely thematizing, designing, 

interviewing, transcribing, analysing, verifying and reporting, were used to address and manage 

key issues during interview data collection and analysis (Cohen et al., 2011:409). However, the 

first stage of thematizing was already completed through the SLR during phase I as the research 

objectives were already defined. The SLR (Chapter 3) rendered research questions on coaches’ 

key intelligence topic identification (Chapter 4), data collection activities (Chapter 5), the 

development of a cricket specific CI framework (Chapter 6) as well as the creation of a CI 

survey (Chapter 7), and provided the themes and framework for further research enquiry. In this 

regard, the development and the testing of the interview schedule were also completed during 

phase I. However, these activities also fulfilled the requirements of the designing stage. The next 
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stage, namely the third stage (interviews) during the data exploration phase, will now be 

discussed. 

 

3.1 Target group interviews 

Sport coaches were selected as target group since the research questions focused on the business 

domain construct of CI, whereby information is gathered, analysed and used for decision-making 

purposes and coaches are known to engage in such activities (Wright et al., 2012a:437). Cricket 

coaches were specifically selected since research has indicated that CI-related activities such as 

data mining are applied in a competitive cricket analysis environment (Schoeman et al., 2006). 

Expenses, time and accessibility also influenced the decision to use cricket coaches as the 

specific target group (Cohen et al., 2011:143). In qualitative research non-probability sampling 

methods such as purposive sampling techniques are commonly used since researchers seek 

individuals and groups where specific processes and phenomena tend to occur (De Vos et al., 

2005:328). In purposive sampling, clear identification and selection criteria for participants need 

to be set and adhered to (De Vos et al., 2005:329).  

 

In this regard the following criteria for the inclusion of cricket coaches were formulated: the 

coach should have at least five years of coaching experience, must have coached at university, 

provincial or professional level, or have obtained high level coaching certification from the 

national governing body (Côté et al., 1993:68; Nash & Sproule, 2009:122). The inclusion criteria 

for support staff such as assistant coaches, analysts or sport scientists included the following: the 

person must have a tertiary qualification in the human movement science field or certification in 

strength and conditioning or applicable sport analysis field, and a minimum of three years’ 

experience in team coaching and analysis set-up (Cooper et al., 2007:106). These criteria were 

aimed at excluding lower level coaches and including high level or expert coaches, operating on 

competitive levels of coaching and competition, since purposive sampling intends to access 

knowledgeable people with in-depth knowledge and experience on the particular subject of 

enquiry (Cohen et al., 2011:157).  

 

3.1.1 Target group recruitment 

The coaching manager of Cricket South Africa (CSA) was contacted and an overview of the 

proposed study communicated to him, whereafter he provided a list of coaches who met the 

inclusion criteria. In this regard, senior provincial, professional (franchise), SA “A” and National 

Academy cricket coaches from immediate surrounding provinces such as Gauteng, North West 
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and Free State were contacted for possible participation in the study. Additionally, university 

cricket team coaches and analysts were approached through university sport bureaus after 

permission for participation was obtained from the sport bureau managers. The coach education 

manager and sport bureau managers were regarded to be secondary gatekeepers to participant 

access (Cohen et al., 2011:168). Coaches and analysts from nearby provinces and universities 

were contacted first, since the proximity allowed the researcher to travel to the respective offices 

and conduct face-to-face interviews. Coaches at universities and provincial cricket teams in 

distant provinces were contacted when recruitment from nearby teams and universities was not 

possible and when data saturation was not emphatically reached.  

 

The contact and the recruitment of participants were performed according to the ethical 

guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association, 2013) and the NWU 

Health Research Ethics Committee (NWU Ethics number NWU-00185-15-S1). A research 

colleague of the primary researcher contacted the sample group via email or telephonically to 

obtain voluntary informed consent (Addendum I). The research colleague was chosen to obtain 

consent to ensure that the process of obtaining informed consent was absolutely voluntary, fair 

and equitable and to act as the first gatekeeper. Coaches who did not respond to the research 

colleagues’ initial contact to participate and who did not provide a signed informed consent 

form, were not included in the study. Participants who did not wish to be voice recorded or who 

were unable to fulfil a date and time agreement within a two-month period from initial contact 

were excluded from the study. 

 

Coaches who were willing to participate, completed and signed the consent form and returned it 

to the research colleague (Addendum H). Coaches were asked to identify colleagues and support 

staff, who were also contacted via email or telephonically, repeating the process of obtaining 

informed consent in a snowball sampling manner. Snowball sampling allowed researchers to 

identify hard-to-reach individuals as little information on potential participants was available (De 

Vos et al., 2005:330). In instances where a coach and his/her support staff agreed to partake in 

the study, participants could decide to engage in one-to-one interviews or be interviewed 

together or in a group setting. In a paired or group interview setting, the work relationship 

between the coach and his/her support staff potentially rendered additional information because 

of the interaction between staff members (De Vos et al., 2005:312). The closed group setting 

between the coach and support staff provided a stimulating and safe environment for members to 

express own ideas without fear of criticism. Furthermore, participants’ comments to group 
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members’ answers provided valuable data to researchers in order to gain further insights into 

behaviours (De Vos et al., 2005:312). 

 

3.1.2 Interviews 

i) Pilot interviews 

Besides interview discussions performed with intra-university peers and an analysis that 

followed (phase I), the interview schedule was also tested with a small number of participants 

with similar characteristics than those of the target group (De Vos et al., 2005:206). The pre-

testing of a measuring instrument is seen as a pilot study and determines the appropriateness of 

the methodology, sampling, instrument and analysis within a setting and with individuals 

representative of the planned main inquiry target population (De Vos et al., 2005:209). A pilot 

study potentially improves the success and effectiveness of the investigation and aids the 

researcher to orientate herself and to decrease the occurrence of errors during the interview 

process (De Vos et al., 2005:205). The pilot study was executed in the same manner as was 

planned for the main investigation, with the researcher contacting and setting-up a face-to-face 

individual interview with a university level support staff member after written and informed 

consent was obtained. The interview took place in the university office of the support staff 

member and ensured that there was little chance of interruptions and an acceptable social context 

to the participant, and at a time and on a date convenient to the participant (Doody & Noonan, 

2013:31; Ryan et al., 2009:311). The researcher emailed the interview schedule without the 

probes to the participant two days ahead of the arranged interview for the person to familiarize 

himself with the CI questions that would be discussed (Doody & Noonan, 2013:31) (Addendum 

2.23).  

 

The introductory section of the interview schedule explained the business CI process and the 

application to a sport coaching context, which provided guidance to the participant concerning 

the required detail (Doody & Noonan, 2013:30). At the onset of the interview, the participant 

first completed a demographic questionnaire on aspects such as general contact details, date of 

birth, gender, ethnicity and coaching background (qualifications and experience) (Addendum J). 

Demographic questions at the onset of the interview provided an opportunity for the participant 

to relax, and for both interviewee and interviewer to become accustomed to each other (Ryan et 

al., 2009:311). The use of a semi-structured schedule and one-to-one interview setting enhanced 

the social interaction between the interviewer and interviewee, extending the contact to a 

purposeful discussion (De Vos et al., 2005:292; Ryan et al., 2009:312). The interview type and 
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method allowed the interviewer to gain a detailed picture of the participants’ beliefs, perceptions, 

experience and knowledge on particular CI topics. The researcher also had an opportunity to test 

the question order, the use of probes and follow-up questions in order to ensure a natural flow in 

the conversation and that all questions were covered (De Vos et al., 2005:296; Doody & 

Noonan, 2013:30). The interview was voice recorded, which allowed the interviewer to 

constantly engage with the interviewee in conversation (De Vos et al., 2005:335; Doody & 

Noonan, 2013:31).  

 

3.2 Transcription 

The transcription of voice recorded interviews establishes a link between data collection and 

analysis. In this regard, researchers are of the opinion that analysis already commences during 

data collection, as the researcher has the opportunity to grasp initial concepts and gain an 

understanding of the research topic, which ultimately will guide the succeeding collection and 

analysis process (Marshall & Rossman, 1999:151; Patton, 2002:436). The researcher also 

becomes emerged in the data during the transcription process as it allows a transition between 

fieldwork and analysis (De Vos et al., 2005:337). The voice recorded interview data and typed 

documents were organised into computer folders with numerical numbers assigned as file labels 

which ensured participant anonymity (De Vos et al., 2005:336; World Medical Association, 

2013). Data verification was obtained by emailing the typed versions of interviews to 

participants within a week after interviews so that they could substantiate the authenticity and 

accuracy of the interview data (Creswell, 2003:196) (Addendum 2.18). This form of respondent 

validation is used to ensure qualitative research validity. Therefore, participants had to sign, scan 

and send back an acceptance of the typed versions of interviews to the researcher and thereby 

verified the acceptability of the transcribed interviews (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003:296). This 

two-step process completed the initial data validation process of Phase II: Data exploration 

(Figure 1). Subsequently, interview document analysis could commence.  

 

3.3 Analysis 

3.3.1 Deductive code and theme creation 

The identification of themes, recurring ideas, behaviour, patterns and beliefs is the analytical 

process which demands a heightened awareness and a data focus (De Vos et al., 2005:338). In 

this step qualitative information is taken apart by searching for and classifying dimensions, 

categories or themes. This analysis usually involves identifying five or six general themes (De 

Vos et al., 2005:338). The SLR allowed researchers to identify the following overarching themes 
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(four steps of the CI process model): data collection, conversion, communication and countering 

as well as the CI process as a whole. Themes are defined as “recurrent unifying concepts or 

statements about the subject of inquiry” (Bradley et al., 2007:1761). The themes were used to 

create deductive codes with the ATLAS.TITM software, which provided a tool for recording, 

indexing and storing typed interview documents (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2007:577).  

 

The use of a CAQDAS system advanced an audit trail of analytical decisions by the researcher 

and allowed for the enhancement of qualitative analysis flexibility and rigour through the 

investigation into and revision of concepts during the search for and retrieving of categorised 

data (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2007:578). Deductive reasoning was firstly employed during the 

coding process since it allows for the identification of a broad or general pattern that might be 

logically or theoretically expected and observed within a specific setting or occurrence (De Vos 

et al., 2005:47). Essentially, deduction was applied to the four steps in the business CI process 

model to be tested in the observation of the expected pattern occurrence within a cricket 

coaching context. The deductive theme identification and initial code creation in ATLAS.TITM, 

provided the foundation for interpreting and understanding the cricket coach and support staff 

interview data in light of business related CI steps and activities (Marshall & Rossman, 

1999:116). The deductive code creation was followed by inductive coding of interview data. 

 

3.3.2 Inductive code creation 

Inductive reasoning moves from particular and specific occurrences or observations to the 

discovery of patterns (Babbie, 2001:34). Inductive code creation was employed to analyse the 

cricket coach and support staff interview data  in order to identify a sample of specific instances 

and to draw conclusions about CI activities and processes used by these participants (Leedy & 

Ormond, 2001:35). Data coding allowed for the creation of codes in the form of selective key 

words (Marshall & Rossman, 1999:155). Codes or units of meaning are seen as ideas or 

information that can function as separate entities (Côté et al., 1993:131).  

 

The cricket coach interview data were evaluated and broken down into lines, paragraphs or 

sections, which were labelled or coded, whereafter fragments were rearranged to produce new 

understanding that explored similarities and differences across cases (Cohen et al., 2011:599). 

Two types of coding were further employed: open and axial coding. Open coding involved data 

exploration through the identification of meaning units, actions and behaviour (Ezzy, 2002:94). 

New codes were created and integrated until all data had been evaluated, whereafter axial coding 
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took place. Axial coding linked the created codes to categories and indicated the 

interconnectedness of categories (Creswell, 1998:57). During the code creation process the codes 

and their interrelatedness were explored and compared to existing theory (Cohen et al., 

2011:600). Connections between coded ideas, categories and concepts led to denser concept-

based relationships and the formulation of theory (Flick, 2004:19).  

 

3.3.3 Constant comparative method (CCM) 

The process of employing open and axial coding is described as the CCM and aims to systemize 

the qualitative analysis process (Boeije, 2002:392). The analysis of data at hand by coding in 

ATLAS.TITM, and their comparison to new data, allowed the researcher to conceptualize 

similarities to refine categories and discover patterns (Tesch, 1990:96). The interaction between 

the data and researcher was the creative process, whereby the CI data collection, conversion, 

communication and countering activities as well as the CI process of cricket coaches and support 

staff were explored (Boeije, 2002:394). The coding and analysis therefore consisted of two parts, 

namely open coding or fragmentation and axial coding or connection, which is seen as steps 

within the CCM (Boeije, 2002:394; Dey, 1993:178). The fragmentation of data involved the 

exploration of, for example, the method by which coaches or support staff collected data, and 

within the same document, comparisons were made and new methods of data collection 

identified. New codes were also created, and similar fragments found later in the interview 

document were assigned to the already existing codes (Boeije, 2002:394).  

 

The second part of CCM involved axial coding or connection of new data, whereby new 

interview data from a second participant, were analysed and compared with previously analysed 

interviews (Boeije, 2002:397). This was performed by comparing fragments from different 

interviews (Boeije, 2002:397). For example, the researcher applied several of the data collection 

method codes created during the first interview, within the analysis of the second pilot study 

interview, but also created new codes when new information arose (Cohen et al., 2011:600). 

This cycle of adding and comparing codes and categories of “old” and “new” interview data was 

repeated several times when new interviews were conducted, transcribed and analysed (Boeije, 

2002:393; Cohen et al., 2011:600). The CCM increased the internal validity of findings through 

a conceptualization of a variety of concepts identified from the interviews (Boeije, 2002:393). 

The CCM also allows for verification of external validity, especially when sampling of a 

homogeneous group is performed, which creates a solid basis for generalizing concepts and 

relationships between fragments or codes and categories (Boeije, 2002:393). The CCM embeds 
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the fundamental element of qualitative research through simultaneous and continuous data 

analysis and collection (Boeije, 2002:391; Cohen et al., 2011:238).  

 

3.3.4 Development of a codebook 

In order to organize and guide the qualitative analysis of cricket coach and support staff 

interviews through the coding procedure, a codebook was developed (DeCuir-Gunby et al. 

(2011). The interview coding procedure is seen as a common step in qualitative analysis; 

however, very few researchers explain the manner in which coding is completed, and the 

development of a codebook aims to establish coding procedures that can be replicated (DeCuir-

Gunby et al., 2011:137).  

 

i) Step 1 

The development of a codebook encompasses open and axial coding by systematically 

organizing theory and data driven codes (Creswell, 1998:57; Ezzy, 2002:94). Theory driven 

codes are generated similarly to deductive codes, while data driven codes are developed by 

inductively reducing raw data into information (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:141). Data-driven 

codes created during codebook development followed the process of CCM whereby codes were 

constantly compared and categorized (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:141). With the creation of 

data-driven codes, attention was given to give precise code names, adequately define each code 

and to add an example from interviews to each code (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:147) 

(Addendum 2.31).   

 

ii) Step 2 

The creation and interpretation of codes needed verification which was achieved through a 

critical analysis by another qualitative research colleague (De Vos et al., 2005:346; DeCuir-

Gunby et al., 2011:148). This second step of codebook development involved the revision of 

codes by a colleague researcher within the data context (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:148). The 

colleague inspected the list of codes with definitions and examined the examples together with 

the researcher, and the evaluation of the codebook in the context of the data, led to the creation 

of new data driven codes or a revision of existing codes (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:148). The 

appropriateness of code names, definitions and examples were verified as part of the last step of 

codebook development (De Vos et al., 2005; DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:149).  
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iii) Step 3 

The third step of codebook development requires the establishment of intra- and inter-rater 

reliability or a verification of the code application consistency by die primary researcher and 

multiple raters (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:149). Although several statistical techniques for 

measuring intra- and inter-rater reliability exist, the calculation of Cohens’ Kappa Coefficient 

was used (Cohen, 1960 as cited in DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:149). During a second round of 

analysis on the data of two pilot study interviews more than a week apart, the primary researcher 

calculated the Cohen’s Kappa. The intra- and inter-rater reliability for the pilot study interviews 

were both calculated to be κ = 0.80. Inter-rater reliability was determined through the research 

colleague, who also analysed the two pilot study interview data documents, and performed the 

Cohens’ Kappa calculation  accordingly (Addenda 2.24 and 2.25). This process and the amount 

of agreement demonstrated that the inquiry was conducted in such a manner that the subject was 

accurately identified and described (De Vos et al., 2005:346). The consistent manner in which 

the codes were created and applied validated the qualitative analysis method employed. 

Therefore, the primary researcher concluded the pilot study and continued with interview data 

collection and further analysis of additional cricket coach and support staff interviews in a 

similar fashion (Campbell et al., 2013:314; DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:150).  

 

3.3.5 Data saturation 

The analysis processes of inductive coding or data-driven code creation and the application of a 

codebook were simultaneously performed while interviews were conducted during the CCM. 

The complete process was repeated with fifteen more participants, following the same 

procedures of recruitment, obtaining informed consent, interview arrangement, interview 

completion, transcription, participant validation and data analysis as described for the pilot study 

interviews. After thirteen interviews, the same codes were continuously being applied and no 

new information emerged. The occurrence of no new cases, codes, insights, properties, 

constructs, relationships, categories or dimensions indicated that data saturation had been 

achieved (Boeije, 2002:393; Cohen et al., 2011:601; De Vos et al., 2005:294). Two more 

interviews were conducted and analysed to confirm data saturation and to test if new data could 

emerge and refute the existing theory (Cohen et al., 2011:601). However, no new codes or 

categories emerged, which verified the achievement of data saturation (Boeije, 2002:393). 

Additionally, the qualitative expert scrutinized the audit trail of the conducted research as well as 

the created codes and themes during the analysis process, to ensure validity and trustworthiness 

as well as confirming data saturation (Jones, 2015:283). Another indication that data saturation 
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was reached, was the fact that theory was able to explain the data fully and satisfactory (Cohen et 

al., 2011:601). The four constructs of CI, activities and sub-components as well as the CI process 

as a whole was fully explained within cricket coaches and support staff’s operations, and the 

primary researcher was able to critically arrive at plausible explanations and relationships 

through the empirical data (De Vos et al., 2005:339).  

 

3.3.6 Verifying 

The process of sampling, data collection, coding, constant comparison, reliability calculation and 

saturation resulted in a data-derived theory (Cohen et al., 2011:601). The accuracy of the derived 

theory was verified by evaluating parallels between theory and data as well as the ability of the 

theory to explain day-to-day situations of cricket coaches and processes they followed (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1967:237). In this regard, rigour was achieved through various steps of the whole 

qualitative analysis process (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003:295). The transparent and documented 

process, the audit trails of evidence such as the codebook development, the establishment of 

intra-and inter-rater reliability through Cohens’ Kappa calculation, as well as peer debriefing 

substantiated the validity of qualitative methods employed (Cohen et al., 2011:181; 

Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2006:243). Peer debriefing included an evaluation of emergent themes 

and the relatedness between theory and findings (Cohen et al., 2011:181; De Vos et al., 

2005:311). The CI activities, as applied by coaches and support staff and identified through the 

interview analysis, were discussed and compared to business CI and sport PA literature - 

equating to the development of structural relationships as another step in achieving validity 

(Cohen et al., 2011:183). Participant validation, as performed through typed interview document 

verification, was another manner by which data verification was established (Cohen et al., 

2011:181). Phase II was concluded and the last stage of reporting will be discussed under phase 

III of data consolidation. 

 

4. PHASE III: CONSOLIDATION 

As part of the qualitative interview data analysis as the third stage during data exploration, a 

quantitative data analysis was performed. The quantitative analysis was performed to increase 

the scope of the analysis as well as to escalate both confirmatory and exploratory research 

conducted, strengthening  the interpretations and answering of research questions (Creswell, 

2009:102). Through the multi-mode research approach, both the process and analysis of 

outcomes were reinforced to generate theory (Creswell, 2009:102). In this regard, the multi-

mode research method that was followed increased the accuracy of data, provided a more 
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complete picture of the CI phenomenon within a sport coaching context and enabled the analysis 

to build on the original data (Denscombe, 2008:272). Furthermore, consolidation of the 

quantitative analysis enhanced the seventh and final stage in the planning and conduct of 

qualitative research (i.e. reporting) by the creation of a quantitative visual image (Kvale, 1996 as 

cited in Cohen et al., 2011:415; De Vos et al., 2005:339). The quantitative data consolidation 

phase resulted in the creation of a CI process framework for cricket coaches, which aimed to 

direct coaches’ data collection, analysis and decision-making activities to counter opposition 

strategy. Additionally, the consolidation phase rendered the innovation of a CI survey for cricket 

coaches to measure current CI activities and constructs within a sport coaching context. The 

dominant quantitative process in the establishment of both the framework and survey will be 

discussed next. 

 

4.1 Competitive intelligence framework for cricket coaches 

4.1.1 Quantitative data analysis 

The study’s partially mixed sequential dominant status design was upheld during the quantitative 

analysis in phase III (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009:269). Coaches’ and support staff’s interview 

analysis rendered 4338 meaning units, which were created within 71 codes and placed under five 

themes (Addendum 2.26). Each unit was quantitized  by a statistician (Newman et al., 2015:17; 

Saldanha & O'Brien, 2013:23).  

 

4.1.1.1 Quantitizing 

Quantitizing refers to the conversion of the qualitative data analysis into numerical data by 

dichotomizing themes and categories and by counting qualitative codes (Saldanha & O'Brien, 

2013:23; Sandelowski et al., 2009:208). A tabulated representation of the qualitative interview 

data analysis was produced in the form of scores by assigning a score of “1” or “0” to each 

participant, category and codes (Newman et al., 2015:17) (Addendum 2.26). In this regard, the 

process of quantitizing pronounced the CI phenomenon’s intensity, frequency, direction, 

presence and content in a manner that enabled data exploration (Collingridge, 2013:79). 

Quantitized data allowed the researcher to report on the qualitative analysis’ results in a precise 

manner by indicating the frequency and relationships of variables (Newman et al., 2015:17; 

Saldanha & O'Brien, 2013:24). Quantitized data were exported to a Microsoft Excel™ spread 

sheet whereafter further statistical analysis was performed.  
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4.1.1.2 Cluster analysis 

Tabulated data were entered into a multivariate cluster analysis to detect natural groupings of 

data (Wilkinson et al., 2009:I-65). In this type of analysis, neither the number nor the members 

or subgroups were known when objects were classified into subgroups (Wilkinson et al., 2009:I-

65). A single-linkage, 1-Pearson correlation coefficient cluster analysis of all indices was 

performed with the quantitized data presented in the form of a tree-diagram or dendrogram 

(Addendum 2.27) (Wilkinson et al., 2009:I-69). The linkage distance for detecting of different 

clusters was set at four which rendered five themes.   

 

4.1.1.3 Dendrogram 

The five themes were explored in light of overall meaning, significance and relatedness to CI, as 

well as connection to the clustered codes, with the aim to develop new concepts or theories 

(Cohen et al., 2011:351). The five themes were subjectively labelled to denote the overarching 

theme through the factual evidence analysis of the codes linked to the specific categories within 

the theme cluster. Clustered codes were investigated and individually evaluated to conceptualize 

encompassing categories linked to the cluster theme (Cohen et al., 2011:344). The conceptual 

concatenation of codes and categories through the dendrogram, described the CI phenomena 

within a cricket coaching context and depicted the overarching five CI themes for cricket 

coaches. The concatenated codes provided categories and five phases within the conceptual CI 

framework for cricket coaches (Addendum 2.27). The conceptually concatenated codes, 

categories and themes were also used to design a CI survey for cricket coaches, with questions 

denoting different categories under the themes of the newly developed CI cricket coaches 

framework. The codes and categories were verified in relation to the data and concatenated to fit 

the specific definition and theme scope.  

 

4.2 Survey development 

A second aim during the consolidation as part of phase III of the study was to develop an 

instrument that could measure the CI of cricket coaches. In other words, to develop a 

measurement instrument that allows researchers to evaluate the activities that coaches perform to 

collect and analyse data, as well as make decisions regarding their competitors and the 

environment. The survey development was preceded by the development of a CI framework for 

cricket coaches. This framework was developed by applying the business CI process model as 

theoretical framework to investigate the occurrence of intelligence creation and strategy design 
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by cricket coaches. The framework development process is also explained in Chapter 6 and the 

development of a CI survey additionally in Chapter 7. 

 

Survey development within a previously unexplored construct, such as CI within the sport 

coaching domain, need specific guidelines (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011:28; Gehlbach & 

Brinkworth, 2011:380). Therefore, the following five steps were used to create a CI survey for 

cricket coaches (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:380): i) a literature review, ii) the use of focus 

group/interview data, iii) a synthesis of data into a comprehensive list, iv) the development of 

items and v) a review by experts before executing a pilot test (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 

2011:385). This approach relies on diverse techniques, while also depending on experts in the 

field to aid in item development and to determine validity at the onset of survey creation, 

resulting in more efficient and shorter scales (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:385). In the next 

section the development of a CI survey for cricket coaches by making use of the afore-mentioned 

five steps will be discussed.  

 

4.2.1 Literature review 

Relevant literature was explored by researchers through a SLR of the business CI and sport PA 

domains as part of the first step of survey development (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:387; 

Lauber et al., 2003:337). The complete SLR is included in chapter 3. Through the SLR, 

substantial similarities and specific differences between the business CI and sport PA domains 

were recognized and resulted in the identification of constructs and definitions (Gehlbach & 

Brinkworth, 2011:384; Walker et al., 2008:387). The constructs and definition are presented in 

chapter 7 Table 1. A review of literature also aided the researcher to examine pre-existing CI 

scales within the business domain, which aided in defining the constructs for the development of 

a sport related CI survey (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011:28; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:384).  

 

4.2.2 Focus group and interview data use 

Researchers aimed to refine the conceptualized SLR CI constructs to match the occurrence 

thereof in the sport domain, examining the terminology and application by the research 

population (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:387). An interview schedule was developed and 

tested, and interviews were conducted with high level cricket coaches and support staff.  
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4.2.3 Synthesis of literature and interview data 

The third step in the survey development process merged literature and theory with empirical 

construct evidence (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:385). The merger provided a full conception 

of constructs and allowed researchers to develop a comprehensive list of indicators for item 

development (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:386). Researchers used the quantitative analysis of 

the qualitative interview data to develop items. The quantitative analysis of a single-linkage, 1-

Pearson correlation coefficient cluster analysis of all indices rendered five themes which 

indicated the CI process framework followed by cricket coaches. Themes were defined and 

categories assigned through the conceptual concatenation of individual codes within each cluster. 

The themes and a definition or description as well as the concatenated categories are presented in 

Table 2 in chapter 7. 

 

4.2.4 Item development 

The process of categorizing quantitized data and placing them under conceptual categories and 

themes, allowed researchers to compile preliminary items to address identified cluster constructs 

and to synthesize interview data into indicators (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:387). Each of the 

established categories and its overarching definition was used to create separate survey items 

(Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:387). Through the synthesis of theory and empirical evidence, 

the final survey item numbers were reduced to twenty-eight, which enhances the potential 

administering and ease of completion by participants as well as response rate (Gehlbach & 

Brinkworth, 2011:387; McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:94). Researchers guarded against the use 

of ambiguous language, bias, double-barrelled questions and requiring sensitive information 

during the construction of questions (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011:96; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 

2011:387). Best practices in item development were applied by avoiding the over use of reverse 

scored items and numeric labels, and by using five response anchors of “strongly agree”, 

“agree”, “neutral”, “disagree” and “strongly disagree” (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:387; 

Turocy, 2002:S-175). The items within its correlating concept, which aim to measure the specific 

concept as part of the bigger construct or sub scale, are provided in Table 3 in chapter 7. 

Additionally, researchers compiled a rationale from literature to describe each correlating 

concept and item in terms of a “strongly agree” score. The description and rationale aimed to 

corroborate the items created from the conceptual concatenation of codes and quantitized 

categories by substantiating each through literature. The newly developed items needed to be 

validated before further pilot testing could take place and researchers reverted to an expert 

review process to do this. 
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4.2.5 Expert review process 

i) Validation 

McGartland Rubio et al. (2003:95) developed a measure that allows researchers to operationalize 

a construct and test its validity during its conceptualization. Consequently, this measure was used 

to determine the content validity (“the extent to which the items on a measure assess the same 

content or how well the content material was sampled in the measure”) of the developed survey 

(McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:94). Content validity is characterised by face and logical validity 

where face validity indicates that the measurement instrument or items appear to be valid, 

whereas logical validity uses a rigorous process during which an expert panel evaluates the 

content validity of the measurement instrument (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:100). Therefore, 

the study made use of research specialists to establish construct relevance as well as content 

validity (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:385; Turocy, 2002:175). The purpose of this step was 

also to obtain information on item clarity, representativeness, language use and other item-

related concerns that research specialist highlighted (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011:28; Gehlbach & 

Brinkworth, 2011:383). Research specialists’ feedback enhanced the quality of the newly 

developed instrument and provided objective criteria to measure each item. This is seen as a 

necessary pre-step before the effort is made to test construct validity through pilot studies 

(McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:96).  

 

The content validity evaluation provided information on the representativeness and clarity of 

each item as well as a preliminary analysis of the factorial validity (McGartland Rubio et al., 

2003:96). The content validity analysis by the expert review panel was performed according to 

the guidelines of McGartland Rubio et al. (2003:96), which suggest that the representativeness 

and clarity of items as well as preliminary factorial validity are evaluated through a response 

form (Addendum 2.29). The reliability or inter-rater agreement was also calculated from the 

expert reviewer responses. Representativeness refers to an items’ ability to represent the content 

domain as described through a theoretical definition, while the clarity of an item is evaluated on 

the basis of how clearly an item was worded (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:96). Anchors of 

“1=Not at all representative / clear”, “2=Major revisions”, “3=Minor revisions” and “4=Very 

much representative / clear” indicated through the value of 1 or 2 that an item was not very 

representative of the domain and unclear, with a value of 3 or 4 that indicated that the item was 

clear and representative (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:97). Items were grouped together and 

experts were asked to indicate if the items fitted the subscale and therefore allowed for the 

preliminary assessment of the factorial structure. Each item was individually measured according 
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to these criteria and space was provided for paragraph type comments to be inserted after each 

item. The survey measurement was set up on a Google docs form and the link sent to experts to 

complete (Addendum 2.29).  

 

ii) Expert panel 

A new list of potential items needed to be validated at the onset of the process and researchers 

turned towards an academic audience to establish the construct relevance and validity of each 

individual item (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:380). The feedback from inter-university peers 

provided information on item clarity and construct complexities and allowed the chance to 

quantify the content validity of the scale (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:387). An expert panel 

from universities other than the primary researcher’s university was selected according to each 

person’s experience in the fields of sport science and management (McGartland Rubio et al., 

2003:96). The inter-university peers were from different universities, had to have more than 

three years’ research and teaching experience in the sport domain, and had to sign and return an 

informed consent form (Addendum I). A total of ten experts, of which six experts responded, 

were contacted by a research colleague. One respondent did not complete the entire survey and 

this response was omitted from the results. The number of respondents was above the 

recommended minimum number of three and within the range of two to ten (Lynn, 1986:382; 

McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:95). The expert panel’s recommendations were used to improve 

the measurement instrument before the commencement of a pilot study to measure other 

psychometric properties (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:98). The pilot testing of the survey does 

not fall within the scope of this study. The panel’s online feedback that was provided according 

to the response form, was analysed to determine content and preliminary factorial validity 

(Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:385).  

 

iii) Survey data analysis process 

Three types of analysis on the preliminary CI survey were performed, namely an analysis to test 

the content validity of the measure, an analysis to test the factorial validity of each item and an 

analysis to test inter-rater agreement (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:98).  

 

Content validity index 

Content validity was based on the representativeness of items and the content validity index 

(CVI) was calculated by counting the number of experts who rated the item as three or four 

(indicating “minor revisions” and “very much representative” respectively) and by dividing that 
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number by the total number of experts. This provided a value for each item as a proportion of the 

experts who deemed the content as valid (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:97). The CVI of each 

subscale was calculated as the average for the items per subscale, and the CVI for the instrument 

calculated as the average of all the subscales. The CVI of the new CI survey subscales are 

presented in Table 4 of chapter 7 and according to McGartland Rubio et al. (2003:97) should be 

above 0.80 (Addendum 2.30).  

 

Clarity validity 

The clarity values per item, subscale and instrument were calculated in the same manner as the 

CVI. The number of experts, who rated the item clarity as three or four (indicating “minor 

revisions” and “very much clear” respectively) was counted and this value divided by the total 

number of experts. This provided a value for each item as a proportion of the experts who 

deemed the item wording clear (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:97). The clarity values of the 

new CI survey subscales are presented in Table 4 in chapter 7.  

 

Inter-rater agreement 

Inter-rater agreement (IRA) determines the extent to which the experts are reliable in their 

ratings and is calculated as per representativeness and clarity values for each item (McGartland 

Rubio et al., 2003:97). The IRA per item was calculated by dividing the number of items 

considered to be a hundred percent reliable by the total number of items (individually and in the 

subscale or the instrument as a whole) (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:101). A more 

conservative method to calculate the IRA can be followed, whereby the number of items with an 

IRA of at least 0.8 is divided by the total number of items (within the subscales and as a whole) 

(McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:101). The IRA values are presented in Table 4 in chapter 7. For 

instances were IRA values were below the proposed 0.8 mark, researchers performed a second 

method of analysis and obtained values above 0.8. Likewise, the qualitative feedback on items 

was evaluated and minor changes were effected. 

 

Factorial validity index 

The calculation of a Factorial Validity Index (FVI) is proposed to determine the degree to which 

experts consider items to be associated within the respective subscales (McGartland Rubio et al., 

2003:102). The FVI for each item was calculated by dividing the number of experts who 

associated the item as representative by the total number of experts. The FVI value for each 

subscale was calculated by averaging items within the subscale, and for the instrument as a 
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whole by averaging all the subscales (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:102). Even though there is 

currently no criteria for an acceptable FVI, a value of 0.8 is proposed (McGartland Rubio et al., 

2003:102). Preliminary factorial validity results of the new CI survey for cricket coaches are 

presented in Table 4 of chapter 7 and Addendum 2.30. The full degree of factorial validity can be 

assessed by conducting a pilot study with the revised measure to assess other psychometric 

properties through a factor analysis (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:103). 

 

Revision of the instrument 

After the quantitative data analysis of the expert reviewers on the items of the newly developed 

CI survey for cricket coaches, researchers could turn to the qualitative feedback per item to 

determine the necessary revisions (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:102). Minor adjustments in 

word and language use were necessary to improve the instrument (McGartland Rubio et al., 

2003:102). Researchers discussed the qualitative responses of experts and revisions were made 

until agreement was achieved. The revised CI survey that was developed from the quantitative 

and qualitative analysis that was performed in phase III of consolidation, is presented in Table 5 

in chapter 7 and Addendum 2.31.  

 

The execution of the above-mentioned steps allowed researchers to compile a CI survey for 

cricket coaches. The survey was compiled by the synthesis of several known techniques within 

survey development which balance the use of diverse techniques rather than rely predominantly 

on psychometric analysis alone (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:380). The use of the diverse 

steps and experts in the field to establish the content and factorial validity at the onset of item 

and scale development, increased instrument efficiency and effectiveness prior to pilot testing 

(Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011:386). The development of a CI survey for cricket coaches also 

served as the end-product of the partially mixed sequential dominant status multi-mode research 

process that was followed. 
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Abstract 
 
Sport coaches employ specific performance analysis (PA) activities to attain a competitive 
edge. However, existing studies do not provide specific information that allows coaches to 
enhance their competiveness through a systematic approach of competitor data collection, 
conversion and countering. Within the business domain, competitive intelligence (CI) is a 
methodical process applied to enhance organisations’ competitiveness. Therefore, the purpose 
of this systematic literature review was to present similarities and differences between the 
business CI process and sport PA domain. A total of 61 articles within the CI (34) and PA (27) 
domains were included. Qualitative content analysis revealed substantial similarities of the 
current sport PA process to the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss regarding data collection, 
conversion, information communication, countering and the process as a whole. 
Consequently, the study concluded that the formal CI process and activities performed within 
the business domain are applicable to the sport PA domain for use by coaches to analyse 
competitors. However, specific differences between the two domains indicate that more 
research is needed to describe and verify initial key intelligence topics (KITs), data collection 
activities of coaches, and to develop a CI framework and measurement instrument for coaches 
to evaluate their CI activities. 
  
Keywords: Business competitive intelligence, sport performance analysis, cricket, sport coaching, 
competitor analysis, key intelligence topics. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Competitive intelligence (CI) is the systematic procedure for gathering and analysing 
information on competitors, aiming to know their plans (Teo & Choo, 2001). Knowledge of 
competitor strategies can be applied to an organisation in order to influence the organisation’s 
own strategic plans, decisions and operations so that a competitive advantage can be gained and 
maintained (Calof & Wright, 2008; Weiss, 2002). While sport and various types of businesses 
have been employing a structured CI process to gain a competitive advantage over their 
competitors for the past three decades, sport performance analysis (PA) aimed at extensive 
competitor statistical analysis was only brought into the spotlight in 2003 (Hendrickson, 2012). 
Furthermore, although statistical sport competitor analysis methods have been successfully 
employed by professional sports franchises in numerous countries for some time now, the 
process is still in its infancy stage, especially in South African sport (Najdan et al., 2014). 
Additionally, despite the facts that sport coaches deem pre-match analysis of the opposition to be 
important, and that opposition analysis forms an important category of video-based PA, there is a 
dearth of knowledge on the use of PA information by coaches, especially aimed at competitor 
analysis (Groom et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2013). Inadequate disclosure of coaches’ practices 
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regarding competitor analysis within PA and coaches’ subsequent strategy design is largely due 
to elite sport coaches’ prerogative to hold on to their “competitive edge” (Wright et al., 2012a). 
In this regard, the majority of PA research focuses mainly on the improvement of the quality, 
specificity and accuracy of coaches’ plans that are aimed at modifying players’ sporting skills 
through deliberate practice (Garganta, 2009; Groom et al., 2011). Ultimately, through inter alia 
PA, coaches aim to enhance players’ on-field competition performances, win matches and finally 
leagues through an enhancement of player and team skills (Wright et al., 2012a).  
 
Sport coaches and athletes hold winning as sovereign and therefore continuously seek new 
methods and PA applications to achieve a competitive edge (Mallett & Côté, 2006; Smith & 
Stewart, 2008). An example of a sport where the increase in popularity has led to vast amounts 
of money being invested into PA to gain knowledge of game strategies and tactics, is Twenty-
twenty cricket (Bhattacharjee & Saikia, 2014; Najdan et al., 2014). In this regard, a number of 
PA studies aimed at uncovering key cricket performance indicators (KPIs) through statistical 
analysis have been published (Petersen et al., 2008a; Petersen et al., 2008b; Sharma et al., 2012). 
However, these studies do not provide specific and structured activities and processes by which 
coaches’ decision-making can be guided (Cushion et al., 2006). Neither do studies provide 
information that will allow coaches to enhance their competiveness through a systematic 
approach of competitor data collection, conversion and countering (Cushion et al., 2006; Groom 
et al., 2011). This necessitates research into the development of a systematic competitor analysis 
approach, such as the business CI process, that coaches can use as part of the PA process 
(Voight, 2007).  
 
In this regard, Schoeman et al. (2006) applied data mining as part of the CI business data 
collection process to a cricket competitive environment in order to gain a competitive advantage. 
Although other researchers have more recently made an attempt also to apply another portion of 
selected activities from the business CI process to the sport coaching process (Zhou, 2015), the 
similarities and differences between the comprehensive business CI and sport PA processes still 
need to be substantiated. A summary of empirical evidence, existence, benefits and limitations of 
domain specifics will allow researchers to identify consistencies in the current application of a 
formalised CI process from the business domain to a non-formalised process within the sport PA 
domain (Kitchenham, 2004). These findings may support the development of a formalised 
process, appropriating new research activities and suggesting areas of further investigation 
(Kitchenham, 2004). Therefore, the aim of this systematic literature review (SLR) is to evaluate 
the relevancy of the business CI process to the sport PA domain as part of the coaching process 
in sport and specifically cricket. 

 
2. Competitive intelligence - definition and objectives 
 
Many definitions of CI are interchangeably used by researchers (Cloutier, 2013; Franco et al., 
2011; Pellissier & Nenzhelele, 2013), and scholars have accentuated the need for consensus on 
the definition of CI (Du Toit & Muller, 2004; Pellissier & Nenzhelele, 2013). One of the 
accepted definitions for CI was compiled by the Strategic and Competitive Intelligence 
Professionals (SCIP) as: “the process of ethically collecting, analysing and disseminating 
accurate, relevant, specific, timely, foresighted and actionable intelligence regarding the 
implications of the business environment, competitors and the organisation itself” (Cloutier, 
2013:58). CI objectives include organisation competitiveness enhancement, environment 
fluctuations prediction, strategic decision-making support, opportunities and threats 
identification, problem solving and early warning signs signalling regarding the business 
environment and competitor activities (Michaeli & Simon, 2008; Muller, 2005; Pellissier & 
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Nenzhelele, 2013). 
 
2.1 The competitive intelligence process 
The implementation of an appropriate intelligence process and structure is vital for intelligence 
development (Du Toit & Muller, 2004). The CI process consists of interrelated stages with the 
objective to enhance top managements’ decision-making within organisations (Nasri, 2011a; 
Wright et al., 2009). Numerous CI process models exist and describe CI activities; however, the 
following characteristics encompass all aspects of the CI process: (i) planning and direction 
identified (Nasri, 2011a); (ii) collection of data (Dishman & Calof, 2008b); (iii) processing or 
analysis of data (Nikolaos & Evangelia, 2012); (iv) dissemination or communication of data 
(Herring, 1999), and (v) decision-making by accountable individuals (Cloutier, 2013; Pellissier 
& Nenzhelele, 2013).  
 
The 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) (Figure 1), is a simple model which involves four 
separate stages, namely: the collection, conversion, communication and countering of data and 
information. Each primary stage of the 4Cs process model includes a number of sub-stages and 
during the first primary stage, the first sub-stage is to define the user’s key intelligence topics 
(KITs) (i.e. the nature and scope of an organisation’s or user’s intelligence needs) (Herring, 
1999). KITs therefore specify key information needs (KINs) of decision makers and if the need 
for intelligence drives decisions and actions, it can be seen as legitimate KITs (Herring, 1999). 
The KITs then direct data collection and analysis activities (Herring, 1999; Nasri, 2011a). 
Various sources are utilised during data collection and include internal and external sources of 
qualitative and quantitative nature, human as well as textual information (Dishman & Calof, 
2008b). Sources should also be evaluated for reliability (Saayman et al., 2008) and are 
categorized as primary or secondary sources (Nasri, 2011b). The second and core stage of the CI 
process is the analysis of data (Rouach & Santi, 2001) and researchers and implementers regard 
this as the most challenging part of the CI process (Nikolaos & Evangelia, 2012). 
 
During this analysis or conversion stage, CI professionals employ various analytical techniques 
such as competitor profiling, SWOT analysis (acronym for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats) and industry analysis (Cloutier, 2013; Fleisher & Bensoussan, 2003). Linked to this 
conversion stage, is a CI information or operating system, which supports the identification of 
trends or patterns and contextualization of data (Weiss, 2002). Actionable information described 
as “intelligence” is then communicated to decision makers as part of the third stage of the CI 
process (Pellissier & Nenzhelele, 2013). 
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Figure 1. The 4Cs process model (Weiss, 2002) 

 
Decision makers are seen as those who have “the authority and responsibility to act on the 
findings” within the organisation and are centrally placed within the 4Cs process model 
(Saayman et al., 2008). Various methods of communication are used during this stage of the 
process with appropriate channels being employed, depending on the type of information used 
(Cloutier, 2013). The fourth and last stage of the process, namely countering, uses different 
categories of knowledge about competitors and the competitive environment for decision-
making purposes as well as for the development of specific strategies (Weiss, 2002). Decision 
makers’ use of CI information is the principal objective of the process and research indicates a 
scarcity of knowledge in the CI literature regarding this fourth and final stage (Cloutier, 2013).  
 
Several contextual factors influence CI and the application thereof within organisations. They 
include: organisational awareness and culture of CI, formal infrastructures, employee 
involvement and skills, policies, procedures and management support (Cloutier, 2013; Pellissier 
& Nenzhelele, 2013). CI creates a competitive advantage and enhances competitiveness since it 
converts information on competitors and the environment into knowledge (Tej Adidam et al., 
2012). This advantage could be used to anticipate and counter competitors’ potential moves as 
well as to exploit a competitor’s weaknesses rather than merely reacting to competitor actions 
(Viviers et al., 2008). In the sport domain, PA is a process with similar objectives to those of CI, 
as both allow users to determine their own strengths and weakness, but also to analyse 
opponents’ strengths and weaknesses in order to govern competition tactics (Horwill 1991 as 
cited by Lames & McGarry, 2007; O’Donoghue, 2009). 
 
3. Performance analysis - definition and objectives 
 
PA refers to the process of recording and analysing athletes’ performances during practice and 
competition, with the main focus of providing objective data that inform and support the 
coaching process (Lees, 2003b). PA data mainly refers to the position, action, time and outcome 
of an event during competition and focuses on recording discrete categories of behaviours (Lees, 
2003a; McGarry, 2009a). These categories include biomechanical, match, technical and tactical 
performance aspects of an individual athlete or collectively of a team (Hughes, 2005). All these 
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aspects are instrumental in the coaching process for the development of informed practice, and 
ultimately PA is utilised with the goal to enhance performance (Hughes & Bartlett, 2002; Wright 
et al., 2012a). Notational analysis, as a method that is used to perform sport PA, is defined as: 
“an objective way of recording performance so that key elements of that performance can be 
quantified in a valid and consistent manner” (Hughes, 2004; Neville et al., 2008). Hence, sport 
coaches gather and analyse data by utilizing numerous techniques and software programmes in 
order to provide immediate feedback; for database development; to identify areas of 
improvement; to evaluate specific performance aspects, and to develop selection criteria 
(Hughes, 2008). Therefore, the objective of recording sport performances is to quantify key 
elements in a valid and consistent manner so as to assess and improve an individual athlete or 
team’s performance (Hughes, 2004). Even though PA is used as a practical coaching tool within 
the coaching processes, only a small portion of time, resources and effort is aimed at competitor 
analysis (Bampouras et al., 2012; Cushion et al., 2006; Hughes, 2005). Since CI focuses on 
competitor analysis and countering, this research aims to close the gap within sport PA by 
establishing a systematic and structured approach and process to gain a sport competitive 
advantage.  
 
3.1 Performance analysis and process models  
In sport PA research, a number of studies have been devoted to the coaching process, the 
development thereof, as well as the role and activities of PA within the coaching process 
(Bampouras et al., 2012; Cushion et al., 2006; Franks & Goodman, 1986; Hughes & Franks, 
2004). The objective of the coaching process is to instigate measurable changes in athlete 
achievement (Hughes, 2004). However, coaching and teaching of skills depend heavily on PA 
results and feedback to affect improvements in performance (Hughes, 2007). Various studies and 
models describe the PA process and complexities, including aspects such as data gathering, 
organisation of data, performance profiling as well as providing a broad interpretation of the 
roles and relationships between key participants such as the analyst, coach and athlete 
(Bampouras et al., 2012; Cushion et al., 2006; Franks & Goodman, 1986; Hughes, 2005). 
Existing PA models and flow diagrams are cumbersome and are only focussed on the episodic 
delivery of coaches’ feedback and planned training sessions with the main objective to improve 
athlete performance (Bampouras et al., 2012; Cushion et al., 2006). Additionally, existing PA 
models do not clarify definitive concepts, principles and processes for gaining a competitive 
advantage through competitor and environmental analysis (Cushion et al., 2006; Gould et al., 
1990). In this regard, the systematic literature review as conducted in this study aims to provide a 
relevant theoretical foundation from the business CI domain to a sport coaching and PA context. 
 
4. Method of the systematic literature review 
 
4.1 Design 
The review was conducted from the functionalist quadrant of the four paradigms for the analysis 
of social theory (Burrel & Morgan, 1979). The functionalist paradigm assumes societies have a 
concrete existence following a specific order which can produce explanatory knowledge of the 
reality as assessed objectively by the scientist (Burrel & Morgan, 1979). The goal of scientists 
who follow this paradigm is to provide rational explanations of social affairs and use mechanical 
analogies for modelling and understanding a particular phenomenon (Burrel & Morgan, 1979). 
In this regard, the business CI process model was used as theoretical framework to objectively 
assess and explain the particular phenomenon of sport PA activities, specifically as it relates to 
the PA and the cricket coaching environment.  
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4.2 Paper selection 
A review protocol was established by researchers with the primary researcher performing the 
systematic literature review search in three steps with assistance from a skilled information 
specialist. Firstly a search on the identified keywords of “competitive intelligence” using the 
following databases was conducted: Academic Search Premier, EbscoHostTM, Business Search 
PremierTM, Scopus, MasterFILE PremierTM, Regional Business NewsTM, Emerald InsightTM, 
SACatTM, Web of ScienceTM, and SAePublicationsTM. The inclusion of manual searches is 
strongly recommended (Kitchenham, 2004) and were done via Google Scholar by performing 
expert author searches. Secondly, a variety of searches were performed with the keywords 
“performance analysis,” or “data analysis,” or “match analysis,” or “sport” and “cricket” on 
EbscoHostTM, SPORTDiscusTM, Web of ScienceTM, and Scopus databases with Google Scholar 
and eJournals being used for specific journal searches. Author searches for the most prominent 
authors within the PA field of study were also conducted. A third search was conducted by 
combining the keywords of “competitive intelligence” and “sport” from Scopus, EbscoHostTM 
and SPORTDiscusTM, MasterFILETM, Academic Search PremeirTM and Web of scienceTM 
databases with Google Scholar included for manual searches. Searches for the identification of 
literature relevant to this review were arbitrarily narrowed down to only include articles from the 
last 17 years (2000-2016). Full text, English, scholarly and peer reviewed articles in accredited 
journals and conference proceedings that were available to researchers were selected with the 
keywords “competitive intelligence,” or “performance/match/data analysis,” or “sport” or 
“cricket” within the title. Cricket is singled out as a sporting code, since the review forms part of 
a larger cricket specific research project. 
 
The primary researcher systematically screened the article abstracts and content and selected 
articles based on the occurrence of aspects within the CI process as identified by literature, 
namely: data collection, conversion, information communication, countering and an overall 
process description (Weiss, 2002). Articles had to contain at least three of the five CI process 
aspects in the abstract and content to be included. Remaining articles were then scrutinized 
according to their research design and methodology (Kitchenham, 2004). Further exclusions 
were made regarding review articles and articles with low relevancy to the five CI aspects 
(Kitchenham, 2004). The remaining articles were sent to international experts in the field of CI 
and PA respectively, who added additional literature for further scrutiny. After careful 
consideration of expert recommendations, the list of 35 CI and 28 PA articles was finalised. 
During the document analysis two of the CI articles where deemed unsuitable for application 
within the study and were omitted. Table 1 (Appendix 1) presents the results of each of the 61 
articles that were analysed. 

  
4.3 Coding procedure 
Content analysis was completed using ATLAS.TITM computer assisted qualitative data analysis 
software. Content analysis commenced with deductive theme identification of the CI process 
stages from literature whereby data collection, information conversion, communication and 
countering were created. Together with these stages, the occurrence of a process and components 
thereof was identified as a fifth theme. Deductive reasoning allowed the researcher to move from 
a pattern that is logical and theoretically expected to observations that test whether the expected 
pattern does in fact occur (De Vos et al., 2005). Thereafter, inductive coding of the selected CI 
and PA articles were performed whereby the researcher first identified meaning units, which is 
seen as ideas or information able to function as a separate entity (Côté et al., 1993). During the 
meaning unit identification the researcher created clear and meaningful codes and established a 
precise definition of the code construct (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The specific instances or 
occurrences of identified meaning units and code creation were used in the inductive process to 
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draw conclusions about the entire class of meaning units and codes (De Vos et al., 2005), which 
were then cited under the existing themes. In order to establish the reliability of the coding 
procedure, inter- as well as intra-reliability was determined using Cohen’s kappa. For inter-
reliability in the coding process, an independent coder was briefed on the identification of the 
meaning units, the code creation practice as well as the definitions of the codes developed. 
Thereafter independent coding was conducted on two arbitrary selected articles. Inter-reliability 
which can be defined as the “agreement among coders about the categorization of content” 
(Anderson et al., 2001:12) was κ = 0.9. Intra-reliability on codes was κ = 0.84 as the researcher 
performed a second coding process on two arbitrarily selected articles, more than seven days 
apart. Reliability values between 0.8 to 0.9 are deemed to be an indication of rich analytical data, 
and the substantial agreement indicates the consistency in creating and applying codes by the 
researcher, and validates the qualitative method utilised (Anderson et al., 2001; Campbell et al., 
2013). 

 
5. Results and discussion 
 
The content analysis of 61 articles rendered code data networks on the five main themes which 
are indicated by Figures 2 to 6. Similarities and differences between the business CI and sport 
PA processes are evident and will be discussed with the created code(s) indicated by italic text.  

 
5.1 Data collection 
Ten out of a possible thirteen codes are similar between CI and PA articles (Figure 2) as 
literature mentions the collection of data within the CI (Gatsoris, 2012; Tej Adidam et al., 2012; 
Viviers et al., 2002; Wright et al., 2012b) and PA processes (Bhattacharjee & Saikia, 2014; 
Lames & McGarry, 2007; Moore et al., 2012; O’Donoghue, 2006). The first sub-stage in the CI 
data collection stage involves that users of CI such as senior management, executives, 
departmental managers and decision makers assign CI projects to the CI specialists or analyst, 
employees or sales personnel as the person collecting data (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b; Marin & 
Poulter, 2003; Rapp et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2002). The persons involved with the activity of 
sport PA data collection is the coach, who is the main user of PA information and who ideally 
directs the sport scientist or a performance analyst in the collection process (Bampouras et al., 
2012; Wright et al., 2012a). However, very few coaches have access to a skilled analyst and 
coaches are often the main person involved, who complete their own data collection and formal 
match analysis (Wright et al., 2012a). 

 
Parallel to this, business managers as users of CI also tend to sometimes be the person collecting 
the data during the collection process (Qiu, 2008). However, many organisations have CI 
specialists who conduct data collection and analysis (Fleisher & Wright, 2010; Salvetat & 
Laarraf, 2013). These CI specialists are dependent on effective communication from the CI users 
such as managers, who must convey their initial key information needs (KINs), specified as Key 
Intelligence Topics (KITs), to the specialists (Fleisher & Wright, 2010). CI analysts use these 
KITs, which are identified and organised according to three functional categories or types , to 
plan and direct the collection and analysis process (Fatti & Du Toit, 2013). In this regard, Qiu 
(2008) posits that managers need specific knowledge in order to assign the KITs and collection of 
information from meaningful sources. KITs are also described as types of information related to 
aspects such as strategic decisions, early warning signals and description of key competitors (De 
Pelsmacker et al., 2005). The success of the CI process is very dependent on this initial sub-
stage. During the sport PA process, the coaches’ knowledge determines the appropriate 
competition key performance indicators (KPIs) to be analysed which directs the collection, 
sources and analysis of data (James et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2012a). In various instances 
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though, analysts, researchers and players are also involved in defining the key KPIs (Wright et 
al., 2012a).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. CI and PA data network on the data collection stage 
 
KPIs refer to specific and measurable variables that a coach and/or analyst value or associate 
with successful competition outcomes and the majority of coaches use KPIs to analyse 
performance (Wright et al., 2012a). Through the KPIs coaches assess athletes’ efforts, tactical 
and technical aspects as well as movement-related activities (Wright et al., 2012a). Specific 
examples of KPIs in cricket include runs scored, wickets taken, dot balls bowled, run rate and 
boundaries scored (Moore et al., 2012). On the surface it would seem that KITs and KPI are 
alike, however, they differ. In this regard, KITs are more thematic in nature and related to issues 
that are important for the CI user, such as changes in the economic environment, or alterations 
made by opposition businesses  (Dishman & Calof, 2008b). On the other hand, KPIs designate 
specific measured pieces of information, which in light of CI, could be classified within a 
specific KIT category (Petersen et al., 2008b). The overarching description of “key performance 
parameters”, which influence the selection of KPIs, are more closely related to KITs (Wright et 
al., 2012a). The use of this term is limited within the PA SLR documents. 
 
Analysts in both domains use specific sources to collect information. Within the PA set-up, 
coaches often use video footage or edited clips of their athletes’ performances to code KPIs and 
to provide feedback (Moore et al., 2012). The coding of live or recorded matches, is a rich 
source of information and entails the assignment and quantification of specific match behaviours 
and allows for performance information to be gained or KPIs to be observed and noted (Moore et 
al., 2012). Additionally, various sensors and devices are incorporated into sport equipment or 
fitted to athletes, so that athlete specific data can be transmitted  to receiving stations or systems 
for data collection (Baca, 2006). The coding of matches or sensor data are seen as primary 
sources of information whilst match and statistical data obtained from internet websites are 
regarded to be secondary information sources (O’Donoghue, 2009). During the CI process, 
primary sources of information are utilised for data collection specific for the CI project and 
include customers’ and suppliers’ feedback, knowledge of own employees and competitors’ 
feedback (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b; Sewdass & Du Toit, 2014). Secondary sources are 
described as existing or already available sources of data which was originally collected for a 
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different purpose, but is still relevant to the CI project and include exhibitions, trade journals, 
publicly available databases and various internet sources (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b; Rapp et 
al., 2011). CI secondary sources are important to CI professionals since it supplements data from 
primary sources (Teo & Choo, 2001). CI articles commonly refer to primary and secondary data 
sources (Begg & Du Toit, 2007; Dishman & Calof, 2008b; Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b; Fatti & 
Du Toit, 2013), whereas these terms are only mentioned once in PA articles (O’Donoghue, 
2009). In PA research, match and athlete statistics are mainly used as data sources, and 
interviews that journalists conduct with players, coaches or teams are rarely employed to obtain 
information (O’Donoghue, 2006). Additionally, primary data sources such as live coded matches 
are used in the sport domain, however it necessitates a designated and skilled person as well as 
available technology. Therefore the use of primary data sources are somewhat limited, and the 
use of secondary data is more prevalent. The use of predominantly secondary data could indicate 
that the sport related KITs as identified by die intelligence user, is not directing the data source 
allocation and usage as is the case within the business CI domain.  
 
In both domains, technology plays an important role in obtaining and storing relevant data 
(Lyons, 2011; Nasri, 2011a; Wright et al., 2012a). The use of video analysis is a necessity within 
PA, since the increasing number of digital resources and access thereof, have created unique 
opportunities to collect rich data and share information which is instrumental in enabling coaches 
to enhance performance (Lyons, 2005). Both the business CI and sport PA processes require the 
validation of data (Cooper et al., 2007; Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b; Fleisher, 2008; James et al., 
2007), which together with the gathering of information require specific skills of the person 
gathering the data (O’Donoghue, 2006; Strauss & Du Toit, 2010). Within sport PA the analyst 
or sport scientist need specific skills such as good observational skills to accurately and 
consistently identify KPI behaviours and events (Hughes & Franks, 2004). Furthermore, the 
analyst or sport scientist must be precise and accurate in keying in events and behaviours through 
dependable methods and systems (Cooper et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2012a). The use of systems 
for PA and CI data collection (Cooper et al., 2007; O’Donoghue, 2008; Wright et al., 2012b), 
together with the incorporation of technology has opened up the opportunities for thorough data 
mining within the two domains (Schoeman et al., 2006; Teo & Choo, 2001). In this regard, 
Schoeman et al. (2006) explored the application of this CI business activity and tool of data 
mining within the competitive cricket analysis environment. This data mining process employed 
within the cricket domain is however still in its infancy stage, and top level coaches, managers 
and analysts indicated various inclinations towards the possible exploitation of such activities to 
enhance their competitiveness (Schoeman et al., 2006). 
 
The process of gathering data is not without problems within the CI landscape and include: 
infrequent data collection, dominance of web based, public domain sources accessed, lack of 
time, money and procedures (Gatsoris, 2012; Rapp et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2012b). PA data 
collection problems include inconsistent analyst observations, coding operational definition 
ambiguity and the on-going search for stability in performance indicators (Cooper et al., 2007; 
James et al., 2007; Lames & McGarry, 2007). Within the CI domain, information is 
characterised as being tactical or strategic, according to the longevity of use, availability and 
time orientation under the informational characteristics code (Rapp et al., 2011).  

 
5.2 Data conversion 
The second stage of the CI process is data conversion during which true intelligence is created. 
Seven out of the ten codes show similarities between CI and PA articles (Figure 3). Within the 
CI domain, information/data analysis converts gathered data into actionable intelligence, which 
is used for strategic decision-making (Dishman & Calof, 2008b). The analysis process in sport is 
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described as the time taken to perform and interpret the how and what of information that was 
produced (Wright et al., 2012a). In sport, measurements are modified to quantify match 
performances (Lemmer, 2008). For example, match variables that are related to successful and 
less successful teams or athletes are noted and analysed (O’Donoghue, 2007; Petersen et al., 
2008b). The analysis of KPIs are a priority and in some situations the coach will also perform 
match analysis (Wright et al., 2012a). However, within elite and high performance coaching, 
performance analysts or sport scientists mainly perform the analysis (Bampouras et al., 2012; 
Wright et al., 2012a). Within the CI domain this activity is mainly performed by CI professionals 
or analysts who need specific analyst skills which include research skills, analytical abilities, an 
ability to apply qualitative and quantitative methods, select best methods as well as the ability to 
communicate results (Fleisher & Wright, 2010; Tej Adidam et al., 2012). Further CI analyst 
skills for analysis include familiarity and the ability to utilise different tools and methods of 
analysis that are industry specific and complement the organisation (Fleisher, 2008; Salvetat & 
Laarraf, 2013). On the other hand, PA research does not elaborate on skills needed by the 
performance analyst other than that she/he must be able to observe and code matches correctly 
(Wright et al., 2012a). 
 
Within PA the main information format used for analysis is video footage or match recordings 
(Schoeman et al., 2006; Wright et al., 2012a), whereas the CI domain does not specifically 
mention the data format other than numbers and figures obtained during for example financial or 
general information analysis (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b). PA understandably focuses on the 
correct use of statistical methods for analysis (Moore et al., 2012; O’Donoghue, 2008; 
O’Donoghue & Cullinane, 2011), especially in cricket where it is used by analysts and coaches 
for performance evaluation and enhancement (Amin & Sharma, 2014; Petersen et al., 2008a; 
Petersen et al., 2008b; Saikia et al., 2012). However, it would seem that researchers are still 
trying to identify best practices for determining data reliability and statistical methods in PA 
(Lemmer, 2008; O’Donoghue, 2005; Saikia et al., 2012; Sharma et al., 2012). Analytical 
techniques most commonly employed within the CI domain include critical success factor 
analysis, SWOT analysis, benchmarking, Porter’s five forces industry analysis and customer 
satisfaction surveys (Nasri, 2011a; Tej Adidam et al., 2012; Wright & Calof, 2006). 

 
Figure 3. CI and PA data network on the data conversion stage 
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Information analysis in the form of summarised data, clustering, classifying, and association rule 
analysis is also reported, together with semantic-based algorithms, gap analysis program (GAP) 
analysis and competitor profiling (Dai et al., 2011; Sewdass & Du Toit, 2014; Tej Adidam et al., 
2012; Wright et al., 2012b). An examination of PA analytical methods and techniques reveals 
that performance evaluation through KPI analysis of winning and losing teams is a priority and 
researchers refer to statistics such as totals, averages and percentages (Amin & Sharma, 2014; 
Najdan et al., 2014; Petersen et al., 2008b). Furthermore, pattern recognition, performance 
profiling and the identification of opponents’ strengths and weaknesses are used as analytical 
techniques to specify new tactics by the coach (Hughes, 2005; Lames & McGarry, 2007; 
O’Donoghue, 2009; O’Donoghue & Cullinane, 2011). As part of these analytical techniques, 
various statistics, video footage and ball-by-ball data are employed within cricket analysis 
(Schoeman et al., 2006).   
 
Technology plays an integral part in obtaining and analysing video footage during PA with 
numerous software packages and tools being employed (Lyons, 2011; O’Donoghue, 2006; 
Wright et al., 2012a). Even though many organisations within the CI domain use technology for 
data conversion (Fleisher & Wright, 2010; Wright et al., 2012b) it is clear that some 
organisations do not have appropriate technology and software storing systems to support their 
CI efforts (Garcia-Alsina et al., 2013; Viviers et al., 2002; Wright et al., 2012b). The absence of, 
or inadequate software and technology for PA may also be a problem for lower level coaches, 
but for most elite level coaches the utilization of relevant technology and software is not a 
problem (Schoeman et al., 2006; Wright et al., 2012a). In this regard, more coaches and their 
support staff are using digital repositories or data storing systems such as the Cloud (Lyons, 
2005). However, inadequate or unavailable software and technology is only one of the data 
conversion problems that some organisations face during the analysis stage. Other problems 
include inadequate analysis skills by analysts, improper tools, unreliable data inputs and unclear 
communicated KITs (Fleisher & Wright, 2010). The validity and reliability of data, the use of 
the correct analytical technique, as well as the importance of storing collected and analysed data 
were mentioned as being important factors to consider during data analysis in both domains 
(Cooper et al., 2007; Fleisher, 2008; Lyons, 2011). Both domains indicate human and operator 
errors as the main problem during data analysis and within the PA domain, the importance of 
ensuring reliability and validity of data collected and the analysis process is highlighted (Cooper 
et al., 2007; James et al., 2007; Robinson & O’Donoghue, 2007). 

  
5.3 Information communication 
The third stage refers to the communication of the analysed data. All six codes show similarities 
between CI and PA articles (Figure 4).  
 

Dishman and Calof (2008b) emphasize the importance of proper communication for information 
sharing in order to provide intelligence results for managerial decision-making. The onus is on 
the analyst to interpret and share information as well as intelligence in a timely, graphic and 
illustrative manner so that continuous, focused and accurate intelligence that answers the KITs of 
users (managers) can be provided (De Pelsmacker et al., 2005). The manager or user of 
intelligence is also the person receiving the information (De Pelsmacker et al., 2005). Within the 
PA domain, information or intelligence sharing is referred to as feedback and is aimed at 
providing coaches with information that adds to their own observed analysis and allows them to 
improve individual and team performance (Bampouras et al., 2012; McGarry, 2009a). Feedback 
must be immediate and needs to assist coaches and athletes to indicate areas of improvement and 
allow them to evaluate specifics of performances (Bampouras et al., 2012; O’Donoghue, 2006). 
The person receiving feedback in a sport set-up may differ, but in most cases feedback is 
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transferred from the analyst or sport scientist to the coach and then from the coach to the players 
(Bampouras et al., 2012). The relationship between the analyst and coach is also important to 
facilitate communication (Hughes, 2005). 

 
Figure 4. CI and PA data network on the communication stage 
 
In this regard, the coach is seen as the gate keeper and decides which feedback is shared with 
athletes as persons receiving information (Bampouras et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2012a). Within 
the CI domain the analyst or the CI professional and intelligence user or managers are the main 
role players and their trust relationship is of great importance (Fleisher, 2008; Fleisher & 
Wright, 2010).  
 
Video or DVD formats is the primary method of information communication or feedback within 
PA. Athletes view edited clips of their own or the opponents’ match performances but feedback 
can also include match reports and match statistics (O’Donoghue, 2006; Wright et al., 2012a). 
Technology plays an integral part in the feedback process with the use of various software 
packages and cloud computing, which augments the success of timeliness feedback (Lyons, 
2011; Wright et al., 2012a). Within the business CI domain technology also forms the method of 
information sharing and communication with the corporate intranet playing an important role 
(Fleisher, 2008; Marin & Poulter, 2003). Furthermore, different methods of information 
communication are used as platforms for intelligence sharing through emails, monthly reports, 
face-to-face meetings and presentations (Wright & Calof, 2006). In this regard Fleisher (2008) 
advance the use of knowledge management systems to store and disseminate validated 
intelligence, which should be easily accessible to different levels of intelligence users such as 
lower, middle and top management. Both domains indicate specific problems or barriers in the 
communication stage. Numerous business organisations show inadequate formal procedures for 
sharing intelligence, receive inaccurate information or experience a time delay in information 
communication (Fleisher, 2008; Garcia-Alsina et al., 2013; Strauss & Du Toit, 2010). In PA, the 
time taken to complete the analysis and to communicate information, loss in practice time and 
the unavailability of appropriate technology are among the primary barriers to feedback 
provision (Wright et al., 2012a).  
 
Similarities between all six communication codes suggest that the CI and PA communication 
stages corresponds. However, within both domains there seem to be no prescriptive structure for 
communication methods which may be attributed to the fact that each organisation or team 
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develops their own methods that are structured according to their individual environment and 
needs. 

 
5.4 Countering 
The process during which CI users utilise analysed data is referred to as countering. There are 
four similarities and three prominent differences within the countering stage between the CI and 
PA domains (Figure 5). Within the CI countering stage, accurate and timely intelligence has to 
be provided to managers, since it supports their strategic planning and decision-making (Fatti & 
Du Toit, 2013). Likewise, within the sport domain, PA assists coaches’ decision-making in 
complex situations as well as during teaching, coaching and mentoring opportunities and settings 
(Lyle 2002, cited by Wright et al., 2012a). However, within the PA domain, there is more 
uncertainty about the strategy formulation process aimed at countering the opposition since no 
formal or systematic approach has been suggested (Groom et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2012a).  
In the CI model, decision-making and strategies are aimed at achieving a competitive advantage 
(Wright & Calof, 2006). The competitive advantage is attained through the creation of 
knowledge during the CI countering stage, and is mainly aimed at creating knowledge of the 
competitor and the business environment (Begg & Du Toit, 2007; Du Toit, 2003; Priporas et al., 
2005). Coaches often try to identify competitor’s performance patterns to gain opposition 
knowledge regarding their tactics and strategies (Saikia et al., 2012). Coaches will then use this 
knowledge to develop tactics that will oppose opponents’ strengths and exploit their weaknesses 
(O’Donoghue, 2009). Coaches utilise analysed data (match statistics) to make decisions, plan 
and implement strategies (Petersen et al., 2008b). According to Moore et al. (2012), coaches 
make various tactical and strategic decisions to gain a competitive advantage. A sport 
competitive advantage can also be gained by performance prediction through the analysis of 
matches, KPI, individual performances and team strategy execution (Petersen et al., 2008a). 

 

 
Figure 5. CI and PA data network on the countering stage 
 
The majority of elite coaches utilise PA information to change and shape their strategies for 
future competitions (Wright et al., 2012a). In the CI domain the information utilised is 
knowledge of competitors and the environment which enable decision makers to take proactive 
action (Teo & Choo, 2001). This information also allows decision makers to prepare for factors 
such as uncertain market situations and business environmental variations which may influence 
their decision-making (Michaeli & Simon, 2008). Another factor that may influence the CI 
countering stage, is inadequate training to understand and incorporate the intelligence in practice 
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(Gatsoris, 2012; Michaeli & Simon, 2008). Numerous studies also show that CI is not utilised 
effectively for decision-making and that organisations often struggle in this regard (Du Toit & 
Sewdass, 2014a).  
 
A comparative analysis between the CI and PA domains with regard to the 4Cs process model 
stages, substantiate numerous similarities and few differences. The next section will provide an 
overview of similarities and differences between the CI and PA domains’ processes.  

 
5.5 Competitive intelligence and performance analysis processes 
Coding rendered 26 different codes in total that are related to CI and PA processes, with thirteen 
overlapping codes from both domains (Figure 6). The overlapping codes suggest that there are 
similarities between the different domains, even though several overlapping codes revealed 
content differences. Eight CI-specific codes did not overlap with codes of the PA domain, 
whereas five PA specific codes displayed no overlapping with codes in the CI domain. 
Therefore, even though similarities were evident, there are also definite and understandable 
differences between the two domains with regard to stages as well as the components of each 
stage. Within each domain, definitions for the processes that are involved also differ. For 
example, the CI definition of a process refers to a definite analysis of data concerning the 
competitors and the environment (Gatsoris, 2012; Teo & Choo, 2001). On the other hand, the PA 
definition refers to the investigation of relevant aspects of player and/or team performance in 
competitive sport, which is not necessarily concerned with aspects that are only related to the 
opponent or competitive environment (Bampouras et al., 2012; O’Donoghue, 2005). Literature 
also mentions different types of CI such as strategic intelligence (Marin & Poulter, 2003), 
business or market intelligence (Tej Adidam et al., 2012), while PA is also categorised into 
different types such as biomechanical or notational analysis (Wright et al., 2012a). Within the 
business domain the main aim of CI processes (CI purpose) is to govern strategic decision-
making (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b), whereas PA is mainly aimed (PA purpose) at performance 
evaluation and secondly at developing strategies (Wright et al., 2012a). According to Fatti and 
Du Toit (2013), the primary CI benefit to any organisation is the ability to continuously monitor 
a company’s competition within the industry. PA benefits mainly include an enhanced ability of 
the coach to identify, diagnose and assist in the correction of technical and tactical problems of 
his/her own players or team (Lyle 2002 cited by Wright et al., 2012a). 
 
Analysed documents from both domains continuously refer to information that is related to the 
origin, history and development of the CI and PA fields of study (Dishman & Calof, 2008b; 
Neville et al., 2008). In business organisations, top level managers are the main CI users of 
information, whereas the coach is the main user of PA information (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b; 
Wright et al., 2012a). With regard to the type of information, coaches need information on 
environmental factors influencing cricket competitiveness, especially within high-paying 
franchise-based competitions (Petersen et al., 2008a). Similarly, business organisations need to 
consider environmental factors as they constantly have to operate in rapid changing economic 
environments and climates  (Priporas et al., 2005). For organisations to utilise the benefits of CI 
within changing environments, a sound CI culture in which managers and executives support 
and drive CI activities is needed (Fleisher & Wright, 2010). In many organisations a good CI 
culture is evident (Dishman & Calof, 2008b), however research findings also highlight numerous 
organisations where a sound CI culture is absent or inadequate (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014c; 
Wright et al., 2012b).  
 
Within the PA domain, responses vary with regards to a PA culture where information gathering 
and usage by coaches and players are very often facilitated, however also in some instances 
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neglected (Wright et al., 2012a). While a positive CI culture is needed for successful intelligence 
creation, an inadequate CI culture is one of the many process barriers to CI implementation, 
along with the absence of formalised CI units, human resources and financial aid within 
organisations (Wright & Calof, 2006). PA process barriers include inconsistent use of PA as a 
process by coaches, inconsistent definitions of performance indicators applied, too many factors 
to consider and measure as well as inadequate applications in PA (Hughes, 2005).  
 
Even though certain barriers may hamper the CI process, when implemented correctly, the 
process will benefit a business organisation (CI value) with regard to revenue growth and gross 
margins that can be sustained (Begg & Du Toit, 2007). Despite a substantial amount of research 
within the PA terrain, more research is needed to determine and verify the impact and value of 
PA (PA value) in the sport domain (Wright et al., 2012a). 

 

 
Figure 6: The combined CI and PA data network on a process 
 
Although structurally different CI process models exist, the content and related aspects of these 
models are very similar (Garcia-Alsina et al., 2013; Saayman et al., 2008). PA-related research 
mentions models that are used in the PA process, but only describes segments of the coaching 
and competitive intelligence creation process, whereas little is known about the systematic 
manner by which information and feedback are provided (Bampouras et al., 2012; Lames & 
McGarry, 2007; Wright et al., 2012a). CI processes have been implemented in numerous 
countries such as Morocco, France and Turkey within a variety of industries like agriculture, 
tourism, transport and construction, to name but a few (CI occurrence) (Du Toit & Sewdass, 
2014b). Similarly, PA takes place across various sporting disciplines and in various countries 
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(PA occurrence) (Hughes, 2005). Specific technical and cognitive CI skills and training are 
necessary for a CI unit to function successfully and likewise, in the sport domain coaches and 
support staff need to receive PA training to be equipped to perform PA accurately and 
effectively (Wright et al., 2012a). 
 
The fact that eight codes were only identified within the CI domain, indicates the immensity of 
the CI process with its many different facets. Factors influencing CI in business include the size 
and type of industry, position of the CI professional and the existing CI culture within an 
organisation (Garcia-Alsina et al., 2013; Saayman et al., 2008). CI individuals such as 
professionals, managers and decision makers should be process experts in order to drive specific 
CI activities such as routine inquests into projects and the determination of information accuracy 
(Fleisher & Wright, 2010; Nasri, 2011a). The location of CI units or professionals within 
organisations is diverse, varying between centralized units to de-centralised units and full time or 
ad hoc personnel (De Pelsmacker et al., 2005; Fatti & Du Toit, 2013). However, it is imperative 
that CI units have formalised structures and activities within organisations to ensure the success 
of the process (Wright et al., 2012b). CI professionals and units need to employ a wide range of 
techniques and methods within each stage of the CI process (Fleisher, 2008). Process 
characteristics such as financial support provided is another important aspect that could ensure 
success (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b; Tej Adidam et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2012b). Finally, 
despite managers’ view that CI processes are important for organisations, there are organisations 
where inadequate CI is evident (Viviers et al., 2002; Wright & Calof, 2006). 
  
Codes that were only identified for the PA domain include the characteristics of sport such as 
the structure of the sport, individual or team sports and the objectives of the sport (Lames & 
McGarry, 2007). Sport structures and characteristics refer to different match objectives such as 
goals or point scoring opportunities, ball or racket sports, and contact allowed or disallowed, 
which are on field factors that can influence decision-making (Lorains et al., 2013). Sport 
performance and the ability to control and predict performance is another important aspect 
within sport (Hughes, 2005). However, researchers and coaches must still establish the main 
outcome measures (i.e. KPIs) that are associated with successful cricket performance (Moore et 
al., 2012). Another code that was predominantly evident in the PA domain is technology. 
Technology is widely used by coaches to provide data and information that are related to sport 
performance (Baca, 2006). Although reference to technology is made within CI, it is mentioned 
seldom within descriptions of the whole CI process.  

 
6. Conclusions 
 
Findings of the systematic literature review suggest that the majority of activities within different 
stages of the business CI process are similar to sport PA activities that coaches follow as part of 
the coaching process. These similarities are specific to the collection and analysis of data, 
communication of information, strategic decision-making under the countering stage as well to 
the CI process as a whole. Strong similarities between business CI activities that are aimed at 
obtaining intelligence and to counter opposition strategies and certain sport PA activities indicate 
that the CI process can be applied to a sport coaching context to ensure a formal and structured 
process. Research in the PA domain that incorporate novel approaches to gain a competitive 
edge, is scarce and findings of this review add to the knowledge pool that is related to a suitable 
and structured process that can facilitate the PA process. 
 
Despite the applicability of the CI process to the PA domain, specific and clear differences 
between the two domains were also observed. In this regard, PA-related research does not 
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provide information on the identification of KINs or KITs that is categorised under the CI data 
collection stage. Although the term KPI is used in PA-related research, KPIs are not identical to 
KITs. Therefore, further research on the KINs and KITs of coaches and their data collection 
activities need to be conducted. More research on the collection of data and information (the first 
stage of the 4Cs process model) within a sport context will provide clarity with regards to the 
processes that are followed and activities that are applied by coaches. This information will also 
enable coaches, and especially novice coaches to enhance their athletes’ performances.  
Furthermore, the development of a basic conceptual CI framework that will establish guidelines 
for sport coaches to determine and execute activities that are aimed at gaining a competitive 
advantage is a necessity. The majority of business CI research is performed using questionnaires 
and measurement instruments to identify, calculate and direct the CI activities. Currently, no 
formalised measurement instrument is available within the sport coaching and PA domain to 
measure or investigate CI activities of coaches. Therefore, empirical research into the 
development of CI survey for coaches would enhance future research of CI in a competitive 
sport domain.  
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Abstract 
 
Very little is known about key intelligence topics (KITs) that coaches identify to direct data 
collection and analysis for the development of a competitive cricket strategy. It is against this 
background that the aim of this study was to identify the KITs of cricket coaches, using the 
4Cs competitive intelligence (CI) process model of Weiss (2002) as a framework and 
incorporating existing knowledge regarding cricket specific key performance indicators 
(KPIs). Semi-structured interviews were conducted with high-level cricket coaches of South 
Africa. Content analysis was performed whereby a codebook was developed, and theory and 
data driven codes were created with ATLAS.TITM computer assisted qualitative data analysis 
software. The codes were derived through the identification and classification of key 
informational needs (KINs), which were categorized according to the business CI functional 
KITs categories. Results indicated that cricket coaches’ informational needs could be 
translated into all three of the business type KITs, namely strategic, early warning, and key 
player KITs. However, coaches identified inadequate exclusive strategic decision and early 
warning type KITs, and over-emphasized key player KITs. In conclusion, the application of 
the business CI process model of Weiss (2002) highlighted shortcomings in coaches’ KITs 
identification and knowledge creation process. 
  
Keywords: key intelligence topics, key performance indicators, cricket coaches, competitive 
intelligence 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Competitive intelligence (CI) is often defined as “a systematic and ethical programme for 
gathering, analysing and managing external information that can affect a company’s plans, 
decisions and operations” (Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP), 2012). 
Businesses world-wide challenge one another for dominion by gaining knowledge of their own 
operations but especially that of their adversaries (Weiss, 2002). Businesses employ CI processes 
to collect and analyse data to ultimately enhance decision-making, competitiveness, and the 
formulation of suitable counter-strategies (Bose, 2008; Wright et al., 2012b). One of the stages 
that all CI process models follow, is data collection (Franco et al., 2011; Gatsoris, 2012). 
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Business managers, as intelligence users, direct the data collection and analysis process by 
identifying and communicating their key informational needs (KINs) to CI specialists, who 
conduct the data search and analysis based on key intelligence topics (KITs) derived from the 
scope of KINs (Herring, 1999; Nasri, 2011b). Therefore, the identification of KITs is the initial 
activity of the CI process model data collection stage (Weiss, 2002). The main objective of KITs 
is to provide focus to conduct effective intelligence operations which are generally assigned to 
one of three functional categories: 1) strategic decisions and actions; 2) early-warning topics; and 
3) descriptions of key players (Herring, 1999). Strategic type KITs refer to the complete range or 
scope of information aimed at the formulation of strategic plans and new competitor strategies, 
while early warning KITs typically focus on aspects and activities that prevent management from 
being caught unaware (Herring, 1999). Among the three KIT categories key players KITs are the 
least actionable since it reflects a manager’s need to better understand the opposition. In this 
regard, key player KIT activities allow managers to obtain a competitor profile and a common 
understanding of the competitor so that individual managers can develop their own ideas on how 
to react to competitors (Herring, 1999). However, KITs are not mutually exclusive and a 
strategic type KIT may also require a competitor profile and some form of early warning 
intelligence to alert the user to changes in competitor activities or environmental aspects 
(Herring, 1999). The combination of all three KIT categories is the key to producing knowledge 
and should result in four distinct types of knowledge during the last stage of the 4Cs CI process 
model (countering) (Weiss, 2002). These types of knowledge include competitor knowledge on 
individual competitors; comparative knowledge by comparing different competitors; market 
knowledge which encompasses information on the wider market place and business 
environment, and self-knowledge which include information on one’s own organisation (Weiss, 
2002).  
 
All mentioned types of knowledge are necessary to build a full and comprehensive picture of the 
total business environment and contribute to the formation of effective and actionable 
intelligence to outwit and outperform competitors (Weiss, 2002). Organisations should 
understand their own position within the market place and that of the competitors for appropriate 
decision-making (Weiss, 2002). With the four types of knowledge as the end goal of the 4Cs CI 
process model in mind (Figure 1), CI practitioners should clearly identify and define managers’ 
KINs and translate them into KITs which will direct the data collection and analysis stages 
(Weiss, 2002). This study used the business CI model and KITs theoretical underpinning to 
investigate this CI phenomenon within the sport coaching and performance analysis (PA) 
domain. In the sport domain, data collection and analysis processes form part of PA, which is 
mainly directed by the coach (Bampouras et al., 2012). In this regard sport coaches, just as 
business managers are involved in data collection activities in order to analyse the opposition as 
well as their own team (Cooper et al., 2007). Very little is known about the functional categories 
or topics of information that coaches identify to direct data search, collection and analysis, and 
that are ultimately used to develop a strategy to gain a competitive advantage (Wright et al., 
2012a). 
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Figure 1: Types of knowledge and how they lead to strategy (Weiss, 2002) 
 
In the sport PA context, collected performance specific data are governed by key performance 
indicators (KPI), which is utilized in the coaching context to identify critical elements of sport 
performance (Cooper et al., 2007; Petersen et al., 2008b). KPIs are valid measures of an athlete’s 
or a team’s performance level and usually have metric properties and a modus of interpretation 
(O’Donoghue, 2007). Therefore, in some instances KPIs are seen as data, and in other instances 
as information, since the data are processed as percentages or ratios (Ackoff, 1989; O’Donoghue, 
2007). Coaches use this information to enhance their own team’s or players’ strengths, to exploit 
their opponents’ weaknesses and to counter situations where opponents’ strengths can overpower 
their own team’s abilities (O’Donoghue, 2009). Coaches also consider information on the venue, 
conditions and which decision to make when winning the toss before competition participation 
(Petersen et al., 2008b). Specifically related to cricket, the type of competition (day or night 
match) also plays a prominent role in decision-making and strategy design (Najdan et al., 2014; 
Schoeman et al., 2006). In this regard, cricket coaches very often refer to and use KPIs as an 
information source on various aspects which increase their knowledge regarding their own team, 
competitors and the environment, ultimately influencing their strategy design and the match 
outcome (Petersen et al., 2008b).  
 
Within the shortest form of the cricket game, namely T20 cricket, specific bowling KPIs include: 
taking more wickets, especially during the power play at the end of the match, and bowling balls 
from which batsmen cannot score runs (dot balls) (Moore et al., 2012). Bowlers’ economy rate, 
bowling averages and bowling strike rate are also used as KPIs in T20 cricket (Amin & Sharma, 
2014). The KPIs for batsmen include a higher run rate, strike rate, scoring runs during power 
plays, scoring through boundaries and establishing partnerships between batters (Amin & 
Sharma, 2014; Moore et al., 2012). However, the main outcome and performance measures in 
the T20 cricket format have not yet been fully identified (Moore et al., 2012). The major batting 
KPIs within the fifty over cricket match format which differentiates successful from less 
successful teams, include: taking more wickets, maintaining a higher run rate, partnerships of 
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fifty runs or more, total runs and number of sixes scored (Petersen et al., 2008b). For bowlers in 
the fifty over match format, bowling maiden overs and taking wickets serve as the primary KPIs 
(Petersen et al., 2008b). KPIs that are related to other aspects include winning the toss and 
electing to bat first, as well as the advantage of playing on home ground (Petersen et al., 2008a). 
  
Although cricket KPIs have been identified and implemented within the sport coaching domain, 
limited research has investigated how coaches use this aspect (Moore et al., 2012). Likewise, 
research has not yet focussed on the assortments, portfolios, processes, models or activities that 
cricket coaches implement and follow to gather and analyse information on KPIs in a controlled 
and systematic manner (Cushion et al., 2006; Groom et al., 2011). The inadequate collection and 
analysis of KPIs will hinder the implementation of individual player and team strategies 
(Petersen et al., 2008b). For this reason there is a need to clarify the assortment of KPIs and the 
informational needs and goals which coaches identify to focus and direct data collection 
activities (Groom et al., 2011). KPIs provide coaches with information, but are not used 
exclusively for decision-making or strategy design, and are often used for performance appraisal, 
development of coaching sessions or identifying strengths and weaknesses of own and 
opposition players. As it is used to lead to strategy formation, it seems similar to CI KITs, 
however with a small distinction, which has to be clarified (Cooper et al., 2007). Therefore the 
aim of this study was to identify the KITs of cricket coaches, using the 4Cs CI process model of 
Weiss (2002) as a framework and incorporating existing knowledge regarding cricket specific 
key performance indicators (KPIs). 
 
2. Method 
 
2.1 Design 
This exploratory study is qualitative in nature and used semi-structured interviews in order to 
enhance the understanding and explain KITs identified by high level cricket coaches (Henning et 
al., 2004). Semi-structured interviews were used since this method allows for a wide scope of 
inquiry, depth of data collection, flexibility of methodology, and allows researchers to organise 
information according to specific areas of interest and to the particular theme of KITs in this 
study (De Vos et al., 2005).   
  
2.2 Participants 
Purposeful, convenience sampling was utilised as it was considered appropriate since the 
researcher intended to discover, understand and gain insight into the specific phenomenon of 
KITs as identified by cricket coaches (Merriam, 1998). Expert and assistant cricket coaches were 
targeted since they are responsible for team strategy and individual player development, and 
usually use a variety of information for this purpose (Cooper et al., 2007). Expert cricket coaches 
were included in the study based on the following inclusion criteria: the coach had to have at 
least five years of coaching experience, must have coached at university, provincial or national 
level, and should have obtained a coaching certificate from the national governing body (Côté et 
al., 1993; Nash & Sproule, 2009). The level of coaching gained preference above age or gender, 
with the minimum coaching level set as university level.  
 
A total of fourteen cricket coaches who matched the inclusion criteria, participated in semi-
structured interviews. Twelve coaches were head coaches of their respective teams and two were 
assistant coaches. Three coaches had between six and nine years coaching experience; nine 
coaches between ten to nineteen years; and two coaches more than twenty years of experience. 
Five coaches obtained the Cricket South Africa (CSA) level 2 qualification, four the level 3, and 
five coaches the highest possible level, namely a level 4 qualification. A total of six out of the 
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fourteen coaches coached at franchise/professional level, with one coaching at national level, 
four at provincial, two at premier league and one at university level. The majority of coaches 
coached male teams, with two coaches who coached both genders and one coach a female team. 
 
2.3 Procedures 
Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the institution, where 
the research was conducted (NWU-00185-15-S1). Before the start of the study permission to 
conduct the research was obtained from coaches’ direct line managers and the coaching manager 
of CSA. Written informed consent was obtained from each participating coach, after which 
suitable dates, times and venues for face-to-face, telephonic or Skype interviews were arranged. 
In cases where a coach agreed to participate in the study, a request was made to also interview 
support staff such as assistant coaches or analysts; either with the particular person or 
individually. In this manner, a snowball sampling method was implemented. Two group 
interviews were conducted with four participants and two participants respectively, while the rest 
of the interviews were performed one-on-one. The interviewer and researcher transcribed the 
voice recordings verbatim. Typed transcriptions of interviews were emailed to participants for 
validation purposes (Creswell, 2003). None of the participants objected to the authenticity and 
accuracy of transcriptions. Before commencement of interviews, participants completed a 
demographic information questionnaire that was used to collect information on coaches’ age, 
gender, ethnicity, coaching experience, qualifications, successes and teams coached.  
 
2.4 Interview schedule 
A literature review on the available CI processes and models, as well as frequently used CI 
surveys were scrutinized to develop a preliminary interview schedule for the cricket coaches 
(Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). The interview schedule contained six questions relating to the 
four stages of the CI process, namely data collection, conversion, communication and 
countering, as well as questions related to CI awareness, culture, planning, identification and 
focus (i.e. KITs) (Weiss, 2002). With the aim of finalizing the interview schedule, the researcher 
approached intra-university peers (from the same university as the researcher but from different 
campuses) to evaluate the schedule and provide feedback via interviews. Interviews were voice 
recorded, transcribed verbatim, and emailed to intra-university peers who validated the 
authenticity and reliability of the transcribed document (Creswell, 2003). Thereafter the 
researcher performed a qualitative content analysis by coding the interviews using ATLAS.TITM, 
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software. The constant comparative method was 
followed to code the data and interviews were performed until data saturation was achieved 
(Boeije, 2002; Merriam, 1998). The feedback and codes created from the intra-university peers’ 
interviews, facilitated changes made and contributed to the settlement of the interview schedule.  
 
2.5 Data analysis 
Researchers analysed the content of each interview according to the method of DeCuir-Gunby et 
al. (2011) to create a codebook as a critical first step and reference for analysing interviews. A 
codebook is defined as “a set of codes, definitions and examples used as a guide to help analyse 
interview data” (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:138). Theory driven codes were generated through a 
systematic literature review (SLR) performed by researchers and then entered into the 
ATLAS.TITM system (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The created codes were related to the four 
stages of the CI process model, as well as specific aspects within each stage and the process as a 
whole (Weiss, 2002). Data driven codes were also developed by reducing the raw data into 
smaller units of meaning as a second manner to create codes (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The 
second step of the codebook development process involved the collaborative revision of codes 
by a colleague researcher within the context of the data and led to the creation of additional data 
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driven codes (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). Meticulous care was taken in creating specific codes, 
and researchers ensured that code definitions were precise, encompassing the constructs and that 
example quotes illustrated each code appropriately (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). 
  
In the next step the reliability of the coding procedures, as well of the coder were calculated by 
making use of Cohen’s Kappa (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The intra-rater reliability was 
calculated to be κ = 0.78 and inter-rater reliability to be κ = 0.79. Research suggests that 
reliability values between the 0.8 and 0.9 range are deemed to be rich in analytical value 
(Anderson et al., 2001). The fair agreement indicates the consistency in the creation and 
application of codes during the analysis and therefore validates the qualitative method used 
(Campbell et al., 2013; DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The qualitative analysis was performed 
through a constant comparative analysis whereby researchers simultaneously analysed the 
content in applying the code book and codes to the data, together with data collection through 
interviews (Boeije, 2002; Henning et al., 2004). Data saturation was reached and researchers  
determined that no additional data were found (Guest et al., 2006). For the purpose of this study, 
researchers only included and discussed those codes which were related to the KITs and KPIs as 
part of the overall interview schedule and data analysis. For clarification purposes, this study 
divided the KPIs according to two categories within cricket, namely batting and bowling 
(Petersen et al., 2008b). The coach quotes and codes related to KITs and KPIs were categorised 
according to the KITs three functional categories for further explanation. 
 
3. Results 
 
3.1 Coded data 
The coded data on KINs of the coaches’ and assistance coaches as support staff were categorized 
and presented in Table 1. Codes and quotations identified by coaches related to KPIs are 
categorised into batting and bowling as presented in Table 2 and 3.  
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Table 1: KINs identified by cricket coaches and assistant coaches 
Coach quotations KIN categories 
And then you will also try and gather information on, for example, the 
brand of cricket they (opposition team) play and then implement a game 
plan to that and try and execute it with your skills (P8a*) 
...when you talk about brand of cricket, it is either a team that is very 
attacking, or very conservative in the method of going to collect their 
runs (P5a) 

Brand of cricket 

We then also have to look at the experience of their team as well. 
Sometimes there are more experienced players, and there are certain 
players that you try and get out.  
You know which are the key players and obviously we have a certain 
game plan for that as well, so that goes into specifics...and then we will 
go and look at each player (P17a) 

Countering 
experienced and 
key player 

I think one is to have an idea what their team will look like, so you will 
have a strong idea of your game plan, you need to know who you are 
playing against...(P11a) 
Knowing, this is their line-up, this is how we are planning of getting 
those players out, this is where their strengths and problems are and these 
are our plans (P2a) 
You can anticipate from the last game, this is the possibility of their team 
(P16a) 

Opposing team 
to influence own 
game plan, 
anticipate 
opposition 
player inclusion 

You want to know - this player’s release shot is this, so you want to build 
pressure and then you know he is going to release with that shot... (P13a) 

Opposing 
players’ 
pressure outlet 

That is why I think it is vitally important to have a thorough knowledge 
of your own players before you go to the competitors because you then 
know, ok this is plan A and we go accordingly (P8b) 
You have to constantly be aware of the situation of what is happening 
within your team and know exactly where they are in terms of 
performance (P3a) 
As far as opposition is concerned I would go through each one of my 
particular weapons that I have at my disposal and we might even 
strategize to the extent that our team selection will depend on where we 
play and the wicket we play on and sometimes the opposition (P10a) 

Own team 
information and 
competence, 
own team 
weapons 

There are a couple of things; the first thing would be conditions...you will 
tell your players: these are the sort of conditions you are going to get; this 
is how we need to combat those conditions, in terms of batting and 
bowling. Then obviously in terms of our bowling, in those conditions 
down at the coast, you have to be a lot more patient, a lot more dot balls, 
where on the Highveld you can be more attacking, you can run in and 
bowl quick and bouncers (P17b) 
The key things for me are: the first one – let’s say it is a home game or 
like we are playing away (P9a) 
There are also variables like the ground you are playing at and the pitch 
that you are playing on, which plays a big part (P3b) 

Environmental 
influences, 
venue, pitch 
condition 

* The number refers to the participant while the alphabet letter refers to 
the comment number by the participant.  
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Table 1 (continue): KINs identified by cricket coaches and assistant coaches 

Coach quotations KIN categories 
What I want on opposition is about their character. Where can I find the 
soft areas, because I don’t think high level sport is only about technique, 
it is more about the character and we talk about mental strength and all of 
those things. (P8c) 

Character, 
mental aspects 

I also check if the team that we are playing against has won games 
before, like are they under pressure, is the coach under pressure, is there 
drama, you know like in their side The biggest thing for me in T20 
cricket is where players do get under pressure and what do they normally 
do when they get under pressure (P9b) 

Overall 
functioning, 
handling 
pressure 

You get to know their (opposition players) fears, theirs strengths and 
weaknesses, their opportunities and threats, so I think it is important that 
when they (own players) give that info on those players just to get the 
edge. They may know something I don’t know, because the player can 
come to me and say coach, I was with this guy in Australia, he prepares 
like this, and he looks to do this and that, so I have more info on that 
certain player then I can share it with my team. You don’t get this info 
anywhere, it is close and personal (P9c) 
I will look at their strengths and weaknesses (P14a) 

Fears, SWOT 
analysis of 
individual 
players 

You focus on how certain players bowl at the death (P14b) Death bowling 
Because we thought that if we get the chance that we would bat first, 
looking at their blowing combinations (P1a) 

Bowling 
combinations 

So there will be various variables that you need to consider as a coach in 
terms of your planning, in terms of how you are going to execute your 
plan to win games. So you made an example about the competitors that 
you are playing against, so that information will be key. Most of the 
teams, if you have played against them, you would have seen them once 
or twice or a couple of times, so you do have some sort of information 
about them. And then you look at how they score their runs, for example 
if it is a batsmen, is he a guy that scores a lot of boundaries or is he a guy 
that scores a lot of ones and twos. That type of information will play a big 
part in your planning as a coach and for you to make sure that you are 
making the right decisions with your team. There are also variables like 
the ground you are playing at and the pitch that you are playing on, which 
plays a big part because you get things like averages so, in a season you 
look at what is the average score for a particular pitch. Then you will set 
your own target on the number of runs you want to score and for example 
you will use that data as a baseline to do your planning. So that is very 
important (P3c) 

Competitors 
(runs scored, 
boundaries, 
score in one or 
two runs), 
competition 
venue specifics 
(average score 
for venue) 

 
Coaches indicated the need for information on the specific brand of cricket that the opposition 
team plays, i.e. are they attacking or conservative in their method of obtaining runs (P8a, P5a). 
Additionally, coaches indicated that they focus on information on experienced and key players 
(P17a). The oppositions’ team line-up and knowing the opposing players’ strengths were also 
highlighted as important information (P11a, P2a and P16a). The fact that the opposition team 
line-up is unknown to coaches until very close to the commencement of the match, forces 
coaches to make predictions of opposition team inclusion (P16a).  However, coaches would 
normally change their own team strategy and game plan immediately after they received 
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information on the opposing teams’ line-up (P11a, P2a and P16a). Information on players’ 
reaction towards pressure and the release shot they typically use (P13a), knowledge and 
situation of own players (P8b, P3a and P10a), especially focused on their own weapons or 
strengths (P10a), is also important to coaches. Information on certain environmental aspects such 
as weather conditions, venue and pitch conditions influences cricket matches and should also be 
considered (P17b, P9a and P3b). Opposition players’ character, soft areas and mental condition 
(P8c), the overall team functioning, pressure on the coach and how individual players handle 
pressure (PP9b) are KIN categories that coaches identified. Likewise, coaches need information 
on opposition players’ fears, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (P9c and P14a). 
Coaches also focus on how certain players bowl at the death of the match (P14b) and opposition 
bowling combinations (P1a). A single quote by P3c indicates that coaches’ KINs can be 
categorised into competitor information, mentioning measurable aspects such as runs scored, as 
well as mentioning the ground and pitch the team would be playing at and referring to average 
scores for a pitch. This last quote contained specific measurable variables such as the runs 
scored, which is classified in the sport domain as a KPI. The coach quotations and categories 
related to KPIs, as identified by the cricket coaches and support staff is presented in Table 2 and 
3. The KPIs are likewise categorised into different batting and bowling specifics. 
 
Table 2: KPIs for batting as identified by cricket coaches and support staff 
Coach quotations Batting KPIs 

 
We go onto ESPN Crick info, and each player has stats in terms of how 
many runs they have scored, what their last 4 or 5 innings are and statistics 
on dismissals (P17c) 

Statistics on 
last few 
performances 

And then you look at how they score their runs, for example if it is a 
batsmen, is he a guy that scores a lot of boundaries or is he a guy that 
scores a lot of ones and twos (P2b) 

How runs 
scored in 
boundaries, 
one’s or two’s 

I actually got a full printout of players’ averages, strike rate to look at 
(P1b) 
 

Average runs, 
strike rate 

Basically the biggest thing that I look for, is how they get out, on average 
are they bowled, or are they caught on the boundary, or are they run out or 
what? The other biggest things, I look for are the fours and sixes. Where 
they go, on the leg side or are they going on the off side or are they lapping 
it or are they reversing it like player A. Those types of things  then the 
spinners again, are they sweeping the spinners or are they coming down to 
open up, like go on the leg side (P9d) 
...which areas the batter scores his runs... (P13b) 

Modes of 
dismissal, fours 
and sixes hit, 
area runs are 
scored: leg- or 
offside scoring, 
types of shots, 
improvisations 

...50 run partnerships... (P16b) 50 run 
partnerships 

Some coaches use it (videos) to look at technique and where the batsmen 
get out (P2c) 

Technique 
flaws, types of 
dismissals  

 
KPIs for batsmen include the statistics on the number of runs they scored especially during their 
last few innings (P17c) and the form in which runs were scored - as boundaries, one’s or two’s 
(P2b, P9d). Average runs scored and strike rate are calculated and used for analysis (P1b) as 
well as the main areas or side of the field where batsmen prefer scoring (P13b, P9d). The modes 
of dismissals are investigated (P9d), while the type of shots that batters prefer (P9d), as well as 
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improvisations during batting (P9d) are all aspects that coaches focus on. Coaches also value 
information on partnerships between batsmen, especially when partnerships are more than 50 
runs (P16b). Information from video footage is also used to identify technical flaws in batsmen’s 
techniques which could be exploited to get the batsmen out (P2c).  
 
Table 3: KPIs for bowling as identified by cricket coaches and support staff 
Coach quotations Bowling KPIs 

 
With all the stats, I look at who has been taking wickets, ranked from 
highest to lowest (P2d) 

Wickets taken, 
and highest 
ranked bowlers  

They might have what is called a pitch map, where it will show the 
bowlers where they bowled so they will have that percentage of where 
their balls are bowled and landed, so out of their two or three games that 
we watched, 60% are short balls, full balls or whatever. (P2e) 

Area ball 
landed as 
percentage 

..how many dot balls did he bowl, how many boundaries did the batsmen 
hit of him, where did they score their boundaries (P3d) 

Dot balls, runs 
conceded, 
areas runs 
conceded 

I am very aware of for example, runs per over conceded by the bowler, the 
score, the areas we are bowling and field placing he is setting (P10c) 
 

Runs per over 
conceded, 
fielders set 

I want them to bowl as many maidens (bowling overs) (P10d) Maiden overs 
bowled 

...if he is a medium pacer we want him to bowl economically for long 
spells... (P10c) 

Economic 
bowling rate, 
bowling spell 
goals 

 
Coaches look at statistics of opposition bowlers to determine which bowlers took the most 
wickets as they were ranked on a public available statistical website (P2d). Coaches also 
investigated a pitch map to determine where the highest percentage of balls landed on the pitch 
(P2e), the number of dot balls bowled (P3d), the number of boundaries scored of a certain 
bowler (P3d) as well as the primary areas where batsmen scored against a particular bowler 
(P2e). Coaches also identified their need to gain information on runs per over conceded (P10b), 
and field placing set (P10b). The importance of bowling maiden overs (P10c) and bowling 
economically for long spells (P10d) were also accentuated. 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The scope and nature of an organisations’ KINs are portrayed by KITs (Herring, 1999). In this 
regard, this study identified and categorised the KINs of high level cricket coaches into the 
functional KIT categories of strategic, early warning and key player KITs (Table 4). 
Additionally, the type of knowledge created from the collection and analysis of data as driven by 
the identified KIT categories are indicated and discussed.  
 
With strategy formation in mind, coaches indicated a variety of KIN categories such as the brand 
of cricket that the opposition is playing, experienced and key opposition team players, players’ 
outlet shot to release pressure, included opposition players as well as environmental factors such 
as the venue, location, pitch and weather. These KINs can be categorised as strategic type KITs 
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since coaches indicated the need for this information in order to devise a strategy. In this regard, 
coaches pointed out that the inclusion of certain key players in the opposition team line-up does 
sometimes govern their decisions on their own team line-up. The brand of cricket opposition 
teams play as well as certain environmental aspects such as the type of pitch that was prepared 
and the way in which it may influence play on the match day, also compels coaches to rethink 
their own match strategy. 
 
Table 4: Cricket coaches’ KIN and KIT categories and type of knowledge 
Cricket coaches identified KIN categories Business CI  

KITs type 
Type of 
knowledge 
classification 

• Brand of opposition cricket, attacking or 
conservative  # 

• Countering opposition experienced and key 
players # 

• Opposition team member inclusion # 
• Opposing players’ pressure outlet # 
• Environmental influences – weather, venue, 

pitch and conditions @ 
• Own team information on competence and 

strengths* 

Strategic decision type  
(# Key player) 
(@ Early warning) 
 

Competitor, 
environmental 
(market) and 
self-knowledge 
  

• Character and mental aspects of opposition 
players 

• Overall team functioning  
• Individuals and team handling pressure 
• Opposition players’ fears, strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, threats. 
• Death bowling 
• Bowling combinations 
• Competitors’ performance (batting and 

bowling KPIs) 

Key player  
 

Competitor 

• Opposition players included in team  
• Environmental influences (weather, pitch 

and conditions) 

Early warning  Competitor and 
environmental 

* Not categorised as a strategic type KIT, however included since it is used to develop a strategy 
# Additionally classified as a Key player type KIT 
@ Additionally classified as an early warning type KIT 
 
Information of the own team’s competence and strengths* cannot exclusively be classified as a 
strategic type KIT, since the focus of information is inward towards own team and player. 
However, this information is still very relevant to the coaches’ strategy design. No KIN was 
exclusively assigned to only a strategic type KIT. Similar to the business CI domain, where 
managers need some form of education in order to identify and verbalise their strategic type 
KITs (Herring, 1999), coaches need to be educated to define their informational needs.  
 
The first activity of KITs identification within the CI data collection process stage is essential 
and consequently coaches should learn to discern and identify functional strategic topics that will 
drive the collection and analysis of relevant information for strategy design (Fleisher & Wright, 
2010). Coaches only referred to a limited number of strategic decision type KITs, which 
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accentuates the need to also include KITs identification theme as niche area in coaches’ 
education programmes. However, since KITs are not mutually exclusive, the KINs within this 
category can also include competitor profiles or early warning signal KITs. In this regard the 
KINs indicated with “#” also belong to key player type and the KIN indicated with “@” to the 
early warning KITs. 
 
The strategic type KITs, namely the brand of cricket, experienced and key players, opposing 
players included in match team and players’ pressure outlet shot can also be categorised into the 
key player KITs functional category, since the focus is on attaining information on the 
opposition. Additional KINs categorised within the key player category, are character and 
mental aspects, overall team functioning, pressure on individuals and team, the opposition 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats, fears, and handling pressure. Likewise death 
bowling, bowling combinations and specific information on competitors such as runs scored and 
information on the environment (i.e. previous scores achieved at the venue), all contribute to an 
analysis and profile development of competitors. In this regard, coaches identified numerous 
KPIs, as customary sport coaching and performance analysis measures and information 
regarding competitors’ batting and bowling performance. The KPIs on batting and bowling, such 
as runs scored, runs conceded, dot balls bowled and strike rate were also identified from the 
interview data. Likewise, wickets taken by bowlers, the area targeted, maiden overs bowled and 
bowling economy were also deemed to be important KPI for coaches. For batsmen, coaches look 
at statistics on the last few performances, average runs scored, modes of dismissal, partnerships, 
technical flaws, improvisations, the area and how runs were scored. These KPIs were all 
assigned to the functional category of key player KITs, since it provides a fuller description of 
key competitors. Coaches indicated a need for competitor information and knowledge to monitor 
and predict competitor activities and performance for analysis, decision-making and own 
strategy formation as in the business CI domain.  
 
The third functional category of early warning topics was not commonly found within cricket 
coaches’ KINs. In the business CI process, the early warning KITs category centres around the 
elimination of surprises or threats by analysing changes in the environment (Weiss, 2002). 
However, coaches’ needs and knowledge on cricket competition environmental aspects such as 
the venue, pitch and weather conditions, were assigned to the early warning KITs. Sudden 
changes in weather conditions as well as the way in which the pitch is prepared, need to be 
considered well in advance as well as close to the start of the match as these factors may 
influence the strategic decisions coaches make regarding for example own team line-up. Coaches 
should access easy available statistical KPIs on venue history and previous match results 
(Petersen et al., 2008a), to try and eliminate such environmental surprises. Additionally, the lack 
of information concerning the opposition team line-up, is another informational need within the 
early warning KITs category. Coaches repeatedly indicated that their decision-making, game 
plan development and own team selection often depend on the availability of information 
regarding opposition team members. This information is usually not available to the coach until 
very close to the start of the match. The need to avoid unexpected and unanticipated opposition 
team player selections is very apparent. Therefore, research should focus more on measurable 
constructs and include specific KPIs that could aid coaches to accurately predict opposition team 
selection.  
 
Even though all three KITs categories could be assigned to the coaches’ KINs, it is evident, that 
coaches predominantly identified key player KITs and mainly focused on competitor information 
through the use of sport KPIs to gain a greater understanding of their opposition. KPIs are 
measurable pieces of information which in this study were assigned to the key player KITs 
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category. Coaches who were included in this study use KPIs as loose-standing, individual data 
points or informally linked components. Using KPIs in this manner does not allow coaches to 
effectively use KPIs to develop intelligence for their strategy design (Michaeli & Simon, 2008). 
KPIs that are grouped together in strategic assortments according to specific informational goals 
will optimize the CI process and intelligence creation within sport, similar to the business 
domain (Michaeli & Simon, 2008). However, since KPIs are viewed as a key player KIT, it is 
also the least actionable KIT as it only allows coaches to gain a better understanding of the 
competitor (Herring, 1999). Even though coaches use KPIs in PA as information to enhance their 
own teams’ or players’ strengths, to exploit their opponents’ weaknesses and to evade or counter 
situations where opponents’ strengths can overpower their own teams’ abilities by itself, it 
cannot be used to direct a data collection and analysis process with the aim to provide actionable 
intelligence. At best, KPIs can provide knowledge on competitors or own players or the 
environment, as is the current practice within PA. Conversely, it is up to the coach to react on 
this knowledge.  
 
Within the 4Cs CI process model, the last stage, namely countering aims to provide four types of 
knowledge, of which competitor knowledge is one (Weiss, 2002). Therefore, if the correct and 
all-encompassing KITs are identified during the first step of the CI process model, then all four 
types of knowledge would be created within the last stage (Weiss, 2002). The evaluation and 
identification of cricket coaches’ KITs and KPIs are an indication of the type of knowledge that 
could possibly be created during the countering stage of the CI process (Table 4). In this regard, 
competitor knowledge is linked to key player KITs, since the coach gains a better understanding 
of competitors in this way. The KPIs of the sport domain are included in the key player KITs 
category, since coaches placed emphasis on competitor measurable informational properties. The 
business CI market (environment) knowledge is described as information on the wider market 
place, referring to customers and technology as examples (Weiss, 2002), and it could possibly be 
translated into the sport context as the overall competitive or match environment (relating to 
environmental knowledge). The environmental aspects coaches identified as important for 
strategic decision-making are the venue, location, weather conditions and the type of pitch 
prepared. Previous historical data on these aspects could play an influential part in providing 
“early warnings” of changes in the specific competition environment. Therefore, coaches are 
likely to produce knowledge on the environment from these KITs. However, the interpretation of 
the supposed sport environmental knowledge within this context is limited and through research, 
coaches should be encouraged to explore information on the competitive environment, over a 
longer period than just one season or the period in which the upcoming match will take place. In 
this regard, research should explore the influence of coaches’ KINs on aspects such as sport PA 
technology advancements, competition rule changes or injuries to players that may change the 
competitive environment and influence coaches’ own strategy.  
 
Within the competitive environment, coaches’ focus on information such as strengths, weakness 
and competencies of own players, were not categorised as a strategic type KIT per se. However, 
these are within the strategic type KITs scope since it is clear that coaches need specific and 
encompassing knowledge on their own players and team to make strategic decisions. This could 
be related to self-knowledge within the countering stage the 4Cs CI model. Self-knowledge 
could be attained through the use of KPIs, as is the case within current sport PA programmes 
(Bampouras et al., 2012). Lastly, according to the types of knowledge categorisation of Weiss 
(2002, Figure 1), there is a distinct lack of informational needs for the creation of comparative 
knowledge through the current KITs and CI activities. None of the coaches’ KINs could be 
translated into the creation of comparative knowledge, which indicates that the CI knowledge 
creation process is inadequate. Although collectively, coaches’ KINs were classified into all 
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three functional categories of KITs, individually coaches seldom referred to a wide range of 
KITs and only made use of limited and selected KPIs to gain information on  own players, the 
opposition or the environment. Keeping in mind that the CI process is directed by quality and 
various KITs (Garcia-Alsina et al., 2013), coaches should enlarge their array of KITs as well as 
KPIs which would better direct their data search to create all four types of knowledge, which will 
lead to actionable intelligence. The coaches’ strong emphasis on competitor knowledge, which 
was emphasised by the numerous loose standing KPIs and categorised as key player KITs and 
some reference to environmental knowledge as well as self-knowledge, indicate that coaches 
base their decisions on limited knowledge from an incomprehensive analysis. It is only by fully 
understanding one’s own position (self-knowledge) and that of the opposition (competitor 
knowledge) within the competitive environment, together with the environmental influences 
(environmental knowledge) and comparative competitor analysis (comparative knowledge), that 
one would be able to devise strategies that would outwit and outperform competitors (Weiss, 
2002).  
 
Effective decision-making through intelligence operations depends on how well the initial 
identified informational needs of an intelligence user can be met, and cricket coaches need 
guidance in identifying KITs. If coaches are educated to identify additional and more 
encompassing KITs with current sport KPIs also incorporated, their data collection and analysis 
process would improve.  A more comprehensive data collection process could lead to the 
creation of all four types of knowledge as well as the development of better strategic decisions 
and plans. Since no information on the sport domain is available to provide guidelines for 
coaches to develop strategies by making use of competitor information (Wright et al., 2012a), 
the 4Cs CI process model may serve as a suitable framework to direct CI sport-related data 
collection processes.  
 

5. Conclusions 

 

The study succeeded in identifying the KITs of high level cricket coaches by making use of the 
theoretical underpinnings of the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as a framework and 
incorporating existing knowledge regarding cricket specific KPIs. Consequently, the mentioned 
business CI process model may provide coaches and sport managers with a systematic procedure 
to identify and use KITs in the coaching domain to drive a successful data collection and 
analysis process by incorporating research on current cricket KPIs. Findings of this study suggest 
that research needs to explore the development of strategic decision and early warning type KITs 
on competitors and environment to gain a sport competitive advantage. In this regard, coaches 
need to be properly educated in the CI process, especially as it relates to identifying KITs, as the 
first step of the data collection stage of the 4Cs CI process model. This study identified 
similarities between sport KPIs and business key player KITs within the CI process. An over- 
emphasis of key player KITs which create encompassing competitor knowledge, but no 
comparative knowledge, indicates the need for coaches to be taught how to explore comparative 
knowledge creation through various KITs. However, further research is also needed to 
investigate high-level coaches’ CI data collection activities in order to describe and evaluate 
these activities that accompany and follow the initial KITs identification step. Research findings 
will shed light on the properties of cricket coaches during the first stage of the 4Cs CI process 
model (data collection). This study paves the way for current and future coaches to construct and 
implement a systematic procedure to create applicable knowledge for decision-making and to 
direct the CI process in sport.  
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Abstract 
 
The aim of this study was to identify the data collection properties of cricket coaches, using the 
first stage of the 4Cs Competitive Intelligence (CI) process model of Weiss (2002) as 
framework. Semi-structured interviews were performed with high-level cricket coaches in 
South Africa. Content analysis was performed by developing a codebook through the creation 
of theory and data driven codes with ATLAS.TITM computer assisted qualitative data analysis 
software. Codes were thematized into the what, where, who and how of data collection as well 
as challenges cricket coaches face. Overall, coaches indicated that they make use of various 
sources of information on competitors, own team and the environment. Data collection is 
usually performed by numerous persons within the team set-up and a variety of information 
formats are utilized. The main findings of the study indicated that easy available sources are 
not effectively utilized, data collection processes are not performed in a structured manner and 
coaches need skill development regarding data collection and analysis. Furthermore, the lack 
of technology as well as the absence of a person who can collect data and a shortage of skills 
by the person who is responsible for data collection, are the main challenges coaches face. 
 
Keywords: data collection, cricket coaches, competitive intelligence, data sources 
 
1. Introduction 
 
One of the greatest challenges for sport coaches is to create a high-performing entity to outsmart 
the opposition and win matches (Van Hoeke et al., 2013b). Coaches, just as business managers, 
realize the need for data and information on competitors and the environment to devise strategies 
and counter opposition game plans (Wright et al., 2012a). In this regard, coaches and managers 
collect data based on their specific informational needs (Weiss, 2002). Within the business 
domain these needs are categorised into key intelligence topics (KITs) which guide the data 
collection and analysis process (Herring, 1999). In the business realm the term used to explain “a 
systematic and ethical program for gathering, analysing and managing external information that 
can affect an organization’s plans, decisions and operations”, is competitive intelligence (CI) 
(Weiss, 2002:41). Various CI process models are utilized to describe the general steps that 
organizations follow to achieve a competitive advantage (Cloutier, 2013; Dishman & Calof, 
2008b). The 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) consists of the following stages, namely: the 
collection, conversion, communication and countering of data and information (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: 4Cs CI process model (Weiss, 2002) with a focus on the data collection stage 
 
Each of the stages is divided into sub-stages, and in this regard the first stage, namely data 
collection, consists of the following key elements: key intelligence topic (KIT) identification, the 
utilization of primary and secondary sources, a determination of the scope of information 
gathered, the identification of a person or persons that is/are going to collect data, determination 
of skills needed, the methods and technology that are going to be used as well as an assessment 
of the challenges that an organisation face (Dai et al., 2011; Dishman & Calof, 2008b; Fleisher 
& Wright, 2010; Marin & Poulter, 2003; Tej Adidam et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2012b). In a 
previous article we identified the KITs that cricket coaches focus on to collect information. 
Therefore, in this article we direct our attention to the further properties of the data collection 
stage as part of the CI process model, and use the model as a theoretical framework from which 
high level cricket coaches’ data collection behaviour can be explored, interpreted and explained.  
 
Within the sport coaching domain, coaches collect data inter alia through performance analysis 
(PA) (Bampouras et al., 2012). PA refers to the process of recording and analysing athletes’ 
performances during practices and competitions with the main focus to obtain objective data that 
inform and support the coaching process (Lees, 2003a). Within the cricket domain, coaches 
continuously collect and analyse performance-specific data on own players’ and competitors’ 
strengths as well as weaknesses (O’Donoghue, 2006; O’Donoghue & Cullinane, 2011). Sport 
match data are collected from various sources including internet websites and databases, while 
live coded matches obtained from live footage are also widely utilized as primary data sources 
by coaches and analysts (Moore et al., 2012). On the other hand vast amounts of data from 
internet websites are used for competitor statistical analysis in order to gain knowledge of the 
best possible team selection to counter opposition strategies (Hendrickson, 2012). Statistical data 
from websites are also regularly used in sport and cricket performance research due to its 
availability and accessibility (Hughes, 2005; Najdan et al., 2014). Coded videos and statistical 
data allow coaches to exploit opponents’ weaknesses whilst also eluding situations where 
opponents’ strengths could overcome their own teams’ abilities (O’Donoghue, 2009). In this 
regard, coaches require information on the strengths and weaknesses of both their own team, as 
well as that of the opposition (Wright et al., 2012a). Additionally, coaches also make use of 
previously gathered information on the following for strategic decision-making: statistical 
information on the venue, information on teams who most frequently won the toss and the 
decisions they made on winning or losing the toss, as well as the type of competition (day or 
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night match) (Hughes, 2005; Najdan et al., 2014; Petersen et al., 2008a; Schoeman et al., 2006). 
Consequently, data mining as part of the CI data collection process to gain a competitive 
advantage has been explored within cricket settings (Schoeman et al., 2006). The research by 
Schoeman et al. (2006) underpins the novel application of a data collection method from the 
business CI process, that could be employed within the cricket coaching domain.  
 
Numerous persons within a team set-up collaborate to obtain sport performance and statistical 
data. These may include the coach, sport scientist, or a performance analyst (Wright et al., 
2012a). The performance analyst usually films, analyses and reports back on specific key 
performance indicators (KPIs) on behalf of the coach (Wright et al., 2012a). In this regard, the 
findings of our previous study on coaches’ KITs identification, indicated that coaches need 
training to identify a variety and encompassing KITs from all three functional categories, since 
an over emphasis on the use of KPIs – defined as key player KITs – were evident. These KITs 
function to direct the collector, and if incomplete, risk jeopardizing a comprehensive data 
collection and overall CI process (Herring, 1999). Ideally the coach should direct the analyst or 
scientist who collects data with clear KITs (Bampouras et al., 2012). Additionally, the data 
collector should be a skilled observer, who accurately notes specific match variables and 
outcomes (O’Donoghue, 2006). The increase in the availability of PA systems has enabled 
analysts to code matches with ease and to generate large amounts of publicly available statistical 
and match data (Lemmer, 2008; Moore et al., 2012; Najdan et al., 2014). The rapid advancement 
in information, audio, visual, broadcast and telecommunications technology undoubtedly also 
influenced its usage in the PA domain (O’Donoghue, 2006). 
  
In sport PA numerous challenges obscure the information collection process, which include the 
inconsistent use of analysis systems and analysts who do not have enough experience to 
accurately analyse data (Najdan et al., 2014). Especially cricket analysis is a tedious job, as ball-
by-ball information during a match needs to be collected (Bhattacharjee & Saikia, 2014). 
Therefore, the cricket analyst needs to be a dedicated person, whose input and value necessitate 
the funds which are made available for him/her from the team’s budget (Bampouras et al., 2012). 
Despite numerous financial and personnel challenges and the influence of technology, coaches 
still need to collect data in a systematic manner to gain a competitive advantage. Since very little 
information on coaches’ data collection activities are available, and no formalized process exists 
that can guide coaches in this manner (Wright et al., 2012a), the aim of this study was to identify 
the data collection properties of cricket coaches, using the first stage of the 4Cs CI process model 
of Weiss (2002) as framework. 
 
2. Method 
 
2.1 Design 
This exploratory study is qualitative in nature and used semi-structured interviews in order to 
enhance the understanding and explain data collection activities of high-level cricket coaches. 
(Henning et al., 2004). Semi-structured interviews were used since this method allows for a wide 
scope of inquiry, depth of data collection and flexibility of methodology (De Vos et al., 2005). 
The method also allows researchers to organise information according to the properties of the 
specific phenomenon of coaches’ CI activities from a theoretical background for the enhanced 
understanding and explanation of the phenomenon (Henning et al., 2004). 
 
2.2 Participants 
Purposeful, convenience sampling was utilized as it was considered appropriate since the 
researcher intended to discover, understand and gain insight of the specific phenomenon of KITs 
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as identified by cricket coaches (Merriam, 1998). Expert and assistant cricket coaches were 
targeted since they are responsible for team strategy and individual player development, and 
usually use numerous data sources for this purpose (Cooper et al., 2007). Expert cricket coaches 
were included in the study based on the following inclusion criteria: the coach had to have at 
least five years of coaching experience, must have coached at university, provincial or national 
level, and should have obtained a coaching certificate from the national governing body (Côté et 
al., 1993; Nash & Sproule, 2009). The level of coaching gained preference above age or gender, 
with the minimum coaching level set as university level.  
 
A total of fourteen cricket coaches who matched the inclusion criteria participated in semi-
structured interviews. Twelve coaches were head coaches of their respective teams and two were 
assistant coaches. Three coaches had between six and nine years coaching experience; nine 
coaches between ten to nineteen years; and two coaches more than twenty years of experience. 
Five coaches obtained the Cricket South Africa (CSA) level 2 qualification, four the level 3, and 
five coaches the highest possible level, namely a level 4 qualification. The majority of coaches 
(6) coached at franchise/professional level, with one coaching at national level, four at 
provincial, two at premier league and one at university level. The majority of coaches coached 
male teams, with two coaches who coached both genders and one coach a female team. 
 
2.3 Procedures 
Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the institution, where 
the research was conducted (NWU-00185-15-S1). Before the start of the study permission to 
conduct the research was obtained from coaches’ direct line managers and the coaching manager 
of Cricket South Africa (CSA). Written informed consent was obtained from each participating 
coach, after which suitable dates, times and venues for face-to-face, telephonic or Skype 
interviews were arranged. In cases where a coach agreed to participate in the study, a request 
was made to also interview the assistant coach; either with the particular coach or individually. 
In this manner, a snowball sampling method was implemented. Two group interviews were 
conducted with four and two participants together respectively, while the rest of the interviews 
were performed one-on-one. The interviewer and researcher transcribed the voice recordings 
verbatim. Typed transcriptions of interviews were emailed to participants for validation purposes 
(Creswell, 2003). None of the participants objected to the authenticity and accuracy of 
transcriptions. Before commencement of interviews, participants completed a demographic 
information questionnaire that was used to collect information on coaches’ age, gender, 
ethnicity, coaching experience, qualifications, successes and teams coached.  
 
2.4 Interview schedule 
A literature review on the available CI processes and models, as well as frequently used CI 
surveys were scrutinized to develop a preliminary interview schedule for the cricket coaches 
(Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). The interview schedule contained six questions relating to the 
four stages of the CI process, namely data collection, conversion, communication and 
countering, as well as questions related to CI awareness, culture, planning, identification and 
focus (i.e. KITs) (Weiss, 2002). With the aim of finalizing the interview schedule, the researcher 
approached intra-university peers (from the same university as the researcher but from different 
campuses) to evaluate the schedule and provide feedback via interviews. Interviews were voice 
recorded, transcribed verbatim, and emailed to intra-university peers who validated the 
authenticity and reliability of the transcribed document (Creswell, 2003). Thereafter the 
researcher performed a qualitative content analysis by coding the interviews using ATLAS.TITM, 
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software. The constant comparative method was 
followed to code the data and interviews were performed until data saturation was achieved 
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(Boeije, 2002; Merriam, 1998). The feedback and codes created from the intra-university peers’ 
interviews facilitated changes made and contributed to the settlement of the interview schedule. 
  
2.5 Data analysis 
Researchers analysed the content of each interview according to the method of DeCuir-Gunby et 
al. (2011) to create a codebook as a critical first step and reference for analysing interviews. A 
codebook is defined as “a set of codes, definitions and examples used as a guide to help analyse 
interview data” (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011:138). Theory-driven codes were generated through a 
systematic literature review (SLR) performed by researchers and then entered into the 
ATLAS.TITM system (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The created codes were related to the four 
stages of the CI process model as well as to specific aspects within each stage and the process as 
a whole (Weiss, 2002). Data driven codes were also developed by reducing the raw data into 
smaller units of meaning as a second manner to create codes (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The 
second step of the codebook development process involved the collaborative revision of codes 
by a colleague researcher within the context of the data and led to the creation of additional data 
driven codes (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). Definite care was taken in creating specific codes, 
and researchers ensured that definitions were precise, encompassing the constructs and that 
example quotes illustrated each code appropriately (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011).  
 
In the next step the reliability of the coding procedures, as well of the coder, was calculated by 
making use of Cohen’s Kappa (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The intra-rater reliability was 
calculated to be κ = 0.78 and inter-rater reliability to be κ = 0.79. Research suggests that 
reliability values between the 0.8 and 0.9 range are deemed to be rich in analytical value 
(Anderson et al., 2001). The fair agreement indicates the consistency in the creation and 
application of codes by during the analysis and therefore validates the qualitative method used 
(Campbell et al., 2013; DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The qualitative analysis was performed 
through a constant comparative analysis whereby researchers simultaneously analysed the 
content in applying the code book and codes to the data, together with data collection through 
interviews (Boeije, 2002; Henning et al., 2004). Data saturation was reached and researchers  
meticulously determined that no additional data were found (Guest et al., 2006). For the purpose 
of this study, researchers only included and discussed those codes which were related to the data 
collection codes and categories as part of the overall interview schedule and data analysis. A data 
network was developed in ATLAS.TITM from the codes, categories and stage themes which 
portray the links between the properties of the cricket coaches’ data collection process. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
3.1 Coded data  
The codes created within the larger study’s CI data collection theme were described as stage 
themes according to the questions of what information coaches collected, from where cricket 
coaches collected their data, who collected the data and how data collection was performed. The 
summary of the stage themes and categories are outlined in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Outline of identified stage themes and categories from interviews. 
No Stage theme Categories 
1 What?* 

 
1. Competitors 
2. Own team 
3. Environment 

2 Where? 1. Data collection sources 
3 Who? 1. Person collecting data 

2. Skills of the person 
3. Perceived knowledge 

4 How? 1. Technology use for data collection 
2. Coding of matches 

5 Challenges 1. Data collection challenges 

* Particulars of this aspect are explained in more detail in a separate article 
 
The themes and categories are disassembled within Tables 2 to 9 and discussed individually by 
referring to the quotations of the coaches and created codes. The first theme of what information 
coaches are looking for, was addressed in detail within a separate article regarding cricket 
coaches’ KITs. A few quotations on all three categories under the what stage theme are clustered 
together within Table 2 for discussion purposes, since the need for this information sets the data 
collection process in motion and therefore necessitates mentioning.  
 
Table 2: What information stage theme: Competitor, own team and environmental aspects based 
on cricket coaches’ quotations 
Coach quotation Information 

category 
Again there are so many variables in the game, we do actually analyse 
opposition, both mentally, physically and obviously statistically. We try to 
look at everything (P10a*) 
We try to keep it down to two things, from a batting perspective two things 
- he scores on the short ball, he is worth a lot...from a bowling perspective 
we are analysing their bowlers we might say ok, he’s got a good slower 
ball... (P2a) 

Competitor 
analyses 

We have some videos everywhere as well where if maybe our players have 
some technical flaws, we try and iron them out through video footage, to 
see where they are going wrong and maybe they are just falling over (P9a) 
So we always looked for positives and always our good shots, the 
boundary shots, where the guys hit sixes or fours, us bowling, getting 
wickets (P2b) 

Own team 

So you have to look at the different conditions in different venues that you 
play around the country because we obviously play all over the country 
(P17a) 
...if you are going to a pitch you will know this is a slow wicket (P2c) 

Environmental 

* The number refers to the participant while the alphabet letter refers to the comment number by 
the participant. 
 
Numerous important information variables regarding competitors were mentioned by coaches, 
from mental and physical to statistical information on strengths and weaknesses of opposition 
players (P10a and P2a). Likewise, coaches need information on their own team, either for own 
technical evaluation and performance adjustment (P9a), or strengths and weaknesses of 
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individual players (P9 a and P2b). The last category of information need coaches identified is 
regarding environmental aspects such as the specific venue and conditions the team will play in 
(P17a), as well as the pitch that was prepared (P2c). The coaches’ information needs on these 
three categories are not limited to these few examples. The three categories were separately 
discussed in more detail in an unpublished article as part of the study. The fact is that coaches 
need specific information which necessitates them to use specific sources. The sources used by 
cricket coaches to collect data are given in Table 3 and describe the stage theme from where 
coaches collect data. 
 
Table 3: Where information stage theme: Sources for data collection based on cricket coaches’ 
quotations  
Coach quotation  Data source codes 
I will see the guy playing, I see A, B, C and I will write down a couple 
of points, it is actually a book that I have kept over the last 4 years... 
(P17b) 

Own notes, book 
format 

We go onto ESPN Crick info, and each player has stats... (P17c) ESPN website 
Yes, I go around with a memory stick, so after each game I say, this is 
(the video footage) that I want (P16a) 

Video from analyst 

I remember with the national side again we had the advantage of hawk-
eye*. (P11a) 

High level 
technology / video 

For us it is a little bit different, we only have video footage and then 
statistical data which is logged on to a software program, and then 
obviously Crick-info as a kind of third resource (P11b) 

Video footage,  
statistical data, 
software program, 
internet website / 
statistical data 

So for instance in the national team there is an analyst who has a strong 
background staff in India who analyse a lot of games and provide a lot 
of information to provide a point of difference or cutting edge 
advantage (P11c) 

Analyst 

They would just give us the game, which is just recorded and not coded 
(P10b) 

Raw video material 

And so we used to do the coding of players, now the governing body 
employ people to come and do it for us. So each game is analysed but 
not by us. Or actually video recorded (P10c) 

Analysed video 
footage 

You see their scorecards and if I pick up any trend there (P2d) Scorecards / trends 
And I think the information, a lot of the players have a lot of 
information as well, because they are playing provincial cricket against 
these guys (P2e) 

Players’ experience 

Another thing that I do sometimes use is where I have come up with an 
excel spread sheet... (P2f) 

Own excel spread 
sheet 

There are video analysts that prepare documents (P5a) Analyst prepared 
documents 

So when I get here to the ground I will find out from the grounds man 
(P8a) 

Grounds man 

There is a database that you could call on, so together with the video 
analyst and the coach (P8b) 

Database/video 
analyst 

I will sit with a higher level coach and talk to him, asking his view on 
this bowler or how will he approach that batter (P13a)  

Senior coach 
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Coach quotation  Data source codes 
You get the information on your computer into the change room and 
the coach has his own personal computer on which he stores the 
information (P14a) 

Personal 
computer/database 

Those small things you tend to pick up even through the media and the 
papers or through the TV when the coach is commenting about his 
plans or whatever he faces, we tend to listen. We buy some newspapers 
and just get to what is basically happening there (P9b) 

Media/TV 

Yes there is a lot of information going around, like if you look on 
Facebook, look on Twitter, maybe I will search a young player, he is 
about to make his debut tomorrow - he is going to put it on Twitter “I 
am so glad I am making my debut for “A team tomorrow” for example, 
then I see that and then I know that this guy is going to play... (P9c) 

Social media 

* Hawk-eye is sophisticated vision processing technology in sport which track balls to mm accuracy but also players and cars.  
 
Results in Table 3 show that coaches utilise a variety of data sources to collect information on 
competitors and the environment. In some cases, coaches use their own written notes and in book 
format (P17b and P17c), while others revert to using available databases (P8b), personal 
computers with simple databases or personalized excel worksheet-related databases (P2f, P14a). 
Sophisticated technology, which is predominantly only available at national level competitions, 
when utilized, provides a great advantage to the coach (P11a), while additional sources also 
include score sheets (P2d) and statistical data which is freely available on internet websites 
(P17c and P11b). Video footage, either in raw (P10b) or in analysed format (P10c, P16a) is an 
additional source which is also used. Expert analysts provide a lot of information to high level 
coaches (P11c and P16a) and often compile documents with information for coaches’ perusal 
(P5a). Coaches also tap into the knowledge and experience of their own players for information 
on competitors (P2e), talk to the grounds man who prepared the pitch where they will be playing 
to gain insight into the environmental aspects (P8a) or ask the advice of a senior and more 
experienced coach regarding opposition players (P13a). Lastly, social media (Twitter and 
Facebook) and broadcasting media (TV and printed media such as newspapers) are also accessed 
to gain insight into selection of the opposition team (P9b, P9c). Even though coaches are mainly 
involved in accessing and utilising various data sources, this task is not exclusively assigned to 
them and therefore the stage theme of who collects data was investigated and portrayed in Tables 
4 to 6 under the categories of person collecting data, skills of the person and perceived 
knowledge.  
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Table 4: Who information stage theme: Data collector based on cricket coaches’ quotations 
Coach quotation Collector 

codes 
... we took video analysts with us to this specific competition... (P2g) Analyst 
A lot of the players have a lot of information as well, because they are 
playing provincial cricket against these guys, so they actually have more 
information than what they know, so you just got to tap into it (P2h) 

Own players 

I do most of that job. Obviously our level is semi-pro cricket, me as head 
coach, I am full time employed and then we have an assistant coach and a 
trainer, that are part-time employed.  So for them going to look up stats 
would be going a bit far, so I do everything myself in terms of that (P17d) 

Coach 

So I devote a lot of time personally with the assistant coach whom I have 
now tasked to help me out with that in terms of looking at stats of specific 
grounds we are playing on so we can plan around what is required (P16b) 

Assistant coach 

It is a mixture of me, the assistant coach and the video analyst (P9d) A combination 
of the coach, 
assistant coach 
and analyst 

 
A variety of personnel is involved in gathering cricket information which include the head coach 
(P17d), assistant coach (P16b), analyst (P2g) and players (P2h). Sometimes the whole coaching 
team (coach, assistant coach and analyst) will combine to gather the relevant information (P9d). 
The variety of personnel involved in gathering information results in different skill levels of 
persons involved. Table 5 describes the category of the skills of the person collecting data as 
represented by coach quotes and codes.   
 
Table 5: Who information stage theme: Skills of data collector based on cricket coaches’ 
quotations 
Coach quotation Data collector 

skills codes 
...obviously the two people (video analysts) who did it is very professional, 
they know what they are doing... (P2i)  

Highly skilled 

...during our week matches, we have 14 players and I have three players on 
the side of the field, but we normally have one player sitting and doing 
nothing. So I try and get him to work on the computer and he logs every 
ball...it is quite easy because he just needs to click one, two, three, four 
(P2j) 

Low skills, 
trained by 
coach 

... [The assistant coach] is also a level 3 coach, so he knows what he is 
doing and out of experience we will know what we want to and not want to 
see. We tag specifically... (P13b) 

Skilled and 
experienced 

The thing is, it is a guy that has a cricket background and knowledge, and 
so he knows what to look for and which type of information to give to the 
coaches... (P14b) 

Cricket 
background and 
knowledge 

...who has been all over the world and like we didn’t understand the teams 
that we are going to play against, like those IPL teams, the teams from 
Australia, the teams from England... (P9e) 

Extensive 
traveling 
experience 

 
An analysis of the different skill levels of people who are involved with data collection shows 
that some are highly skilled and professional persons (P2i) with extensive traveling and analysis 
experience (P9e) where others have low skill levels and were trained in-house to perform the 
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data collection activity (P2j). In-between these opposites were skilled and experienced assistant 
coaches (P13b) and personnel with cricket background and knowledge (P14b), who were also 
involved with data collection. Linked to the various skill level and persons collecting data, an 
additional category of perceived knowledge was identified within the stage theme of who 
collects data. Coaches expressed their professed knowledge regarding numerous important 
aspects which is depicted in Table 6.  
 
Table 6: Who information stage theme: Own perceived knowledge based on cricket coaches’ 
quotations  
Coach quotation Own 

perceived 
knowledge 
codes 

If you are going into environmental things - there are certain things that you 
as a coach know... (P4a) 
...so knowing the pitches that we play on (P2k)  
In one-day cricket, we know here at this ground, batting second at night is 
the way forward. To bowl second is really tough  (P11d) 

Environment, 
pitch, venue, 
day / night 
game 

Look for instance it is almost worldly known that a guy like player K 
struggles against left arm spin... (P11e) 
So basically we are playing the same teams 6 or 7 times a year, so it is 
repetitive (P10d) 
I think the collective sort of knowledge of the players on the  opposition is 
enough over the years of playing against the opposition to kind of develop a 
strategy (P11f) 

Competitor 
knowledge, 
repetitive 
matches, 
players 
knowledge 

...it is vitally important to have a thorough knowledge of your own players... 
you have to understand where your team is at (P8c) 
...so we get caught up in the technological side of things but the 
understanding and the little nuances that plays itself out, the sensing of a 
player that is a little low on confidence, I am not going to get the best out of 
him (P8d) 

Own player 
knowledge, 
experience 

 
Coaches relied a lot on their own perceived knowledge for information gathering and using it to 
make strategic decisions (P11f). Coaches perceived their knowledge on especially the 
environmental aspects (P4a), cricket pitches being played on (P2k) and venue specifics that 
influence matches (P11d). Likewise, coaches have perceived knowledge on specific opposition 
players (P11e), mainly due to repetitive competitions against the same teams (P10d) and 
therefore also rely on the knowledge of their players for decision-making (P11f). Coaches also 
have a thorough knowledge of their own team (P8c) through an understanding of little nuances 
of the game (P8d) which comes through experience. Coaches cannot attain all the information 
they need from own experience or players’ knowledge and have to apply certain techniques to 
collect additional information. The fourth stage theme of how coaches collect data address this 
aspect in Tables 7 and 8. This theme is divided into the categories of technology use for data 
collection and coding of matches.  
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Table 7: How information stage theme: Data collection technology use based on cricket coaches’ 
quotations 
Coach quotation Data collection 

technology 
codes 

Mainly videos and then they will show the visual, and they might have 
what is called a pitch map, where for the bowlers, it will show where the 
guys bowled so they will have that percentage of where their balls are 
bowled and landed, so out of their two or three games that we watched, 
60% are short balls, full balls or whatever (P2l) 

Video footage 
and pitch map, 
statistics 

But all competitive games are video recorded, should we need it we can go 
through virtually every ball that has been bowled the previous seasons to 
back up the statistics (P10e) 

Statistics and 
video 
recordings 

They would just give us the game, which is just recorded and not coded, 
which again is not always perfect because one comes from the one end and 
the other from the other end, and you might want the footage from the 
other end, etc. so we only get the one particular angle (P10f) 

Uncoded video 
footage 
 

For us it is a little bit different, we only have video footage and then 
statistical data which is logged on to Performax – it is a very specific 
number of parameters and then obviously Crick-info as a kind of third 
resource (P11g) 

Internet data 
base, video 
footage 

But we were fortunate to have access to Hawk-eye there, which gives you a 
very strong visual display of these guys’ dismissals (P11h) 

High quality 
technology 

 
Coaches use a wide range of technology to gather information on their own team as well as 
opposition teams. The following are examples of technologies that are used: video recordings 
(P2l, P10e, and P11g), statistics available from internet sites (P10e and P11g) and software 
programs which give statistics in a visual format (pitch map) (P2l). Coaches also indicated that a 
lot of information is available, but that data in the form of, for example, uncoded video footage is 
not always ideal for use by coaches (P10f). Coaches prefer high quality technology that 
highlights specific areas of performances such as batsmen dismissals for information utilization 
(P11h). To gain a better understanding on an issue as batsmen’s dismissals, coding of matches is 
a necessary form of information collection and plays an influential role in the PA domain. In this 
regard, a category of coding of matches was identified within the stage theme of how data are 
collected and presented in Table 8. 
 
Table 8: How information stage theme: Coding of matches based on cricket coaches’ quotations 
Coach quotation Match coding 

codes  
I will not tag the whole time – my assistant coach will do that. He will 
record and note that via 5 or 10 second video clips (P13c)  

Short video 
clips 

...in the past before Cricket South Africa centrally contracted video 
analysts; we used to log the games ourselves (P11i) 

Centrally 
contracted 
video analyst, 
coaches 
perform activity 

I can get it from them (analysts) (while the match is on), but because they 
have to tag and log and pay attention to the game it gets difficult (P16c) 

Analyst  
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Coach quotation Match coding 
codes  

One or two can help with the drinks, but we normally have one player 
sitting and doing nothing. So I try and get him to work on the computer so 
he logs every ball (P2m) 

Players  

Coaches indicated that coding (assignment of performance specific values to videos) of match 
information was important when collecting data. Information is gathered through video 
recordings and the coding of matches (P13c and P11i). Coaches feel that you need to appoint a 
designated person who pays specific attention to the task (P16c). Various persons within a 
cricket team set-up are utilized to perform this, including coaches and assistant coaches (P11i 
and P13c), analysts (P16c) and players (P2m). Coding of sport matches is seen as one of the 
primary methods of data collection in PA. This method and others are not without problems and 
a stage theme of challenges was identified. Table 9 addresses this stage theme with data 
collection challenges as category. 
 
Table 9: Challenges of information stage theme: Data collection challenges based on cricket 
coaches’ quotations 
Coach quotation Collection 

challenges 
codes 

As a coach, you have a group of 18 players to coach and only 11 can play, 
so all of them want your attention, and it becomes a busy life and then you 
as a coach still needs to go and search for information - that becomes a 
difficult task (P14c) 

Numerous 
coaching tasks 

...especially when you have to travel. You have to remember, we play half 
of our games away from home and if I get to, say this provincial cricket 
venue, I have nothing, no permanent video feed because they don’t have it. 
And now I have to lay down 100m of video cable and fly it down, it makes 
everything just so much more difficult (P13d) 

Traveling / 
Insufficient 
technology 
and set-up / 
resources 

Yes, the only difference is the lower level that you play, the less resources 
you have, the less information available (P13e) 
...we played there last year – we went there blind in terms of, not having any 
thing (information) on their team (P8e) 

Inadequate 
resources and 
information, 
less 
information 

I did it (coding every ball) for a year or two, which was to be honest a bit 
boring in a way (P10g) 

Tedious 
process 

You know, maybe a guy can come up with something that we maybe 
haven’t looked at, because we don’t have a video analyst (P17e) 

Insufficient 
trained 
personnel 

What I would probably do is, hire somebody if there was a budget (P17f) Insufficient 
funds 

...because on the level that we are at, matches are not televised, so you need 
to gain that type of information (P4b)  
At our level, to be honest, I don’t think it is enough quality information for 
us to devise an entire strategy (P11j) 

Deficient 
quality footage 

...during our league season, we don’t have the videos and the visuals... (P2n) No video 
recording 

...you come against a new player and you have no clue because you have 
very little reference material... (P13f) 

New players – 
little 
information 
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Coaches perform a variety of tasks as part of their coaching responsibilities which are time 
consuming and may cause them to shift data collection to the background (P14c). Lower level 
coaches sometimes play on grounds that do not have the technology such as pre-installed video 
cameras, which makes data recording difficult (P13d). This, together with inadequate resources 
(P13e), insufficient trained personnel such as a video analyst (P17e) and insufficient funds 
(P17f) augment coaches’ information collection challenges. Different and new situations when 
travelling to another country and playing a team for the first time (P8e) as well as new and 
unknown opposition players (P13f) also pose a challenge to coaches, since no previously 
gathered data are available. Coaches also view the data gathering process to be a tedious activity 
and therefore neglect it (P10g), while in some instances the unavailability of video recordings 
(P2n and P4b) and inadequate high quality footage lead to a loss of data (P11j).  
 
The wide variety of identified codes, categories and stage themes are presented in a data network 
(Figure 2). This network indicates the intricate and entwined properties of cricket coaches’ data 
collection process. KITs, as identified in a previous article, direct the data collection on 
competitors, own team and the environment which necessitates coaches to use specific sources 
of information. The data sources are linked to the person who accesses it, skills of people 
collecting data, technology use, coding of matches and challenges faced in the process. The stage 
theme of coaches’ perceived knowledge is linked to the sources, person collecting, coding of 
matches, technology and challenges since it could influence all these stage themes. 
Smaller links are also evident with the network. 
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Figure 2: Data network on data collection properties of high-level cricket coaches in South Africa  
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4. Discussion 
 
The data network visually portrays the empirical evidence from coaches’ and assistant coaches’ 
interviews and indicates that coaches also use properties and activities that are similar to the data 
collection activities of the business 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002). Therefore, this 
process model can be used as a theoretical framework from which high level cricket coaches’ 
data collection behaviour can be explored, interpreted and explained. In this regard, coaches use 
various sources for data collection. These sources include their own players, senior coaches, 
groundsmen, internet websites, social media, video clips, broadcast and printed media, own 
databases or publically run cricket databases. Individual coaches seem to favour a specific data 
source and predominantly rely on that particular data source on a continuous basis. Furthermore, 
coaches do not seem to have a formalised structure and process to govern the utilization of 
different sources. Some coaches prefer to use their own written notes or Excel spread sheet, 
while others frequently use input from own players and feedback from the groundsman or 
assistant coaches. Knowledge and information from own employees are mostly accessed in the 
business domain and likewise coaches in the cricket domain also use their players’ knowledge on 
a continuous basis (De Pelsmacker et al., 2005). Therefore, coaches, just as business managers, 
should develop the skills of their players and assistant staff members to collect, store, analyse 
and utilize information to gain a true competitive advantage. In this regard, researchers in the 
business domain such as Dishman and Calof (2008a) suggest that publically accessible websites, 
which within the cricket domain contain results and statistics on the majority of players and 
matches, should rather be used as the primary data source.   
 
Very few coaches have a data collection system in place to collect data from publically available 
sources or from own data recordings. Coaches, who have systems such as these in place, either 
make use of very basic, out-dated paper-based databases or Excel spreadsheets. In this regard, 
two coaches were innovative by establishing their own technology-based data collection 
systems, but were obliged to do so because of inadequate funds. Higher level coaches have the 
luxury of a centralized analyst who provides them with video material, should they need it. 
However, it was not entirely apparent if these coaches continuously made use of this service. 
Furthermore, despite the fact that coaches collect data from numerous sources, coaches do not 
apply set methods in determining and tapping data sources, nor do they as individuals frequently 
search for suitable, available and quality data sources and compile databases from a variety of 
sources. Coaches evidently need assistance on how to collect, sift and store information 
systematically that will enable them to gain a competitive edge.  
 
Within high-level sport, the majority of data are obtained by coding live matches as information 
that is deemed most valuable and readily available (Moore et al., 2012). This was also evident 
from cricket coaches’ feedback which showed that coded recordings are still a primary source of 
information that they prefer. However, very few coaches frequently made use of this data source 
due to scarcity of resources. Two professional cricket coaches that do have match recordings 
available indicated a disregard for information if it was not of a superior quality and already in 
an analysed format before they received it. The use of high quality information is a critical aspect 
of the CI process and coaches should strive to gain live coded match data since information from 
such sources is very valuable (Teo & Choo, 2001; Wright & Calof, 2006). Unfortunately, in the 
South African context, high quality data in the form of coded match videos are only available to 
national level coaches and only during some competitions for lower level coaches and teams.  
 
Coaches consider the data collection process to be time consuming, and indicated that they do 
not want to spend too much time on this aspect of the CI process due to numerous other coaching 
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tasks that they need to perform. However, elite level coaches need to spend time on data 
collection and need to review PA information, which is evidence of a more systematic approach 
to enhance their coaching process (Wright et al., 2012a). The best solution to ensure that the data 
collection stage of the CI process receives the necessary attention, is to appoint professional 
analysts with extensive knowledge and skills to provide high quality coded video information to 
coaches, together with reports, which contain, amongst others, an analysis of opposition players’ 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT analysis) (Strauss & Du Toit, 2010; 
Wright et al., 2012a). Not only should coaches receive information on opposition players, but 
also on their own players and the environment. However, numerous challenges such as 
inadequate finances restrict this option for most coaches. Some coaches overcame this barrier to 
effective data collection by training their own reserve players to collect data through the use of a 
simple custom-made spread sheet, while others bought an ordinary video camera and laptop 
from limited funds and made use of an assistant coach to collect data. Initiatives such as these 
indicate that cricket coaches are aware of the value and benefits of setting up data collection 
systems and data bases. Within the business domain, an awareness of the value and benefits of 
the CI process enhances the pursuit of intelligence and effective decision-making (Fleisher & 
Wright, 2010; Garcia-Alsina et al., 2013). Data collection initiatives by coaches also indicate 
that it is possible to train an unskilled person with a good cricket background, to perform the 
mundane task of data collection. However, this is not the most effective form of data collection.  
 
Therefore, similar to their business manager counterparts, coaches need to focus on the 
development of their own analytical skills as well as those of their players or assistant coaches to 
collectively accomplish the task of data collection and CI creation (Strauss & Du Toit, 2010; Teo 
& Choo, 2001). As is the case with business managers, coaches are responsible to convey and 
determine the culture of CI and the activities performed to achieve a competitive advantage 
(Wright & Calof, 2006). Within the business CI domain, specific skills and knowledge are 
needed to successfully execute the CI process (Strauss & Du Toit, 2010). Likewise, coaches 
require excellent sport-specific knowledge, which according to the coaches include perceived 
knowledge of the environment, opponents and own players. Coaches also pointed out that 
coaching experience allows them to be more successful in the coaching process. According to 
O’Donoghue (2008) this attribute is indicative of expert coaches. However, Franks and Miller 
(1986) showed that coaches were able to recall only thirty to fifty per cent of key performance 
events. Consequently, coaches also need to depend on other methods of sport PA to overcome 
the limitations of human observations alone (Wright et al., 2012a). In this regard, participant 
coaches seemed to rely predominantly on their perceived knowledge and memory to recall and 
analyse important information. This is consistent with previous research which revealed that 
coaches operate from perceptions or a gut feeling - which could foster inconsistent and 
incomplete data analysis (Wright et al., 2012a). The implementation of a CI process could enable 
coaches to gain a competitive advantage through the systematic collection, analysis and use of 
data (Fatti & Du Toit, 2013). Coaches’ decisions will then be based on logical and visually 
available data of, for example, opponent players’ weaknesses and strengths.   
 
Although coaches acknowledged that opposition players’ strengths and weaknesses were 
important informational needs that influenced practice sessions used to prepare for upcoming 
competitions, it was not entirely evident that coaches pursued data collection to complete a 
comprehensive analysis. For example, none of the coaches implemented something such as a 
SWOT analysis, which is seen as a primary analysis technique in the business CI process (Bose, 
2008). Also, despite the identification of KITs by high level cricket coaches, coaches only use 
part of the available information. This trend of impartial data use is also evident within the 
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business CI domain (Wright et al., 2012b). For this reason, coaches should continuously 
endeavour to systematically direct identified KITs towards suitable sources for data collection.    
 
The data network which displays the property links between various stage themes and codes 
indicate the need for an integrated process of data collection for cricket coaches that involves 
numerous persons within the team set-up. The availability of a skilled person for data collection 
through high quality technology and a variety of sources would enable coaches to overcome 
numerous data collection process challenges. However, the availability of numerous sources 
alone without the presence of a skilled person does not guarantee an effective data collection 
process. On the other hand, the presence of a skilled person alone with inadequate funds for high 
quality technology, would hamper effective data collection. Coaches’ perceived knowledge is 
linked to sources, technology, coding of matches, person collecting and challenges, since 
coaches would not utilize technology or sources, if they are of the opinion that they have enough 
knowledge and information on competitors, their own team and environment.  
 
5. Conclusions 
 
In this study high-level cricket coaches exhibited specific qualities and activities that are related 
to CI creation. However, these qualities and activities currently exist as alone-standing elements 
which need to be strung together in a systematic and purposeful manner. Coaches often use 
available sources such as their own players to gather partial information, but available data and 
statistics on accessible websites are not sufficiently scouted and utilized for easy data collection 
and analysis. Within the business domain, business managers are prone to overuse public sources 
for data collection, whereas coaches currently do not utilize available information effectively. 
Therefore, coaches should be trained on how to access and exploit easy accessible web-based 
databases for continuous data collection and storage. In this regard, coaches’ analytical and 
research skills should be addressed and coaches should be deferred from expecting only the 
highest quality coded videos from professional analysts as the primary data source. Within the 
current cricket competition structures, high quality and already analysed videos are only 
available to high level cricket coaches, or at a lower level, only during a few competitions. Even 
though coaches could structure their coaching set-up in such a way that high quality coded 
videos are made available, they should not neglect available statistical information for utilization 
during the CI data collection process. Coaches could also focus their attention on CI activities 
that can be performed with limited technology and resources. Therefore, coaches’ education 
should focus on the application of a systematic and formal data collection process to foster the 
organised creation of cricket coaching intelligence. This is possible by using the properties 
indicated in the data network as educational tool. In this regard the business 4Cs CI process 
model of Weiss (2002) provides a theoretical underpinning for cricket coaches’ data collection 
properties and activities. 
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Abstract 

Competitive intelligence (CI) provides the framework of knowledge to organise and coordinate 

activities to collect and analyse environmental and competitor information. Currently no CI 

framework exists regarding elite coaches’ practices on competitor analysis and strategy design. 

Therefore, the aim of this study was to develop a conceptual CI framework for cricket coaches 

using the business CI 4Cs process model of Weiss (2002) as theoretical framework. The 

exploratory study utilized a dominant qualitative research method, followed by a quantitative 

exploration. Semi-structured interviews were completed with high-level cricket coaches 

whereafter a constant comparative qualitative method of data analysis was employed using 

ATLAS.TITM software. The theory and data driven interview codes and categories were 

quantitized into numerical values and a quantitative cluster analysis produced five conceptually 

concatenated themes of strategy design, review, information transmission, CI process dynamics 

and information parameters, each with specific sub-categories. Subsequently, a conceptual CI 

framework for cricket coaches was established as a schematic representation of the concatenated 

tree diagram. A structured CI approach applicable to cricket is the first step to advance the CI 

domain in sport coaching and enhance coaches’ intelligence creation activities to enhance 

competitiveness. 

 

Keywords: competitive intelligence, framework, cricket coaches 
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1.1 Introduction 

Competitive intelligence (CI) is an ethical and systematic manner to collect, analyse and manage 

external information that can affect own organisation plans, decisions and operations (Strategic 

and Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP), 2012). CI is a process of knowing the 

opposition’s strategy and staying one step ahead of them (Teo & Choo, 2001), which is achieved 

by collecting and analysing information about competitors and the environment, and applying 

newly attained knowledge to own strategy design (Teo & Choo, 2001). The strong strategic 

dimension of CI is the ultimate goal and aids the strategist to understand the environmental and 

competitor forces that ultimately influence ones’ own strategy (Nasri, 2011a). According to 

Streamcrest (2003), CI provides a framework of knowledge to organise and coordinate activities 

to collect and analyse environmental and competitor information. In this regard, the 4Cs model 

of Weiss (2002) can be used as theoretical framework to investigate the collection and analysis 

activities cricket coaches follow when developing their teams’ strategy. Very little research 

exists on elite coaches’ practices regarding competitor analysis and strategy design which 

justifies an investigation of this nature (Wright et al., 2012a). Empirical evidence from this 

inquiry aims to develop a CI framework for cricket coaches, which will guide coaching practices 

to gain a competitive advantage. 

 

CI is used by businesses world-wide as a process to enhance decision-making, competitiveness 

and to formulate opposition counter strategies (Bose, 2008; Wright et al., 2012b). The 4Cs CI 

process model of Weiss (2002) with its four stages of data collection, conversion, 

communication and countering, as well as an intelligence system and user involved, provides the 

theoretical foundation for this study (Figure 1).  
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Within the first stage of data collection, aspects such as key intelligence topics (KITs) 

identification, primary and secondary sources used, persons and skills needed in collecting data, 

and technology used in collection and storage of data are addressed (Dai et al., 2011; Fleisher & 

Wright, 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: 4Cs CI process model (Weiss, 2002) 

The second stage, namely data conversion, involves features such as the employment of 

advanced analytical techniques to analyse competitor information, the analyst and skills needed 

to analyse data as well as the type of technology used and information stored (Fleisher & Wright, 

2010; Gatsoris, 2012). In the third stage, namely communication, the analyst or CI professional 

shares information timeously and in a usable format by using different methods of 

communication as well as technology (De Pelsmacker et al., 2005; Marin & Poulter, 2003). In 

this regard the relationship between the intelligence user as receiver of information and the 

analyst is important (Fleisher, 2008). Countering as the fourth stage includes the formation of 

four types of knowledge: competitor, self-, environmental and comparative knowledge (Weiss, 

2002). The four types of knowledge culminates into decision-making and strategy development, 

which enables decision makers to take proactive action (Wright & Calof, 2006). The decision 
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makers or intelligence users within an organisation could be senior management, executives, 

departmental managers or CEOs and they direct the CI projects by communicating their KITs 

(Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b; Wright et al., 2002). Additional to the four stages are features such 

as formalized structures and activities within CI units, financial support and a CI culture to 

ensure the success of the process (Wright et al., 2012b). Mentioned aspects of the CI process 

were incorporated into the 4Cs theoretical framework and used to investigate similar activities 

performed by cricket coaches. 

 

Within the sport domain analysis refers to a process by which match information that was 

produced is interpreted (Wright et al., 2012a). In this regard, studies focus on the analysis of key 

performance indicators (KPIs), as specific and measurable pieces of performance information in 

cricket (Petersen et al., 2008b). Analysts use KPIs in cricket as performance measures to discern 

successful from less successful teams (O’Donoghue, 2007; Petersen et al., 2008a). This article is 

part of a larger study and therefore, in a previous article the KPIs identified by cricket coaches 

were classified as key player type KIT within the CI domain, since it provides a better 

understanding of opposition key players to the coach (Van den Berg et al., 2017b). The use of 

sport domain KPIs to analyse opposition is similar to the KITs within the CI. In this regard, 

analysts or coaches collect, inter alia, KPIs from different sources of information such as coded 

video footage or match and statistical data which are available on public websites (Moore et al., 

2012; O’Donoghue, 2009). Analysts, who perform data conversion tasks are highly skilled, 

professional and usually involved at the highest levels of sport (Bampouras et al., 2012). Data 

conversion by analysts often include the creation of coded video clips, where technology and 

suitable databases of high quality video footage play an important role (Lyons, 2011). Therefore, 

technology and the availability of technology are critical to gain competitor information (Lyons, 

2011). However, coaches need to be trained in order to collect data from coded videos, although 
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coaches with minimal analysis training are also compelled to perform certain data collection 

activities since technology and skilled analysts are not always accessible (Wright et al., 2012a). 

Technology is not only used for data conversion, but also during communication which is the 

next stage of the CI process (Dai et al., 2011). 

 

Information is communicated mainly from the sport analyst to the coach who acts as the 

gatekeeper, sifting through information before providing feedback to his own players or the team 

(Bampouras et al., 2012). The analyst is also responsible for providing timely and visual 

representations of results by incorporating different methods and formats such as videos, match 

reports and statistics (Wright et al., 2012a). Coaches use the received information for competitor 

analysis, player improvement and strategy design (Wright et al., 2012a). 

 

Little research exists regarding coaches’ competitor analysis, decision-making and strategy 

design, mainly due to the competitive advantage that is gained through these activities (Wright et 

al., 2012a). Coaches continuously make decisions during training, coaching and competitive 

situations and need knowledge on competitors and the environment to enhance decisions on 

strategy design (Lyle, 2002 cited by O’Donoghue, 2009; Wright et al., 2012a). Sport strategy 

design often depends on opponents’ strengths and weaknesses, performance prediction and 

competitor pattern recognition  (O’Donoghue, 2009; Saikia et al., 2012). 

 

The use of sport analytical and statistical applications within USA-based sport franchises have 

increasingly changed coaches’ competitor analysis and decisions on player inclusions 

(Hendrickson, 2012). The use of statistical analysis applications is also increasing in the sport of 

cricket, even though it is still in its infancy stage (Najdan et al., 2014). Researchers have, 

therefore, called for specific and structured activities, and processes that can guide coaches’ 
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decision-making and enhance their competiveness through a systematic approach of competitor 

data collection, conversion and countering (Cushion et al., 2006; Groom et al., 2011). It is 

against this background that the aim of this study was to provide a conceptual CI framework 

specifically developed for cricket coaches based on the 4Cs CI business process model as a 

theoretical foundation.  

 

2.1. Method 

2.1.1 Design 

The use of the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as theoretical framework to investigate CI 

activities of cricket coaches places this study in the functionalist paradigm for the analysis of 

social theory (Burrel & Morgan, 1979). This paradigm assumes that scientific theories can be 

assessed objectively through empirical evidence and that analogies from one domain can be used 

for the explanation or clarification within another domain (Burrel & Morgan, 1979). This 

pragmatic perspective aims to provide practical solutions (Burrel & Morgan, 1979). Therefore, 

this study made use of a CI framework to explain and discuss cricket coaches’ CI activities. This 

exploratory study utilized a predominantly qualitative research method, followed by a 

quantitative exploration, ultimately followed the partially mixed sequential dominant status 

design (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009). Data collection was performed through semi-structured 

interviews with qualitative and quantitative data analyses performed in sequence. The Research 

Ethics Committee of the institution where the research was conducted approved the study 

(NWU-00185-15-S1). The cricket governing body, namely Cricket South Africa (CSA), as well 

as university coaches’ direct line managers gave permission for the researcher to contact the 

coaches.  
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2.2.2 Study sample. 

Purposeful as well as convenient sampling were utilized to include cricket coaches and their 

support staff such as assistant coaches, performance analysts or sport scientists from university, 

provincial and professional level teams. The sampling methods were utilized since the researcher 

aimed to discover and gain insight into coaches’ CI related activities (Merriam, 1998). Coaches 

had to fulfil the following criteria to be included in the study: a coaching experience of at least 

five years; must have coached at university, provincial or professional level; or have obtained a 

high level coaching certification from the national governing body. Male and female participants 

were approached for inclusion with the level of coaching gaining preference, with the minimum 

level of coaching set as university level. The criteria aimed to include higher level coaches since 

they are more experienced and use refined coaching practices that better portray CI activities 

(Cooper et al., 2007). Support staff such as analysts or sport scientists was included in the study 

if they fulfilled the following criteria: must have obtained a tertiary qualification in the human 

movement science field or certification in strength and conditioning or applicable sport analysis 

field and have a minimum of three years’ experience in team coaching and sport analysis. 

 

2.2.3 Procedures. 

After written and informed consent was obtained, the researcher contacted participants to arrange 

a date, time and venue for either a face-to-face, telephonic or a Skype interview, depending on 

what suited the participant. Coaches who agreed to participate and who had support staff such as 

an assistant coach or analyst were asked if the support staff could also be interviewed. Two 

professional coaches agreed that their support staff could also be interviewed. The coaches could 

decide whether they wanted their support staff member to be interviewed simultaneously or 

separately, in which case one coach opted for a combined interview and the other for a separate 

interview. Four provincial level coaches who work alongside each other opted for a face-to-face 
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group interview at their provincial offices. Other interviews were one-on-one, face-to-face 

interviews, performed at the office of the coach or analyst which was situated at the team 

grounds, or in a private room within the stadium where some of the coaches’ teams were playing 

away matches at the time of the interview. One interview was performed via Skype and three via 

the telephone due to distance constraints. The researcher emailed the interview schedule at least 

two days before the scheduled interview date to participants so that they could familiarise 

themselves with the proposed questions. At the start of the interview, the interviewer briefly 

explained the interview objectives to participants and explained that participation was voluntary, 

anonymous and that the interview would be recorded and used for research purposes. The 

researcher transcribed the voice-recorded interviews verbatim and emailed the typed version to 

participants for validation. None of the participants objected to the authenticity and accuracy of 

transcriptions (Creswell, 1998). Participants also completed a demographic information 

questionnaire, which was used to collect information on coaches’ age, gender, ethnicity, 

coaching experience, qualifications, successes and teams coached.  

 

2.2.4 Interview schedule. 

The interview schedule contained six questions related to the four stages of the 4Cs CI process 

model (data collection, conversion, communication and countering) as well as two questions 

associated with CI planning, culture and focus (KITs) (Weiss, 2002). The researcher approached 

university peers to evaluate the schedule and provide feedback during interviews. In this regard, 

two colleagues participated in a simultaneous face-to-face interview, one a Skype and another a 

telephonic interview. After the university peers validated the authenticity and reliability of the 

verbatim transcribed interview document (Creswell, 2003), a constant comparative method 

(CCM) was followed as content analysis using the ATLAS.TITM computer-assisted qualitative 

data analysis system (Boeije, 2002). Codes were created, indicating similarities or changes which 
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needed to be made to the schedule. Data saturation was reached when no new codes or categories 

could be added and the interview schedule was finalized (Creswell, 1998).  

 

2.2.5 Data analysis. 

The mixed method approach with a partially mixed sequential dominant status design was used 

(Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009). The first step entailed the analyses of qualitative interview data, 

where-after data was quantitized and quantitative data exploration performed (Newman et al., 

2015; Saldanha & O'Brien, 2013). Data quantitizing consisted of the numerical conversion of 

qualitative data and involved that a statistician assigned a score of “1” or “0” to each participant 

and each category (Newman et al., 2015; Sandelowski et al., 2009). Quantitizing was used to 

determine a phenomenon’s intensity, frequency, direction and presence to assess variability and 

dimensions of a code or category and was used to report results in a precise manner (Newman et 

al., 2015; Saldanha & O'Brien, 2013). 

 

2.2.5.1 Qualitative analysis. 

The qualitative content analysis of the cricket coaches’ interviews utilized ATLAS.TITM. Four 

themes from the CI model and the CI process as whole were identified deductively, providing a 

foundation for the coding process. Thereafter inductive coding was used by applying the 

constant comparative method (CCM) (Boeije, 2002). The CCM directed the interview data 

collection and content analysis process which were performed simultaneously, and is defined as 

a systematic analysis of similarities and differences across cases or in this instance, interviews 

(Newman et al., 2015). The CCM allowed the researcher to create data-driven codes by making 

connections between theory or data driven codes as well as to further test and develop categories 

(Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2008a). In addition to the coding process and the application of the 

CCM, the researcher also conducted content analysis according to the guidelines of DeCuir-
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Gunby et al. (2011), to create a codebook for interview analysis. A codebook contains a set of 

codes, definitions and examples to direct interview data analysis (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). 

Codes are seen as meaning units of information which are specific ideas or views that can 

function as separate entities (Côté et al., 1993). Data driven codes were created and revised by 

the researcher together with a colleague as part of the second step in the codebook development 

process (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). During discussions, the appropriateness, definitions and 

examples of codes were scrutinised, contributing to the formation of specific codes with precise 

definitions and examples illustrating the construct fittingly (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). The last 

step of codebook development involved determining inter- and intra-rater reliability by 

calculating Cohen’s Kappa - a change-corrected measure (Anderson et al., 2001). The primary 

researcher coded two interviews on separate occasions more than a week apart and obtained a 

strong inter-rated reliability (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.8). The inter-rater reliability for this study was 

determine to be κ = 0.78 when a research colleague coded two interviews independently. 

Although moderate inter-rater reliability was achieved, reliability figures between 0.8 and 0.9 are 

considered to be indicative of data that is rich in analytical value and allowed researchers to 

proceed with the content analysis (Campbell et al., 2013). Data saturation was unequivocally 

reached with 17 participants when no new codes or categories could be added after 4338 

meaning units were created within 71 code categories (Guest et al., 2006; Merriam, 2009). 

According to Creswell (1998), phenomenology studies such as this one could have as little as six 

participants. Jette et al. (2003) also suggested that expertise in a chosen topic could reduce the 

number of participants and that is why data saturation could be reached with 17 participants. 
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2.2.5.2 Quantitative analysis. 

A tree clustering, single-linkage, 1-Pearson Correlation Coefficient cluster analysis was 

performed with all indices of the quantitized coded interview data in order to detect clusters of 

measures that are related to each other (Wilkinson et al., 2009). Linkage distance for detection of 

different clusters was set at 4 from which five themes emerged. Themes where suitably titled 

according to the cluster incidence similarities and overarching meanings which were 

conceptually concatenated into categories. 

 

3.1 Results and discussion 

A total of twelve male head coaches, two assistant male coaches and three analysts of which one 

was a female, satisfied the inclusion criteria and participated in semi-structured interviews. Three 

coaches had between six and nine years coaching experience; nine coaches between ten to 

nineteen years; and two coaches more than twenty years’ experience. Five coaches obtained the 

CSA level 2 qualification, four the level 3, and five coaches the highest level 4 qualification. A 

total of three participants were involved at university level, one being a coach and two being 

analysts. Two coaches functioned at premier level (the level under the professional level), four at 

provincial level and six at professional level. One coach and one analyst operated at national 

level. The majority of participants coached male teams; with two coaches who coached both 

genders. One participant coached a female team. Two of the analysts had between three to four 

years’ experience with one over ten years’ experience. The dendrogram rendered by the single-

linkage, 1-Pearson Correlation Coefficient cluster analysis of all indices is presented in Figure 2, 

whereas a conceptually concatenated schematic representation of the dendrogram in the form of 

a conceptual framework is presented in Figure 3. The linkage distance for detection of different 

clusters which was set at 4, rendered five themes.  
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Figure 2: A tree clustering, single-linkage, 1-Pearson Correlation Coefficient cluster analyses dendogram of all quantitized coded interview data 

indices with conceptually concatenated theme

Strategy design (Peterson et al., 2008b) 

Themes 

Review (Franks & Miller, 1986) 

Information transmission 
(Bampouras et al., 2012) 

CI process dynamics 
(Saayman et al., 2008) 

 

Information parameters 
(Wright & Calof, 2006) 
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The five themes were explored for labelling in light of individual and collective meaning, 

significance and relatedness to CI with the aim to develop new concepts (Cohen et al., 

2011:351). The five themes were subjectively labelled to denote the overarching subject through 

the factual evidence analysis of the codes linked to the specific categories within the theme 

cluster. Clustered codes were investigated and individually evaluated to move beyond a 

separable description to the conceptualization of encompassing categories linked to the cluster 

theme (Cohen et al., 2011:344). The conceptually concatenation of codes and categories through 

the dendrogram as structure, described the CI phenomena within a cricket coaching context and 

depict the overarching five CI themes for cricket coaches. The concatenated codes provided 

categories, each denoted within the five phases within the conceptual CI framework for cricket 

coaches (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Conceptual competitive intelligence framework for cricket coaches 
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Themes were titled according to overarching code cluster meanings, which were conceptually 

concatenated into categories. The five themes that emerged empirically from the different 

categories were a) Strategy design, b) Review, c) Information transmission, d) CI process 

dynamics and e) Information parameters. The first theme of Strategy design relate to aspects and 

factors that contribute to the intended strategy developed by the coach and include the following 

categories: i) coaching philosophy, ii) CI culture, iii) strategy assessment, iv) planning, v) 

environmental information, vi) information on own strengths and weaknesses, vii) quality 

analysis, viii) strategy adjustment and ix) knowledge implemented. The second theme, namely 

Review describes how the coach appraise information to confirm his strategy design and denotes 

categories of i) video analysis, ii) statistics, iii) formal analysis, iv) storing system, v) key 

performance indicators (KPIs) and vi) opponents’ strategy assessment. The theme of Information 

transmission refers to the “how” and “what” of information coaches communicate regarding 

their designed strategy and include categories such as i) person communicating, ii) person 

receiving information, iii) KITs, iv) type and focus, v) reinforcement and vi) method and 

technology used. Specific CI process dynamics as the fourth theme are characterised by forces, 

which could stimulate the growth, development or change within the coaches’ CI process and 

refer to factors, which the coach has to manage effectively for successful CI implementation. 

 

These include i) systematic approach, ii) decision-making and iii) sources utilized. The last 

theme, namely Information parameters refers to limitations that coaches experience or perceive 

which negatively influence the successful implementation of a systematic CI process. Categories 

within the last-mentioned theme are i) feedback, ii) technology, iii) CI value and iv) person and 

skills. In the next section each of these themes and subcategories with reference to coaches’ 

quotes will be presented and discussed. 
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a) Strategy design 

In cricket as in any other sport, strategy plays a very important part and great care should be 

taken when designing a competitive strategy (Petersen et al., 2008b). Within business CI, 

strategy development is seen as the last stage of the 4Cs CI process (Nasri, 2011b), while cricket 

coaches’ feedback indicate that strategy design is the focus at the start of the coaching process, 

with nine interrelated categories or elements that directly influence it. 

 

i) Coaching philosophy. Coaching philosophy is the foundation of coaching practice and 

strategy or game plan development (Bennie & O’Connor, 2010). The following quotes by 

coaches illustrate this finding:  

I see my cricket players as entertainers, so as an entertainer they should play a brand of 

cricket, which people want to come and watch (P14). We try to empower players to actually 

do their own analysis. One of the biggest things for me is that, yes results are important, 

but growing the individual is even more important (P2).  

The coaches’ philosophy direct the manner in which they coach and the type of cricket that they 

encourage players to play. The coaches’ philosophy could also among other things, be driven by 

the belief that gaining competitor information which culminates into the CI culture and is being 

transferred to the team, is important. Within the business domain, a proactive attitude 

(philosophy) to address all issues that the organisation may face, should be incorporated into a 

CI culture (Wright et al., 2012b). 

 

ii) CI culture. The sustainable commitment of business executives and analysts to the principles 

and practices of CI enhance a CI culture within organisations (Fatti & Du Toit, 2013). Likewise, 

coaches with a strong belief in the value of PA are inclined to implement it more within their 

team (Wright et al., 2012a): 
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We create a culture where the player has to make a plan. If you don’t make a plan, you 

cannot play (P13). We try to empower players to actually do their own analysis (P2). 

However, literature suggests that players could oppose coaches, who try to instil a CI culture 

into coaching practice as some players are sceptical of the systematic analysis process (Wright 

et al., 2012a). Coaches, who struggle to impart their coaching philosophy and CI culture to 

players may only partially apply CI activities, which within the business domain is a definite 

barrier to strategy assessment as part of successful CI creation (Wright et al., 2012b). 

  

iii) Strategy assessment. Strategy assessment, planning and strategy adjustment, are three 

closely related elements. Coaches indicated that the assessment of their strategy execution 

through analysis of information, is vitally important to facilitate their training and strategy 

planning and to direct strategy adjustment: 

Even if we’ve done well, I think it is important that the players learn from those 

performances and if we lost, I believe that you learn a lot. If you lost, then you look deeper 

into the things that you have done right and the things that you have done wrong (P9).  

As within the business domain, coaches’ strategy assessment and analysis of failure or success 

plays an integral part in planning new strategies. 

 

iv) Planning. Coaches, assistant coaches, captains and players are often all involved in the 

planning of a strategy and look at different variables: 

We sort of have a discussion on each player in our meeting and we also use the stats, and then 

we come to a conclusion in terms of where we are going to bowl to them or what our plans 

are. We as a collective, the assistant coach and I and the players and the captain, we discuss it 

as a team. I think it is very important that guys have to buy into the plan (P17). So there will 

be various variables that you need to consider as a coach in terms of your planning (P3). 
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Numerous role players discuss the opposition and own performance by referring to additional 

data such as statistics during the planning and preparation. Collective planning, discussions and 

data can enhance the planning process, however a general lack of effective planning methods and 

management skills result in poor strategic implementation (Fleisher & Wright, 2010). The 

business CI provides decision makers with a sound discipline to plan and in this regard, coaches 

should regard a detailed planning process as a necessity. During coaches’ planning, variables 

such as environmental factors are evaluated for strategy design. 

 

v) Environmental factors. Environmental factors such as the pitch, outfield and weather 

conditions influence continuous planning, decision-making and strategy adjustment: 

With cricket I think the biggest factor is the pitch. You have to adapt your game according 

to the pitch and field you get on the day (P1). That is where the conditions and the 

environment comes in and that is where you have just got to plan a little bit in advance and 

maybe speak to a few people who you know around there and get the information (P2). 

Organisations need to continuously analyse environmental factors to enable them to react 

faster to the dynamic and volatile changes that may occur (Rapp et al., 2011). Similarly, 

coaches constantly collect and monitor information on venues, pitches, weather conditions and 

the overall competition environment. This information allows them to develop environmental 

knowledge in order to enhance their strategy design. This continuous focus on information 

collection and analysis with regard to environmental factors, together with information on own 

teams’ strengths and weakness will allow for effective strategy formation. 

 

vi) Information on own team’s strengths and weaknesses. Coaches also consider their own 

players’ strengths and weaknesses and therefore acclaim high quality information and planning 

for training and preparation purposes: 
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I would go through each one of my particular weapons that I have at my disposal and we 

strategize to the extent of team selection (P10). I do however feel that before you can go 

that route (of competitor analysis), you need to have gathered all the information on your 

players. Because I think gathering all the information on competitors often count for 

naught if your players do not have the right skill set and maturity level (P8). We have some 

videos everywhere.....if maybe our players have some technical flaws, we try and iron them 

out through video footage, to see where they are going wrong (P9). 

In planning the tactics and strategy for a competition, coaches and players gain self-knowledge 

on their own strengths and weaknesses, not only to improve the weaknesses, but also to know 

how to incorporate a strategy whereby their strengths can be utilized in a match to make up for 

their weaknesses. A proper analysis of own team and players’ strengths and weaknesses, as 

well as on environmental factors should be implemented by making use of high quality 

technology. 

 

vii) Quality analysis. Coaches indicated that quality analysis and intelligence at the highest 

competition level provided success in strategy design: 

I remember with the national side again we had the advantage of hawk-eye, we were up 

against Pakistan and player M, and saw that of his last 30 dismissals only 2 were on the 

stumps. So he only got out LBW or bowled twice out of 30 dismissals, the rest were on 4th 

or 5th stump actually, which is different to the rest of the batters in the world basically. So 

there was a good way to strategize so we got him out caught behind twice in that game 

(P11). 

Quality analysis promote better CI practice and it should be an organisations’ goal to develop 

and utilize structures and peoples’ skills to attain the best possible analysis output (Fleisher & 

Wright, 2010). High quality analysis leads to enhanced strategy formation and adjustment. 
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viii) Strategy adjustment. Failures in businesses are attributed to strategic blunders caused by 

inadequate CI implementation (Fatti & Du Toit, 2013). Continuous strategy adjustment is 

therefore a key component within a coach’s strategy design. In this regard, a participant coach 

indicated that he would change his strategy according to new information:  

So we will use data, we had a generic plan at the start of the match, but when we see that 

things are going in a certain way, we use the particular data that we have at a particular 

time to be able to change our plan, so that we are able to counter what is happening (P3). 

Successful strategy adjustment is not only the result of quality analysis, but also of the 

implementation of coaches’ knowledge and experience. 

 

ix) Knowledge implemented. Coaches, just as business managers, gain knowledge on the 

environment, own and opposition team through experience, which if implemented enhance their 

strategic decisions and guide the formal analysis (Dave & Mathur, 2014; Greenwood et al., 

2014). Coaches are very dependent on their perceived knowledge: 

Yes, you do really know, if you are going to a pitch you will know this is a slow wicket, you 

know what the good scores are and you are not going to say ok, we are going to get 400 

here, 200 might be enough (P2). I think the collective sort of knowledge of players is 

enough over the years of playing against the opposition to kind of develop a strategy (P11).  

Coaches base their perceived levels of knowledge on repetitive competitions as depicted by 

the following: 

So basically you are playing the same teams six or seven times a year, so it is almost 

repetitive (P10). 

The goal of CI is to create knowledge (Du Toit, 2003). A previous article showed that 

coaches’ informational needs and analysis led to the formation of competitor-, self- and 

environmental knowledge (Van den Berg et al., 2017b). However, in cases where coaches are 
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of the opinion that they have enough knowledge regarding competitors, environment and self 

or own team because of repetitive competitions, they most likely will not continuously utilize 

numerous sources for information collection or perform a quality analysis. Coaches will then 

base decisions on their perceived knowledge and a gut feeling, without considering 

systematically collected and analysed information (Wright et al., 2012a). Experience, either in 

business or sport coaching is usually seen as a positive commodity which should enhance the 

persons’ managerial ability (Fleisher & Wright, 2010). However, coaches should guard 

against the negative influence of over perceived tacit knowledge on elements of strategy 

design. In this regard, business CI literature indicate that coaches should apply CI activities for 

knowledge creation, since it provides insight on and understanding of “tacit knowledge” (Du 

Toit, 2003). All nine elements within strategy design are interconnected and influence one 

another in numerous ways. Although coaches utilize all these elements during strategy design, 

they also incorporate a review process.  

 

b) Review 

The following elements are used during the second stage of the cricket CI framework (the review 

process): video analysis, statistics, formal analysis, storing systems, KPIs and opponent strategy 

assessment. Each of these elements are discussed by referring to coaches’ quotes.  

 

i) Video analysis. Coaches referred to the use of video analysis of own team and opponents to 

identify strengths and weaknesses:   

It is quite important for us as coaches because every game that we play we get the info of 

the competitors and we are quite lucky since every game that we play in South Africa is 

recorded. So all the information that we need on certain players, are coming through, 

maybe of a player that you have not seen much of. You can always go to Cricket South 
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Africa just to get the video footage of a certain player and then see his weaknesses, or then 

his strengths (P9).  

Coaches can recall only thirty to fifty per cent of key performance events and therefore need 

video analysis as a means to enhance their player performances and matches analysis (Franks 

& Miller, 1986). Video footage plays an integral part in sport PA and in coaches’ review 

process to assess strengths and weaknesses of own and opposition team players. On the other 

hand, coaches should also use various forms of data to review their strategy of which statistics 

is one. 

 

ii) Statistics. Compiled and internet published statistics are used by coaches and analysts: 

We will get pre-match statistics of the ground from the internet and we have got stats on 

each player (P15). We go onto ESPN Crick info, and each player has stats in terms of how 

many runs they have scored, what their last 4 or 5 innings are, and then we look at that and 

we would say, this guy is batting well, and then we look because it also shows you how they 

got out (P17). 

Statistics and video analysis play a major role to devise cricket competitive match strategies 

(Moore et al., 2012). These two elements should be combined to produce a formal analysis. 

 

iii) Formal analysis. Formal analysis methods were also indicated: 

We (analysts) usually do a SWOT analysis so we look at his key aspects, his weaknesses, 

opportunities where we can get him out, and then we sit with the players and look at game 

plans and how we will approach bowling to the player (P15). 

High level coaches spend up to three hours reviewing performance analysis data such as video 

clips, match reports and match statistics (Wright et al., 2012a). A formal analysis such as a 

SWOT analysis on competitors, provide coaches with a comprehensive understanding of the 
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opposition to base own strategic decisions on. The analysis is considered to be the most 

important part of the intelligence process and various analytical techniques, tools and models 

are utilized within the business CI domain to achieve a comprehensive and formal analysis 

(Nasri, 2011a). Coaches should not only do formal analyses through the use of video material 

or statistical results, but should also invest in suitable storing systems to keep valuable 

intelligence safe. 

 

iv) Storing system. Most coaches within the study did not set up or maintain their own storing 

system to safe coded video footage or statistics. At national and professional cricket level, the 

national governing body has centralised video analysts and databases that coaches can call upon 

for data: 

CSA has centralized analysts which record and code all professional level matches and 

then they sore the video analysis – but at our level we do not have that (P13). 

For the professional level coaches it is more important how often they access these databases. 

Additionally, coaches should set-up their own storing systems to store information gained 

from the centralised analyst and to add more data of their own to it. In this manner, previously 

analysed and shared information together with newly collected data can be incorporated and 

easily accessed, shared and utilized for review purposes. Coaches very often also collect KPIs 

from and store cricket KPIs on storing systems. 

 

v) Key performance indicators (KPIs). Elite coaches primarily review information by making 

use of KPIs and in cricket these are divided into two categories, namely batting and bowling: 

For batsmen you would mostly look at dismissals and the first 20 balls he faces, while with 

bowlers you will look at type of deliveries, stock ball or slower balls and bouncers that he 

bowls (P15). We look at the runs they scored (P17), averages, strike rate, how many fours 
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he hit in the season, how many sixes, wickets taken by bowlers (P1). For bowlers you also 

look at the areas and line they bowl and batsmen you can calculate their impact factor 

(P15).  

KPIs as measurable pieces of information play an important role in PA and the coaches’ 

review process. A previous article classified KPIs into key player KITs, as it provides 

knowledge on the opposition. However, loose standing or informally linked KPIs cannot be 

used to devise a strategy but can be incorporated into the coaches’ review process of for 

example opponent strategy assessment. 

 

vi) Opponent strategy assessment. Coaches also assess opponent strategy since the oppositions’ 

style of play often necessitate an effective, opposing style to be formulated and adopted:  

Where you analyse players in terms of how they go about scoring their runs, you can see a 

lot of singles early on and boundaries come later, or does the player go for boundaries 

early? So you sort of know how to set your fields accordingly (P4).  

Business managers realize that if competitor actions and strategies are not monitored 

effectively, their strategic plans would fail (Du Toit, 2003). Likewise, coaches should focus on 

constant opponent strategy assessment. The elements of the review process are also connected 

to the strategy design stage and will therefore add to the development or enhancement of stage 

elements. Therefore, it is imperative that coaches fully immerse themselves in a 

comprehensive review process whereby video and statistical analysis with opponent focused 

KPIs are used to achieve a formal analysis. The analysis must include opponent strategy 

assessment and must be stored in a suitable database. Not only should this information be 

stored but created intelligence should be transmitted to suitable stakeholders.  
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c) Information transmission 

Information transmission is a continuous collaboration process between performance analysts, 

coaches and athletes (Bampouras et al., 2012). A discussion of the information transmission 

elements follows. 

i) Person communicating. Coaches are primarily responsible for information communication, 

although in specific instances and at the highest level, the analyst would also communicate 

information to players:  

And when I was at Worcestershire, during the game, when you were batting and you were 

dismissed and got off the field, the analyst would sit with you and show you, this is where 

you scored your runs, this is where you were struggling, this is where you got more dot 

balls...(P1). After that game, I’ll (head coach) just add one or two things about what has 

happened and the analyst runs the team talk on opposition for the next game (P2). 

In many instances the coach acts as a gatekeeper and sifts the information that is 

communicated to players. However, coaches should guard against losing information and 

facilitate a constant flow of focused and timely intelligence through feedback from either 

himself, assistant coach or analyst. Information transmission is mainly directed at players as 

persons receiving information.  

 

ii) Person receiving. The players, which include the captain, are the primary receivers of 

information: 

The key people you communicate it with are your captain, and there has to be buy-in from 

him (P8). And a few days out we will have a team meeting and we sit the team down and 

say, what we are looking to do here ....(P11). So basically what you first do is you start 

telling your players, these are the sort of conditions you are going to get.... (P17).  
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This constant flow of information between the persons giving and receiving information 

would also ensure that KITs are addressed and communicated. 

 

iii) Key intelligence topics (KITs). KITs are related to the business CI process and the term is 

not used within the sport domain. In a previous article, coaches identified KITs that could be 

categorised as key player type KITs, since KPIs, as customary sport performance measures were 

classified within this category. Since coaches need to obtain and process a variety of key 

informational aspects to devise a strategy, it is essential that coaches identify and communicate 

their KITs (Lemmer, 2013). The following quotes highlight the KITs that coaches identified: 

What I want on opposition is about their character....where can I find the soft areas. And then 

you will also try and gather information on like the brand of cricket they play and then 

implement it like that and try and execute with your skills (P8). So you have to look at the 

different conditions in different venues that you play around the country because we obviously 

play all over the country and it influence your own strategy (P17) 

Different type of KITs were identified from coaches’ feedback, however, in the cricket CI 

framework, coaches incorporate KITs into the information transmission stage, whereas the 

business 4Cs process model includes KITs during the first stage. KITs identification drives the 

business CI process, however, even though cricket coaches’ KITs were identified, the use of this 

term and identification thereof as part of a CI process, is a new concept within coaching 

practices. Likewise, the identification of KITs at the onset of the current coaching process will 

not be evident within the sport domain as is the case within the business CI process. Coaches use 

KITs without the prior knowledge of the definition and appropriate context function thereof. The 

coaches’ KIT communication is still essential and is linked to the review stage, which will 

influence its related elements. Likewise, the review stage is linked to the strategy design stage, 

and therefore elements from the information transmission stage would also indirectly influence 
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certain elements within the strategy design stage. In this regard KITs influence information on 

environmental factors, own strengths and weaknesses as well as quality analysis aimed at own 

strategy adjustment and opposition strategy assessment. KITs as part of the transmission stage 

are relayed through the review process to the strategy design stage. Coaches are continuously 

planning, assessing and adjusting their strategy (as elements in the strategy design stage) 

according to the underlying KITs. Not only should coaches communicate their KITs, but also 

focus on the type and focus of their information transmission. 

 

iv) Type and focus. Coaches primarily use video footage as feedback with the focus of 

motivating players through the repetitive viewing of their good performances. Additionally, 

players also receive feedback on opponents’ weaknesses as well as their own negative 

performances. This information is used to guide future training sessions aimed at improving 

weaknesses. Literature posits that opposition tactics, strengths and weakness are also 

communicated for analysis purposes  (O’Donoghue, 2006), as was the case within this study: 

We mainly use the visual because, we found that with players, to have the video on the 

competitors – show their weaknesses. And then we always finish a video session with our 

own batting and bowling. So we always finish with positive and always our own good 

shots, the boundary shots, were the guys hit sixes or fours. So we always left the room with 

a positive reinforcement that we know what we are doing (P2). So also then I will be 

looking at my own guys’ videos, and see ok, maybe there is a technical problem he has, and 

then we can actually come back and have a look at it. Then I will take them to the nets and 

obviously work on that problem (P17). 

The different types and focus of information transmission also serve to reinforce important 

information. 
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v) Reinforcement. During information transmission, coaches use reinforcement since players 

seem to neglect the generated intelligence if they are not reminded of it: 

Where we could just reinforce the message out to the bowler, and say listen, remember our 

plans, we don’t want to bowl short at this guy, pitch the ball up and it worked for us (P2). 

You put somebody in charge that can always remind everybody on the field, because you 

play over a long period, so somebody must remind everyone (P6).  

One of the primary reasons for CI failure can be attributed to communication problems 

(Fleisher & Wright, 2010). Coaches’ tendency to reinforce specific information is a positive 

factor, which could limit the negative influences of common miscommunication and 

information transmission failures. Coaches should look to incorporate various methods to 

reinforce information and technology for transmission. 

 

vi) Method and technology. Elite coaches in this study adopt technology use for information 

transmission and use a variety of methods through cloud computing, the internet and social 

media: 

Because for that competition week we have two types of video feedback sessions that we do, 

we will give a post-match feedback session and match preparation video session (P7). For 

the overseas tournament we had 7 Samsung tablets with all the information downloaded 

and gave it to the players on the hour bus trip from the grounds to the hotel and they could 

go through the stuff. (P11). 

Video feedback augments numerous informational aspects (Wright et al., 2012a). Two 

coaches made use of video feedback sessions and tablets for information transmission. 

However, all coaches should use differentiated methods and use technology in innovative 

ways. Within the business CI domain, a systematic and formalized communication system is 

necessary for successful CI implementation and creation (Franco et al., 2011). Likewise, 
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cricket coaches should invest in technology to transmit information in different ways and 

reinforce different types of information through the incorporation of their KITs. Persons who 

receive and give the information play a vital role in the information transmission process, and 

all six elements are interconnected and fed into the review process. However, two major 

themes could influence the information transmission feed into the review process namely 

information parameters and CI process dynamics. 

 

d) CI process dynamics 

A sound CI implementation process develops good intelligence which aids in the strategic 

functioning of organisations (Fleisher & Wright, 2010). Features such as the resources 

employed, sources utilized and organization characteristics influence CI strategic functioning 

(Saayman et al., 2008). The cricket CI framework identified certain CI process dynamics which 

coaches need to manage and include elements such as sources utilized, systematic approach and 

decision-making. 

 

i) Sources utilized. In this regard, coaches use various sources to draw information from: 

The analyst will perform a video analysis of the match and put it on the database, and when 

a coach needs it the analyst could retrieve it and give it to him (P17). We go onto ESPN 

Crick info, and each player has stats (P17). Basically what we did is we tried to create a 

database, so obviously on day one we tried to get as many games and code them then and 

there as much as possible, and then day two, day three, day four, and what we would do is 

we would start putting databases together of each specific batsmen and bowler, so that we 

could then find trends or a pattern in their play (P7). You look at their scorecards and if I 

pick up any trend there (P2). Yes there is a lot of information going around, like if you look 

on Facebook, look on Twitter (P9). 
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Collectively, coaches identified and utilized numerous sources of information. A wide array of 

sources for information collection are available to cricket coaches and can be used in coaches’ 

education programmes, as part of the encompassing cricket coaches’ CI framework. Training 

in the utilization of numerous data sources will enhance a systematic approach to CI creation 

as well as decision-making, which are the other two elements within the CI process dynamics 

theme. 

 

ii) Systematic approach. CI is the cornerstone of effective and efficient strategy formulation 

and organisations should follow a systematic approach to foster the benefits created through it 

(Franco et al., 2011). In this regard, one analyst referred to structures that were put in place to 

facilitate the CI process: 

Because we have structures in place and do things in a specific manner, it works well — it 

is actually interesting how well it works (P15).  

The analyst referred to the centralised analysis system which is functioning well. However, 

only one other coach apart from the analyst referred to a systematic approach of data gathering 

and analysis: 

We took video analysts with us to the week-long tournament. But they can’t be with us full 

time, they are available for our main tournament only. So we were the only team that did 

that, a lot of the other teams started doing that in the second year. They then started using 

video analysis. They saw what we were doing and they tried to catch up. We tried to do two 

match video recordings of each opposition, and then have the visual, the feedback to the 

team. Obviously the two people who did it is very professional, they know what they are 

doing, so it was quite quick to get the feedback back to the players (P2). 

The periodic application of a systematic approach brought the coach and team success, so 

much so that other teams incorporated the same analytical activities during the competition of 
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the following year. However, if coaches want to sustain CI creation throughout the whole 

season, CI cannot only be applied during certain time periods as sustainable systems are 

needed for effective decision-making. 

 

iii) Decision-making. The following quotes indicate that coaches base their decisions on 

different types of information: 

I feel that if you receive the correct analysis and information, even during a match, that you 

will be able to make decisions faster (P14). That was more really the coach’s job. He was 

the one to make the decisions. I feel he started to select his team or make decisions more 

through trial and error (P1). ....you have to look at something specific like the 

weather....because when we go down to the coast it is probably going to be a slower pitch, 

so we want information to know how many of our spinners should go (P2). 

Coaches, just as business managers make numerous decisions which according to researchers 

should be based on very specific information and intelligence created through a process 

(Lorains et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2012a). Coaches’ quotations indicate the importance of 

information on aspects such as weather conditions for decision-making purposes. Literature 

shows that numerous factors influence decision-making; however, it is more important that an 

organised and systematic process is needed to govern decision-making (Wright et al., 2012b). 

A systematic process for CI creation will counter the trial and error method that is currently 

being used by coaches to make decisions. Decisions, which are the result of a systematic 

approach that utilized different sources, are linked to information parameters.  
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e) Information parameters 

Business managers just as coaches, are faced with information parameters (Wright & Calof, 

2006). Challenging elements for cricket coach CI implementation includes: feedback, technology 

and personnel and skills.  

 

i) Feedback. Factors such as the time that it takes to complete an analysis and the timing of 

feedback provision are immensely important in sport (Bampouras et al., 2012). In this regard the 

following feedback was obtained from coaches: 

So then we get the footage at the end of the game and then depending on the gap between 

the games and if a player has done well or badly, how much of that we actually use. 

Sometimes we are playing a game on a Friday and we are traveling on a Saturday and 

playing on a Sunday, so there isn’t really actually time to sit down and go through it and 

say this is what happened (P10).  

Coaches’ feedback relies on technology and time available, which seem to be two factors that 

hamper the feedback process. Feedback on match performance needs to take place close to 

match completion to be effective (Wright et al., 2012a). However, very little is known about 

the feedback processes that coaches follow and whether feedback is provided in a systematic 

manner (Wright et al., 2012a). Literature suggests that the majority of coaches use video 

footage for feedback (Wright et al., 2012a). Consequently, technology is needed by coaches to 

provide detailed and timely feedback to their players. 

 

ii) Technology. Even though coaches adopt technology in their coaching practice, inadequate 

funds and limited technology resources can hamper the CI process implementation: 

I think the resources are different at different levels, CSA has resources that are more 

superior to what we have, and so at lower levels it just gets less and less (P12). Gathering 
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information about competitors ...you can’t really because there are no videos on the other 

teams. The technology is just too expensive...and you have to have a full time person (P1). 

Above-mentioned quotations indicate that inadequate funds for technology seriously limit 

collecting and analysing data effectively. Technology plays a crucial role within sport PA and 

the successful coaching process (Wright et al., 2012a). The inclusion of technology in both the 

information parameters and the information transmission stage, indicate the importance and 

influence of technology for cricket CI. Nevertheless, coaches will only make an attempt to 

overcome limitations of technology unavailability and feedback if they value CI.  

 

iii) CI value. Coaches who value the benefit of deriving information, strive to gain more 

intelligence which facilitate and stimulate the adoption of CI processes: 

And we analysed opposition and we saw who their main bowlers were, so we targeted 

different players from a batting perspective, bowling, everything. So for me the information 

on competitors is vital (P2). I think it is naturally important. If you want to prepare 

specifically, you need specific information (P17). For me personally, I’d like to be the most 

prepared in terms of the information that I get on my opposition and also the venue that we 

are playing on (P16). You must spend time analysing the opposition, but not the majority or 

too much time (P11). 

Previous studies indicated that 46% of coaches felt that PA and the services of an analyst were 

essential, while 36% of coaches felt that their organisations valued the role of match and 

technique analysis as important (Wright et al., 2012a). With varying degrees of value attached 

to CI, it is evident that a coach who does not value CI, will not address the other information 

parameters such as feedback, technology or person and skills. 
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iv) Person and skills. The person collecting and analysing the information needs specific skills, 

and at elite level sports should employ a variety of analytical techniques: 

The two people who did the analysis is very professional, they know what they are doing 

(P2). A person with a background in cricket is better because he can learn the in house 

system quicker (P15). I have an Honours degree in Sport Science and I do all their team 

and player analysis (P7). So for instance in the national team there is an analyst who has a 

strong background staff in another country who analyses a lot of games and provides a lot 

of information to provide a point of cutting edge advantage. We had an analyst as part of 

the set-up, but not to that degree. To go in depth as for the national side would be ideal 

(P11).  

The collaboration between an analyst and coach is instrumental for successful PA and 

coaching practices (Bampouras et al., 2012). Cricket coaches at university and provincial level 

prefer the services of highly skilled and trained analysts, as is the case for professional and 

national level teams. However, the financial burden of appointing a skilled analyst prevents 

lower level coaches from doing so. To overcome this limitation, coaches should endeavour to 

develop and implement other methods that will allow them to incorporate easy accessible or 

own-generated information on a continuous basis. This links to the sources’ utilized element 

within the CI dynamics stage, which indicates the overall link between the CI process 

dynamics and information parameters themes. The interaction between these two themes 

shows that elements from the information parameters theme could influence the elements 

within the CI process dynamics theme. When CI is not valued, with inadequate technology 

and unskilled persons unable to utilize different sources (as part of the CI process dynamics), 

it will influence the interconnected review and information transmission stages, and indirectly 

the strategy design stage negatively. 
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4.1 Conclusions 

The aim of this study was to develop a conceptual CI framework for cricket coaches by using the 

business domain 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as a theoretical framework. Results from 

interview data suggest that some elements of the CI framework for cricket coaches (CIFC) are 

similar to the elements of the business 4Cs CI model of Weiss (2002). However, differences 

related to sport specific elements such as KPIs, coaching philosophy, video analysis and an 

emphasis on technology use within the CIFC are also evident. Furthermore, the 4Cs CI model 

consists of four definite sequential stages, each with its own sub-stages, specific elements and 

activities assigned to it, whereas the cricket CI framework (CIFC) consists of five different 

themes, which may not be entirely sequential but interrelated. The five themes of the CIFC were 

developed through the quantitative cluster analysis of the quantitized qualitative coded data, 

whereby individual codes were scrutinized according to its linkage and relatedness with other 

clustered codes. The clustered codes were conceptually concatenated to form categories, which 

were labelled according to the overall meaning of the clustered codes.  The categories were 

linked through the cluster analysis to the overarching theme as the linkage distance was set at 

four. 

 

The most prominent difference between the two CI models would seem to reside around the 

strategy development. Within the 4Cs process model, decision-making and strategy development 

reside within the fourth and last stage of countering, whereas results suggest that strategy design 

is the prominent starting point theme in CIFC. The review, information transmission, CI process 

dynamics and information parameters stages are interconnected to, and influence the strategy 

design, and therefore the process CIFC ends with strategy design just as the CI 4Cs model does.  

On the other hand, the CIFC displays more two-way interactions between different themes and 

elements, which causes continuous interdependence. Not only are the five themes of strategy 
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design, review, information transmission, CI process dynamics and information parameters 

interdependent, but the different elements within each theme are also interconnected. The 

linkage of stage elements indicates that these elements should be addressed for that specific 

theme to successfully add to the overall CI process in creating intelligence. This also implies that 

an inadequately addressed element within one theme potentially could not only negatively 

impact that theme’s development, but also other interdependent themes. This is also true for the 

4Cs CI model as some stages and elements of stages are also interdependent. Likewise, an 

element within the 4Cs CI model which is inadequately incorporated into the CI process will also 

result in failed attempts to create intelligence. Just as business managers should address the all-

encompassing CI process with all its elements, coaches should focus on understanding and 

utilizing all elements and themes within the CIFC. This is needed since all themes and elements 

work together to develop a sound strategy, based on comprehensive information gathered from 

different sources, which was adequately analysed and transmitted while overcoming specific 

parameters.  

 

The CIFC is therefore a comprehensive framework that addresses numerous and influential 

elements and themes that coaches could employ to gain a competitive advantage. Coaches’ 

education programmes can make use of the newly developed CI framework across different 

levels of coaching, to assist coaches in developing and implementing an effective CI process.  

 

5.1 Future research 

While the establishment of a cricket CI framework will enhance the coaching practice through 

the systematic collection and analysis of information, researchers should also endeavour to 

develop tools to measure and evaluate best CI practices in a sport context. The development of a 
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CI survey for cricket coaches could fulfil such a need and open up a niche research area within 

the sport domain. 
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Abstract 

Sport coaches collect, analyse and communicate data and information on their own team, the 

opposition and relating environmental factors in order to gain a competitive advantage. This 

process is known as competitive intelligence (CI), however, little is known about how coaches 

follow this process. Therefore, the aim of this study was to create a CI survey for cricket 

coaches. Semi-structured interviews with high-level cricket coaches were performed, followed 

by a constant comparative qualitative method of data analysis with ATLAS.TITM software. 

Theory and data driven interview codes and categories were quantitized into numerical values. A 

cluster analysis concatenated the codes into five conceptual themes, each with sub categories. 

Through the qualitative and quantitative exploration, a conceptual CI framework for cricket 

coaches was developed. A CI survey emerged from the CI framework themes of strategy design, 

review, information transmission, CI process dynamics and information parameters as subscales. 

Subject experts confirmed the content and face validity, as well as preliminary factorial validity 

of items, resulting in a new CI survey measurement instrument for cricket coaches. 

 

Keywords: competitive intelligence, survey development, cricket coaches 
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1. Introduction 

Cricket coaches obtain competitive intelligence (CI) through collection and analysis of 

information on their competitors and the environment for decision making (Teo & Choo, 

2001). Knowledge gained through data collection and analysis enables coaches to adapt and 

devise a suitable counter-strategy, enhancing their competitiveness and chances of success 

(Nasri, 2011b). For competitor and environmental knowledge to achieve any strategic value, 

CI should be created through a structured and systematic process (Wright et al., 2012b). In 

the business domain CI process models are available that govern the CI process. However, no 

such models exist for the sport domain. Researchers suggest that a domain-specific 

phenomenon can be transferred to another domain’s research question to assist in determining 

the underlying principles and variables (Turocy, 2002). Therefore, the CI process model of 

Weiss (2002) was chosen to be applied as theoretical framework to investigate the occurrence 

of knowledge creation and strategy design by sport coaches. In this regard, a CI framework 

for cricket coaches was developed and discussed.  (Van den Berg et al., 2017a). This article 

forms part of a larger study and builds on the developed CI framework for cricket coaches.  

 

Although the above-mentioned model may provide coaches and sport practitioners with 

guidelines to plan, design and apply a CI process, CI process-related activities that are 

executed during the coaching process need to be evaluated to determine the effectiveness of 

this process. Therefore, a need exists to develop a suitable CI measurement instrument or 

survey that cricket coaches can use to evaluate their CI process activities. Research provides 

specific guidelines and steps to guide researchers in the undertaking of developing a survey to 

measure an unexplored construct such as CI within the sport domain (Burton & Mazerolle, 

2011; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). Therefore, this study followed the five step process of 

Gehlbach and Brinkworth (2011) to create a survey. The five steps include i) a literature 
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review, ii) the use of focus group interviews, iii) synthesis of findings into a comprehensive 

list, iv) the development of items, and v) expert reviews before executing a pilot study 

(Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). This approach relies on diverse techniques and, among 

other things, consultation with experts in the field to assist in item development and validity 

determination at the onset of survey creation (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). In view of this 

background, the aim of this study was to follow the proposed steps to create a CI survey for 

cricket coaches. 

 

2.1 Literature review 

In the first step of survey development researchers explored relevant literature through a 

systematic literature review (SLR) of the business CI and sport related performance analysis 

(PA) domains (Van den Berg et al., 2017c). The SLR allowed researchers to identify 

substantial similarities and specific differences between the business CI and sport PA 

domains as well as overarching constructs (Van den Berg et al., 2017c) (Table 1). The SLR 

also allowed researchers to examine pre-existing CI scales within the business domain, which 

aided in defining constructs and their definitions for development of the sport-related CI 

survey (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011).  
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Table 1: CI and PA identified constructs 

No Construct Definition 

1 Data collection The process of gathering key data on a variety of competitor and environmental 

aspects from numerous sources and in different formats by a specific person 

2 Data conversion The activity of giving data meaning: a process of formal analysis 

3 Information 

communication 

The process and method of conveying or transferring information between 

stakeholders 

4 Information 

countering 

The process of decision making and strategic thinking, planning and action, 

following the process of data collection and conversion aimed at obtaining a 

competitive advantage 

5 CI process The step-wise process incorporating data collection, conversion, communication 

and countering, as well as additional factors which influence a competitive 

advantage 

 

A strong understanding of the CI literature and its applicability to sport coaching, the existing 

CI surveys and the research question (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011), led to the employment of a 

mixed method research design (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009). Firstly, a dominant qualitative 

data analysis in the form of interviews was performed after which data were quantitized 

(Saldanha & O'Brien, 2013), and a quantitative exploration of data followed (Newman et al., 

2015).  

 

2.2 Focus group and interview data 

For the exploratory qualitative data analysis, researchers turned their attention to the 

population of interest - this is a deviation from most traditional survey construction processes 

(Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). In this regard, researchers aimed to match conceptualized 

SLR CI constructs to the sport domain, examining the terminology and application through 

research (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). Researchers compiled open-ended questions for 

semi-structured interviews with cricket coaches (Henning et al., 2004). Semi-structured 

interviews allowed researchers to obtain in-depth and a wide scope of data as well as to 
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organise specific constructs (De Vos et al., 2005). Four questions related to the four stages of 

data collection, conversion, communication and countering from the 4Cs CI process model 

were generated, as well as two additional questions related to the CI culture and focus of key 

intelligence topics (KITs) that coaches deemed important (Weiss, 2002). These questions 

adhered to the constructs identified through the SLR (step 1) as suggested by Turocy (2002).  

 

However, researchers suggest that questions should be judged by experts to review the 

interview schedule for clarity, make recommendations and bring about changes (Burton & 

Mazerolle, 2011). To adhere to these suggestions, experienced intra-university research peers 

in the field of sport science and management were approached to participate in interviews 

regarding the proposed interview schedule. Two face-to-face, a Skype™ and a telephonic 

interview were conducted whereafter the voice recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim 

and validated by research peers for correctness (Creswell, 2003). Documents were transferred 

to ATLAS.TITM, a computer assisted qualitative data analysis system. The constant 

comparative method (CCM) was followed during the creatio of codes and categories, making 

changes and additions to the schedule (Boeije, 2002). Data saturation was achieved when no 

more new codes or categories emerged during the CCM and the interview schedule was 

finalized (Creswell, 1998; Guest et al., 2006). The confirmed interview schedule was used to 

conduct semi-structured interviews with the main study sample of cricket coaches and 

support staff.  

 

2.2.1 Study sample 

Cricket coaches with more than five years of coaching experience at university, provincial, 

professional and national level, and/or with the national governing body’s coaching 

qualifications were approached for inclusion in the study. Ethical procedures for informed 
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consent and participation, as stipulated by Declaration of Helsinki regulations, were adhered 

to during the sampling and research process (World Medical Association, 2013). The use of 

purposeful sampling in this instance was deemed to be appropriate to gain insight into the 

specific occurrence of CI-related activities of cricket coaches (Merriam, 1988). Coaches who 

consented to participate were asked if they had support staff involved with the team (assistant 

coaches, performance analysts or sport scientists) with at least three years’ experience, or a 

tertiary qualification in the human movement science or sport analysis field, to also 

participate. Therefore, the use of snowball sampling added two assistant coaches and three 

analysts to the sample (Merriam, 1998).  

 

2.2.2 Data collection 

The principal researcher conducted either face-to-face, Skype or telephonic interviews with 

the coaches and support staff according to their preferences. Face-to-face interviews were 

conducted at the coaches’ team stadium or the opposition stadium where their teams were 

stationed or busy with competitions. The researcher emailed the interview schedule to 

participants two days ahead of the agreed upon interview date so that they could familiarise 

themselves with the questions. At the start of the interview, the researcher briefly explained 

the study objectives, indicated that participation was voluntary, anonymous and that the 

interview would be voice recorded for research purposes, since this was performed during the 

informed consent process as well. The researcher transcribed voice recorded interviews 

verbatim and emailed it to participants for validation purposes. None of the participants 

objected to the authenticity and accuracy of the transcriptions which enhanced data validation 

(Creswell, 2003). Participants also completed a demographic information questionnaire 

regarding age, gender, ethnicity, coaching experience, qualifications, successes and teams 

coached. 
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Sixteen males and one female participated in this study of whom twelve were head coaches, 

two assistant coaches and three analysts. Nine of the fourteen participant coaches had 

between ten and nineteen years’ experience, three coaches between six to nine years, and two 

coaches more than twenty years’ experience. Five participants had a level 2, four participants 

a level 3 and five participants a level 4 coaching qualification respectively. Two of the 

participants were involved at national, six on franchise or domestic professional, four at 

provincial, two at premier and three at university level. One coach was involved with a 

female team, one with both women and men’s teams and the rest coached male cricket teams. 

Between the three analysts, two had between three to four years’ experience on university 

level and one more than ten years at international level. 

 

2.2.3 Qualitative data analysis. 

Identified CI and PA constructs were used as the five deductive created themes which 

provided a framework for the data analysis. The CCM allowed for a systematic analysis of 

similarities and differences between interview data sets through the connection of theory and 

data driven codes to develop new categories (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2008b). Codes and 

categories were grouped as deductively identified themes. Researchers also followed the 

content analysis process proposed by DeCuir-Gunby et al. (2011) in creating a codebook to 

direct the coding process during the CCM. A codebook contains codes, related definitions 

and an example of each code which directs the analysis process (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). 

A code was defined as a meaning unit, which can also be viewed as a separate entity of 

meaning (Côté et al., 1993). The researcher, together with a skilled colleague, created and 

revised data driven codes within the context of the data, referring to the code definition and 

examples (DeCuir-Gunby et al., 2011). Intra- and inter-rater content analysis reliability was 

established through the calculation of Cohen’s Kappa - a change-corrected measure 
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(Anderson et al., 2001). The primary researcher coded two interviews on separate occasions 

more than a week apart and obtained a strong inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.79). 

The inter-rater reliability for this study was found to be κ = 0.78 when a research colleague 

coded two interviews independently. The moderate inter-rater reliability achieved could be 

ascribed to the lower expertise on CI of the research colleague. However, due to the fact that 

reliability of between the 0.8 and 0.9 range is considered to be rich in analytical value, 

researchers proceeded with the content analysis (Campbell et al., 2013). Although no new 

codes could be created after fifteen interviews, the researcher performed two more interviews 

and subsequent content analysis to unequivocally reach data saturation (Guest et al., 2006). 

However, studies of this nature use as few as six participants (Creswell, 1998; Jette et al., 

2003).  

 

2.3 Synthesis of literature and interview data 

The third step in the survey development process endeavoured to merge literature and theory 

with empirical construct evidence to aid researchers in developing a comprehensive list of 

indicators for item development (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). In this regard, the 

quantitized interview data were quantitatively analysed. 

 

2.3.1 Quantitative data analysis 

The theory and data driven coded interview data were quantitized to achieve numerical 

conversion of the qualitative data by dichotomizing themes and counting qualitative codes 

(Saldanha & O'Brien, 2013). The statistical analysis of themes and codes counting holds 

valuable information for exploration within mixed method research (Collingridge, 2013). 

Therefore, a single-linkage, 1-Person correlation coefficient cluster analysis were performed 

with the quantitized data (Wilkinson et al., 2009). Results of this analysis is presented by the 
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dendrogram in Figure 1. The linkage distance to detect clusters was set at four which 

rendered five themes.  

 

The themes were titled according to conceptually concatenated categories which were created 

from cluster incidence similarities and their constituent value towards the overarching 

category. The cluster incidence similarities were categorised by referring to the vocabulary of 

participants (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011) and placed under each corresponding theme 

within the dendrogram structure. The five themes and their definitions as well as conceptual 

categories which emerged are provided in Table 2. The five themes indicating the CI process 

followed by cricket coaches are strategy design, review, information transmission, CI process 

dynamics and information parameters. 
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Figure 1: Dendrogram: A tree clustering, single-linkage, 1-Pearson Correlation Coefficient cluster analyses dendogram of all quantitized coded 

interview data indices with conceptually concatenated themes. 
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Table 2: Cricket coaches interview data CI themes and categories  

No Theme Definition/description Categories 

1 Strategy design 

(Peterson et al., 

2008b) 

Factors and aspects that contribute to the design of 

the teams’ match strategy by the coach 

 

 

Coaching philosophy 

CI culture 

Strategy assessment 

Planning 

Environmental 

information 

Information on own 

strengths and weaknesses 

Strategy adjustment 

Knowledge implemented 

2 Review 

(Franks & Miller, 

1986) 

 

The manner and method used by the coach to review 

information / look at info to confirm strategy design 

Video analysis 

Statistics 

Formal analysis 

Storing system 

Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) and  

Opponents’ strategy 

assessment 

3 Information 

transmission 

(Bampouras et al., 

2012) 

 

The manner and method used by the coach to 

communicate information regarding the team strategy 

Person communicating 

Person receiving 

KITs 

Type and focus 

Reinforcement 

Method and technology 

used 

4 CI process 

dynamics 

(Saayman et al., 

2008) 

 

The forces or properties which could stimulate 

growth, development, or change within a system or 

process. Factors the coach has to manage to effect a 

successful CI process. 

Systematic approach, 

Decision making and 

sources utilized 

5 Information 

parameters 

(Wright & Calof, 

2006) 

Limitations coaches perceive or experience which 

negatively influence the process of CI being 

implemented (Parameter: a limit or boundary which 

defines the scope of a particular process or activity) 

Feedback 

Technology 

CI value 

Person and skills 
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The first theme, namely Strategy design, relates to aspects and factors that contribute to the 

intended strategy developed by the coach and include the following categories: i) coaching 

philosophy, ii) CI culture, iii) strategy assessment, iv) planning, v) environmental 

information, vi) information on own strengths and weaknesses, vii) quality analysis, viii) 

strategy adjustment and ix) knowledge implemented. The second theme, namely Review 

describes how the coach appraises information to confirm his strategy design and denotes 

categories of i) video analysis, ii) statistics, iii) formal analysis, iv) storing system, v) KPI’s 

and vi) opponents’ strategy assessment. The theme, Information transmission relates to the 

“how and what” of information which coaches communicate regarding their designed 

strategy and include categories such as i) person communicating, ii) person receiving 

communication, iii) KITs, iv) type and focus, v) reinforcement and vi) method and 

technology used. Specific CI process dynamics as the fourth theme is characterised by forces 

which could stimulate the growth, development or change within the coaches’ CI process and 

refers to factors which the coach has to manage effectively for successful CI implementation. 

These include i) the systematic approach, ii) decision making, and iii) sources utilized. The 

last theme, namely Information parameters refers to limitations that coaches experience or 

perceive which negatively influence the successful implementation of a systematic CI 

process. Categories within this last theme are i) feedback, ii) technology, iii) CI value and iv) 

person and skills. The dendrogram indicating the themes and categories is presented as a 

conceptual CI framework for cricket coaches in a related article (Van den Berg et al., 2017a).  

 

2.4 Development of items 

The process of categorizing the quantitized data and placing them under conceptual themes, 

synthesized interview data into indicators and allowed researchers to compile preliminary 

items to address identified cluster constructs (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). Through the 
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synthesis of theory and empirical evidence, the final survey item numbers were reduced to 

twenty-eight items to enhance the potential administering, ease of completion, and response 

rate by participants (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011; McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). The 

themes and categories that were presented in Table 2 (i.e. Table of Specifications (ToS)), 

delineate the main constructs of the survey and were used to develop appropriate questions 

(Turocy, 2002). Special attention was given to the wording of constructed questions by 

guarding against the use of ambiguous language, bias, double-barrel questions and not 

obtaining sensitive information (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). 

Each of the established categories with its overarching definition was used to create separate 

survey items (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). Best practices in item development were 

applied by avoiding the use of reverse scored items and numeric labels as well as by using 

five response anchors of “strongly agree”, “agree”, “neutral”, “disagree” and “strongly 

disagree” (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011; Turocy, 2002). Item generation resulted in 28 

items within five scales corresponding to the constructs/themes. Individual items aim to 

measure a specific concept and an explanation of each item concept is provided in Table 3. 

Additionally, a rationale from literature was compiled to describe each correlating concept 

and item. The description and rationale aim to corroborate the items created from the 

conceptual concatenation of codes and quantitized categories by substantiating it through 

literature within the scope of the survey’s “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree” Likert 

scale. 
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Table 3: Proposed constructs, items, concepts measured and rationale description of CI 

survey for cricket coaches. 

No Item CI concept 

measured 

Description and rationale 

A Strategy design  What are the factors / aspects that contribute to 

the design of coaches’ team match strategy 

1 

My coaching philosophy is the 

guiding principal for my team 

strategy development 

Coaching 

philosophy 

guide CI 

practice 

If Strongly Agree (SA) = The elite coaches 

indicated that their coaching philosophies guide 

their coaching processes, which included the CI 

process (Wright et al., 2012a) 

2 

A team culture is created 

whereby players and coaching 

staff consistently collect and 

analyse information on 

competitors in a formal and 

systematic manner 

CI culture 

If SA = the coach values information collection and 

analysis and fosters these activities within the team 

as part of their operational undertakings, and 

creates a CI culture for successful implementation 

(Wright & Calof, 2006) 

3 

The execution of the team 

strategy is assessed after every 

match 

Strategy 

execution 

assessment 

If SA = the process of CI is completed and the 

coach analyses the execution and effectiveness of 

strategy used, which was derived through CI 

activities performed (Begg & Du Toit, 2007)  

4 

Me as the coach, plan and 

decide on the team strategy to 

be followed 

Person(s) 

planning and 

making 

decisions 

If SA = The coach is ultimately responsible for 

decision making and strategy followed and is the 

person who should implement and drive the CI 

process (Du Toit & Sewdass, 2014b) 

5 

Environmental information 

(such as pitch and weather 

conditions) are gathered and 

analysed in a prescribed and 

structured manner before each 

match 

Environmental 

information 

If SA = environmental information is collected 

systematically through a standard process (Du Toit, 

2003)  

 

6 

I need continuous information 

on my players’ strengths and 

weaknesses for strategic 

decision making 

Internal / own 

team strengths 

and weaknesses 

used for 

strategy design 

If SA = The focus of the coach for strategy 

development is on his own players’ strengths and 

weaknesses. This correlates with business CI 

whereby internal information enhance 

organisations’ CI capabilities. However, this is only 

one facet of strategy development  (Saayman et al., 

2008) 
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No Item CI concept 

measured 

Description and rationale 

7 

High quality analysed 

information is used to determine 

the intervention training 

sessions before matches 

Analysis of 

quality 

information 

If SA = High quality information is gained through 

skilled people (Gatsoris, 2012). Therefore, an 

analyst is used to obtain quality data (Bampouras et 

al., 2012) 

8 

I adjust my team’s strategy if 

new information is gained 

before matches 

Strategy 

adjustment 

If SA = The coach values the continuous collection 

and analysis of information and sees the advantages 

of risk taking by adjusting the strategy (Gatsoris, 

2012) 

9 

I have enough knowledge on 

competitors and the 

environment to guide a 

structured information 

collection and competitor 

analysis  

Perceived 

knowledge 

implemented 

If SA = Coach has high levels of perceived 

knowledge on competitors, and uses it to 

systematically evaluate and analyse information 

before and after each match. Elite coaches spend  

many hours reviewing PA information after 

matches to inform their strategy development for 

the next matches (Wright et al., 2012a) 

B Review  How does the coach review information/look at 

information to confirm his strategy design? 

10 

After every match I would look 

at specific video footage and 

video analysis of that specific 

match 

Video footage 

analysis 

If SA = Elite coaches receives edited clips after 

matches and would spend additional time to 

complete their own PA (Wright et al., 2012a) 

11 
I evaluate statistical data and 

information after each match 

Sources and 

statistical 

information 

If SA = Coach uses available statistics after a 

match to evaluate match specifics. Statistics are 

influential in cricket especially for determining 

critical factors for match strategy adjustments 

(Moore et al., 2012) 

12 

At the onset of each season, we 

perform a SWOT analysis of 

opposition players 

Formal analysis 

technique 

If SA = Coach employs one of the most basic and 

used analytical techniques for opposition player 

analysis (Dai et al., 2011; Gatsoris, 2012) 

13 

I have an established, well-

functioning system for storing 

and retrieving previously 

analysed competitor and 

environmental information 

Data storing 

system 

If SA = Coach uses a formal system for storing and 

retrieving data – this is in accordance to research 

by Lyons (2011) which indicates that coaches use 

cloud computing to store and manage data 
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No Item CI concept 

measured 

Description and rationale 

15 

The competitor information 

collected and analysed is 

primarily used for opponent 

strategy assessment and 

prediction 

Information 

utilized for 

opponent 

strategy 

assessment / 

performance 

prediction 

If SA = The focus of the coaches’ intelligence 

process is to assess and evaluate the opposition 

strategy, usually with the goal to counter it (Lames 

& McGarry, 2007). Coaches use information 

proactively to predict performance and counter the 

performance of opposition players (Hughes, 2005) 

C Information transmission  How and what information do coaches 

communicate regarding strategy 

16 

As the coach I am primarily 

responsible to communicate 

information on the opposition, 

environment and team strategy 

to my team 

Person 

communicating 

strategy 

If SA = The coach is the main person to 

communicate and share information and strategy. 

Research indicates that the majority of elite 

coaches (more than 86%) give feedback to the team 

or individuals after match analysis (Wright et al., 

2012a)  

17 

I tailor my communication 

method on competitor and 

environmental information to 

suit the preferences of my 

individual players 

Value and 

method of 

quality 

communication 

If SA = The coach uses different methods to 

communicate to players such as verbal and visual 

communication (i.e. video footage) so that players 

better understand, value and enjoy the information 

that is conveyed. Sport coaches experiment with 

information and communication technology 

(Lyons, 2011) 

18 

I distribute competitor 

information to anyone in the 

team who is interested in it  

Person 

receiving 

information 

Reverse scoring with Strongly disagree as highest 

value. If SA = Information is not shared openly and 

widely to the whole team but only to those who are 

interested. Coaches receive information from sport 

scientists or analysts and communicate it to all 

players themselves or allows an analyst to 

communicate information to players and team 

directly (Bampouras et al., 2012), including all 

team members and not just those interested 

19 

I communicate information on 

competitors and the 

environment to my players 

before each match  

Information 

communication 

focus 

If SA = The coach values specific competitor 

information and sees the need to communicate 

important aspects. (Bampouras et al., 2012) 
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No Item CI concept 

measured 

Description and rationale 

20 
I emphasize selected competitor 

information to my own players 

Reinforcement 

vs. Information 

overload 

If SA = The coach selects specific competition 

information to continuously communicate to 

players. The coach also reinforces key aspects 

(Bampouras et al., 2012) 

21 

My key intelligence needs are 

communicated to a person who 

performs the information 

collection and competitor 

analysis  

KITs 

If SA = The coach as intelligence user informs 

those who collect and analyse data, on what 

information is needed (Nasri, 2011a). This is 

essential in CI process planning. Identified KITs 

direct the collection and analysis process (Fleisher 

& Wright, 2010) 

D CI process dynamics  The forces or properties which could stimulate 

growth, development, or change within a CI 

system or process. Factors the coach has to 

manage to effect a successful CI process 

22 

Our coaching management team 

follows a systematic, continuous 

process to collect and analyse 

competitor strengths and 

weaknesses 

Systematic 

process for 

competitor 

analysis 

If SA = One of the main focuses of coaches and the 

CI process, is to identify opposition strengths and 

weaknesses. Assigned personnel and a systematic 

approach is needed to continuously collect and 

analyse these strengths and weaknesses (Wright et 

al., 2012b) 

23 

I access and utilize a number of 

sources (websites, video 

footage, coded video clips) to 

collect and analyse information 

on competitors and the 

environment  

Sources of 

information 

If SA = The coach has adequate sources available 

to use (Wright et al., 2012a) 

24 

I continuously utilize analysed 

and high quality information to 

guide my decisions 

Decision 

making based 

on intelligence 

If SA = Decision making is done on intelligence 

with the aim of making decisions (Michaeli & 

Simon, 2008) 
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No Item CI concept 

measured 

Description and rationale 

E 
Data / Information 

parameters 
 

Limitations coaches perceive or experience 

which negatively influence the process of CI 

being implemented (Parameter: a limit or 

boundary which defines the scope of a particular 

process or activity) 

25 

We use highly sophisticated 

technology to code and analyse 

videos and data  

Technology 

If SA = Technology use for collection and analysis 

is adequate and available. Technology is used for 

PA and is accessible to coaches as a variety of 

products are available which coaches use more and 

more (Baca, 2006; Wright et al., 2012a). 

26 

The person who performs 

competitor and environmental 

analysis for our team is skilled 

and trained in using technology 

driven analysis techniques  

Person and 

skills for 

collecting and 

analysing 

If SA = The coach has a skilled person available to 

perform CI activities (Wright et al., 2012a). A 

skilled person is essential for the collection and 

analysis process to be valid and successful 

(O’Donoghue, 2006). 

27 

Feedback on own performance 

and strategy execution is 

performed shortly after each 

match  

Feedback time 

If SA = Feedback time is influential and coaches 

express a need for timely feedback from the analyst 

to the team (Wright et al., 2012a). Timely feedback 

is also essential in strategic decision making (Tej 

Adidam et al., 2012). 

28 

I value technology-driven 

competitor and environmental 

information above information 

gained from my own players 

Value of 

technology 

enhanced 

information 

If SA = The coach values CI and therefore invest in 

systematic information gathering and analysis of 

competitors. The coach also values the objective 

and analytical information gained from objective 

video analysis and statistics (Moore et al., 2012; 

Wright et al., 2012a) 

 

2.5 Expert review 

2.5.1 Validation 

McGartland Rubio et al. (2003) developed a measure that allows researchers to 

operationalize a construct and test its validity during its conceptualization. Consequently, this 

measure was used to determine the content validity (“the extent to which the items on a 

measure assess the same content or how well the content material was sampled in the 
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measure”) of the developed survey (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003:94). Content validity is 

characterised by face and logical validity where face validity indicates that the measurement 

instrument or items appear to be valid, whereas logical validity uses a rigorous process during 

which an expert panel evaluates the content validity of the measurement instrument 

(McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). Therefore, this study used research specialists to establish 

construct relevance as well as content validity (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011; Turocy, 

2002). The purpose of this step was also to obtain information on item clarity, 

representativeness, language use and other item-related concerns that research specialists 

highlighted (Burton & Mazerolle, 2011; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). Representativeness 

referred to an item’s ability to represent the content domain as described through a theoretical 

definition, while the clarity of an item was evaluated on the basis of how clearly an item was 

worded (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). Anchors of “1=Not at all representative/clear”, 

“2=Major revisions”, “3=Minor revisions” and “4=Very much representative/clear” were 

used to evaluate last-mentioned aspects of different items (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). 

The reliability or inter-rater agreement was also calculated from the responses. Items were 

grouped together and experts were asked to indicate if the items fitted the subscale and 

therefore allowed the preliminary assessment of the factorial structure. Each item was 

individually measured according to these criteria and space was provided for paragraph type 

comments to be inserted after each item. This was done by making use of Google doc.  

 

2.5.2 Expert panel 

A new list of potential items needed to be validated at the onset of the process and 

researchers turned towards an academic audience to establish the construct relevance and 

validity of each individual item (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). The feedback from inter-

university peers provided information on item clarity and construct complexities and allowed 
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the chance to quantify the content validity of the scale (Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). An 

expert panel from universities other than the primary researcher’s university was selected 

according to each person’s experience in the fields of sport science and management 

(McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). A total of six experts responded; one respondent did not 

complete the entire survey and was omitted from the group. The number of respondents was 

above the recommended minimum number of three and within the range of two to ten (Lynn, 

1986; McGartland Rubio et al., 2003).  

 

2.5.3 Data analysis  

Three types of analyses were performed, namely an analysis to test the content validity of 

measure, an analysis to test the factorial validity of each item and an analysis to test inter-

rater agreement (Table 4).  

 

Table 4: Validity ratings of the survey subscales by expert reviewers 

Subscale 

and items 

Represen-

tativeness 

CVI average 

score 

Clarity 

average 

score 

IRA 

Represen-

tativeness 

score 

IRA 

Clarity 

score 

IRA 

Clarity 

score (2nd 

method) 

Factorial 

Validity 

Index 

(FVI) 

Strategy design 

(Items 1-9) 
0.96 0.93 0.78 0.67 1 0.96 

Review  

(Items 10-15) 
0.99 0.93 1 0.67 1 0.99 

Information 

transmission  

(Items 16-21) 

1 0.97 1 0.83 1 1 

CI process dynamics 

(Items 22-24) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

Information 

parameters  

(Items 25-28) 

1 0.93 1 0.75 1 1 

Average all items 0.99 0.95 0.96 0.82 1 0.99 
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i) Content validity index 

Content validity was based on the representativeness of items and the content validity index 

(CVI) was calculated by counting the number of experts who rated the item as three or four 

(indicating “minor revisions” and “very much representative” respectively) and dividing that 

number by the total number of experts. This provides a value for each item as a proportion of 

the experts who deemed the content as valid (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003) The CVI of 

each subscale was calculated by computing the average for the items per subscale, and the 

CVI for the instrument calculated as the average of all the subscales. A CVI of 0.8 for a new 

measurement instrument is recommended (Davis, 1992) and all the subscales within the new 

survey, as well as the instrument as a whole, were above this standard which confirms the 

content validity (Table 4).  

 

ii) Clarity validity 

The clarity values per item, subscale and instrument were calculated in the same manner as 

the CVI. The five subscales and instrument as a whole indicated clarity values of above 0.8, 

substantiating the presence of clearly worded items (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003).   

 

iii) Inter-rater agreement 

Inter-rater agreement (IRA) determines the extent to which the experts were reliable in their 

ratings and is calculated by regarding the representativeness and clarity values for each item 

(McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). The IRA per item was calculated by dividing the number of 

items considered to be hundred percent reliable by the total number of items (either in the 

subscale or the instrument as a whole) (Davis, 1992). The representativeness IRA was above 

the 0.8 value for the instrument as a whole and four out of the five subscales, with only the 

Strategy design subscale slightly below the 0.8 level. The clarity IRA was slightly below the 
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0.8 value on the Strategy design, Review and Information parameter subscales. However, a 

closer evaluation of the qualitative feedback from expert reviewers on these items within the 

three subscales, indicated no major changes to items. Minor changes to improve clarity were 

proposed by reviewers; e.g. “a team culture currently exists whereby...” instead of “a team 

culture is created whereby....” Experts had a hundred percent agreement on six out of the nine 

items within the Strategy design, four out of six items for the Review subscale and three out 

of the four items for the Information parameters subscale. When the less conservative 

approach is followed in calculating the clarity IRA, whereby the number of items with an 

IRA of at least 0.8 is divided by the total number of items (within the subscales and as a 

whole), the values were all equal to 1; indicating a high level of inter-rater agreement for 

clarity (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). 

 

iv) Factorial validity index 

McGartland Rubio et al. (2003) proposed the calculation of a Factorial Validity Index (FVI) 

to determine the degree to which experts consider items to be associated within the respective 

subscales. The FVI for each item, was calculated by dividing the number of experts, who 

associated the item with the subscale by the total number of experts. The FVI value for each 

subscale was again calculated by averaging items within the subscale and for the instrument 

as a whole by averaging all the subscales (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). Even though there 

is currently no criteria for an acceptable FVI, a value of 0.8 is proposed (McGartland Rubio 

et al., 2003). The subscales and instrument as a whole satisfy the recommended level, since 

all FVI values were above the suggested value. 
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v) Revise the instrument 

After the quantitative data analysis of the expert reviewers on the items of the newly 

developed CI survey for cricket coaches, researchers could turn to the qualitative feedback 

per item, to determine the necessary revisions (McGartland Rubio et al., 2003). Minor 

adjustments in word and language use were necessary to improve the instrument (McGartland 

Rubio et al., 2003). The revised instrument is therefore presented in Table 5 with adjusted 

items indicated in bold italic text. Seventeen out of the 28 items were changed according to 

the qualitative feedback received from the expert panel. This emphasises the valuable 

contribution of expert validation of content and face validity of newly developed items in a 

survey. 

 

Table 5: Revised items of the CI survey for cricket coaches 

No Sub scale and items 

A Strategy design 

1 My coaching philosophy guides the development of my team strategy  

2 A team culture is created whereby players and coaching staff consistently collect 

and analyse information on competitors in a systematic manner 

3 The execution of the team strategy is assessed after every match 

4 As coach, I primarily plan and decide on the team strategy to be followed for 

matches 

5 Environmental information (such as pitch and weather conditions) are gathered and 

analysed in a structured manner before each match 

6 I need continuous information on my own team players’ strengths and weaknesses for 

strategic decision making 

7 High quality analysed information is used during planning and strategy design before 

matches 

8 I adjust my teams’ strategy if new information is gained before matches 
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No Sub scale and items 

9 I have sufficient knowledge on competitors and the environment to direct a 

structured information collection and analysis  

B Review 

10 After every match I look at specific video footage and analysis of that specific 

match 

11 I evaluate statistical data after each match 

12 At the onset of each season, a SWOT analysis of opposition players are performed 

13 I have an established, well-functioning system for storing and retrieving previously 

analysed competitor and environmental information 

14 The Key Performance Indicators (such as runs scored for batters and runs 

conceded for bowlers) that I evaluate to assess and develop new match strategies, 

differ from one match to another 

15 The competitor information collected and analysed is primarily used for opponent 

strategy assessment 

C Information transmission 

16 As the coach I am primarily responsible to communicate information on the 

opposition, environment and team strategy to my team 

17 I tailor my communication method regarding competitor and environmental 

information to suit the preferences of my individual players 

18 I share information about our competitors and environment mainly collectively to 

the whole team    

19 I communicate only vital information on competitors and the environment to my 

players before each match  

20 I re-accentuate selected competitor information to individual players 

21 I communicate my key intelligence needs to a person who collects and analyse the 

competitor and environmental information 

D CI process dynamics 

22 Our coaching management team follows a systematic, continuous process to collect 

and analyse competitor strengths and weaknesses 

23 I access and utilize a number of sources (websites, video footage, coded video clips) 

to collect and analyse information on competitors and the environment  
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No Sub scale and items 

24 I continuously utilize analysed and high quality information to guide my decisions 

E Data / Information parameters 

25 We use highly sophisticated technology to capture, code and analyse videos and 

data  

26 The person who performs the analysis on competitors and the environment is 

skilled and trained in using technology driven analysis techniques  

27 Feedback on own team performance and strategy execution is performed shortly after 

each match  

28 I value technology-derived competitor and environmental information as most 

influential on my coaching practise 

 

3. Conclusions 

The article named and explained the steps that were used to develop a CI survey for cricket 

coaches by the synthesis of several known techniques within survey development. The 

overall method that was followed balanced the use of diverse techniques, rather than 

predominantly relying on psychometric analysis alone. The use of diverse steps and experts 

in the sport science and management fields to establish the content and factorial validity at 

the onset of item and scale development, increased the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

instrument. Items and subscales for the CI survey delivered strong content and factorial 

validity values with a high overall IRA. Therefore, both the content and structure of the CI 

survey for cricket coaches are deemed to be acceptable. The newly developed CI survey is 

unique and holds promise of further refinement and development to other sporting codes. The 

measurement of the different subscales of the survey will shed light into the dearth of 

knowledge regarding coaches’ strategy design, review and information transmission 

processes, as well as indicate how they deal with CI process dynamics and address 
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information parameters. The CI survey is able to identify strengths and weaknesses in the 

competitive process that coaches follow, ultimately to help enhance their CI creation process.  
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1.  SUMMARY 

A need existed to clarify the multifaceted competitive intelligence (CI) process and to develop 

more evidence-based theories and models that can guide coaches to gain a competitive 

advantage. In view of this need the objectives of this study were as follows: To evaluate the 

relevancy of the business CI process to the sport performance analysis (PA) domain as part of 

the coaching process in sport and specifically cricket by using a systematic literature review 

(SLR); to identify the key intelligence topics (KITs) of South African cricket coaches, using the 

4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as a framework and incorporating existing knowledge 

regarding cricket specific key performance indicators (KPIs); to identify the data collection 

properties of South African cricket coaches, using the first stage of the 4Cs CI process model of 

Weiss (2002) as framework; to provide a conceptual CI framework specifically developed for 

South African cricket coaches based on the 4Cs CI business process model as a theoretical 

foundation and to create a CI survey for South African cricket coaches by following the 

proposed five step process of Gehlbach and Brinkworth (2011). 

 

Chapter 1 provided a concise problem statement which indicated that sport coaches perform 

certain activities within their coaching function that are related to the sport PA domain which are 

similar to CI properties. Even though structured CI models and processes are available to the 

business domain, currently there are no formal structures or processes that coaches can follow to 

conduct CI activates i.e. collect and analyse data, to communicate information and to make 

decisions based on the intelligence created. This chapter included the theoretical and empirical 

research questions, objectives and related premises of the study. This chapter also provided an 

outline of the study structure with reference to chapters with specific research articles written to 

answer the different research questions. 

 

Chapter 2 gave a detailed explanation of the study methodology. The exploratory study used a 

multi-mode research method that could be categorised into the partially mixed sequential 

dominant status multi-mode design. In this regard the study was completed in three sequential 

phases which involved two dominant qualitative phases that were conducted first, whereafter the 

quantitative data analysis phase followed. The qualitative research phase consisted of the 

systematic literature review (SLR), the interview schedule design and analysis through intra-

university peer interviews, cricket coach and support staff interviews and analyses. This was 

followed by the quantitative analysis from the quantitized qualitative data. The qualitative data 
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were quantitized to enable researchers to perform tree cluster analysis as part of the pre-

dominant quantitative analysis. The dendrogram obtained from the tree cluster rendered five 

themes with sub-categories which were conceptually concatenated by the individual codes 

clustered together. The categories and themes from the cluster analysis provided the CI process 

framework for cricket coaches as well as the structure of the item and sub-scales for the 

development of a CI survey for cricket coaches. A panel of experts quantitatively and 

qualitatively assessed the survey to determine the content and face validity. The qualitative 

analysis was performed to supplement the findings from the quantitative survey analysis. 

 

Chapter 3 consisted of a systematic literature review (SLR) in the form of a research article. This 

article was compiled according to the guidelines of the International Journal of Performance 

Analysis in Sport. The title of the article is: Relevancy of the business competitive intelligence 

process to sport performance analysis: A systematic literature review. The aim of the SLR was 

to evaluate the relevancy of the business CI process to the sport PA domain as part of the 

coaching process in sport and specifically cricket. The SLR investigation was to establish 

similarities and differences between the business CI and the sport PA processes and activities, by 

using the 4 stages of the 4Cs CI process model. The document analysis showed that there was 

substantial agreement between the business CI and the sport PA domains with regard to the four 

stages of the CI model. Furthermore, the SLR rendered the following five themes for the CI 

process of both domains: data collection, conversion, communication, countering and the CI 

process as a whole. The differences and similarities between the two domains were explored 

within these five themes and were presented as combined data networks that indicated the 

occurrence of the CI activities within both domains. 

 

The first theme of data collection indicated substantial similarities with ten out of the thirteen 

codes that were similar between the CI and PA literature. Similarities were found with regard to 

the person collecting data, sources utilized, skills and knowledge of the person collecting data, 

person directing the initial activities, technology and systems used, validation of collected data, 

specific methods used for collection and problems that were encountered during the process. The 

most profound difference within this stage of the CI process model and the first theme, were 

related to KITs that were evident within the CI domain but not within the PA domain. KITs were 

categorised as three types of information, such as strategic decisions, early warning signals and 

description of key competitors. Business managers employ these KITs categories to direct the 
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data collection process; for example they instructed that data on key competitors should be 

gathered. This analysis of key competitors rendered sufficient information on the key players’ 

(oppositions’) strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT). Additionally, CI data 

collection would include early warning signals for the manager to avert surprises. The 

intelligence created through the SWOT and additional analysis would then be used to make 

strategic decisions to counter the opposition. In this regard, sport coaches and analysts utilize 

KPIs to assess own team and opposition teams’ efforts and performance. KPIs are specific and 

measurable variables and in cricket KPI examples included runs scored, wickets taken, dot balls 

bowled, run rate and boundaries scored. On the surface it would seem that KITs and KPIs are 

alike, however, they differ slightly. In this regard, KITs are more thematic in nature and related 

to issues that are important for the CI user, such as changes in the economic environment, or 

alterations made by opposition businesses. KPIs as designated specific measured pieces of 

information, showed characteristics similar to KITs but could not be individually employed to 

direct a whole data collection and analysis process as KITs do. This identified gap accentuated 

need to explore the KITs that cricket coaches identify by using the existing business CI literature 

and operations as a framework for the investigation. The substantiation of KITs that direct the 

collection and analysis process within the sport coaching domain, also gave rise to the second 

part of the study that aimed to identify the data collection properties of cricket coaches, using the 

first stage of the 4Cs CI process model as framework. 

 

The theme of data conversion indicated seven similarities between the CI and PA domains as 

both the business CI and PA domains made use of an analyst and analytical techniques to 

analyse data or information. Additionally, technology and software were utilized during the 

analysis, while the storing and validation of data were also identified as important aspects. Both 

domains are also confronted with certain problems that may hinder the analysis process. For 

example, in the business CI domain, the analyst needs specific skills to be able to execute the 

analysis process. On the other hand, statistics play a major role in the PA domain, and data or 

information is usually provided in video format that must be converted to statistical results. 

However, the business CI domain did not refer to these aspects of data conversion. Nevertheless, 

both domains indicated the importance of communicating analysed information correctly and 

efficiently.  
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The third theme and stage of the business CI model was communication, and substantial 

similarities were found between domains in this regard. For example, both domains accentuated 

the importance of information sharing or feedback, the person giving and persons receiving 

information, the relationship between involved people, technology employed as well as the 

methods used to communicate information.  Communication processes were also found to be 

unique and individual organisations’ needs determined the set-up and manner of communication 

utilisation. Literature also suggests that communicated information positions the decision maker 

to plan and strategize ahead. However, within the sport PA domain, video clips and analysed 

match recordings were identified as the most important forms and methods of communication. 

Conversely, literature of both domains indicated that the communication process accounts for 

certain communication problems or feedback barriers. 

 

The countering stage of the CI process showed four similarities and three differences between 

the business CI and sport PA domains. Managers and sport coaches from both domains have to 

make strategic decisions, must have specific knowledge on competitors or opponents and have to 

devise a strategy and utilize PA or CI information to be able to counter the opposition. Within 

the sport PA context, performance prediction plays an important role during the countering stage, 

while the ineffective use of CI for decision-making and other factors influenced CI countering. 

Nonetheless, very little detailed information concerning this stage of the business CI and sport 

PA domains could be found. A possible reason for this is organisations’ or coaches’ tendency to 

hold on to their competitive edge and not to disclose their intelligence of the decisions derived 

from information.  

 

The CI process implementation was also investigated, and thirteen out of the 26 codes 

overlapped and showed similarities between domains. However, even though CI-related codes 

and concepts overlapped within the two domains, specific differences were also apparent. For 

example, the business CI definition for the process referred to a definite analysis of data 

concerning the competitors and the environment, whereas sport PA referred to the investigation 

of relevant aspects of player and/or team performance in competitive sport. Last-mentioned 

investigation is not necessarily concerned with aspects that are only related to the opponent or 

competitive environment. Therefore, the focus of the two domains differs slightly. Both domains 

indicated the following aspects: types of CI or PA used; purposes, benefits, history and the 

development of the business CI and PA disciplines; business CI and sport PA users, 
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environmental factors, a CI or PA culture, barriers to the implementation of the process, as well 

as the value given to CI in business organisations and PA within sport coaching.  

Business CI and sport PA showed various occurrences within a wide range of business and 

different sporting codes with numerous factors influencing the application of the data collection, 

conversion, communication and countering stages. Within the business CI domain and sport PA 

context, specific skills and training are needed to develop the personnel involved and to optimise 

the process. Within both domains subject specific models exist; however within the sport PA 

context, no model exists that describes the activities or processes aimed at competitor analysis 

and countering. This identified gap led to the third aim of this study, namely to provide a 

conceptual CI framework specifically developed for cricket coaches based on the 4Cs CI 

business process model as a theoretical foundation. 

 

On the other hand, the CI process in the business domain may be influenced by factors such as 

the type and size of the industry, individuals assigned to CI-related tasks within the organisation 

and the location of the CI unit in the organisation. In this regard, formalised structures and 

activities within organisations are necessary to enhance the created intelligence since CI 

professionals employ a range of techniques and methods within each stage of the CI process. 

Process characteristics such as financial support provided for CI operations determine successful 

process implementation. However, numerous organisations still do not have adequate CI 

processes and activities in place. Identified codes that differentiated the sport PA from the 

business CI domain include characteristics of the sport such as the structure and objective of the 

sport, performance prediction through the use of KPIs and technology use for effective 

competitor analysis.  

 

Findings of the SLR suggested that the majority of activities and properties within different 

stages of the business CI process are similar to that of sport PA which coaches incorporate into 

the coaching process. Similar properties are specific to data collection and analysis, 

communication of information, strategic decision-making under the countering stage as well to 

the CI process as a whole. Strong similarities between business CI activities that are aimed at 

obtaining intelligence and to counter opposition strategies and certain sport PA activities indicate 

that the CI process is relevant and can be applied to a sport coaching context to ensure a formal 

and structured process. Despite the applicability of the CI process to the PA domain, specific and 

clear differences between the two domains were also observed. These differences indicated the 
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need for further research into the specific activities and properties of the different stages of the 

CI process that cricket coaches perform. Findings of the SLR indicated that the CI domain 

possessed clear structures and models whereas the sport domain did not have a formal CI 

structure or model. The development of a conceptual CI framework for coaches would establish 

guidelines for cricket coaches to determine and execute activities aimed at gaining a competitive 

advantage, since there is currently no available literature and reference for coaches in this regard. 

SLR findings substantiated the need to answer the empirical research question pertaining to the 

development of a CI framework for South African cricket coaches. Furthermore, literature 

indicated that the majority of business CI research was performed using questionnaires and 

measurement instruments to identify, calculate and direct CI activities. On the contrary, no 

formalised CI-related instrument to measure coaches’ CI activities was identified within the 

sport coaching and PA domain. The necessity of the development of a CI survey for coaches was 

highlighted through the SLR and findings from sport CI survey research would enhance future 

research of CI in a competitive sport domain. Not only was the theoretical objective that was 

aimed at finding similarities between the CI properties and sport coaching domain achieved 

through the SLR, but the need for empirical research into the data collection properties of cricket 

coaches and the importance of developing a CI framework and survey for this population were 

identified (empirical objectives). The following chapters addressed each objective separately. 

 

Chapter 4 consisted of the second article which was compiled in accordance with the guidelines 

for the International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport and titled: Directing the 

competitive intelligence process in sport: key intelligence needs and performance indicators 

identified by high level cricket coaches. The aim of this article was to identify the KITs of cricket 

coaches, using the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as a framework and incorporating 

existing knowledge regarding cricket specific KPIs. The main finding of the study indicated the 

identification and classification of coaches’ key intelligence needs (KINs), as categorized 

according to the business CI functional KITs categories. Cricket coaches’ informational needs 

could be translated to all three of the business type KITs, namely strategic, early warning and 

key player KITs. However, coaches identified inadequate exclusive strategic decision and early 

warning type KITs, with an over-emphasis on key player type KITs. The identified KPIs were 

classified as a key player type KIT and explained the over-emphasis on one type of informational 

topic. The KITs and KPIs were successfully linked to three out of the four kinds of knowledge 

which are created as part of the countering stage of the 4Cs CI process model. The application of 
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the business CI process model, highlighted shortcomings in coaches’ KITs identification and 

knowledge creation process. The shortcomings could be addressed through coaches’ education 

programs that include the CI model to identify and use KITs to drive a successful data collection 

process by incorporating research on current cricket KPIs. 

 

Chapter 5 consisted of the third article which was compiled in accordance with the guidelines for 

the International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport and titled: The competitive 

intelligence process in sport: data collection properties of high-level cricket coaches. This article 

built on the previous KITs article, since it explored the first stage of the CI process model of data 

collection. The main aim of this article was to identify the data collection properties of cricket 

coaches, using the first stage of the 4Cs CI process model of Weiss (2002) as framework. 

Overall, findings indicated that coaches collectively made use of various information sources on 

competitors, own team and the environment, which are similar to that of the business CI domain. 

The collection effort was usually performed by numerous persons within the team set-up and a 

variety of information formats were utilized. Findings further indicated that easily available 

sources were not effectively utilized; data collection processes were not performed in a 

structured manner and coaches needed skill development regarding data collection and analysis 

processes. Furthermore, the lack of technology, the absence of a person who could collect data as 

well as the shortage of skills with the person who is responsible for data collection, were main 

challenges which coaches faced. The empirical findings based on the business CI model, provide 

a framework for cricket coaches that may govern their data collection activities, since no 

formalized and organised data collection process is currently available within the sport domain.  

 

Chapter 6 presented the fourth article titled: The development of a competitive intelligence 

framework for cricket coaches. This article was compiled according to the guidelines of Sport 

Management Review. The aim of this study was to provide a conceptual CI framework 

specifically developed for cricket coaches based on the 4Cs CI business process model as a 

theoretical foundation. The quantitized qualitative interview data and successive cluster analysis 

produced five conceptually concatenated themes, namely: strategy design, review, information 

transmission, CI process dynamics and information parameters, each with corresponding sub-

themes. The sub-themes were concatenated by the clustered codes. The first theme of Strategy 

design was related to aspects and factors that contribute to the intended strategy developed by the 

coach and included the following categories: i) coaching philosophy, ii) CI culture, iii) strategy 
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assessment, iv) planning, v) environmental information, vi) information on own strengths and 

weaknesses, vii) quality analysis, viii) strategy adjustment and ix) knowledge implemented. The 

second theme of Review described how the coach appraises information to confirm his strategy 

design and denotes categories of i) video analysis, ii) statistics, iii) formal analysis, iv) storing 

system, v) KPIs and vi) opponents’ strategy assessment. The theme of Information transmission 

was related to the “how and what” of information coaches communicate regarding their designed 

strategy and included categories such as i) person communicating, ii) person receiving, iii) KITs, 

iv) type and focus, v) reinforcement and vi) method and technology used. Specific CI process 

dynamics as the fourth theme referred to forces which could stimulate the growth, development 

or change within the coaches’ CI process and included factors that the coach has to manage 

effectively for successful CI implementation, namely: i) systematic approach, ii) decision-

making and iii) sources utilized. The last theme, namely Information parameters referred to 

limitations that coaches experience or perceive which negatively influence the successful 

implementation of a systematic CI process. Categories within this last theme were i) feedback, ii) 

technology, iii) CI value and iv) person and skills. An elaboration on each theme and 

subcategories with reference to coaches’ quotes were provided. Therefore, this part of the study 

enabled researchers to establish a conceptual CI framework for cricket coaches in the form of a 

schematic concatenated tree diagram. 

 

Chapter 7 presented article number five which was titled: The development of a competitive 

intelligence survey for cricket coaches. This article was compiled according to the guidelines of 

Sport Management Review. The aim of this article was to create a CI survey for cricket coaches 

by following the five step process of Gehlbach and Brinkworth (2011). In this regard, the CI 

framework which was developed in chapter 6 was used as the basis to develop survey items from 

the concatenated codes and categories. The five overarching themes of strategy design, review, 

information transmission, CI process dynamics and information parameters were set as 

subscales, with items corresponding to the categories created within each category and theme. 

The survey consisted of 28 items within the five themes and the content and a preliminary 

factorial validity of items were confirmed by subject experts’ quantitative and qualitative 

evaluation. The expert recommendations and feedback established the CI survey for cricket 

coaches as a novel measurement instrument.  
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2.  CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions are presented in accordance with the set premises in chapter 1.  

 

Premise 1: Substantial similarities between the CI and PA domains exist, which will be 

indicated through the SLR, thereby confirming the relevancy of the CI 4Cs process model to a 

sport PA and cricket coaching context. 

Premise 1 is accepted since the document analysis indicated a substantial agreement between the 

business CI and sport PA domains with regard to the four stages of the CI model. Similarities 

within the data collection stage were established since ten out of the thirteen codes corresponded 

while seven out of the ten codes of the conversion stage also overlapped. The SLR indicated that 

all six codes from the CI and sport PA domains under the communication stage were similar. 

The most prominent difference between the two domains was related to the countering stage 

were four out of the seven codes showed similarities. The evaluation of the CI process as a 

whole within the business and sport PA domains indicated thirteen of the 26 created codes 

overlapped and showed similarities. Even though differences were also noticeable, which led to 

the confirmation of the empirical research questions, the overall similarities confirmed the 

relevancy of the business CI 4Cs properties and process model to the sport PA domain and 

specific to a cricket coaching context. 

 

Premise 2: South African cricket coaches’ KITs will be identified by using the CI 4Cs process 

model incorporating current sport KPIs. 

Premise 2 is accepted due to the fact that South African cricket coaches identified KITs which 

were successfully linked to the business CI type KITs of strategic decision, early warning and 

key player KITs. In this regard, coaches also mentioned numerous sport KPIs as measurable 

pieces of information which they needed to make certain decisions. The KPIs were categorised 

into the key player type CI KIT, which indicated an overemphasis by the coaches on competitor 

informational needs. However, coaches also expressed numerous KITs and made the statement 

that they needed information on their own team first and foremost. Coaches displayed a loose 

standing informational focus on individual KPIs, which indicated that their identified KITs did 

not direct the data collection and analysis process, as is the case with KITs within the business 

CI process.  
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Premise 3: Although South African cricket coaches’ data collection properties will be similar to 

those of the CI 4Cs process model, coaches do not follow a structured data collection process. 

This premise is accepted based on the conclusion that, although cricket coaches’ data collection 

properties were similar to those of the CI process model collection stage, individual coaches did 

not follow a structured data collection process. Collectively the coaches’ feedback indicated that 

easily available sources were not effectively utilized and that they lacked formal data storage 

systems and software. Inadequate technology availability and the absence of a person who can 

collect data, together with a skills shortage of a responsible person, accentuated certain problems 

that coaches face during data collection. Even at a professional level, coaches who had a 

centralised analyst to their disposal, did not continuously obtain data from this person and also 

did not frequently store data received from the expert analyst. Therefore, although high-level 

cricket coaches performed certain data collection activities which are similar to the properties 

within the CI data collection domain, these activities were performed as alone standing elements 

and not interconnected in a systematic and purposeful manner. Consequently, findings of the 

article indicate that coaches need data collection skills training to enable them to utilize easily 

available sources and to set up simple databases for continuous use. Furthermore, coaches are in 

need of a structured model or framework which can guide their data collection activities and 

which can govern the different stages of the whole CI process. 

 

Premises 4: The key elements of a newly developed conceptual CI process framework for South 

African cricket coaches would be similar to the CI 4Cs process model. This premise is only 

partly accepted. Although certain similarities did exist with regard to elements and stages 

between the 4Cs CI business process model and the conceptual CI framework for cricket coaches 

(CIFC), noteworthy differences were still observed. For example, similarities existed between 

the CI 4Cs model countering stage and the strategy design theme from the sport CIFC. Likewise, 

the communication stage of CI 4Cs model compared well with the information transmission 

theme within the sport CIFC and the review theme within the CIFC with the conversion stage of 

the CI 4Cs model. The two other themes, namely the CI process dynamics and information 

parameters within the CIFC, could not be compared to any stage of the CI 4Cs model.  

 

However, certain elements from the CI sport framework and five themes, such as the person 

communicating, person receiving information, KITs, method of communication, technology, 

analysis, knowledge, decision-making, storing systems and opposition strengths and weakness 
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were similar to elements identified with the CI 4Cs business model. Nevertheless, mentioned 

elements were situated in different stages and not clustered together in the same manner as 

within the 4Cs CI process model. Additionally, the CIFC starts off with strategy design, whereas 

strategy formation through the countering stage was the last stage within the CI 4Cs model. 

Certain elements within the sport CIFC are sport specific, such as coaching philosophy, KPIs 

(key performance indicators) and video analysis and therefore only found within the CI sport 

framework. The sport CIFC lacks the central standing intelligence user as well as a CI 

information system which exist in the conversion stage of the 4Cs business model. A storing 

system is mentioned with the review stage of the CIFC as part of this theme’s properties.  

 

The review, information transmission, CI process dynamics and information parameters stages 

are interconnected to and influence the strategy design, which explains that the CIFC end with 

strategy design just as the CI 4Cs model. On the other hand, the CIFC displayed more two-way 

interactions between different themes and elements, which caused continuous interdependence. 

Not only were the five themes of strategy design, review, information transmission, CI process 

dynamics and information parameters interdependent, but the different elements within each 

theme were also interconnected. The linkage of stage elements indicates that these elements 

should be addressed for that specific theme to successfully add to the overall CI process in 

creating intelligence. This also implies that an inadequately addressed element within one theme 

could negatively impact not only that theme’s development, but also other interdependent 

themes. This is also true for the 4Cs CI model as some stages and stage elements are also 

interdependent. Therefore, an element within the 4Cs CI model which is inadequately 

incorporated into the CI process will also result in failed attempts to create intelligence. 

Subsequently, coaches should focus on understanding and utilizing all elements and themes 

within the CIFC just as business managers should address the all-encompassing CI process with 

all its elements. This approach is needed since all themes and elements work together to develop 

a sound strategy that is based on comprehensive information from different sources, which was 

adequately analysed and transmitted.  

 

The observable similarities in properties between the CI model and CIFC indicate the relatedness 

and the applicability of the 4Cs CI business model to the sport coaching context. The unique 

sport CI framework provides empirical evidence of the business process’ application within the 

sport context and may enable coaches to perform CI creation, decision-making and opposition 
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strategy countering in a structured manner. The CIFC is therefore a comprehensive framework 

that addresses numerous and influential elements and themes that coaches could employ to gain 

a competitive advantage.  

 

Premises 5: A new CI survey for South African cricket coaches will be developed by following 

the proposed and will render acceptable content and face validity. This premise is fully 

accepted. The five step process of Gehlbach and Brinkworth (2011) allowed researchers to 

implement diverse techniques to develop a CI sport survey with acceptable content and face 

validity. The 28 item CI survey was based on the newly developed CI framework for cricket 

coaches. The five themes were used as subscales, while the categories within each theme aided 

the development of survey items. The survey was quantitatively and qualitatively scrutinised by 

subject related experts and the data analysis rendered highly acceptable values of mainly above 

0.8 for content and face validity (clarity and representativeness) as well as preliminary factorial 

validity (values above 0.96). Inter-rater agreement was deemed acceptable with values above 0.8 

when calculated with a second recommended method.  

 

The extensive SLR indicated only two other studies which have applied the business related CI 

process and activities to a sport coaching and performance analysis context. Both these studies 

concentrated either on a singular activity or only a few aspects within the encompassing CI 

process. This is the first study to investigate the encompassing CI activities of cricket coaches 

using the business 4Cs CI process model as a framework. The use of a SLR to compare the two 

domains and shed light on the similarities and applicability of the business CI model to the sport 

coaching context, is also unique in this field of sport PA. The development of a CI framework 

for cricket coaches paves the way for coaches to systematically collect and analyse data, 

communicate information and counter opposition strategies. The framework also highlighted 

certain parameters and process dynamics which coaches need to address in order to successfully 

implement the CI process and to attain a competitive advantage. The different elements within 

each theme of the sport CI framework refer to specific and detailed activities, which if 

adequately addressed in coach education programmes would direct coaches and support staff in 

their endeavour to accomplish CI. The proposed process would also help them to address a wide 

variety of elements in a systematic manner, which to date are seen as loose-standing features 

within the coaching process. The CI framework process is the first of its kind to focus on 
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competitor analysis and intelligence creation. Therefore, it can be proposed that the CI 

framework should be employed within coach education programmes.  

 

The newly created CI survey for cricket coaches with suitable content and preliminary factorial 

validity is appropriate for the exploration of a niche CI research area in sport. The CI survey is 

unique and has the potential to be further developed and refined for use in other sporting codes. 

The fact that the survey allows researchers and sport practitioners alike to measure different 

aspects of the CI process will shed light on the dearth of knowledge regarding coaches’ strategy 

design, review and information transmission processes, as well as indicate how they deal with CI 

process dynamics and overcome information parameters. Strategy design per se is a vastly 

under-researched topic and little is known about the strategic decision-making process that sport 

coaches follow. Information from the survey will allow sport administrators to address specific 

elements that coaches need to strengthen and validate their strategy design. Results from the 

survey may also assist coaches to overcome certain CI process dynamics that hinder coaching 

processes and to focus their attention on aspects that will allow them to stimulate growth and 

development with regard to CI-related aspects. For example, the information parameter subscale 

would highlight limitations that coaches need to overcome for enhanced coaching and CI 

creation. Therefore, evaluation of and feedback on different survey elements would strengthen 

cricket coaches’ education programmes. A CI survey for sport coaches will also allow other 

researchers to extend their knowledge of CI, especially as it is related to sport PA. 

 

An exploration of cricket coaches’ data collection activities rendered insight into an 

undiscovered phenomenon. It also accentuated needs with regard to areas of education and skill 

development which should be incorporated into the national governing body’s coaches’ 

educational programmes. Coaches indicated limited data collection and analytical skills, and 

need to be educated in simple, yet effective ways to access and use easily available data bases 

and to create and manage their own databases. The current process they follow also needs to be 

systemized. Likewise, the exploration of cricket coaches’ KITs revealed that coaches do not 

follow adequate strategic processes when identifying key informational needs and in directing 

data collection and analysis activities. KITs is a new theme within the sport PA and coaching 

domain, and coaches’ education programmes should focus more on new ways of identifying, 

searching and directing coaches’ informational needs.  
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3.  LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

Although this study is the first of its kind to show that a current business domain CI process 

model is applicable to the sport coaching and PA domain, several study shortcomings should be 

considered for future researchers who wish to focus on this study field:  

• Limitation: The CI framework for cricket coaches was specifically developed for South 

African cricket coaches. 

Recommendation: The accuracy and workability of this model should be tested in coaches 

from different countries and backgrounds to verify its practical applicability within a cricket 

coaching context. 

• Limitation: The newly developed CI survey for cricket coaches was only scrutinized for 

content and face validity, with preliminary factorial validity evident.  

Recommendation: To assess the full degree of factorial validity, a pilot study with a revised 

measure can be conducted to assess other psychometric properties through a factor analysis. 

• Limitation: The CI framework for coaches was specifically designed for cricket. 

Recommendation: An exploration should follow to investigate the occurrence of CI 

properties within other sporting codes with the aim to develop an encompassing CI 

framework for various sporting codes. In this regard, sporting codes with similar properties 

such as ball or racquet sports, could be grouped together for the inquiry and development of a 

framework that would enhance coaches’ competitive advantage. 

• Limitation: The qualitative interview analysis rendered sufficient evidence and was 

performed until data saturation was achieved. However, the amount of data were insufficient 

to develop a model through structured equation modelling (SEM).  

Recommendation: The acquisition of additional interview data and the analysis of this data 

will allow for a quantitative analysis in the form of a SEM to be performed, which may 

render an even stronger CI model for coaches. 
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ADDENDUM 2.1: CI SEARCHES 

 

No Date Database Keywords Hits Selection Inclusion 
1 22-Jun Academic Search Premier Competitive AND Intelligence (In title) 79 10
2 22-Jun EsbcoHost - Business Search premier Competitive AND Intelligence 83 38

MasterFILE premier In title, Full text, 2000 - 2015, Scholarly peer review
Regional Business News

3 22-Jun Emerald insight (Advanced search) Competitive AND intelligence - Abstract, 2000 -  2015 232 31 Selection with CI in title
Include - content access to, Backfiles, Articles
and chapters

4 22-Jun EbscoHost Competitive AND Intelligence 0 0
5 22-Jun Google Scholar Competitive AND Intelligence 2270 0 Search refined to authors

In title, 20005 - 2015
6 22-Jun Google Scholar Calof (Author, 2005 - 2015) 16 11 7
7 22-Jun Google Scholar Fleisher (Author, 2005 - 2015) 16 11 9
8 22-Jun Google Scholar Du Toit (Author, 2005 - 2015) 25 25 16
9 22-Jun Google Scholar Saayman (Author, 2005 - 2015) 7 7 7
10 22-Jun Google scholar Competitive AND Intelligence AND sport 3 1

In title 2000-2015
11 22-Jun (EbscoHost)* Competitive AND Intelligence AND sport 0 0
12 22-Jun Emerald insight (Advanced search) Competitive AND Intelligence AND Sport 0 0

In title, 2000 - 2015, articles and chapters
Total 134 Only 86 Available to researcher

Search process documentation
Systematic literature review: Search
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ADDENDUM 2.2: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS COMBINATION WITH CI SERCHES 

No Date Database Keywords Hits Selection Exclusion
1 03-Aug Ebscohost Performance+ analysis + 54 8 Articles relating to a wider academic setting: Performance analysis in eLearning, Psychological

Sport discus sport. PA in sport in variables in sports, physical aspects measured, too specific to other sports, marketing related,
In titles title, applicable dieting performance analysis.
Peer reviewed to study
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

2 03-Aug Ebscohost Performance+ analysis + 5 4 Article related to history of Pakistan cricket development over 40 years
Sport discus cricket PA in CRICKET in 

In titles title, applicable
Peer reviewed to study
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

3 03-Aug Ebscohost Data + analysis + cricket 3 2 Data relating to spectator behaviour in cricket
Sport discus In titles

Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

4 03-Aug Ebscohost Data + analysis + sport 18 1 Articles related to HR functions, injuries. Different languages and not available
Sport discus In titles

Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

Systematic literature review: Search databasis: Performance Analysis in sport
Search process documentation
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No Date Database Keywords Hits Selection Exclusion
5 03-Aug Ebscohost Match + analysis + sport 4 0 Too sport specific and related to other sports than cricket

Sport discus In titles
Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

6 03-Aug Ebscohost Match + analysis + cricket 2 0 Spectator spending patters, already identified within another search
Sport discus In titles

Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

7 03-Aug Journals + eBooks
AT NWU Performance analysis, 450 27 Any article related to specific sport other than cricket. 
International Journal notational analysis, Included for Specific analysis within different sports
of Performance coaching PA in sport in 
Analysis in Sport general, theories
2001 - 2015 methods,

statistics,
models, 
frameworks
review articles
cricket

8 03-Aug Google scholar Mike Hughes 76 2 Books, many articles not available or already included in other search and selected
Sport performance analysis

9 03-Aug Google scholar Peter O'Donaghue 89 0 Books, many articles not available or already included in other search and selected
Sport performance analysis

10 03-Aug Google scholar Ian. M Franks 55 0 Books, many articles not available or already included in other search and selected
Sport performance analysis  
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ADDENDUM 2.3: CI FIRST ROUND OF EXCLUSIONS (CI IN TITLE) 
No Author Type of document
1 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Afr. J. Lib. Arch. & Inf. Sc. 24 (1):3-13
2 Marin, J. & Poulter, A. Journal of Information Science, 30 (2):165–180 
3 Sewdass, N. & Du Toit, A.S.A. International Journal of Information Management 34 (2014) 185–190
4 Salvetat, D. & Laarraf, Z. Human Systems Management, 32:121–130
5 Wright, S., Bisson, C, & Duffy, A.P. Journal of Strategic Marketing, 20 (1):19–33
6 Rapp, A., Agnihotri, R. & Baker, T.L. J. of the Acad. Mark. Sci., 43:357–374
7 Fleisher, C.S. & Wright, S. Journal of Strategic Marketing, 18 (7):553–572
8 Wright, S., Eid, E.R. & Fleisher, C.S. Journal of Marketing Management, 25 (9-10):941-964
9 Du Toit, A.S.A.  International Journal of Information Management, 23:111–120

10 Viviers, W., Saayman, A., Muller, M-L. & Calof, J. South African Business Management, 2002, 33(3), 27-37
11 Theo, T.S.H. & Choo, W.Y. Information Management, 39:67-83
12 Michaeli, R. & Simon, L. European Journal of Marketing, 42 (7/8):804 - 813
13 Franco, M., Magrinho, A. & Silva, J.R. Business Process Management Journal, 17 (2):332 - 356
14 Gatsoris, L. EuroMed Journal of Business, 7 (3):224 - 242
15 Wright, S., Pickton, D.W. & Callow, J. Marketing Intelligence & Planning, 20 (6):349 - 360
16 De Pelsmacker,  O., Muller, M-L., Viviers, W., et al. Marketing Intelligence & Planning, 23 (6):606 - 620
17 Dishman, P.L. & Calof, J.L. European Journal of Marketing, 42 (7/8):766 - 785
18 Saayman, A., Pienaar,  J., de Pelsmacker, P.,et al. Aslib Proceedings, 60 (4):383 - 411
19 Priporas,  C-V., Gatsoris, L. & Zacharis, V. Marketing Intelligence & Planning, 23 (7):659 - 669
20 Tej Adidam, P., Banerjee, M. & Shukla, P. Journal of Business & Industrial Marketing, 27 (3):242 - 254
21 Nasri, W. Journal of Enterprise Information Management, 24 (1):53 - 67
22 Garcia-Alsina, M., Ortoll, E. & Cobarsí-Morales, J. Aslib Proceedings, 65 (3):262 - 288
23 Wright, S. & Calof, J.L. European Journal of Marketing, 40 (5/6):453 - 465
24 Zangoueinezhad, A,. & Moshabaki, A. Industrial Management & Data Systems, 109 (2):262 - 280
25 Dai, Y., Kakkonen, T. & Sutinen, E. International Journal of Computer Information Systems and Industrial Management Applications, 3:165 -173
26 Qiu, T. European Journal of Marketing, 42 (7/8)
27 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Acta Commercii 14(1), Art. #234, 7 pages. http://dx.doi.org/10.4102/ac.v14i1.234
28 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Mousaion, 32 (1):85—98
29 Fatti, A. &  Du Toit, A.S.A. Asia Pacific Journal of Business and Management,  4 (1):39-54
30 Strauss, C. & Du Toit, A.S.A. Journal of Contemporary Management, 7:308 - 325
31 Fleisher, C.S. Inteligencia y Seguridad,  4: 115-141
32 Varol, I. Athens: ATINER'S Conference Paper Series, No: SPO2012-0262.
33 Evans, D.M. & Smith, A.C.T. Sport Management Review, 7:27–56
34 Hughes, S. & Beasley, F. Proceedings of the Academy of Strategic Management, 3 (2)  
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No Author Year Title CI PA Sport Cricket
40 Gatsoris, L. 2012 Competitive intelligence in Greek furniture retailing: a qualitative approach
41 Johns, P. & Van Doren, D.C. 2010 Competitive intelligence in service marketing: A new approach with practical application
42 Wright, S., Pickton, D.W. & Callow, J. 2002 Competitive intelligence in UK firms: a typology
43 Tanev, S. & Bailetti. T. 2008 Competitive intelligence information and innovation in small Canadian firms
44 De Pelsmacker,  O., Muller, M-L., Viviers, W., Saayman, A., Cuyvers, L. & Jegers, M. 2005 Competitive intelligence practices of South African and Belgian exporters
45 Bose, R. 2008 Competitive intelligence process and tools for intelligence analysis
46 Dishman, P.L. & Calof, J.L. 2008 Competitive intelligence: a multiphasic precedent to marketing strategy
47 Saayman, A., Pienaar,  J., de Pelsmacker, P., Viviers, W., Cuyvers, L., Muller, M-L. & Je  2008 Competitive intelligence: construct exploration, validation and equivalence
48 Priporas,  C-V., Gatsoris, L. & Zacharis, V. 2005 Competitive intelligence activity: evidence from Greece
49 Tej Adidam, P., Banerjee, M. & Shukla, P. 2012 Competitive intelligence and firm's performance in emerging markets: an exploratory study in India
50 Nasri, W. 2011 Competitive intelligence in Tunisian companies
51 Trong Tuan, L. 2013 Corporate social responsibility, upward influence behaviour, team processes and competitive intelligence
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ADDENDUM 2.5: PA FIRST ROUND OF EXCLUSIONS (PA IN TITLE) 
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24 Zangoueinezhad, A,. & Moshabaki, A. 2009 The role of structural capital on competitive intelligence
25 Dai, Y., Kakkonen, T. & Sutinen, E. 2011 MinEDec: a Decision-Support Model That Combines Text-Mining Technologies with Two Competitive Intelligence Analysis Methods
26 Qiu, T. 2007 Scanning for competitive intelligence: a managerial perspective 
27 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. 2014 A comparison of competitive intelligence activities in Brazil, Malaysia, Morocco and South Africa 
28 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. 2014 Competitive Intelligence practices in Brazil: An exploratory study
29 Fatti, A. &  Du Toit, A.S.A. 2013 Competitive Intelligence challenges faced by South African Pharmaceutical companies
30 Strauss, C. & Du Toit, A.S.A. 2010 Skills shortages and competitiveness in South Africa: the need for competitive intelligence skills
31 Fleisher, C.S. 2008 OSINT: Its Implications for Business/Competitive Intelligence Analysis and Analysts
32 Varol, I. 2012 Investigating Competitive Intelligence Systems of Professional Football Clubs in Turkey
33 Evans, D.M. & Smith, A.C.T. 2004 The Internet and Competitive Advantage: A Study of Australia’s Four Premier Professional Sporting Leagues
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No Author CI PA Sport Cricket Method Data collection Data conversion Info communication Countering Process Inclusion
1 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Quantitative
2 Marin, J. & Poulter, A. Quantitative + qualitative
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7 Fleisher, C.S. & Wright, S. Quantitative
8 Wright, S., Eid, E.R. & Fleisher, C.S. Qualitative, Exploratory
9 Du Toit, A.S.A.  Quantitative: Empirical
10 Viviers, W., Saayman, A., Muller, M-L. & Calof, J. Quantitative
11 Theo, T.S.H. & Choo, W.Y. Quantitative
12 Michaeli, R. & Simon, L. Mathematical concept
13 Franco, M., Magrinho, A. & Silva, J.R. Quantitative
14 Gatsoris, L. Qualitative
15 Wright, S., Pickton, D.W. & Callow, J. Qualitative
16 De Pelsmacker,  O., Muller, M-L., Viviers, W., et al. Qualitative
17 Dishman, P.L. & Calof, J.L. Qualitative
18 Saayman, A., Pienaar,  J., de Pelsmacker, P.,et al. Quantitative
19 Priporas,  C-V., Gatsoris, L. & Zacharis, V. Qualitative
20 Tej Adidam, P., Banerjee, M. & Shukla, P. Quantitative
21 Nasri, W. Qualitative
22 Garcia-Alsina, M., Ortoll, E. & Cobarsí-Morales, J. Qualitative
23 Wright, S. & Calof, J.L. Quantitative
24 Zangoueinezhad, A,. & Moshabaki, A. Quantitative
25 Dai, Y., Kakkonen, T. & Sutinen, E. Quantitative
26 Qiu, T. Quantitative
27 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Quantitative
28 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Quantitative
29 Fatti, A. &  Du Toit, A.S.A. Quantitative
30 Strauss, C. & Du Toit, A.S.A. Quantitative
31 Fleisher, C.S. Quantitative
32 Varol, I. Quantitative
33 Evans, D.M. & Smith, A.C.T. Qualitative
34 Hughes, S. & Beasley, F. Quantitative  
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ADDENDUM 2.9: CI EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS SEARCH 

 
Expert in CI field document search Documents 

1st round of extraction Sources suggested by experts' literature overview study 114 

Exclusion criteria set 
Does not have CI in title 49 
Books 23 
Sources too old (before 2000) 11 

  Already included in list of articles for SLR 19 
  Subtotal (exclusions or already included in SLR documents) 102 
2nd round of extraction Possible new inclusions  12 
Exclusion criteria set No access to documents 7 
Exclusion criteria set Articles included in 2nd round searches 5 
Expert researcher document suggestions inclusion New article included for SLR as per criteria 1 
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Systematic literature review search after expert in field feedback: 2nd round of extraction 
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Groom, 
J.R. and 
David, 
F.R. 2001 

Competitive intelligence 
activity among strategic 
management firms 

AM Advanced 
Management Journal, 
Winter:12-20.          Quantitative             
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Adidam, 
P.T., 
Gajre, S. 
and 
Kejriwal, 
S. 2009 

Cross-cultural 
competitive intelligence 
strategies 

Marketing Intelligence & 
Planning, 27 (5):666-680.         Review             

3 Sewlal, R. 2004 

Effectiveness of the Web 
as a competitive 
intelligence tool”, S 

South African Journal of 
Information Management, 
6 (1), available at: 
www.sajim.co.za (accessed 
7 Sept 2015).         Quantitative             
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Systematic literature review search after expert in field feedback: 2nd round of extraction 
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K.M., 
Yatin, 
S.F.M., 
Ahmad, 
A.R. and 
Mansor, 
A.N 2008 

Knowledge management 
and competitive 
intelligence: a synergy for 
organizational 
competitiveness in the K-
Economy 

Communications of the 
IBIMA, 6:25-34.         Review             

5 

Begg, M. 
and Du 
Toit, 
A.S.A. 2007 

Level of importance 
attached to competitive 
intelligence at a mass 
import-retail organization 

South African Journal of 
Information Management, 
9 (4), available at: 
http://www.sajim.co.za 
(accessed 7 September 
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ADDENDUM 2.10: CI FINAL LIST OF DOCUMENTS INCLUDED 
No Author Year Title
1 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. 2014 A comparison of competitive intelligence activities in Brazil, Malaysia, Morocco and South Africa 
2 Garcia-Alsina, M., Ortoll, E. & Cobarsí-Morales, J. 2013 Enabler and inhibitor factors influencing competitive intelligence practices
3 Wright, S., Bisson, C, & Duffy, A.P. 2012 Applying a behavioural and operational diagnostic typology of competitive intelligence practice: empirical evidence from the SME sector in Turkey
4 Gatsoris, L. 2012 Competitive intelligence in Greek furniture retailing: a qualitative approach
5 Fleisher, C.S. & Wright, S. 2010 Competitive Intelligence analysis failure: diagnosing individual level causes and implementing organisational level remedies
6 Zangoueinezhad, A,. & Moshabaki, A. 2009 The role of structural capital on competitive intelligence
7 Dishman, P.L. & Calof, J.L. 2008 Competitive intelligence: a multiphasic precedent to marketing strategy
8 Saayman, A., Pienaar,  J., de Pelsmacker, P., Viviers, W., Cuyvers, L., Muller, M-L. & Jegers, M. 2008 Competitive intelligence: construct exploration, validation and equivalence
9 Michaeli, R. & Simon, L. 2008 An illustration of Bayes' theorem and its use as a decision-making aid for competitive  intelligence and marketing analysts

10 Qiu, T. 2007 Scanning for competitive intelligence: a managerial perspective 
11 Wright, S. & Calof, J.L. 2006 The quest for competitive, business and marketing intelligence: A country comparison of current practices
12 De Pelsmacker,  O., Muller, M-L., Viviers, W., Saayman, A., Cuyvers, L. & Jegers, M. 2005 Competitive intelligence practices of South African and Belgian exporters
13 Priporas,  C-V., Gatsoris, L. & Zacharis, V. 2005 Competitive intelligence activity: evidence from Greece
14 Du Toit, A.S.A.  2003 Competitive intelligence in the knowledge economy: what is in it for South African manufacturing enterprises?
15 Marin, J. & Poulter, A. 2003 Dissemination of competitive intelligence
16 Viviers, W., Saayman, A., Muller, M-L. & Calof, J. 2002 Competitive intelligence practices: a South African study
17 Wright, S., Pickton, D.W. & Callow, J. 2002 Competitive intelligence in UK firms: a typology
18 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. 2014 Competitive Intelligence (CI) in Morocco
19 Tej Adidam, P., Banerjee, M. & Shukla, P. 2012 Competitive intelligence and firm's performance in emerging markets: an exploratory study in India
20 Varol, I. 2012 Investigating Competitive Intelligence Systems of Professional Football Clubs in Turkey
21 Nasri, W. 2011 Competitive intelligence in Tunisian companies
22 Rapp, A., Agnihotri, R. & Baker, T.L. 2011 Conceptualizing salesperson competitive intelligence: an individual-level perspective
23 Hughes, S. & Beasley, F. 2004 Competitive Intelligence in Professional Sports
24 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. 2014 Competitive Intelligence practices in Brazil: An exploratory study
25 Sewdass, N. & Du Toit, A.S.A. 2014 Current state of competitive intelligence in South Africa
26 Salvetat, D. & Laarraf, Z. 2013 Competitive intelligence key players within firms: The case of high-technology European firms: The case of high-technology European firms
27 Fatti, A. &  Du Toit, A.S.A. 2013 Competitive Intelligence challenges faced by South African Pharmaceutical companies
28 Franco, M., Magrinho, A. & Silva, J.R. 2011 Competitive intelligence: a research model tested on Portuguese firms
29 Dai, Y., Kakkonen, T. & Sutinen, E. 2011 MinEDec: a Decision-Support Model That Combines Text-Mining Technologies with Two Competitive Intelligence Analysis Methods
30 Strauss, C. & Du Toit, A.S.A. 2010 Skills shortages and competitiveness in South Africa: the need for competitive intelligence skills
31 Wright, S., Eid, E.R. & Fleisher, C.S. 2009 Competitive intelligence in practice: empirical evidence from the UK retail banking sector
32 Fleisher, C.S. 2008 OSINT: Its Implications for Business/Competitive Intelligence Analysis and Analysts
33 Evans, D.M. & Smith, A.C.T. 2004 The Internet and Competitive Advantage: A Study of Australia’s Four Premier Professional Sporting Leagues
34 Theo, T.S.H. & Choo, W.Y. 2001 Assessing the impact of using the internet for competitive intelligence
35 Begg, M. and Du Toit, A.S.A. 2007 Level of importance attached to competitive intelligence at a mass import-retail organization  
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No Author Type of document
1 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Acta Commercii 14(1), Art. #234, 7 pages. http://dx.doi.org/10.4102/ac.v14i1.234
2 Garcia-Alsina, M., Ortoll, E. & Cobarsí-Morales, J. Aslib Proceedings, 65 (3):262 - 288
3 Wright, S., Bisson, C, & Duffy, A.P. Journal of Strategic Marketing, 20 (1):19–33
4 Gatsoris, L. EuroMed Journal of Business, 7 (3):224 - 242
5 Fleisher, C.S. & Wright, S. Journal of Strategic Marketing, 18 (7):553–572
6 Zangoueinezhad, A,. & Moshabaki, A. Industrial Management & Data Systems, 109 (2):262 - 280
7 Dishman, P.L. & Calof, J.L. European Journal of Marketing, 42 (7/8):766 - 785
8 Saayman, A., Pienaar,  J., de Pelsmacker, P., Viviers, W., Cuyvers, L., M     Aslib Proceedings, 60 (4):383 - 411
9 Michaeli, R. & Simon, L. European Journal of Marketing, 42 (7/8):804 - 813
10 Qiu, T. European Journal of Marketing, 42 (7/8)
11 Wright, S. & Calof, J.L. European Journal of Marketing, 40 (5/6):453 - 465
12 De Pelsmacker,  O., Muller, M-L., Viviers, W., Saayman, A., Cuyvers, L.   Marketing Intelligence & Planning, 23 (6):606 - 620
13 Priporas,  C-V., Gatsoris, L. & Zacharis, V. Marketing Intelligence & Planning, 23 (7):659 - 669
14 Du Toit, A.S.A.  International Journal of Information Management, 23:111–120
15 Marin, J. & Poulter, A. Journal of Information Science, 30 (2):165–180 
16 Viviers, W., Saayman, A., Muller, M-L. & Calof, J. South African Business Management, 2002, 33(3), 27-37
17 Wright, S., Pickton, D.W. & Callow, J. Marketing Intelligence & Planning, 20 (6):349 - 360
18 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Afr. J. Lib. Arch. & Inf. Sc. 24 (1):3-13
19 Tej Adidam, P., Banerjee, M. & Shukla, P. Journal of Business & Industrial Marketing, 27 (3):242 - 254
20 Varol, I. Athens: ATINER'S Conference Paper Series, No: SPO2012-0262.
21 Nasri, W. Journal of Enterprise Information Management, 24 (1):53 - 67
22 Rapp, A., Agnihotri, R. & Baker, T.L. J. of the Acad. Mark. Sci., 43:357–374
23 Hughes, S. & Beasley, F. Proceedings of the Academy of Strategic Management, 3 (2)
24 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Mousaion, 32 (1):85—98
25 Sewdass, N. & Du Toit, A.S.A. #REF!
26 Salvetat, D. & Laarraf, Z. Human Systems Management, 32:121–130
27 Fatti, A. &  Du Toit, A.S.A. Asia Pacific Journal of Business and Management,  4 (1):39-54
28 Franco, M., Magrinho, A. & Silva, J.R. Business Process Management Journal, 17 (2):332 - 356
29 Dai, Y., Kakkonen, T. & Sutinen, E. International Journal of Computer Information Systems and Industrial Management Applications, 3:165 -173
30 Strauss, C. & Du Toit, A.S.A. Journal of Contemporary Management, 7:308 - 325
31 Wright, S., Eid, E.R. & Fleisher, C.S. Journal of Marketing Management, 25 (9-10):941-964
32 Fleisher, C.S. Inteligencia y Seguridad,  4: 115-141
33 Evans, D.M. & Smith, A.C.T. Sport Management Review, 7:27–56
34 Theo, T.S.H. & Choo, W.Y. Information Management, 39:67-83
35 Begg, M. and Du Toit, A.S.A. South African Journal of Information Management, 9 (4), available at: http://www.sajim.co.za (accessed 7 September 2015).  
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No Author CI PA Sport Cricket Method Data collection Data conversion Info communication Countering Process Inclusion Elements
1 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Quantitative 5
2 Garcia-Alsina, M., Ortoll, E. & Cobarsí-Morales, J. Qualitative 5
3 Wright, S., Bisson, C, & Duffy, A.P. Quantitative 5
4 Gatsoris, L. Qualitative 5
5 Fleisher, C.S. & Wright, S. Hierarchical model 5
6 Zangoueinezhad, A,. & Moshabaki, A. Quantitative 5
7 Dishman, P.L. & Calof, J.L. Qualitative 5
8 Saayman, A., Pienaar,  J., de Pelsmacker, P., et al. Quantitative 5
9 Michaeli, R. & Simon, L. Mathematical concept 5

10 Qiu, T. Quantitative 5
11 Wright, S. & Calof, J.L. Quantitative 5
12 De Pelsmacker,  O., Muller, M-L., Viviers, W., et al., Qualitative 5
13 Priporas,  C-V., Gatsoris, L. & Zacharis, V. Qualitative 5
14 Du Toit, A.S.A.  Quantitative: Empirical 5
15 Marin, J. & Poulter, A. Quantitative + qualitative 5
16 Viviers, W., Saayman, A., Muller, M-L. & Calof, J. Quantitative 5
17 Wright, S., Pickton, D.W. & Callow, J. Qualitative 5
18 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Quantitative 4
19 Tej Adidam, P., Banerjee, M. & Shukla, P. Quantitative 4
20 Varol, I. Quantitative 4
21 Nasri, W. Qualitative 4
22 Rapp, A., Agnihotri, R. & Baker, T.L. Quantitative 4
23 Hughes, S. & Beasley, F. Quantitative 4
24 Du Toit, A.S.A. & Sewdass, N. Quantitative 3
25 Sewdass, N. & Du Toit, A.S.A. Quantitative 3
26 Salvetat, D. & Laarraf, Z. Quantitative 3
27 Fatti, A. &  Du Toit, A.S.A. Quantitative 3
28 Franco, M., Magrinho, A. & Silva, J.R. Quantitative 3
29 Dai, Y., Kakkonen, T. & Sutinen, E. Quantitative 3
30 Strauss, C. & Du Toit, A.S.A. Quantitative 3
31 Wright, S., Eid, E.R. & Fleisher, C.S. Qualitative, Exploratory 3
32 Fleisher, C.S. Quantitative 3
33 Evans, D.M. & Smith, A.C.T. Qualitative 3
34 Theo, T.S.H. & Choo, W.Y. Quantitative 3
35 Begg, M. and Du Toit, A.S.A. Quantitative 5  
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ADDENDUM 2.11: PA FINAL LIST OF DOCUMENTS INCLUDED 
No Author Year Title
1 Schoeman, J.H., Matthee, M.C. & Van der Merwe, P, 2006 The viability of business data mining in the sports environment: cricket match analysis as application
2 Wright, C., Atkins, S. & Jones, B. 2012 An analysis of elite coaches’ engagement with performance analysis services (match, notational analysis and technique analysis)
3 Bampouras, T.M., Cronin, C. & Miller, P.K. 2012 Performance analytic processes in elite sport practice: An exploratory investigation of the perspectives of a sport scientist, coach and athlete.
4 James, N., Taylor, J. & Stanley, S. 2007 Reliability procedures for categorical data in Performance Analysis
5 Petersen, C., Pyne, D.B., Portus, M.R., Cordy, J. & Dawson, B. 2008 Analysis of performance at the 2007 Cricket World Cup
6 Petersen, C., Pyne, D.B., Portus, M.J. & Dawson, B. 2008 Analysis of Twenty/20 Cricket performance during the 2008 Indian Premier League
7 Bhattacharjee, D. & Saikia, H. 2014 On Performance Measurement of Cricketers and Selecting an Optimum Balanced Team
8 Moore, A., Turner, D.J. & Johnstone, J.A. 2012 A preliminary analysis of team performance in English first-class Twenty-Twenty (T20) cricket
9 Hughes, M., Cooper, S-M. & Nevill, A. 2002 Analysis procedures for non-parametric data from performance analysis

10 O’Donoghue, P. 2005 Normative Profiles of Sports Performance
11 Hughes, M. 2005 Notational analysis – a mathematical perspective.
12 O’Donoghue, P. 2006 The use of feedback videos in sport.
13 Lames, M. & McGarry, T. 2007 On the search for reliable performance indicators in game sports
14 O’Donoghue, P. 2007 Reliability Issues in Performance Analysis
15 O’Donoghue, P. 2009 Interacting Performances Theory
16 Lyons, K. 2011 Sport Coaches Use of Cloud Computing: From here to Ubiquity
17 Lorains, M., Ball, K. & MacMahon, C. 2013 Performance analysis for decision making in team sports
18 O’Donoghue, P. 2008 Principal Components Analysis in the selection of Key Performance Indicators in Sport
19 Sharma, S.K., Amin, G.R. & Gattoufi, S. 2012 Choosing the best Twenty20 cricket batsmen using ordered weighted averaging
20 Saikia,  H., Bhattacharjee, D. & Lemmer, H.H. 2012 Predicting the Performance of Bowlers in IPL: An Application of Artificial Neural Network
21 Najdan, M.J., Robins, M.T. & Glazier, P.S. 2014 Determinants of success in English domestic Twenty20 cricket
22 Amin, G.R. & Sharma, S.K. 2014 Cricket team selection using data envelopment analysis
23 Lyons, K. 2005 Performance Analysis in Applied Contexts
24 Baca, A. 2006 Innovative diagnostic methods in elite sport.
25 O’Donoghue, P. & Cullinane, A. 2011 A regression-based approach to interpreting sports performance
26 Cooper, S.M., Hughes, M., O’Donoghue, P. & Nevill, A.M. 2007 A simple statistical method for assessing the reliability of data entered into sport performance analysis systems
27 Robinson, G. &  O’Donoghue, P. 2007 A weighted kappa statistic for reliability testing in performance analysis of sport
28 Lemmer, H.H. 2012 An analysis of players' performances in the first Cricket Twenty20 World Cup Series  
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No Author Type of document
1 Schoeman, J.H., Matthee, M.C. & Van der Merwe, P, South African Journal for Research in Sport, Physical Education and Recreation, 28 (1):109-125.
2 Wright, C., Atkins, S. & Jones, B. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 12 (2):436-451.
3 Bampouras, T.M., Cronin, C. & Miller, P.K. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 12 (2):468-483.
4 James, N., Taylor, J. & Stanley, S. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 7 (1):1-11. 
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6 Petersen, C., Pyne, D.B., Portus, M.J. & Dawson, B. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport,  8 (3):63-69.
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8 Moore, A., Turner, D.J. & Johnstone, J.A. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 12:188-207.
9 Hughes, M., Cooper, S-M. & Nevill, A. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 2 (1):6-20.
10 O’Donoghue, P. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 5 (1):104-119.
11 Hughes, M. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 4 (2):97-139.
12 O’Donoghue, P. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 6 (2):1-4.
13 Lames, M. & McGarry, T. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 7 (1):62-79.
14 O’Donoghue, P. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 7 (1):35-48.
15 O’Donoghue, P. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 9 (1):26-46.
16 Lyons, K. International Journal of Computer Science in Sport, 10 (1):1-26.
17 Lorains, M., Ball, K. & MacMahon, C. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 13 (1):110-119.
18 O’Donoghue, P. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 8 (3):145-155.
19 Sharma, S.K., Amin, G.R. & Gattoufi, S. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 12 (3):614-628.
20 Saikia,  H., Bhattacharjee, D. & Lemmer, H.H. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 12 (1):75-89.
21 Najdan, M.J., Robins, M.T. & Glazier, P.S. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 14 (1):276-295.
22 Amin, G.R. & Sharma, S.K. European Journal of Sport Science, 14 (1):369-376.
23 Lyons, K. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 5 (3):155-162.
24 Baca, A. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 6 (2):148-156.
25 O’Donoghue, P. & Cullinane, A. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 11:295-307.
26 Cooper, S.M., Hughes, M., O’Donoghue, P. & Nevill, A.M. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 7 (1):87-109.
27 Robinson, G. &  O’Donoghue, P. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 7 (1):12-19.
28 Lemmer, H.H. South African Journal for Research in Sport, Physical Education and Recreation, 30 (2):71-77.  
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No Author CI PA Sport Cricket Method Data collection Data conversion Info communication Countering Process Inclusion
1 Schoeman, J.H., Matthee, M.C. & Van der Merwe, P, Quantitative: statistics
2 Wright, C., Atkins, S. & Jones, B. Quantitative: stratified sample
3 Bampouras, T.M., Cronin, C. & Miller, P.K. Qualitative
4 James, N., Taylor, J. & Stanley, S. Quantitative: statistics
5 Petersen, C., Pyne, D.B., Portus, M.R., Cordy, J. & Dawson, B. Quantitative: statistics
6 Petersen, C., Pyne, D.B., Portus, M.J. & Dawson, B. Quantitative: statistics
7 Bhattacharjee, D. & Saikia, H. Quantitative: statistics
8 Moore, A., Turner, D.J. & Johnstone, J.A. Quantitative: statistics
9 Hughes, M., Cooper, S-M. & Nevill, A. Quantitative: statistics
10 O’Donoghue, P. Quantitative: statistics
11 Hughes, M. Quantitative: statistics
12 O’Donoghue, P. Quantitative: Observational
13 Lames, M. & McGarry, T. Quantitative: statistics
14 O’Donoghue, P. Quantitative: statistics
15 O’Donoghue, P. Quantitative: statistics
16 Lyons, K. Quantitative
17 Lorains, M., Ball, K. & MacMahon, C. Quantitative: statistics
18 O’Donoghue, P. Quantitative: Observational
19 Sharma, S.K., Amin, G.R. & Gattoufi, S. Quantitative: statistics
20 Saikia,  H., Bhattacharjee, D. & Lemmer, H.H. Quantitative: statistics
21 Najdan, M.J., Robins, M.T. & Glazier, P.S. Quantitative: statistics
22 Amin, G.R. & Sharma, S.K. Quantitative: statistics
23 Lyons, K. Quantitative: statistics
24 Baca, A. Quantitative: Observational
25 O’Donoghue, P. & Cullinane, A. Quantitative: statistics
26 Cooper, S.M., Hughes, M., O’Donoghue, P. & Nevill, A.M. Quantitative: Experiment
27 Robinson, G. &  O’Donoghue, P. Quantitative: Experiment
28 Lemmer, H.H. Quantitative: statistics  
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ADDENDUM 2.12: PA EXPERT RECOMMENDATION SEARCHES 

 

No Date Database Keywords Hits Selection Exclusion
1 03-Sep Ebscohost Notational + analysis + 1 0

Sport discus sport.
In titles
Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

2 03-Sep Web of Science Notational + analysis + 1 0
sport.
In titles
Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

3 03-Sep Scopus Notational + analysis + 76 0 2 already included in selected list with preveous searches
sport. Many included in search of International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport
Title
Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

4 03-Sep Academic Search Notational + analysis + 0 0
Premier sport.

In titles
Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

Systematic literature review: Search databasis: Notational Analysis in sport (Expert recommendation)
Search process documentation

 
Continue.. 
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No Date Database Keywords Hits Selection Exclusion
5 03-Sep Google scholar Review article of IM Franks 8 0 Textbooks, 2 already included in search, other articles does not meet the criteria

"Evidence based practice Cites
and coaching practice
Citings

6 03-Sep Google scholar Review article of M Hughes 30 Cites 0 A few already included in selection process
"Performance Analysis - a Others excluded because it does not meet the cirteria of language etc.
2004 reperspective"
Citings

7 03-Sep Google scholar Review article of 2 cites 0 Does not meet criteria
P O'Donoghue
"Performance profiling in
sports coaching: a review

8 03-Sep Scopus Notational + analysis + 0 0
cricket
Title
Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

9 03-Sep Web of Science Notational + analysis + 0 0
cricket
Title
Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015

10 03-Sep EbscoHost Notational + analysis + 0 0
SportsDiscus cricket

Title
Peer reviewed
Scholarly articles
2000-2015  
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ADDENDUM 2.13: SLR DOCUMENT ANALYSIS CODES AND DEFINITIONS TABLE 
 

CI Themes Codes for CI documents Definition / Explanation 

*@Data collection 
 

**@Collection of data All types of information collected and All types of information 

collected, together with the validation thereof 

 **@Data mining Searching through large amounts of data using specific techniques 
and software 

 **@Info characteristics Characteristics of information 

 **@Key intelligence topics The specific information topics that are identified from which the 
initial data collection strategy and activities are derived from.  

 **@Knowledge CI users need knowledge to assign KITs and collection process 

 **@Person collecting data Referring to a specific person collecting the data 

 **@Primary sources 
 

Those types of sources viewed by literature as the first source 
utilized for data collection as well as specific sources identified and 
used for the specific KITs need 

 **@Problems data collection Problems occurring that hinders the collection of data, could be 
environmental factors, the available sources or a person. 

 **@Secondary sources Sources identified by literature as an additional supplication for data 
collection 

 **@Skills  Employees need specific skills to perform the data collection 

 **@Sources Sources used without knowledge if it is a primary or secondary 
source for the organisation 

 **@Systems in data collection Specific systems in place to collect data 

 **@Technology Use of technology to collect data 

 **@Validation of collected data Collected data should be validated and from a reliable source and 
person collecting data should check the validity of data 
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CI Themes Codes for CI documents Definition / Explanation 

*#Data conversion **##Analyst skills Specific skills needed by a good CI data analysts 
 **#Analyst The persons responsible for conducting the conversion of data 

 **#Analytical techniques Techniques used to analyse data 

 **#Information / data analysis Referring to the process of using different methods, software, 
statistical techniques to verify and converse data 

 **#Problems in conversion of data Problems experience with data conversion 

 **#Storing data and information The where and how data is stored in the organization especially 
during the conversion stage 

 **#Technology utilization in data 
conversion 

Referring to the technology (systems / hardware / software) is used 
to analyse data? 

 **#Validation of data 
 

Validating data before the conversion through the use of mechanisms 
or techniques 

*$Information 
communication 
 

**$Communication problems Problems and barriers in the communication of information during 
the whole process 

 **$Information and data sharing The information communication process is conducted effectively and 
it ensures specific benefits 

 **$Methods of communication The channels and manners used to communicate the findings and 
conversion of data into information 

 **$Person to receive information The person who makes the decisions is the person who should 
receive the data or conversed information 

 **$Relationships The relationship between the analyst and the information user and 
the communication between them 
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CI Themes Codes for CI documents Definition / Explanation 

*%Countering 
 

**%CI not utilized effectively for 
decision-making 

Instances where CI activities are performed and data is conversed 
into information / knowledge, but not used to make decisions or for 
strategy development 

 **%Decision-making The activity of using the available data / intelligence / knowledge to 
make decisions 

 **%Factors influencing decision-
making 

Aspects within the CI process that influence the successful or 
unsuccessful decision-making by the relevant persons 

 **%Knowledge on competitor That which employees and managers poses to enhance the 
organizations' functioning, as well as the end result of CI which 
refers to the information / knowledge that is known about the 
competitor 

 **%Strategy The result or purpose of CI, CI used to develop a strategy, the 
occurrence or reference to a strategy developed from intelligence 
created 

*&Process 
 

**&Barriers to CI implementation Factors and aspects that hinder individuals or organizations to use CI 
for their advantage 
 

 **&CI activities 
 

Activities performed during the CI process, either to improve or 
implement the process. 

 **&CI benefits 
 

The benefit that the organization or individual will derive from 
implementing CI process 
Explaining how CI implementation can benefit sport domains 

 **&CI culture The view point of the managers / employers regarding CI and its use 
in the organization – the value they give it in the benefits derived 
from CI activities 

 **&CI definition Definitions on CI or aspects related to it by different authors 

 **&CI individual People involved in specific stages / phases of the process with 
specific tasks 
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CI Themes Codes for CI documents Definition / Explanation 

 **&CI occurrence The different organizations, countries and situations where CI has 

been applied  

 **&CI purpose The reason why organizations or individuals use CI 

 **&CI users Characteristics of people or organizations who use and utilize CI 
activities  or the job title or position held by individuals responsible 
for CI in organizations 

 **&Environmental factors Factors from the environment of the organization that influenced the 
organization to utilize CI process 

 **&Factors influencing CI Specific factors that causes different degrees and systematisation of 
practices and their efficacy within different organisations 

 **&Formalised structures and 
activities 

The occurrence of structures and formalized procedures within an 
organization followed during CI activities / process 

 **&History and development Referring to the history and development of the CI process over time 

 **&Location of CI in organization The department from which the CI function is performed within the 
organization 

 **&No CI utilized in organization Occurrences where no CI was present in organizations 

 **&Process characteristics CI process characteristics describing different aspects and factors 
involved in the total process 

 **&Process model A model representing the CI process with related and variety of 
factors and aspects 

 **&Skills Specific skills needed by a variety of people for the successful 
implementation of the CI process 

 **&Techniques and methods Techniques and methods employed within the process of CI 

 **&Training Training of CI specialists in performing the total process 

 **&Types of CI A discernment between different categories (business, marketing) 
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CI Themes Codes for CI documents Definition / Explanation 

 **&Value The perception from employees that CI adds value and how it is 
measured 

 
PA Themes Codes for PA documents Definition / Explanation 

^@Data collection 
 

^^@Collection of data Collecting data on matches / competitors performance 
 

 ^^@Data mining Search and collection of large amounts of data in sport using specific 
techniques and software 

 ^^@Data validity Reliability of data correctness collected 

 ^^@Knowledge Knowledge and experience  of the person in charge that guides the 
initial search for data 

 ^^@Person collecting Person who collects information 

 ^^@KPI A selective or combined group of actions with the purpose of 
addressing a part of the performance or the whole performance 
(Hughes & Bartlett, 2002) 

 ^^@Problems with data collection Any possible problem experienced when collecting data 

 ^^@Skills in data collection Skills needed by person to collect data well 

 ^^@Sources Sources from which data is used to analyse specific elements 

 ^^@Systems in Data collection Specific systems used for data collection and later conversion 

 ^^@Technology and methods in 
data collection 

Hardware, software and methods used to collect data  
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PA Themes Codes for PA documents Definition / Explanation 

^#Data conversion 
 

^^#Analysis The analysis that was performed the analysis to produce information 
and intelligence 

 ^^#Analyst The person performing the collection or analysis / conversion of data 

 ^^#Analytical technique A variety of methods and statistics used to measure individual 
performances and to convert data 

 ^^#Data / info format The format the data is conversed into (e.g. video clips) 

 ^^#Data storing Hardware / software / systems used to store data 
 

 ^^#Relationship The existence of a relationship between the CI user and analyst it of 
great importance (in sport between the coach and analyst) 

 ^^#Reliability Reliability of data has to be assessed before it may be analysed 

 ^^#Statistics The practice or science of collecting and analysing numerical data in 
large quantities, especially for the purpose of inferring proportions in 
a whole from those in a representative sample 

 ^^#Technology / tools / software Technology / tools / software used to perform analysis 

^$Information 
communication 
 

^^$Barriers to feedback Factors hindering coaches / analysts to provide feedback 

 ^^$Feedback The process referred to in the sport domain whereby the coach or 
analyst communicate results or information 

 ^^$Methods of Info communication The manner in which the information is shared and the time frame 
(e.g. team talk ) 

 ^^$Persons receiving info Those persons receiving the analysed information to make decisions / 
devise a strategy 

 ^^$Technology The use of technology to communicate information 
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PA Themes Codes for PA documents Definition / Explanation 

^%Countering 
 

^^%Decision-making A person use the information to make decisions on team / practice 
session 

 ^^%Knowledge on opponents Information and knowledge on opponents which is used to  devise a 
strategy and make decisions. 

 ^^%PA information utilized The occurrence of information used to make decisions / develop a 
strategy 

 ^^%Performance prediction Methods or performance indicators used to predict performance 
outcomes 

 ^^%Strategy A plan of action designed to achieve a primary or overall goal 

CI Themes Codes for CI documents Definition / Explanation 

^&Process 
 

^^& PA training The skills developed through training to perform PA 

 ^^&Characteristics of sport The nature and characteristics of different sports  

 ^^&Culture The existence of the overall team culture for the implementation of 
PA 

 ^^&Environmental factors External factors urging coaches / athletes to use PA for performance 
enhancement 

 ^^&History The development and increased use of technology and PA through 
the years 

 ^^&Notational analysis The mention of notational analysis specifically. The study of 
movement patterns, strategy and tactics in team sports.  

 ^^&PA benefits The benefits derived from utilizing PA in sport 

 ^^&PA Definition Definition of Performance Analysis / related aspects 

 ^^&PA Purpose 
 

The reasons why PA is used by sport teams and coaches 

 ^^&PA Users 
 

Persons who use Performance Analysis - very often the coach. 
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PA Themes Codes for PA documents Definition / Explanation 

 ^^&PA Value 
 

The perception or value attributed to the performance of the team / 
athlete through the implementation of PA 

 ^^&Performance 
 

Measurable level of how successfully an athlete or team competed 

 ^^& Key Performance Indicators 
 

A selective or combined group of actions with the purpose of 
addressing a part of the performance or the whole performance – 
more applied within the process as a whole 

 ^^&Process barriers Factors hindering the process of PA to take place 

 ^^&Technology Technology used in the PA process  
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ADDENDUM 2.14: INTER-RATER RELIABILITY ON ARTICLES (COHEN’S KAPPA) 
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ADDENDUM 2.15: INTRA-RATER RELIABILITY ON ARTICLES (COHEN’S KAPPA) 
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ADDENDUM 2.16: SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY TABLES OF CI 

DOCUMENTS INCLUDED 

 
Article 4Cs elements CI 

No Author and Year Data collection, conversion, information communication, countering, the CI process 
and elements thereof 

Conclusion or findings 

1 
 

Du Toit and Sewdass 
(2014a) 
 

Purpose: The comparison of CI activities in Brazil, Malaysia, Morocco and South Africa 
and how these countries could use CI to increase their competitiveness.  
Customer feedback used as the primary data source with corporate websites as a 
secondary source. A lack of advanced analysis techniques and formal systems as well as a 
need for identifying of key intelligence needs. CI provides facts, which are implemented 
reactively but should be used for proactive strategy development and decision-making.  

The development of a CI culture and awareness in a 
company is necessary. CI is needed to enhance 
competitiveness in a global economy and companies 
need to redress critical competitive issues such as the 
establishment of the CI function as a strategic tool. 

2 Garcia-Alsina et al. 
(2013) 
 

Purpose: To gain insight into CI practices in the Spanish higher education sector and to 
identify factors influencing CI in this sector.  
An unequal weighting of informational activities is evident – a lower priority is given to 
the analysis stage of the process which reduces knowledge generation. Information sharing 
amongst managers as info collectors should improve lack in coordination between units. 
Irregular frequency and the diversification of info sources and gathering should be aligned 
with management objectives and strategy. 

The following inhibitor factors were identified: 
inadequate formalization and the need for the 
development of CI practices such as integrated 
processes for information management. Regional and 
national regulations limit the capacity of innovation 
and the application of CI, since managers are 
nationally elected and intelligence function is placed 
within the quality department.  

3 Wright et al. (2012b) 
 

Purpose: Findings on SME’s in Istanbul, Turkey enabled the creation of behavioural and 
operational typology of CI practices. 
Too much effort is spent on collecting easy gatherable data from public sources, which 
results in volume but not value of data. The dominance of web-based public domain 
sources is insufficient to secure a competitive advantage. Decision makers should focus 
more on “need to know” information. The dominant use of information was only for own 
company operations. The awareness of location where information needs to be sent is also 
important.  

The development of an approach to CI is needed. The 
majority of firms show a lack of skills and the proper 
attitude and culture. The successful implementation 
of CI in firms is evident in firms which have defined 
roles, responsibilities and location of the CI unit. A 
standardized system should be tailored. 
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Article 4Cs elements CI 
No Author and Year Data collection, conversion, information communication, countering, the CI process 

and elements thereof 
Conclusion or findings 

4 Gatsoris (2012) 
 

Purpose: To examine how furniture retailing businesses in Greece monitor competitors 
and how their own strategies are formulated from CI. 
Traditional tools such as the examination of a competitor product catalogue and store visits 
are used for data collection. A SWOT analysis and market research are used as analysis 
techniques.  

A gap exists between the monitoring of data and a 
strategy, which indicates an inadequate formal 
process. A vast amount of information, lack of time, 
knowledge, fear of the unknown and unwillingness to 
invest in new processes inhibit CI implementation. 
An organisational culture to support CI is needed and 
management has an influence on the use of CI. 

5 Fleisher and Wright 
(2010) 
 

Purpose: To present a four-level hierarchical model of analysis of failure, to identify 
common causes of failure at individual level, 10 continua of CI analysis skills and guiding 
principles to follow in the CI process. 
The analyst skills continuum consists of: Creative vs. scientific, deduction to abduction to 
induction, individual vs. enterprise, intuition vs. intellect, precision vs. perspective, past to 
present to future, qualitative  vs. quantitative, automotive vs. human process, 
written/spoken vs. visualisation and objectivity vs. subjectivity.  

The four level hierarchical model of analysis failure 
include: individual analyst level failures, analysis 
task level failures, internal organisational level 
failures and external environmental level failures are 
identified. A10continua is described which identify 
the skills needed by CI analysts and CI analysts lack 
formal training.  

6 Zangoueinezhad and 
Moshabaki (2009) 
 

Purpose: To explore the role of structural organisational capital (CI) in Iranian companies. 
The internal and external operations are information systems constructs while cultural and 
social intelligence constructs fall within content factors which influence the admission of 
CI information and competitive advantage positively. 

Information systems and content factors are 
significantly related to the attainment of CI, which is 
positively related to an organisational competitive 
advantage. 

7 Dishman and Calof 
(2008b)  

Purpose: To explore CI as a complex business construct for a marketing strategy 
formulation on Canadian technology firm executives.  
Inadequate planning, focus, analysis, communication, systems and procedures are evident. 
Management is not communicating their informational needs. Researchers identified 
factors which influence processes and stages. Study reveals multiple stages of the CI 
process followed, and while most firms are strong in the area of information collection, 
they are weak with their analysis. 

The existence of a formal infrastructure and the level 
of employee involvement directly impact CI efficacy. 
The study proposes a model of CI. 

8 Saayman et al. (2008) Purpose: Exploring and validating the theoretical constructs of the CI process from South 
African and Flemish exporter companies. 
The following process constructs were identified: planning and focus, collection and 
analysis as well as communication. Context constructs included: awareness, internal 
information, formal infrastructure and employee involvement. The context influences the 
CI process to a large extent. 

An improvement in businesses’ formal infrastructure, 
employee involvement and internal information 
processes could enhance CI capability. The 
organisation size is an important influencing factor.  
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Article 4Cs elements CI 
No Author and Year Data collection, conversion, information communication, countering, the CI process 

and elements thereof 
Conclusion or findings 

9 Michaeli and Simon 
(2008) 

Purpose: To enable CI practitioners to use the Bayes’ theorem when they are confronted 
with conditional uncertainties.  
Bayes’ theorem can be applied in a decision-making situation to evade risks and reduce 
misjudgements. It could further demonstrate at which point data collection becomes a cost. 
With Bayes’ theorem approach, a CI analyst can design a collection of key indicators that 
will optimize overall performance. 

The application of Bayes’ theorem could be 
implemented as a foundation to CI education. This 
paper indicates how to take a computational approach 
to conditional uncertainties in CI projects.  

10 Qiu (2008) Purpose: To empirically investigate how the entrepreneurial attitude and normative beliefs 
of USA managers influence managerial scanning for CI in relation to the interpretation of 
the organisations’ strengths and weaknesses.   
The scanning process (data collection) is more proactively applied by entrepreneurial 
managers. Managers are significantly influenced by the cultural orientation of the 
organisation, with market-oriented organisations providing a supportive CI culture. 
Scanning efforts and knowledge on customer needs, competitor products, actions, etc. by 
managers, lead to positive assessment of own strengths and weaknesses and better CI. 

Entrepreneurial attitude orientation and market 
orientation by managers significantly impact 
managerial scanning for CI which leads to 
managerial representations of competitive advantage. 

11 Wright and Calof 
(2006) 
 

Purpose: To examine three empirical studies in Canada, UK and Europe with 
comparisons drawn on their approach and findings. 
The planning and focus of CI activities ranged from a broad focus to specific aspects on 
competitors. In all three countries used secondary sources for data collection. Countries’ 
activities ranged from little analysis in some organisations to a high percentage that is 
using appropriate analytical techniques. Written reports dominated as the primary form of 
communication across all three countries.  

The study indicates numerous variations in the CI 
process followed. The structure among companies 
also varies with some companies indicating no formal 
CI unit, whilst others have highly formalised CI 
units.  

12 De Pelsmacker et al. 
(2005) 
 

Purpose: To compare the CI practices of exporters in South Africa and Belgium 
A CI culture is evident from both countries, however not well equipped to conduct 
effective CI. Inadequate planning, data collection, data analysis, skills development, 
implementation of a process and structure is evident. CI activities are not organised in 
separate departments and is run from marketing and sales departments.  
 

Recommendations are made specific to SA 
companies in regards to utilize a degree of 
centralisation of a CI unit with the implementation of 
s strong structure and people closely aligned to 
function together. Skills development of CI staff is 
also recommended. 
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Article 4Cs elements CI 
No Author and Year Data collection, conversion, information communication, countering, the CI process 

and elements thereof 
Conclusion or findings 

13 Priporas et al. (2005) 
 

Purpose: To investigate awareness, attitudes and implementation of CI in Greece (well-
known companies around Thessaloniki). 
The implementation of CI within the Greek companies is behind the USA but on par with 
the UK. Reasons for the slow implementation includes: unawareness, insufficient 
competent staff, shortage of experts to train staff, perceptions of the cost and complacent 
satisfaction with the general market research activities already performed. The main focus 
is on short term customer satisfaction rather than long-term competitiveness. Methods of 
analysis mainly used include: Profile competition with traditional method: SWOT 
analysis, market and financial analysis. Information collection on competitors’ technology 
and employees. 

In turbulent business environments, CI can 
significantly contribute to the competitive success of 
businesses. There is a clear value to strategic 
marketing planning for Greece business and in 
general.  

14 Du Toit (2003) 
 

Purpose: To determine the role of CI in South African manufacturing enterprises. 
Managers view CI as an important business tool. Sources of information used include the 
following: newspapers, collegial relationships, customers, annual reports, trade shows, 
advertising, distributors, suppliers, internet, conference reports and government 
departments. Information transferred orally through intra-organisational communication 
networks and the main focus is on the analysis of competitors. The senior management is 
directly involved in CI function and accept credibility of data and use it for decision-
making. 

CI systems are in place, but the majority thereof are 
insufficient. There is a low occurrence of formalised 
units. Enterprises in SA need more information 
handling skills in order to be successful in the rapid 
changing business environment and should be 
cognizant of the changes in access and utilization of 
intelligence word wide.  

15 Marin and Poulter 
(2003) 
 

Purpose: To determine how CI is distributed through technology within organisations, the 
sources used and the persons who distributes and receives the information.  
Sources used by members of SCIP include: news, corporate websites, trade publications 
and competitors’ annual reports. Primary sources are valued higher, but are harder to find. 
Technological tools and software utilised by CI professionals to automatically gather info 
from secondary sources is evident and results in real time available data. Information 
dissemination takes place in the form of: emails used to distribute reports, newsletters or 
news items on competitors. In this regard the intranet is helpful but also limiting because 
of inadequate content management and accessibility. Communication of CI deemed 
important. 

CI units are mainly located in the marketing 
department of an organisation. Managers, marketing 
and sales staff is main users of intelligence. From the 
study it was clear that there were only a few 
organisations with mechanisms in place to measure 
the value of CI. 
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Article 4Cs elements CI 
No Author and Year Data collection, conversion, information communication, countering, the CI process 

and elements thereof 
Conclusion or findings 

16 Viviers et al. (2002) 
 

Purpose: To determine the level of CI practices and the development and deployment in 
SA.  The planning and focus of CI operations of the SA firms were mainly directed 
towards competitors and customers. The main data collection process included employees 
inside and outside of the organisation, using electronic and published information. Their 
analysis technique used was a basic SWOT and competitor profiling analysis. 
Communication of intelligence was distributed to authorized persons, through intelligence 
products such as news bulletins and scenario planning.  

SA firms are not well equipped to conduct good 
intelligence practices. Weaknesses are apparent in the 
process, structure and analysis functions. However, 
senior management believes in CI legitimacy and in 
the competitive advantage that it provides. 
Awareness and culture within the firms were good; 
however senior managers seldom use CI for strategic 
decision-making.  Formal educational curricula are 
needed. 

17 Wright et al. (2002) 
 

Purpose: A pilot study was undertaken to gain a better understanding of how UK 
companies conduct CI. Furthermore, findings of the pilot study tested the appropriateness 
of a CI typology and used it to further develop the classification definitions.  
Main competitor analysis takes place through human interaction. Lack of time and too 
many projects are seen as employee barriers to gather info as well as a lack of CI 
understanding. Common problems include: inability to make info and the structure 
relevant to the CI users, as well as late and unread CI reports. CI is used for tactical 
decision-making. 
 

Respondents misunderstand CI exists – as they think 
they think that only large companies implement it 
and that considerable finances and human resources 
are needed. There is a low occurrence of a long-term 
CI view. The primary influence on successful CI 
activities is linked to a certain management style, 
culture and structure which encourage trust, facilitate 
communication and encourage easy flow of info. 

18 Du Toit and Sewdass 
(2014b) 

Purpose: To determine the current state of CI with CI experts within Moroccan 
organisations.  
Formal CI functions do not exist in the majority of Moroccan companies; however, the use 
of primary and secondary sources of data is reported, together with various data analysis 
methods. The distribution and presentation of intelligence findings are evident.  

The implementation of the CI process is evident 
although it is not used for decision-making. 
Stakeholders such as the government should assist in 
enhancing CI behaviour within Moroccan companies 
to enhance their competitiveness. 

19 Tej Adidam et al. 
(2012) 
 

Purpose: To explore the impact of CI practices on a firms’ performance in the emerging 
market context of India.  
The location of activities in organization, personnel and budget allocation, frequency of 
analysis and supply, usage and dissemination, sources, use of analytical techniques, users, 
outcomes and perceived benefits were also investigated within the target organizational 
group. 

Current level of CI activities in Indian firms are at a 
moderate level, suggesting an opportunity for using 
and implementing more sophisticated CI techniques. 
Indian firms who exhibited higher levels of CI 
activities achieved better financial performances. 

20 Varol (2012b) 
 

Purpose: To investigate club administrators and executive members of Professional 
Football clubs in Turkeys’ use of CI.  
The majority of clubs have used the CI function for more than five years and the internet 
and web is used as the main source of information. The federation’s database, experts and 
personal contacts where used as additional data sources.  

The main use of CI activities was for tender and 
transfer leverage of players. Recommendations for CI 
implementation strategies for club managers are 
further specified. 
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Article 4Cs elements CI 
No Author and Year Data collection, conversion, information communication, countering, the CI process 

and elements thereof 
Conclusion or findings 

 Nasri (2011a)  Purpose: To investigate the degree of knowledge of CI in Tunisian companies. 
Internal sources are viewed as more valuable than external sources. Influence on 
successful implementation identified: management support, culture and structure – aimed 
to encourage trust, facilitate communication and encourage easy flow of information. CI is 
mostly not organised in a separate department and takes place from the marketing 
department.  

Managers are conscious of the importance of CI in 
the management of companies. Organizations lack 
the investment in an internal infrastructure required 
for effective intelligence practices. CI as a tool is 
unknown and only a few managers implement it to be 
more competitive. 

22 Rapp et al. (2011) 
 

Purpose: The theoretical development of CI as an individual-level construct.  
For individual level CI, dynamic types of information are needed opposed to filtered, static 
public and secondary sources of information for organisational CI. A sales person could be 
an essential tool in the scanning effort and the alignment between sales person and 
organizations is essential for appropriate intelligence dissemination via the formal 
reporting process. Managers’ challenge: decide on the performance metrics to be used as 
well as the appropriate use of intelligence.  

Most of the CI processes are conducted without a 
formal guidance which suggests the potential of 
improved training and operational outcomes. Care 
should be taken in collection and use of intelligence – 
potential to lead to legal and ethical issues if not 
adhered to.  

23 Du Toit and Sewdass 
(2014c) 
 

Purpose: To provide an overview of the current state of CI in Brazil in numerous 
industries such as agriculture, mining, manufacturing, construction, tourism etc. 
Decision-making is not in top five uses of CI. Execution of CI activities is fragmented and 
focuses predominantly on internal environment information at the expense of the external 
competitive environment. The use of primary and secondary sources are apparent, 
however the inadequate use of sophisticated statistical techniques for data analysis is 
evident (mostly SWOT and competitor analysis is performed). A variety of ways are used 
to distribute CI findings  

Less than half of the organizations cope with changes 
in the external environment. Practitioners do not 
realize the importance of the function of early 
warning tools in order to adapt their own strategies. 
The majority of participants agree that the CI 
function assist to quantify / qualify strategic choices.  

24 Sewdass and Du Toit 
(2014) 
 

Purpose: To examine the current situation of CI activities of CI experts in South African 
organisations. Industries such as financial, real estate, business services and agriculture 
sectors were included in the study. 
The main informational needs of managers are on regulatory bodies. The primary sources 
used include experts and direct customer feedback, while secondary sources refer to 
promotional material and internal financial information. Analysis techniques such as 
industry analysis and SWOT techniques were mostly employed. A variety of channels is 
used for information dissemination and decisions made are aimed at defeating legislation 
or regulations. 

The predominant use of CI by the experts is to 
remain cognisant with government legislative trends. 
Organisations should enhance their CI culture by 
creating awareness among employees, provide 
training and by engaging senior management more 
with CI activities.  
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25 Salvetat and Laarraf 
(2013) 
 

Purpose: To identify the employees responsible for the CI process within high-technology 
European firms.  
The information analysis was not performed by experts with a mix of centralization and 
decentralization of CI practices. Experts allow development of structured and independent 
monitoring of activities.  

The role of t op management is essential for the CI 
process; however, middle management and 
information experts heavily practice CI activities. 
Employees mainly remain as non-participants in the 
CI process. Most firms have formalized CI sections 
which employ experts. This CI process can bridge the 
gap between external and internal environment.  

26 Fatti and Du Toit 
(2013) 
 

Purpose: To determine the current CI situation and challenges faced by the South African 
Pharmaceutical industry.  
KIT needs of senior managers are available to CI practitioners. Most of the companies 
access primary sources on a daily, quarterly and monthly basis. Ethical data collection 
procedures are clear. Blind spot analysis is seldom used even though it is a necessary tool 
to this particular industry. Information sharing enhances decision-making, however the 
data basis are only available to CI unit professionals.  

There is a sustainable commitment to principles and 
practices of the CI process evident, however the 
correct culture in organizations for the CI process to 
function properly, is inadequate. CI is used to 
generate profit and used positively in decision-
making.  

27 Franco et al. (2011) 
 

Purpose: To evaluate the practices of economic intelligence used by CEO’s of Portuguese 
firms and to identify the attributes that could increase these organisations’ profitability.  
Variables related to the eco-logical dimension (partially accepted), teleo-logical, techno-
logical, reti-logical and public policies dimensions are accepted to influence an 
organizations probability to engage in CI activities.  

The probability of firms to adopt CI practices is 
influenced by orientations of the business policy and 
the strategy in public policies that improve business 
context from a CI perspective.  

28 Dai et al. (2011) 
 

Purpose: To establish the integration of two CI analysis methods with various text-mining 
technologies in a decision support model.  
This whole process includes text-mining and the collection of large quantities of data from 
the internet, the assessment of the source quality, processing of the data into an acceptable 
format, storing of information, information analysis and the decision-making itself. 

The proposed model provides objectives and factors 
in the business environment and gives suggestions 
about strategies by combining different factors.  

29 Strauss and Du Toit 
(2010) 
 

Purpose: To identify the skills CI professionals need for CI to be used successfully in 
South Africa. 
The most prominent self-evaluation CI skills identified included: hardworking, 
determination and strategic orientation. These do not correspond with the skills indicated 
as being the most important for CI professionals namely: networking skills, analytical 
abilities and research skills. This is an indication that CI skills should be improved.  

A gap exists between the most important CI skills 
needed and the practitioner’s competency levels 
concerning identified skills. The knowledge on CI is 
limited and further contributing inhibitor factors may 
include inadequate training programmes and non-
existence of active societies to foster CI.  
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30 Wright et al. (2009) 
 

Purpose: An empirical study of information gathering activities and the information 
sharing attitude within major UK retail banks.  
Different types of intelligence gathered included market share and market intelligence. The 
main sources utilized included public domains, internet, easy gathering. Methods of 
analysis referred to mainly elementary analysis. The dissemination of information 
happened in an interpersonal manner and triangulation of data is employed as accuracy 
mechanisms. 

There is a lack in a common terms used for CI 
amongst firms. There is a common agreement on CI 
information use, and a  lack in particular procedures 
and an ad-hoc location within organizations are 
evident. Senior executives actively support the 
process; however no standard mechanisms are in 
place for CI evaluation. Primarily intelligence is used 
to understand the competitive environment, 
competitors and customers. Good CI system leads to 
increased revenues and profitability and share value.  

31 Fleisher (2008) 
 

Purpose: To describe the current state of open source intelligence (OSINT) in businesses 
to examine the planning and execution challenges they are experiencing in using OSINT 
effectively.  
Real time intelligence is necessary and adds value to the business. Too much waste in 
intelligence efforts, especially on data collection and network development and the forging 
of partnerships between companies is the way forward. 

There is a need for library and information specialists 
to closely collaborate with analyst experts to use 
OSINT in intelligence gathering and development. 
This need offers opportunities for industries to fulfil 
in and for academics to research. 

32 Teo and Choo (2001) 
 

Purpose: Evaluating the impact of Internet usage on both the CI and the organisation 
within the top 600 companies in Singapore.  
The importance of the internet as information gathering tool is evident and augmented 
through the availability of databases, web-sites and discussion groups as reliable sources. 
Low cost information gathering internet tools force CI professionals to transform data. 
Internal collaboration and dissemination of information and the quality of CI info are not 
positively correlated, however for external communication it is utilized effectively.  

The quality of CI information is positively related to 
its organizational impact. The study delivered 
empirical evidence of collaborative intelligence and 
that team work enhances the quality of information 
gathered. The improved quality of CI information 
leads to more strategic benefits.  

33 Begg and Du Toit 
(2007) 

Purpose: To establish the level of importance attached to CI at a mass import retail 
organisation in SA. 
Within this organisation, the emphasis is placed on secondary sources as a means of data 
collection, with a SWOT analysis as the main analysis tool used. The dissemination of 
information is evident; however the manner and quality thereof may be deficient.  

CI practices are done in an informal manner with the 
involvement of top management crucial in addressing 
some of the process weaknesses.  
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ADDENDUM 2.17: SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY TABLES OF PA 

DOCUMENTS INCLUDED 
Article 4Cs elements PA 

No Author and Year Data collection, conversion, information communication, countering, the 
CI process and elements thereof 

Conclusion or findings 

34 
 

Schoeman et al. 
(2006) 

Purpose: To consider the viability of using data mining tools and techniques in 
sports.  
Coaches and teams consider various statistics that are published on the internet 
as a data source and video footage specifically is applied in this regard. Data 
mining has the potential to uncover hidden information in large quantities of 
data, but it must be able to be used. This technique is mainly used for strategic 
decision-making purposes. The process requires people with specific skills and 
software, however it is simple to adopt and use. 

There are various forms of data analysis in cricket available and 
currently conducted. Data mining techniques used in business 
could be implemented successfully to discover unknown 
information in sport. The process could be used for strategic 
scheduling of cricket matches, profiling of teams/players for 
selection, highlighting strengths and weaknesses and formulating 
a team strategy. 

35 Wright et al. (2012a) 
 

Purpose: To investigate how performance analysis tools are used by elite 
coaches in the UK. 
Elite coaches mainly receive a video, DVD, match report or edited clips of the 
game as sources of data. A large portion of elite coaches use a systematic 
approach to enhance their observation process and they rely on a number of 
systems and techniques to recall and analyse key events. Coaches use analysis 
for differentiated, timely and augmented feedback to their athletes. Live coding 
of matches minimises analysis time and allows analysts to provide feedback to 
coaches or players much sooner. Information received informs the coaches’ 
short, medium and long term planning and influence their strategy for the 
following competition. Coaching philosophy also influence key performance 
indicators. 

Not all coaches value the role of PA to enhance their coaching 
practice. For some coaches there is no systematic approach to PA. 
The use of videos for motivational feedback has also been 
reported and not just for strategic decision-making.  

36 Bampouras et al. 
(2012) 
 

Purpose: To explore the in-practice application of performance analysis by an 
international sport scientist, coach and athlete.  
Even though the athlete is the object and receiver of the PA process, he/she has 
limited access to the process. The coach acts as input gatekeeper between the 
athlete and PA process. The relationship between the coach and sport scientist 
in data collection and development of PA output is withheld from the athlete. 
The coach acts as a gate between the athlete and PA output.  

Sport scientists are optional in the analysis process, whereas the 
coach and athlete are necessary. The integration of sport scientists 
and the development of specific performance systems are 
important for the enhancement of the PA process.  
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37 James et al. (2007) 
 

Purpose: To make recommendations about the use of a gold standard coding 
method and to compare analyst’s codes against it.  
Different analysis techniques should be used to define analyst reliability and for 
this purpose Yule’s Q statistical method was investigated. Inter-analyst 
reliability should be determined and the operational definition pertaining to 
different actions which must be coded, has to be clarified. 

The paper proposed a method of analyst reliability checking.   

38 Petersen et al. 
(2008b) 
 

Purpose: An analysis of team, batting and bowling performances at the 2007 
ICC Cricket World Cup to determine the magnitudes of differences between 
winning and losing teams. 
The internet scores and results were used as the main source of data. Cricket 
specific performance indicators highlighted differences between successful and 
less successful teams through specific statistical methods to obtain outcomes. 
The information could be used by coaches and a team to plan their match 
strategy and to select players. 

The identification of performance indicators that correlates with 
successful match outcomes and successful teams provides the 
basis for strategy advancement and implementation by coaches. 
KPI’s identified included taking wickets and run rate, with hitting 
sixes and bowling maiden overs was more important as the 
tournament progressed.  

39 Petersen et al. 
(2008a) 
 

Purpose: To analyse team batting and bowling performance at the 2008 Indian 
Premier League Twenty/20 Tournament by comparing the magnitudes of 
differences in key performance indicators between winning and losing teams.  
Study used the internet as source of data collection and the effect size statistic 
was generated to assess the magnitude of difference of cricket specific 
performance indicators between winning and losing teams. 

The team strategy in cricket is influenced by the knowledge of the 
KPI’s and the relative importance of team performance indicators. 
Specific team performance indicators were identified such as 
taking more wickets in the first 6 overs and having a higher run 
rate. 

40 Bhattacharjee and 
Saikia (2014) 
 

Purpose: To propose a composite index to measure the performance of 
cricketers in the Indian Premier League.  
In this study, website data was used as a source. Performance measures, 
normalization thereof and determination of weights were performed to achieve 
the proposed index. Computing of performance score and optimization model 
for ideal and balanced team selection. 

The proposed way to enhance decision-making on team selection 
is through a composite index that measures the performance of 
cricketers. 

41 Moore et al. (2012) 
 

Purpose: To investigate batting and bowling performance indicators and to 
employ pitch level analysis to identify micro level variables related to 
successful outcomes of matches in English first class Twenty20 cricket. 
Live coding of matches was used for data collection with a cricket specific 
software package. Success in T20 cricket was linked to specific performance 
indicators such as taking wickets, especially in the last 6 overs and scoring runs 
quickly particularly through  boundaries. These were calculated through using 
effect size statistics, with inter- and intra-reliability verified. 

Successful teams have distinctive performance characteristics / 
indicators compared to losing teams. In plotting performance 
indicators across different T20 playing conditions, it may assist 
the coach with team preparation and tactical decision-making. 
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42 O’Donoghue (2005) 
 

Purpose: To propose a technique that not only represents a typical performance 
of a team or individual, but also the spread of prefaces.  
Internet websites on Grand Slam singles tennis matches were used as data 
source. A normative performance profile was established and individual player 
performance indicators measured against the normative profile. Various 
statistical techniques were utilized to compute KPI’s. It is possible to create 
competitor comparative profiles regarding normative performance indicators.  

Performances of individuals and teams will vary from match to 
match and the use of performance indicators alone is inadequate 
as the only PA analysis method. Performance profiles should be 
used as alternative technique that represents the typical 
performance of a team or individual as well as the variety of 
performances over time. 

43 Hughes (2005) 
 

Purpose: To propose mathematical and statistical techniques commonly used 
and required for the process of performance analysis.  
The following analysis steps must be followed by and analyst during the PA 
process: determine performance indicators, determine the importance of 
performance indicators, establish the reliability of data, use stable performance 
profiles, compare data sets and model performances. However, specific skills 
that an analyst need were also identified. A variety of statistical methods were 
used in order to attain performance prediction. 

Paper established a process necessary for a notational analyst as 
consultant or researcher.  

44 O’Donoghue (2006)  Purpose: To describe the process of using systems to gather performance data, 
analyse that data and how to provide feedback in the form of statistics and video 
footage. 
Best practise is to collect data through live match coding and the use of a video 
analysis software package. The focus is placed on coding performance 
indicators as feedback which is provided to athletes and coaches. There exists a 
variety of video feedback methods used with different purposes. Competitor 
analysis through video feedback focus on specific performance indicators and 
behaviours of the competitor. 

A dynamic model of the PA process and a functional model of PA 
process are proposed. 

45 Lames and McGarry 
(2007) 
 

Purpose: To address the reliability of performance indicators in game sports. 
Data from previous studies were utilized to address the paper objective. The 
following aspects of a process emerged from the research undertaken: 
competition behaviour observed (data collected), software were utilized for 
analysis, the fact that information needs to be reliable and data was analysed 
and information used to indicate weaknesses or strengths of performance. There 
are certain factors influencing the analysis of team sport due to its structure. 
Better strategy development and implementation during training with the goal to 
perform better in competition should be the goal of performance analysis.  

Dynamical systems theory provides a new perspective for the 
advancement of the structure of team sports and the analysis 
thereof.  
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46 O’Donoghue (2007)  Purpose: The paper challenges the belief that precise operational definitions 
guarantees good reliability and that the absence thereof guarantees poor 
reliability.  
Data from a variety of other studies is used to achieve the purpose of the paper. 
Operational definitions are important within PA and intra-operator reliability 
does not indicate a systems’ objectivity. Furthermore, the value of statistical 
reliability should be justified.  

Authors recommends 7 steps that should be applied by PA 
operators: Identify performance indicators (PI), assign values of 
PI for different types of performance, select reliability of 
statistics, determine the level of acceptability of reliability of PI, 
train operators accordingly and determine inter-operator 
reliability. 

47 O’Donoghue (2009) 
 

Purpose: To describe the initial research on Interacting Performances Theory, 
using a series of 6 studies to provide evidence supporting the four key parts of 
the theory. 
Data was gathered from the official tournament websites for the 2007 and 2008 
tennis French Opens. Competitors’ style of play influences his/her own 
performance and therefore, using own strengths and by exploiting the 
weaknesses of the opponent is necessary for successful performance outcomes. 
Likewise, process and performance outcome indicators are needed to make an 
analysis. The evaluation of match data and different statistical methods are 
employed to calculate averages, percentages etc. on key performance indicators 
in order to achieve performance profiles. 

Evidence is given that the Interacting Performance Theory could 
be applied to PA and to support a four part initial version of the 
theory. This could influence a players’ own strategy followed 
based on the significant effects of the style of play from the 
opponent.  
 

48 Lyons (2011) 
 

Purpose: The paper identifies characteristics of Cloud computing and focus on 
the use of generic and open Cloud resources by coaches (canoeing in Australia).  
Software suppliers for sport offer Cloud capabilities and capacities for their 
services and coaches and athletes are accessing various software services. The 
Cloud delivers “convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources”. This platform is provided through 
subscription services and open access resources with the use of technology. 
Regarding the use of cloud computing and services, certain security and 
accessibility questions are raised. 

Evidence suggests that sport coaches are increasingly using Cloud 
computing resources and offer opportunities to coaches to 
develop their own practices. Likewise, coaches can create rich 
learning environments for athletes, especially related to their 
communication and feedback. The use of these resources has 
instigated a transformation in the coach-athlete relationship. 

49 Lorains et al. (2013) 
 

Purpose: To design and test a reliable method of analysing decision-making 
and to use it to evaluate this aspect as well as the transfer of the information to 
intentional training for competition application of elite Australian football 
players. 
Key performance indicators of Australian football players were measured and 
the inter-observer reliability was calculated.  

The decision-making accuracy of the players increased from early 
to late season even though the decision options did not differ 
between games. This indicates a reliable new platform to measure 
the cognitive skill of decision-making in a match situation. This 
effect will also imply an effective transfer of performance gains 
by off the field training interventions.  
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50 O’Donoghue (2008) 
 

Purpose: To use Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to identify key 
performance indicators that addresses the criticism of other researchers.  
Through the observation of 146 women’s singles events in the 2007 Australian 
and US Opens’ matches together with the manual recording of action variables, 
22 performance indicators were computed. The data of the PIs were then 
compared with data obtained from a website of the same tournament matches. 
The reliability of data was calculated with acceptable percentage error ranges.  
A PCA was performed and revealed that 13 of the original 24 PI’s were 
significantly different between winning and losing performances within 
matches.  

PCA could be used to reduce performance indicators to a set of 
independent KPI’s. This finding aids the development of real-
time analysis system in reducing action variables and is also 
important for coaches to understand patterns of play of opponents.  

51 Sharma et al. (2012) 
 

Purpose: To provide a way to evaluate and choose the best Twenty10 cricket 
batsmen using ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator.  
Data that was collected from Indian Premier League matches related to 10 
specific attributes of batsmen.  The OWA statistical method was used whereby 
a minimax disparity OWA model was employed to rank the batsmen based on 
the 10 parameters. From this list the top batsmen can be chosen.  

It is deemed to be a better practice to judge the performance of a 
player not only one attribute, but based on a few parameters.  This 
OWA method applied to rank and select the best cricket team is 
flexible by considering multiple performance attributes.  

52 Saikia et al. (2012) 
 

Purpose: To analyse and predict the performances of bowlers in the 4th season 
of the Indian Premier League (IPL) through the application of Artificial Neural 
network (ANN). The external validity of the model is tested using their actual 
performance in the 5th IPL tournament.  
Data was collected from a website with a large number of cricket matches used 
to obtain a fair performance distribution. Nominal and continuous variables 
were used as input variables and the importance of independent variables were 
calculated.  

The ANN model when applied for external validity was found to 
be 71.43 percent accurate in predicting the performances of 
cricket players. This ANN model could therefore help a 
franchisee to make better decisions on which players to contract. 

53 Najdan et al. (2014)  Purpose: To investigate the determinants of success in English domestic 
Twenty20 cricket. 
Data was collected through coding of cricket matches using specific software 
which captured detailed information on pre-determined key performance 
aspects. Operational quality and cross-validation of data were performed by a 
qualified performance analyst. A statistical analysis was performed to determine 
the performance indicators which separate winning and losing teams. Decision-
making is possible from the information. 

The investigation identified key determinants of success in 
English domestic Twenty20 cricket. The top 5 indicators of 
success were losing fewer wickets in the power play overs, losing 
fewer wickets between overs 7 to 10, 50+ run partnerships, 
individual batsmen contributing to 75+ runs and 50 to 74 runs.  
These KPI’s provide a coach with objective information to plan 
his team selection, strategy and tactics. 
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54 Amin and Sharma 
(2014) 
 

Purpose: To suggest a new method for cricket team selection using data 
envelopment analysis (DEA). 
Data from matches the IPL 4 was used and analysed. Nine performance 
indicators were identified and used in the DEA to determine efficient and 
inefficient cricket players and rank them on the basis of the DEA scores.  

Study proposes multiple outputs DEA formulation to assess 
cricket players in different capabilities. This novel application of 
DEA method in considering multiple factors related to the 
performance of players with multiple capabilities is the first 
attempt to select a cricket team from players of different teams. 

55 Lyons (2005)  Purpose: To discuss an approach to PA from applied context in Australia.  
Micro-technology is mainly used to gather rich information to provide 
augmented information for the coach and athletes. Data collection was obtained 
from sensors and cameras on and around athletes in training and competition 
with a specific software package that also analyse the data. The gathered data is 
used to describe the performance of the athlete and to adapt athlete technique in 
training.  

The relationships between the sport scientist performing the 
analysis and coaches and athletes should be purposefully arranged 
to integrate insights into learning and performance enhancement 
of athletes and teams.   
 

56 Baca (2006) 
 

Purpose: To indicate specific systems which were developed for applied 
diagnostic purposes of for giving feedback to coaches and athletes immediately 
after exercises.  
Coaches and athletes are provided with innovative and efficient support as they 
identify and analyse performance indicators. Various sensors and devices 
(cameras) are incorporated into sport equipment or attached to the athlete for 
data collection. Mobile computers acquire and present the data recorded while 
other systems use telemetric methods to transmit the data to receiving computer 
stations. The accuracy of collected data, the collection process and the 
measurement system is satisfying and users are capable of comprehending the 
information presented. Portable devices for data collection are particularly 
needed.  

Real time and rapid feedback systems as well as sophisticated 
systems for collecting and analysing sports-specific 
biomechanical data, provide innovative and effective support to 
coaches and athletes. 

57 O’Donoghue and 
Cullinane (2011) 
 

Purpose: To show that performance indicators should be evaluated addressing 
the quality of the opposition and to show how opposition effects can be 
modelled.  
Data on the men’s singles matches at the 2010 and 2011 Australian Open tennis 
championships was accessed from a website. Statistical methods were employed 
to determine performance indicator values that interpret individual 
performances against the qualities of the opposition. A set of tennis specific 
performance indicators were used together with opposition variables to map 
residuals onto a percentage map. The practical difficulty with this analysis 
method lies in collecting enough meaningful data to perform the regression 
modelling.  

This modelling technique was used to address the relative 
strengths and weaknesses of particular opponents rather than 
applying the same model to all players. 
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58 Cooper et al. (2007) 
 

Purpose: To present a method for assessing reliability based upon Bland and 
Altmans’ suggestions for the non-parametric treatment of comparison data and 
the proposals of Nevill et al.  
Data were collected through the coding of recorded matches. In this process, 
performance indicators were chosen and analysts completed a coding process. 
Statistical methods were employed to calculate intra-observer reliability.  

The method employed within the study is a simple method of 
measurement of absolute agreement that is sensitive enough to 
distinguish between the successes and errors made by expert, 
experienced and improving sport performance analysts. 

59 Robinson and 
O’Donoghue (2007) 
 

Purpose: To illustrate how the weighted kappa statistic can be used with 
performance analysis data. 
The notational analysis of matches was used for data collection through a sport 
specific software programme. Sport specific performance indicators were coded 
by different analysts.  

The use of the weighted kappa statistic to assess inter-operator 
agreement in a notational analysis system is a promising 
reliability statistic as it is not overly stringent and recognises 
partial agreement between related values of nominal and ordinal 
scale performance indicators. 

60 Lemmer (2008)  Purpose: To show how batting and bowling performance measures for one-day 
international cricket matches can be adapted for use in Twenty20 matches.  
Data was collected from an internet website with regard to specific performance 
indicators. Performance indicators were adapted for use in different competition 
formats. However, measurements used to rank players were difficult to 
substantiate because of a low number of matches and insufficient available data. 

Using adjusted measures for performance indicators within 
different competition formats are not achievable since additional 
data is needed. 

61 (Wright et al., 2012a) External companies were used for data collection with team analysts filtering 
irrelevant information. An experienced analyst with a high level of 
understanding of the game produced their own accurate analysis and established 
inter- and intra-reliability. An emphasis was placed on KPI’s derived from 
coaching philosophy. Within the analysis and feedback process, communication 
between the coach and analysts is important, however this study claims there is 
little knowledge about the use of the intelligence by the coach. 

The analyst plays an important role in concluding the analysis 
cycle by providing the most recent data and feedback to coaches 
and athletes. This analyst should deliver clear and knowledgeable 
information which is useful in generating an intervention strategy 
and plan by the coach or athletes.  
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ADDENDUM 2.18: ACCEPTANCE OF TYPED INTERVIEW 

CONTENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mnr 

ACCEPTANCE OF TYPED INTERVIEW CONTENT 
 

PHD STUDY:  
“Development of a competitive intelligence process framework and survey for cricket 

coaches". 
 

ETHICS NUMBER: NWU-00185-15-S1 
Dear , 
 
Thank you for your participation in the interview to finalize the interview questions for my 
above mentioned PhD study. I appreciate your inputs and value the time you set aside for it.  
 
Would you please be so kind as to read the typed version of our conversation and sign off 
regarding the content accuracy? If there is any part of the conversation that you do not agree on, 
please indicate it via track changes on the Word document or in writing as per email.  
 
I would appreciate your timeously reply. 
 
 Yours faithfully 
 
 

Liandi van den Berg                            
PhD student        

Private Bag X6001, Potchefstroom 
South Africa 2520 

Tel: (018) 299-1111/2222 
Web: http://www.nwu.ac.za 
Physical Activity, Sport and 
Recreation Research Focus Area 
(PhASRec) 
North-West University (NWU) 
Potchefstroom Campus 
Potchefstroom 
Tel: (018) +27 18 2991803 
Fax (018) +27 18 2992022 
Email: ben.coetzee@nwu.ac.za 
Liandi.vandenberg@nwu.ac.za  

1 April  2016 

mailto:ben.coetzee@nwu.ac.za
mailto:Liandi.vandenberg@nwu.ac.za
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Declaration by participant 

 

By signing below, I …………………………………..…………. agree to the acceptance and 

accuracy of the typed version of the interview held with the researcher on the study titled: Sport 

Competitive Intelligence Project 

 

 

Signed at (place) ......................…........…………….. on (date) …………....……….. 20.... 

 

 

 ......................................................................   

Signature of participant  
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ADDENDUM 2.19: INTRA-UNIVERSITY PEERS 

INTERVIEW DATA ANALYSIS: CI RELATED ASPECTS 

ON CONTENT DATA NETWORK 
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ADDENDUM 2.20: INTRA-UNIVERSITY PEERS 

INTERVIEW DATA ANALYSIS: GENERAL SCHEDULE 

QUESTIONS, COMMENTS AND CODES - DATA 

NETWORK 
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ADDENDUM 2.21: PRELIMINARY INTERVIEW 

SCHEDULE 
Introduction 

 

A critical component of coaching success is to gain a competitive advantage by utilising all 

available information. This study focuses on the process followed by cricket coaches to gather, 

analyse and communicate information in order to counter competitors’ actions. Such a process is 

utilized within the business realm for businesses to gain a competitive advantage and to counter 

environmental and competitor factors and is called Competitive Intelligence. CI is defined as: “a 

systematic and ethical program for gathering, analysing and managing external information that 

can affect your company’s plans, decisions and operations” (Weiss, 2002:41). This study aims to 

develop a CI model and survey for cricket coaches.  

 

You are at any time welcome to ask questions if you require more clarity concerning CI and 

what it involves. 

 

Semi-structured interview questions: 

 

A) CI awareness/culture 

1. Tell me about your view on the importance of gathering information on competitors and the 

environment. 

Probes for researcher: 

• Tools used? 

• Guidelines developed? 

• Process followed? 

 

B) Planning, identification and focus 

2. Could you describe the most important aspects of key information topics that you think will 

give you as a coach an advantage over your competitors? 

Probes for researcher: 

• Communicate?  

• Review these key topics? 
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• Key topics guide your decisions / strategy? 

 

C) Collection of information 

3. How, if at all do you collect relevant information on competitors and the playing 

environment? 

Probes for researcher: 

• Sources 

• Who collects? 

• Skills/experience? 

• Tools used? 

 

D) Collation/ conversion 

4. Tell me how, if at all you go about to analyse the information on competitors?  

Probes for researcher: 

• Validation of information? 

• Types of analysis (SWOT, competitor’s profiles, video analyses? If you do use a certain 

method, explain how the method works.) 

• Compare information 

• System for storing and retrieving information?  

 

E) Communication 

5. Could you describe the communication of information that takes place, if at all and with 

whom? 

Probes for researcher: 

• When? 

• How? 

 

F) Countering 

6. Can you explain how the information helps / guides you to make certain decisions / plan 

strategy? 

Probes for researcher: 

• Info used? 

• Knowledge created? 
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ADDENDUM 2.22: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
 

Introduction 

A critical component of coaching success is to gain a competitive advantage by utilising all 

available information. This study focuses on the process that cricket coaches follow to gather, 

analyse and communicate information in order to counter competitors’ actions. This process is 

utilized within the business realm for businesses to gain a competitive advantage and to counter 

environmental and competitor factors and is called “Competitive Intelligence” (CI). CI is defined 

as: “a systematic and ethical program for gathering, analysing and managing external 

information that can affect your company’s plans, decisions and operations” (Weiss, 2002:41). 

This study aims to develop a CI model and survey for cricket coaches.  

 

You are at any time welcome to ask questions if you require more clarity concerning CI and 

what it involves. 

 

Semi-structured interview questions: 

A) CI awareness/culture 

1. Tell me about your view on the importance of gathering information on competitors and the 

environment. 

Probes for researcher: 

• Why is it important/ not important to you? 

• Have this process in any way benefit your success as a cricket coach? 

 

B) Planning, identification and focus 

2. Could you describe the most important aspects of the sport that you think will give you an 

advantage over your competitors? 

Probes for researcher: 

• Communicate?  

• Review these key topics? 

• Key topics guide your decisions / strategy? 

•  

C) Collection of information 
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3. How, if at all do you collect relevant information on competitors and the playing 

environment? 

Probes for researcher: 

• Sources 

• Who collects? 

• Skills/experience? 

• Tools used? 

 

D) Collation/ conversion 

4. Tell me how, if at all, you go about to analyse the information on competitors?  

Probes for researcher: 

• Steps of the analysis process 

• Validation of information? 

• Can you give an example? 

• Types of analysis (SWOT, competitor’s profiles, video analyses)? If you do use a certain 

method, explain how the method works. 

• System for storing and retrieving information?  

 

E) Communication 

5. Could you describe the communication of information that takes place, if at all and with 

whom? 

Probes for researcher: 

• When? 

• How? 

• For example? 

 

F) Countering 

6. Can you explain how the information helps / guides you to make certain decisions / plan 

strategy? 

Probes for researcher: 

• Info used? 

• Knowledge created? 

• Example? 
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ADDENDUM 2.23: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE TO 

PARTICIPANTS 
 

Introduction 

A critical component of coaching success is to gain a competitive advantage by utilising all 

available information. This study focuses on the process that cricket coaches follow to gather, 

analyse and communicate information in order to counter competitors’ actions. This process is 

utilized within the business realm for businesses to gain a competitive advantage and to counter 

environmental and competitor factors and is called “Competitive Intelligence” (CI). CI is defined 

as: “a systematic and ethical program for gathering, analysing and managing external 

information that can affect your company’s plans, decisions and operations” (Weiss, 2002:41). 

This study aims to develop a CI model and survey for cricket coaches.  

 

You are at any time welcome to ask questions if you require more clarity concerning CI and 

what it involves. 

 

Semi-structured interview questions: 

 

A) CI awareness/culture 

1. Tell me about your view on the importance of gathering information on competitors and the 

environment. 

 

B) Planning, identification and focus 

2. Could you describe the most important aspects of the sport that you think will give you an 

advantage over your competitors? 

 

C) Collection of information 

3. How, if at all do you collect relevant information on competitors and the playing 

environment? 

 

D) Collation/ conversion 

4. Tell me how, if at all, you go about to analyse the information on competitors?  
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E) Communication 

5. Could you describe the communication of information that takes place, if at all and with 

whom? 

 

F) Countering 

6. Can you explain how the information helps / guides you to make certain decisions / plan 

strategy? 
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ADDENDUM 2.24: INTER-RATER RELIABILITY FOR INTERVIEWS (COHEN’S KAPPA) 
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ADDENDUM 2.25: INTRA-RATER RELIABILITY FOR INTERVIEWS (COHEN’S KAPPA) 
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ADDENDUM 2.26: COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF INTERVIEWS PRIMARY 

DOCUMENTS TABLE 

 
Continue.. 
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ADDENDUM 2.27: DENDROGRAM (SINGLE-LINKAGE, TREE CLUSTER, 1-PEARSON 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, ANALYSIS RESULTS OF RECOVERY INDICATOR 

VARIABLES 
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2.28: CI FRAMEWORK FOR CRICKET COACHES 
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ADDENDUM 2.29: GOOGLE FORMS DOCUMENT AS 

ACCESSED PER URL LINK SENT TO INTER-UNIVERSITY 

PEERS AS PART OF EXPERT VALIDATION PROCESS 
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ADDENDUM 2.30: INTER-UNIVERSITY PEERS DATA ANALYSIS ON CI SURVEY FOR 

CRICKET COACHES 
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ADDENDUM 2.31: REVISED CI SURVEY FOR CRICKET 

COACHES 

No Item 

St
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ng
ly

 

di
sa

gr
ee

 

D
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A
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ee
 

St
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e 

A Strategy design 1 2 3 4 5 

1 My coaching philosophy guides the development of my 

team strategy  

     

2 A team culture is created whereby players and coaching 

staff consistently collect and analyse information on 

competitors in a systematic manner 

     

3 The execution of the team strategy is assessed after every 

match 

     

4 As coach, I primarily plan and decide on the team strategy 

to be followed for matches 

     

5 Environmental information (such as pitch and weather 

conditions) are gathered and analysed in a structured 

manner before each match 

     

6 I need continuous information on my own team players’ 

strengths and weaknesses for strategic decision-making 

     

7 High quality analysed information is used during planning 

and strategy design before matches 

     

8 I adjust my teams’ strategy if new information is gained 

before matches 

     

9 I have sufficient knowledge on competitors and the 

environment to direct a structured information collection 

and analysis  
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B Review 1 2 3 4 5 

10 After every match I look at specific video footage and 

analysis of that specific match 

     

11 I evaluate statistical data after each match      

12 At the onset of each season, a SWOT analysis of opposition 

players are performed 

     

13 I have an established, well-functioning system for storing 

and retrieving previously analysed competitor and 

environmental information 

     

14 The Key Performance Indicators (such as runs scored for 

batters and runs conceded for bowlers) that I evaluate to 

assess and develop new match strategies, differs from one 

match to another 

     

15 The competitor information collected and analysed is 

primarily used for opponent strategy assessment 

     

C Information transmission 1 2 3 4 5 

16 As the coach I am primarily responsible to communicate 

information on the opposition, environment and team 

strategy to my team 

     

17 I tailor my communication method regarding competitor 

and environmental information to suit the preferences of 

my individual players 

     

18 I share information about our competitors and environment 

mainly collectively to the whole team    

     

19 I communicate information on competitors and the 

environment to my players before each match  

     

20 I re-accentuate selected competitor information to 

individual players 

     

21 I communicate my key intelligence needs to a person who 

collects and analyse the competitor and environmental 
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information 
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D CI process dynamics 1 2 3 4 5 

22 Our coaching management team follows a systematic, 

continuous process to collect and analyse competitor 

strengths and weaknesses 

     

23 I access and utilize a number of sources (websites, video 

footage, coded video clips) to collect and analyse 

information on competitors and the environment  

     

24 I continuously utilize analysed and high quality information 

to guide my decisions 

     

E Data / Information parameters 1 2 3 4 5 

25 We use highly sophisticated technology to capture, code 

and analyse videos and data  

     

26 The person who performs the analysis on competitors and 

the environment is skilled and trained in using technology 

driven analysis techniques  

     

27 Feedback on own team performance and strategy execution 

is performed shortly after each match  

     

28 I value technology-derived competitor and environmental 

information highly influential on my coaching practise  
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ADDENDUM 2.32: CODEBOOK FOR CRICKET COACH AND SUPPORT STAFF 

INTERVIEW CODES CREATED 
No Code Definition Example 

1 Adjustment of 

own strategy 

A situation where factors forced the 

coach or support staff to adjust his/her 

own or team strategy 

“...in a cricket match because it is very dependent on what the pitch does. If the 

pitch is slow, and if you don’t adjust to conditions you’re going to struggle...” 

2 Analysis barriers Factors inhibiting the analysis process “No not at all. The technology is just too expensive...and you have to have a full 

time person doing it. On the Dartfish and those programmes, you can do that, but the 

price of it – it is just too much money.” 

“And there is not breakdown of the 15 overs batting power play etc. It’s normally 

just the game results and the best three batsmen, three bowlers. That kind of stuff. 

You can see the bowlers’ bowling figures for the game, batsmen that kind of stuff, 

but it’s difficult to see really how they did on that.” 

3 Analysis or 

reference to 

different sports 

Person refers to the process of analysis 

or comparison between different 

sports 

“Whereas in rugby, you can see exactly where are they strong – doesn’t matter how 

the field looks...line outs are strong, backline they’re strong, this player is weak at 

tackling, another one doesn’t like being under the high ball. That’s much easier, but 

cricket, that is difficult.” 
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No Code Definition Example 

4 Analysis done 

and analytical 

techniques 

employed 

The process of using specific methods 

of analysis such as SWOT analysis, 

pattern recognition and statistics. 

“...so there is a lot of database that happens behind the scenes, try and pick up 

patterns.” 

“But there is a trend, like out of 100 innings for example, in the Champions League, 

I think we looked at about 30 to 40 games just to pick up a trend.” 

“So those type of statistics, if the bowler at the death he bowls 70% Yorkers, you 

have a high % change of getting a Yorker.” 

“...got a full print out averages, strike rate, how many fours I hit in the season, how 

many sixes...” 

6 Coaching 

philosophy 

The philosophy of the coach that 

drives his actions, how he coaches, 

communicates and develops his/her 

team. 

 

“One of the biggest things for me is that, yes results were important, but growing the 

individual is even more important.” 

7 Coaching 

process 

Behaviour and activities the coach 

performs as part of his job. 

“...I use his admin, I try and pull that in, I don’t use much of what he told me out on 

the field, but from an organising, getting plans ready for nets and running training 

sessions...” 

8 Coding of 

matches 

A process whereby every ball in a 

match is recorded and categorized 

according to specific topics, actions 

and outcomes. 

“Then we will also code where the ball was bowled, short, back of a length, length, 

half volley, Yorker or full toss. And then we will go onto once the ball has been hit, 

we say where the ball landed, so we split the field into different fielding positions.” 
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No Code Definition Example 

9 Collection of 

data on 

competitors 

The activity of gathering information 

specifically on competitors 

 

“I think observing them and that is where with professionals you can find videos of 

teams playing and it helps a lot observing a team is as I find it the easiest.”  

“At the level that I was at (English Club cricket), gathering information about 

competitors ...you can’t really...” 

10 Collection of 

data on own 

team / 

individuals 

The activity of gathering information 

specific to own individual athlete and 

or team and their performance 

“I actually went on the internet the other day and I went into when I played in 

England and all the years and I actually got a full print out averages, strike rate, how 

many fours I hit in the season, how many sixes, all that kind of stuff you can find. 

So that is available there and also all the newspaper articles as well.” 

11 Communication 

value 

The importance of good 

communication is highlighted 

“Cricket still lies with my interacting with them and communicating, getting them to 

understand what they must do and the technology and the fancy stuff are the-add on 

rather than me being the add-on to that.” 

12 Competition 

level 

The person refers to competition of 

cricket on a specific level.   

“...especially at amateur level, club level or university level.” 

13 Competitors 

strengths 

A referral to information on the 

general or cricket specific strengths of 

competitor players or teams. 

“... a batsman and you can exactly see where he scored his runs...” 

“We noticed that they are a better team when batting first.” 

14 Competitors 

weaknesses 

The person refers to general or cricket 

specific aspects of a competitor player 

or team which is seen as a weakness.  

“There were a few things like one player is weak on the back foot, or he is weak on 

the off side” 
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No Code Definition Example 

15 Culture The culture created mainly by the 

coach and driven within the team. It 

may or may not support the CI process 

or aspects thereof. 

“Otherwise the coach would be standing on the outside and players are looking to 

him for answers, so we want to create environments where players can be 

independent from the coach.” 

16 Data / 

information 

analysis 

The process or activity whereby time 

is taken to perform and interpret the 

how and what of information that was 

produced. 

“So often I go and watch the game with them and I am sitting next to them while 

they are busy video analysing saying look at this, just put a highlight out there...” 

“We would analyse the game quickly afterwards, especially to trying to harpen 

positive stuff rather than on the negative stuff...” 

17 Data / 

Information 

Sources 

Specific references to resources and 

sources used for data and information 

collection 

“Normally Gauteng Cricket board updates it, you have to send the information on 

the match to them and they put it in. The whole score sheet.” 

“I actually went on the internet the other day and I went into when I played in 

England and all the years and I actually got a full print out...” 

“Each league has its own person who handles just that, all the results all the score 

sheets, the stats. And it is also available on a data base.” 

18 Decision-making The action of making a decision based 

on specific information available 

“Because we thought that if we get the chance that we would bat first...” 

“...and that’s how I feel he started to select his team or make decision.” 

19 Deficiency of CI/ 

analysis process  

Process of gathering and analysing 

information used inadequately 

“OK, at university, I think it is an area which is probably not done enough.” 
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No Code Definition Example 

20 Environmental 

factors 

Factors from the environment 

influencing decisions and strategies 

“Look in the cricket environment, you can only see on the day according to what 

pitch you are going to be playing on. I think a pitch, neutralizes the advantages and 

disadvantages of teams.” 

21 Experience The coach or support staff  is sharing 

information out of his / her own 

cricket playing experience  

“And when I was at Worcestershire, during the game, when you were batting and 

you were out...” 

22 Execution Physical performance of players and 

implementation and accomplishment 

of the strategy or plan within a match 

environment 

“...whether you execute that plan or don’t, that is up to your skills, but you have a 

plan.” 

23 Feedback and 

communication 

methods 

The method used to provide feedback 

or communicate the analysis 

performed or the results and 

performance of a match or 

performance indicators 

“I wrote down the notes and typed out the notes and gave it to each bowler...” 

“...so we’ll have the visual up, showing the slower ball...” 

24 Feedback time The interval in time from when the 

match / analysis took place until the 

analysed results are available and 

communicated 

“And the thing overseas is everything is on the computer straight away, and here in 

SA it is done on paper, and it first have to be copied onto the computer.” 
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No Code Definition Example 

25 Inadequate 

communication 

Person highlights inadequate 

communication process 

“To be honest, that is the one thing I have been a little bit frustrated with because I 

was always the intern and Adrian was the head analyst. I would have liked to have 

sat before going to the tournament with the coach to find out that the stuff that we 

are coding is it really what the coach wants? And I really want to have a sit down 

afterwards and have a de-brief of what we did right and where we went wrong or 

what we can add or change.” 

26 Implementation 

of CI process 

Coach or support staff would use the 

process of gathering information and 

analysis for specific reasons and 

situations 

“For USSA we did obviously with playing against Pukke, our enemies.” 

27 Inadequate data 

/ information 

sources 

Sources not available or not in a 

specific, usable format 

“...you can’t really because you can’t get videos on the other teams.” 

“The stats they give you, you don’t really get a lot of information from it.” 

 

28 Information 

pitfalls 

Negative aspects or difficulties with 

information 

“What we found is that in the first year we probably overloaded the players a little 

bit. We probably gave too much information...” 

29 Information use Referring to information used / applied “As to how you are going to use the information and when is the right time to use it. 

From a week to week thing, we try and keep it simple, we don’t try and over 

analyse.” 
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No Code Definition Example 

30 Information on 

own team / 

players 

Coach focus and use a lot on the 

information of his own team 

“Again you could be looking at your own players’ techniques when they are batting, 

the head is falling over, where they are scoring their runs, so there’s many 

variables.” 

“So we always finished with positive and always their good shots, the boundary 

shots, were the guys hit sixes or fours, we should like a quick 2 minutes of just us 

batting, us bowling, getting wickets, the celebrations, that sort of thing.” 

31 Information on 

conditions 

Coach has or gathers information on 

the conditions 

 

“...so I have 12 years of league experience so every ground in the province, I have 

been at, I have played at, I know it.” 

32 Innovative Person shows original and creative 

way of thinking and does ground 

breaking work within the field of 

analysis and incorporating it into his 

coaching 

“Another thing that I do sometimes use is where I have come up with an excel 

spread sheet which shows, during our week matches, we have 14 players and I have 

3 players on the side of the field.” 

“That is where the conditions and the environment and that is where you have just 

got to plan a little bit in advance and maybe speak to a few people who you know 

around there and get the information, whatever you can.” 
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No Code Definition Example 

33 Intervention in 

practise session 

Coach applies knowledge on gathered 

data and analysed information within a 

practise session to prepare his / her 

individual players or team for the 

upcoming competition 

“...you set up nets where guys only throw spin at you, throw slower balls at you. Do 

funny kind of stuff, but you also don’t tell the batsmen you are going mix it up or I 

am going to throw this or this. It has got to be like he is facing a completely new 

bowler.” 

“Where at Varsity sport or even USSA, you play five fifty over games in a row, so 

you don’t have the time to have a net in between were you say the next guy is 

actually good, he bowls a lot of bouncers, he is quite quick, let’s go practice it.” 

34 Key Intelligence 

Topics (KITs) 

Initial information need of the CI user 

(coach) related to general or specific 

cricket aspects on competitors, the 

environment or own team  in order to 

provide intelligence inputs for team 

strategic plans to be formulated 

“What I want on opposition is about their character. I am always about their 

character. What are they like...” 

35 Key 

Performance 

Indicators (KPI) 

Cricket specific aspects related to 

batting,  bowling and fielding that 

coaches / analysts use to evaluate 

performance either of their own team 

or that of the opposition 

 

“...averages, strike rate, how many fours I hit in the season, how many sixes, all that 

kind of stuff you can find.” 

“...the results are always printed out, who did what – top run scorer, top wicket 

taker.” 
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No Code Definition Example 

36 Perceived 

Knowledge 

Knowledge gained on pitches, cricket 

grounds, certain players and coaches 

through many years of playing or 

coaching  

“Yes, you do really know, if you are going to a pitch you will know this is a slow 

wicket, you know what the good scores are and you are not going to say ok, we are 

going to get 400 here, 200 might be enough, that sort of thing.” 

37 Match factors Factors and aspects that neither the 

coach nor the players have any control 

over that influence the match / 

competition that could possibly 

influence their strategy taken. 

“So we tried, but obviously if you don’t win the toss you can’t really (determine it).” 

“And at a few times we really had them under pressure. On the verge of winning the 

game and then certain things didn’t go our way.” 

38 Method of data / 

information 

collection 

Referring to specific activities / 

actions performed by a person to 

collect data and  information 

 

“I think observing them and that is where with professionals you can find videos of 

teams playing and it helps a lot observing a team is as I find it the easiest.” 

39 Motivational / 

good 

performance and 

execution videos 

Situation where coach or support staff 

use videos of players’ good 

performances / execution of skills to 

motivate them or reinforce 

information. 

“And we always finish a video session with our own batting and bowling. So we 

always finished with positive and always their good shots, the boundary shots, were 

the guys hit sixes or fours, we should like a quick 2 minutes of just us batting, us 

bowling, getting wickets, the celebrations, that sort of thing. So we always left the 

room with a positive reinforcement that we know what we are doing.” 
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No Code Definition Example 

40 Own strategy to 

determine pitch 

preparation 

Coach or support staff indicate their 

own strategy is decided on, and then 

communicates to the grounds man to 

prepare a specific cricket pitch that 

would benefit their strategy 

“Let’s say for example we are playing two spinners, so I will talk to him on a 

Monday and say, Ross, I am going to play two spinners, please try to prepare a pitch 

that is going to spin. That is the first thing I do.” 

41 Own strengths The coach or support staff refers to 

their own individual players or teams’ 

strengths in general and cricket 

specific 

“If you know that your strengths are playing forward...” 

“With our own team, we were also a better team defending than chasing.” 

42 Own 

Weaknesses 

The coach or support staff refers to 

their own individual players or teams’ 

weaknesses in general and cricket 

specific 

“...this is where you were struggling...” 

43 Pattern 

identification 

Analysis involves looking and 

identifying patterns of performance, 

behaviour, activities or strategy 

“...He will log, single, one, and if he picks up a pattern example in” 
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44 Performance 

prediction 

The use of information to predict 

specific players' or teams' 

performances 

Want hy glo, die ou doen dit – die ou is soos ŉ robot, en ek was al saam met die 

span in Indië dat hy letterlik die hele batting line-up reguleer op grond van sy video 

materiaal en dit voel vir my of ŉ ou op die ou einde ŉ robot is en of coaches glo 

daar is ŉ knoppie agter die ou se kop, jy druk hom en dan is hy aan en dan is hy af.” 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION (Because he believes that the guy does this, as if he is a 

robot and I have been with the team to India where he literally regulated the whole 

batting line-up based on his video material and it made me feel the guy is a robot 

and it was as if the coaches believed the player had a button behind his head which 

you press and then he is on and then he is off.”) 

45 Person collecting 

data 

This refers to the person performing 

the activity of collecting data, either 

regarding own individuals / team or 

data on competitors 

“The person who is in charge of the league. Each league has its own person who 

handles just that, all the results all the score sheets, the stats and it is also available 

on a data base.” 

“...so we had a few days where we on weekends we would go through, sit there in 

the corner and not really video analyse but seeing their strong points, which 

combinations they bowl with, that kind of stuff.” 

46 Person 

communicating 

information 

The person responsible for 

communicating the information 

gathered and analysed to the 

information users. 

“And when I was at Worcester, during the game, when you were batting and you 

were out, the guy would sit with you and show you, this is where you scored your 

runs...” 
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47 Person making 

decisions 

The person who makes decisions 

based on the information gathered and 

analysed. 

“That was more really the coach’s job. I didn’t really do that with him. He was the 

one to make the decisions.” 

48 Person 

performing 

analysis 

Persons involved in evaluating the 

data and information and performing 

the analysis. 

“So anyway, the three hours before the TUKS game, I spoke to the analyst who said 

ok, what do we need to do here?” 

49 Person receiving 

information 

Refers to the main person who needs 

and receives the information but not 

necessarily have to make decisions 

“I wrote down the notes and typed out the notes and gave it to each bowler...” 

“From my side, I think it is really necessary and I do notice that the coaches, if I 

supply it in an easy and functional way, then they will definitely make use of it...” 

50 Planning Process of putting a strategy together 

from data or information / preparation 

for competition 

“So there will be various variables that you need to consider as a coach in terms of 

your planning, in terms of how you are going to execute your plan to win games.” 

51 Data collection / 

gathering 

information 

challenges 

Problems and barriers in collecting or 

gathering data and information such as 

inadequate sources, resources or 

technology 

 

“...gathering information about competitors - you can’t really because you can’t get 

videos on the other teams – you have to go where they are playing and record 

them.” 

52 Process barriers Factors inhibiting the process of data 

collection and analysis to take place. 

“...unfortunately from a finance point of view, it isn’t always possible, but we took 

video analysts with us to Varsity Sport but we have video analyst who are employed 

by the university, buy they obviously are for all the sporting codes.” 
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53 Process 

characteristics 

Participants explain the process or 

parts thereof implemented. 

“I think so, but I think a lot of them get caught up in it (the process).” 

54 Reasons for 

implementation 

of CI process  

Coach or support staff indicate a 

specific situation where they 

implement the CI process with a 

specific reason given 

“Because we played in the North-West league and it was always us or them to win 

the league, so it was important.” 

55 Reinforcement 

of information 

A situation whereby a person re-

communicates the information or 

reminds another person about it. 

“Where we could just reinforce the message out to the bowler, and say listen, 

remember our plans, we don’t want to bowl short at this guy, pitch the ball up and it 

worked for us.” 

56 Repetitive 

competition 

Coach or support staff indicates that 

teams play numerous times against 

each other within a season or 

successive years against the same 

opposition within the different 

competitions.  

“...maar ons speel maar redelik teen mekaar, jy speel baie teen dieselfde spanne en ŉ 

mens het daai basis gebou.” (but we play fairly a lot against each other, you play a 

lot against the same teams and one then have that base built). 
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57 Skills and 

knowledge of 

person analysing 

/ converting data 

into information 

The person responsible for converting 

or analysing data into information 

needs specific skills and knowledge 

regarding cricket and performance 

indicators as well as the operating 

system or a systematic process 

“So for instance in the national team there is an analyst who has a strong 

background staff in India who analyse a lot of games and provide a hell of a lot of 

information to provide a point of difference or cutting edge advantage.” 

58 Skills and 

knowledge of 

person collecting 

data 

The person responsible for collecting 

data needs specific skills and 

knowledge regarding cricket and 

performance indicators as well as the 

operating system or a systematic 

process 

“I have Abraham who is my video guy – he is the video analyst and he doesn’t just 

clip our stuff...” 

“Not any more. I did it for a year or two, which was to be honest a bit boring in a 

way. It becomes so easy to do it is not even funny, you do it almost with your eyes 

closed.” 

59 Skill set and 

level of own 

players 

The coach or support staff refers to the 

various skills and abilities as well as 

the skill levels of their own players or 

that of the opposition. 

“I think it is very important especially when you get to a high performance level 

where the teams have their skill levels at a certain point.” 

60 Strategy of 

opponent 

Person identifies the strategy 

implemented by die opposition; the 

coach may or may not pick up on it 

and may or may not react to it. 

“...which combinations they bowl with...” 

“...what kind of fields they like, what kind of set field placing they like, how they 

target you, let’s say the bowler will bowl three short balls in a row and then a 

Yorker...” 
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61 Strategy of own 

players or team 

The coach or support staff refers to 

their own individual players or teams’ 

strategy that was formulated 

“...but we straight away thought that it doesn’t matter how the pitch looks, if we can 

we will bat first and put them under pressure.” 

62 Statistics Percentages, averages etc. of batting, 

bowling and fielding used for 

information 

“Mainly videos and then they will show the visual, and they might have what is 

called a pitch map, where for the bowlers it will show where the guys bowled so 

they will have that percentage of where their balls are bowled and landed, so out of 

their two or three games that we watched, 60% are short balls, full balls or whatever. 

So we get that.” 
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63 Structure for CI 

process 

Structures in place with analysts, 

technology and the availability of data 

and info for use within the CI process 

“Ek dink omdat alles so mooi saam werk, ek dink ons is die enigste ouens wat goed 

centralise, en as jy ŉ ding nie centralized nie, gaan dit nie werk nie want dan is elke 

ou op sy eie. So as ons dit nie gedoen het nie sou die Cobras hulle eie ding gedoen 

het, en die Lions hulle eie – nie dat dit verkeerd is nie, maar wat jy nou het, is jy het 

ŉ standaard en die standaard gaan altyd dieselfde wees. Dit raak nie deurmekaar nie, 

maar in die begin was dit baie moeilik – jy het 6 verskillende analiste gehad, nou 

kry jy die data in 6 verskillende tipe sagteware, 6 verskillende maniere om dit te 

doen, hierdie ou doen dit deur die universiteit van PE, iemand doen dit vir hulle, dit 

was Dr Stretch, hy is van PE universiteit wat dit vir die Warriors se analises gedoen 

het. Dis ook maar moeilik, maar omdat die strukture in plek is en sekere maniere 

wat die goed gedoen word, werk dit goed. Dis is interessant hoe die goed werk.” 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION (I think because everything works together so well, we 

are the only country that does it this way. If you do not centralize it, then it doesn’t 

work because then everyone is on their own. So if we didn’t do it, then the Cobras 

would do their own thing, the Lions their own thing – not that it is wrong, but what 

you have a standard and the standard stays the same. It can get mixed up – in the 

beginning there were six different ways to do this and one person from PE 

university, did their analysis for them. Dr Stretch, he is from PE university and did 

the Worriers’ analysis. It is still difficult, but because these structures are in place 

and there are certain was that things are done, it works well. It is interesting how 
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well it actually works.”) 

64 Success of 

implemented CI 

process 

Coach or support staff express ideas 

regarding the success achieved or 

failed attempts when implementing CI 

in a match. 

“These things are on an up and down curve, and sometimes you will get the one 

right and the other one you might not.” 

65 Systems for 

storing data 

Data that is stored and administrated “...all the results all the score sheets, the stats. And it is also available on a data 

base.” 

“So all the information that we need on certain players, the data coming through, 

maybe of a player that you have not seen much off. You can always go to Cricket 

South Africa just to get the video footage of a certain player...” 

66 

 

Technology use 

in data analysis 

process 

The use of sport specific tools and 

software for the process of data 

conversion / analysis. 

“On the Dartfish and those programmes, you can do that...” 

“Yes, we use Sports code analysis software.” 

67 Technology use 

in data collection 

/ gathering 

information 

The use of technology to collect data 

in a digital format, either on own 

individual players / team or on the 

opposition 

 

“...get videos on the other teams.” 

“Not all the teams did it but it is like video analysing...” 
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68 Technology use 

in information 

communication / 

feedback 

The use of technology specifically to 

communicate analysis results, KIT’s 

and KPI and strategy.  

“Team talks and show videos and use certain things to incorporate it.” 

“...power points and where he would incorporate visuals and that...” 

69 Types of 

information 

Different types of data used or 

information gathered such as written 

data, results, stats, video footage and 

knowledge of players. 

“They may know something I don’t know, because the player can come to me and 

say coach, I was with this guy in Australia, he prepares like this, he looks to do this 

and that, so I have more info on that certain player then I can share it with my team. 

You don’t get this info anywhere, it is close and personal.” 

“...videos on the other teams.” 

“But you can always find results and that kinds of stuff.” 

 

70 Validity of data / 

information 

Coach / support staff mentions the 

validity / credibility of data. 

“So for me, I think we need to be careful about understanding what does the 

information say and is there enough to be credible?” 

71 Value of 

information 

Person expresses the value or lack 

thereof regarding gathering and 

analysing information and often refers 

to an example of a situation where it 

aided in their success. 

“So for me the information on competitors is vital.” 
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ADDENDUM B: LETTER OF PERMISSION AND 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF STUDY AND CONTACT 

DETAILS OF HIGH-LEVEL CRICKET COACHES FROM 

CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA COACHES EDUCATION 

MANAGER 
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ADDENDUM C: LETTER OF GOODWILL FROM SCHOOL 

DIRECTOR FOR INTRA-UNIVERSITY PEER 

PARTICIPATION 
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ADDENDUM D: LETTER OF GOODWILL FROM SCHOOL 

DIRECTOR FOR INTRA-UNIVERSITY PEERS 

PARTICIPATION

 

 
Names concealed for anonymity purposes 
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ADDENDUM E: LETTER OF GOODWILL FROM 

UNIVERSITY SPORT BUREAU MANAGER TO CONTACT 

COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF 
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Name concealed for 

confidentiality purposes 

Name concealed for 

confidentiality purposes 
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ADDENDUM F: LETTER OF GOODWILL FROM 

UNIVERSITY SPORT BUREAU MANAGER TO CONTACT 

COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF 
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Names and contact details concealed for confidentiality purposes 
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ADDENDUM G: PARTICIPATION LEAFLET AND 

CONSENT FORM FOR INTRA-UNIVERSITY PEERS  
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ADDENDUM H: PARTICIPATION LEAFLET AND 

CONSENT FORM FOR CRICKET COACHES AND 

SUPPORT STAFF 
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ADDENDUM I: PARTICIPATION LEAFLET AND 

CONSENT FORM FOR INTER-UNIVERSITY PEERS 
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ADDENDUM J: GENERAL INFORMATION 

QUESTIONNAIRES 

 
 

 

General Information for Competitive Intelligence in Sport project: Coaches 

Please write clearly. 

1.   DEMOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

1.1 Surname   Initials:  First Name 

   

1.2 Date of interview: 

 

1.3 Birth date: 

Year: Month: Day: 

1.4 Permanent residential address: 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

1.5 Contact details: 

Home:   Work: 

Fax:   Cell:   

E-mail:   
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1.6 Gender (mark with a cross): 

Male:   Female: 

1.7 Race: 

African Indian 

White Other 

Coloured  

2. COACHING BACKGROUND  

2.1 How many years coaching experience do you have? 

 

 

2.2 What is your coaching qualification(s)? 

 

 

 

2.3 Which team are you currently coaching? 

 

2.4 Are you coaching a male or female team? 

Male:   Female: 
 

2.5 For how many years have you been coaching this current team? 

 

 
 

2.6 In what league(s)/tournaments does your team compete? 
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2.7 Indicate the results your team has achieved over the past two years. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.8 What was your previous team that you coached and for how long did you coach them? 

 

 

 

 

 

2.9 Explain the role of each of the team management individuals. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.10 Explain how is management involved in your coaching process?  
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General Information for Competitive Intelligence in Sport project: Support staff 

Please write clearly. 

1.   DEMOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

 

1.1 Surname:     Initials       First Name  

   

1.2 Date of interview: 

 

1.3 Birth date: 

Year: Month: Day: 

1.4 Permanent postal address: 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

1.5 Contact details: 

Home:   Work: 

Fax:   Cell:   

E-mail:   

1.6 Gender (mark with a cross): 

Male:   Female: 
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1.7 Race: 

African Indian 

White Other 

Coloured  

2. BACKGROUND  

2.1 Indicate your tertiary qualification or other sport related qualification obtained and the year 

completed. 

Qualification: 

Year: 

Qualification: 

Year: 

 

2.2 Do you have a coaching qualification? 

Yes:   No: 

 

2.3 If you answered “YES” in 2.2 – indicate the coaching qualification you obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4 Indicate your years of experience involved with team performance preparation and 

competition as a support staff member. 
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2.5 Explain the role of each of the team management individuals. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 Explain how is management involved in your coaching process?  
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ADDENDUM K: PROOF OF ARTICLE 1 SUBMISSION TO 

THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PERFORMANCE 

ANALYSIS IN SPORT 
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ADDENDUM L: PROOF OF ARTICLE 2 SUBMISSION TO 

THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PERFORMANCE 

ANALYSIS IN SPORT 
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ADDENDUM M: PROOF OF ARTICLE 3 SUBMISSION TO 

THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PERFORMANCE 

ANALYSIS IN SPORT 
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ADDENDUM N: INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS FOR 

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PERFORMANCE 

ANALYSIS IN SPORT 
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ADDENDUM O: EXAMPLE OF ARTICLE PUBLISHED IN 

THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PERFORMANCE 

ANALYSIS IN SPORT 
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ADDENDUM P: PROOF OF ARTICLE 4 SUBMISSION TO 

SPORT MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
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ADDENDUM Q: PROOF OF ARTICLE 5 SUBMISSION TO 

SPORT MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
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ADDENDUM R: INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS FOR 

SPORT MANAGEMENT REVIEW 
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ADDENDUM S: EXAMPLE OF ARTICLE PUBLISHED IN 

SPORT MANAGEMENT REVIEW JOURNAL 
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ADDENDUM T: LETTER FROM LANGUAGE EDITOR 
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